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Executive Summary 

Organizational Approach to Developing a Stress Program 
NIJ grant 98-FS-VX-0006 

This National Institute of Justice grant was awarded December 1998 to 
the City of Longview Police Guild because it offered a unique 
opportunity for stakeholders in the community that have not traditionally 
sat down to discuss and address stress issue for police officers to work 
together. With representatives from labor, city and police department 
administration, the insurance and medical providers, family members, 
neighboring police jurisdictions and ancillary services including dispatch 
and the prosecutor’s office the taskforce team was designed to be diverse 
and creative. 

’ 

The taskforce followed a linear approach to project development with a 
series of educational meetings bringing the community in to talk about 
it’s resources as well as utilizing local, regional and national information 
via the internet, books and periodical articles. They met 18 times and 
utilized brainstorming and prioritizing to develop program criteria and 
subsequent program design. 

Dr. Ellen Kirschman, author of I Love a Cop was brought in from 
California to provide a one day workshop on police risk and protective 
factors for stress for the taskforce at the beginning of the process. 
Magellan was hired via a request for proposal (RFP) and provided stress 
training to approximately one half of the officers and families towards 
the end of the process. A survey of 12 officers (25% of the force) and 9 
spouses attending the training was taken beforehand to determine current 
knowledge of stress risk and protective factors and a post survey of the 
training session attendees was done to measure any change in 
knowledge. The intent of the survey was to also find out the types of 
services the officers and families felt they would benefit from or be most 
likely to use regarding stress issues. 

Ranlung high in the survey was confidential counseling that was local. 
The results were split between officer and spouse on whether counseling 
would be used if it were not covered by insurance. In other words, 55% 
of the spousal response considered having the service available more 
important than having the service covered by insurance, however 91% of 
the officer response said they would want the service covered by 
insurance. Other statistics include: 
9 58% of the officers and 77% of spouses said they would use it if 

there were co-pay. 

P 
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. 

. 
Peer support teams were supported by 100% of the officers 
responding and 77% of the spouses. 
Officers interested in stress training, presentations on stress, 
counseling by someone knowledgeable in law enforcement were 
83% and higher and spouses were 77% and higher. 
Current use of stress prevention or treatment among officers was 
92% for officers and 100% for spouses had not used services. 
The highest symptom of stress reported by both the officers and 
spouses was fatigue. The highest reported reason for reluctance to 
see a mental health professional was confidentiality for olfficers and 
cpst for spouses. 

. 

. 

Program recommendations prioritize an Employee Assistance Program, 
as it’s highest priority. Following that, a new hire orientation for officer 
and spouse and annually for veteran officers and family that includes 
training and awareness around the eight change areas determined by the 
taskforce as financial, health, lifestyle, family, community, career 
development / job organizational structure, critical incident and 
spirituality. Also among the recommendations are the use of technical 
reserves for peer support, mentoring and advocacy, programs to 
incentive good health practices as well as on-going training in stress 
prevention, sensitivity and diversity. In addition recommendations 
include providing support systems for officer and family, making 
changes to the organizational structure to help in career development and 
addressing negative cultural norms. 

Members of the taskforce, the community and the families have taken a 
conceptual approach to the implementation plan with emphasis on 
holistic and grassroots with specific suggestions for marketing and 
rollout. 

The model benefits program is concise and to the point having been 
gleaned from the research and the educational segments the taskforce 
undertook. 

Training curriculum used the one-day training session for officers and 
spouses was developed and provided by Magellan. 

Overall the taskforce found it’s work to be challenging and interesting 
working through the normal stages of group development to get to a 
level of function that supported production of a targeted and effectual 
stress prevention program for Longview police officers and their 
families. 
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Longview Police Guild Stress Prevention and Treatment Grant 
Longview, Washington 

Process Report 

Longview Police Guild Stress Prevention Grant 
Sponsor; Longview Police Guild 

Background 
Longview Police Guild Stress Prevention Grant was Awarded December 
1998 with a Completion date December 1999. An extension was granted 
to May 2000. The award was $49,292. 

In 1997 a cultural assessment of the Longview police department was 
done. At that time the department had 57 commissioned officers of 
which one-third of its patrol officers have been on the job less than one 
year. The City of Longview was facing a significant budget shortfall 
that year which was responsible for reducing funds for purchases of 
officer training and equipment. Rating indicators were low in a LPD 
cultural assessment. 

Based on the cultural assessment which was administered at roll call and 
was a self reporting survey the following indicators scored at four or 
below: 

- Ninety-two percent indicated there was more suspicion than trust 

- 92% said they did not understand organizational or team 

- 84% felt information sharing was not open and authentic; 
- 84% reported that authority was used inappropriately; 
- 87% said there was no genuine concern for each other; 
- 97% indicated that conflicts were not identified, accepted and 

- 97% believed the management team was not fully used; 
- 97% said team members were not risk takers; 
- 92% indicated the organizational environment was not open, 

- 100% said they didn’t understand the organizational direction; 
- 100% said decision making was limited to a few; 
- 100% felt that creativity was not encouraged; 
- and 100% said attitudes toward change were negative and 

in the department; 

objectives; 

worked through; 

supportive and respecting of individual differences; 

discouraged. 

Based on stress prevention and treatment literature it was determined 
that all of these indicators were significant producers of stress. 
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Longview Police Guild Stress Prevention and Treatment Grant 
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A Grant was written in 1997 with the Guild’s goal for this project to 
develop a comprehensive stress prevention and treatment program for 
law enforcement personnel and their families. A taskforce would be 
assembled and after receiving training in stress prevention and treatment, 
the task force would assess the organizational culture of the LPD and 
develop ways to minimize organizational sources of stress as well as 
assess the needs of the LPD officers and their families regarding stress 
issues. The taskforce would also review current policies and practices of 
the task force member groups (Guild, police department, insurance 
c v r ,  service provider and city government) for their impact on 
developing and operating an effective stress program and evaluate the 
current stress prevention and treatment program services available. 
Based on the information collected above, the taskforce would design a 
stress prevention and treatment program that can be replicated by other 
law enforcement agencies. 

The tasvorce 
In May 1999 the taskforce was assembled and included: 

Det. Jeff Davis, President of the Longview Police Guild 
Chief Bob Burgreen of the Longview Police Department 
Ken Terhaar of Kaiser Permanente 
Garnie DeForest of Regence Blue Shield 
Linda Swanson of the City of Longview Human Resources 
Officer Mike Cowan of the Kelso Police Department 
Lori Hendrickson of the Cowlitz County Emergency Management, wife 
of Officer Erik Hendrickson 
Shelly Reeves of the Cowlitz County dispatch and wife of Officer John 
Reeves of Longview Police Department 
Sgt. Vic Tiehen of Longview Police Department 
Ms. Sue Baur of the Prosecutor’s office 
Det. Ty Mauck of the Longview Police Department and member of the 
Longview Police Guild 
Chaplain Lyle Prather 

This taskforce was unique in that it assembled representatives from 
healthcare, city administration, the police guild, family members, 
ancillary departments, the religious community and neighboring police 
jurisdictions that had not typically come to the table to discuss police 
stress before this grant. ’ 
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~ 

The process 
In December a facilitator/program coordinator, Kathy McCurdy, was 
hired but was not able to continue with the project when a serious illness 
was discovered in April. Another facilitator, Jeanne Harris, was hired in 
late April and began work on the project in May 1999. 

May 1999 
The taskforce held a total of 18 meetings with it’s first meeting in May 
1999 to establish itself, review the grant, decide how the group was 
going to function, look at the timeline and decide on meeting dates. A 
workshop for training the taskforce was scheduled for June 5* with Dr. 
Ellen Kirschman, noted psychologist in the field of police stress and 
author of the book, I Love A Cop. 

June I999 
Dr. Kirschman was flown in from California and the workshop was held 
at the Cowlitz PUD auditorium on Saturday, June 5,1999 from 8:OO am 
- 2:OO pm. Lunch was provided and the workshop was videotaped for 
those that could not attend. Dr. Kirschman covered what stressors are 
for police officers and discussed risk and protective factors using 
examples from her book, professional career and videotape of officers 
and their families. She related that information to what officers and 
families in Longview might look at for needs and assessment.’ 

The task force met on June 17, 1999 to complete the work on ground 
rules, expected outcomes of the grant, timelines* and meeting dates and 
how they might learn from resources in the community about risk and 
protective factors for police officers and their families around stress. 
Each member of the taskforce took responsibility for an educational 
segment at a meeting of the taskforce. 

Education 
Meeting Date Topic 

July 17 San Diego’s Programs Chief 
July 22 Critical Incident Jeff 
Aug 12 The effects of physical wellnesshealth on stress Ty 
Aug 26 Employee Assistance Programs Linda 
Sept 9 What role does spiritual support play in stress? Chaplain 

1 Notes from Dr. Kirschman’s workshop; Appendix A 
Product Timeline and objectives and products list; Appendix A 
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Sept 23 Healthcare; Kaiser & Regence Blue Shield KedGarnie 
Oct 14 Financial planning for officers and families Shelly 
Oct 28 Career Development Mike 

July 1999 
The taskforce meeting on July 22, 1999 centered around developing a 
mission statement for the taskforce and an action plan to deliver on the 
mission statement. There was also discussion on the tools €or the 
evaluation survey that would need to be taken to find out what the police 
officers and their families knew about stress so a training session could 
be developed and delivered later in the year. The education presentation 
was Chief Burgreen relating his experiences around police stress in San 
Diego, California when he was a member of the department and later 
Chief of Police. 

'0 

August 1999 
In August the taskforce met and approved its mission Statement and 
action plan. 

LPD Stress Prevention Taskforce Mission Statement 

The mission of the LPG Stress Prevention Taskforce is 

> to review the current policies and programs available for stress 
prevention and treatment for the LPD officers and their families. 

> to assess the current knowledge and use of stress prevention treatment 
among LPD officers and their families. 

> to develop and deliver a plan to enhance the use of present services as 
well as make recommendation for any additional employee benefits, 
training or support services that would reduce work related stress for 
LPD officers and their families. 

Action plan to deliver on the mission statement 

This will be done by assessing the needs of the officers and their 
families in their knowledge and use of current stress prevention 
programs and treatment by distribution of a survey. 

i 

A plan for a stress prevention program which includes policies, 
treatment plans, support services, and training curriculum will be 
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developed that meets the'specific needs of the LPD and their families 
by engaging taskforce members into work teams to utilize information 
gained from: 

o the results of the survey 

research on other programs available to police and public safety 
oficers throughout the country 

o information from guest speakers on selected topics 

And finally, deliver a plan by way of a model, which includes current 
and recommended benefits, training and support services, which can 
be implemented to address these needs. 

The taskforce looked at the draft survey that had been developed from 
materials suggested and offered by members of the taskforce. A 
subcommittee volunteered to work on the development, delivery and 
assessment of the survey and agreed to decide on a time to meet. 
Because of varying work schedules and commitments the sub committee 
was not able to meet. Because of scheduling conflicts Chaplain Lyle 
Prather agreed to present his educational segment on the role of 
spirituality and stress instead of critical incident. The taskforce learned 
of the services that were available to the officer's county wide as well as 
the need to support those services and offered the Chaplain opportunities 
to meet with the guild to explain what he does. 

Work teams were assigned for more focused work on reviewing current 
policies, assessing current knowledge and researching other programs, 
benefits, support services and training. A notebook of research articles 
was presented to each taskforce member and everyone was asked to pick 
two articles to read and report back to the group on so everyone would 
benefit from all the information without having to read it all. 

The taskforce met again on August 26, 1999 and learned that the 
evaluator, Kathy Oxborrow would take responsibility for the further 
development of the assessment survey. A review of the product timeline 
was presented and it was identified that items 6 - 9 would need work 
teams to explore and report back on the following four areas: 

1. Assess the organizational culture of the LPD 
2.  Develop criteria for what the ideal program would look like 
3. Review existing services 
4. Review policies and procedures of the LPD 
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Longview Police Guild Stress Prevention and Treatment Grant 
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Linda Swanson of the City of Longview human resources did a 
presentation on Employee Assistance Programs. Linda brought Ronald 
Lehto, MS, NCC from Riverview Psychiatric and Counseling Service to 
discuss the services they provide. 

A financial planner, Me1 Love, presented information on the importance 
of financial planning for officers and offered his services for the 
development of curriculum for formalized classes for officers and their 
families. It was also suggested to consider an officer advocate program 
to provide peer counseling when officers were experiencing stress fiom 
financial concerns. 

Members of the taskforce signed up for articles they would read and 
report back on. 

September I999 
The September 9th meeting began with a grant review regarding officer 
training. A product of the grant was to provide a training session to 
officers and their families about stress. A pre assessment survey’ needed 
to go out to determine what they knew about stress risk and protective 
factors, go to the training and then be post assessed to see if .the training 
provided any new information or awareness. An RFP was developed 
and sent out to a short list of specific trainers and social workers to hire 
the trainer for this session. 

Dr. Dan Clark, psychologist for the Washington State Patrol gave an 
excellent presentation on Critical Incident Stress Management. Dr. 
Clark trains for the National and International CISM Network4 

The taskforce had been working for nearly six months now and 
attendance had been dropping. S g t .  Vic Tiehen had been assigned to 
several other projects that kept h m  from attending and announced 
formally withdrawing fiom the taskforce. Chief Burgreen had 
experienced several conflicts prohibiting attendance and several others 
so it was agreed to personally contact those that were missing and 
encourage their attendance. 

The taskforce discussed and agreed to send the facilitator, Jeanne Harris, 
to the Washington State CISM conference in November and Jeanne also 

’ Pre Assessment Survey; Appendix A 
CISM presentation notes Dr. Dan Clark; Appendix B 
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reported her attendance at a police stress prevention seminar in 
Edmonds, Washington. 

The grant officially received an extension until the end of May 2000 
because of the delayed start date. 

Shelly Reeves did an article report. The educational segment was on 
healthcare. Kaiser Permanente’s Ken Terhaar sponsored Jane Spence, 
RN, M.Ed. Administrator, mental Health and Recovery Resources and 
Regence Blue Shield’s Garnie DeForest sponsored Laura Bryan, MS W, 
LCS W; Director of EAP Services Cape Employee Assistance Program 
from Magellan Health Services. Both presented services available for 
stress prevention and treatment related to police officers and families5 

Attendance improved at the October 14* meeting. The :RFP for a trainer 
had received only one response so it was decided to go back out and try a 
different list of respondents. A broader net would be cast using 
organizations as well as individuals. 

The education segment was presented by Janice Stixrud and John 
Crawford of Kaiser Permanente on the effects of wellness on stress 
including programs for changing eating patterns and physical fitness 
habits that are detrimental to good health and related it specifically to 
police work.6 

Lon Hendrickson reported on her article “Male Law Enforcement 
Officer’s and their Spouses Perceptions to Post-Shooting  reaction^".^ 

October 1999 
The October 28* meeting saw a drop in attendance. Dates were 
discussed for work that needed to be done since this was the last 
educational segment and now it was time to start formulating a program 
based on what they had learned. 

Mike Cowan reported on career development emphasizing the need for 
strong communication classes and evaluation and re-evaluation of career 
goals. Mike also emphasized that officers be given the opportunity to 
take a proactive role in their career development including getting 

~ 

Magellan E M  materials; Appendix B 
Personal Wellness Profile; Appendix B ’ Male Law Enforcement Officers’ and Their Spouses Perceptions to 

Post-shooting Reactions report by Lori Hendrickson; Appendix B 
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education and being involved in the community as well as having an 
assessment center to help officers in making choices for an exciting and 
rewarding career in law enforcement. 

It was decided to start brainstorming the program and see what was left 
to be done at the next meeting. 

November 1999 
Attendance at the November 18,1999 meeting was very small. All 
polife officers and guild representatives were being stressed to 
maximum levels because of workload and could not attend. One 
member, Shelly Reeves, was giving birth to twins. 

Two members reported on articles they had read and information they 
had found on the Internet regarding family support systems they thought 
were pertinent. 

Several qualified candidates were responding to the request .for proposal' 
for a trainer and that a sub committee would meet to award the RFP. 
The facilitator, Jeanne Harris, reported on her attendance to the state 
CISM conference' and recommended CISM peer teams be developed for 
Cowlitz County. 

The taskforce then discussed their feelings about attendance and how 
they felt they needed to have the police representatives present to create 
a meaningful program for them. The group decided to move forward 
and brainstormed on everythng they had learned over the last several 
months. It was decided that much of what they had heard was centered 
around change and mapped all the areas in a police officers life including 
job, health, career, finances, organizational change, critical incidents, 
social and family, lifestyle, community, spiritual and personal and 
professional changes. They asked the question what was available and 
how does their culture support them or not support them around changes 
in these areas. How are officers and families asked to cope, to find 
solutions, find support and when they do what is available for recovery 
and re-entry and adjustment. And most importantly, how do 'we prevent 

~~ 

Request for Proposal for training on stress risk factors and protective 
factors for municipal police officers and their families October 1999; 
Appendix C 

Jeanne Harris; Appendix B 
CISM Conference in CheIan, Washington Nov 4 - 7,1999 Report by 
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impacts from stress? How can we be proactive? What does the officer 
and their families need? 

It was Q break through meeting and those in attendance left excited 
and feeling a sense of accomplishment. The months of learning were 
starting to create results. 

January 2000 
Dates were adjusted and the next meeting was held January 6,2000. 
Attendance was up. Product timelines were reviewed and the objectives 
were reviewed. The RFP for training was awarded to Magellan and the 
training would take place on February 26,2000. There would be a sign 
up sheet for 20 officers and their significant others. It was decided to 
limit the number of officers for the training due to the recommendations 
of Magellan to keep the numbers smaller for better attendance and 
results. Another session would be offered for others later in the year. 
The taskforce then brainstormed the areas that had been identified in the 
previous meeting and identified five questions to address for each area of 
change. 

The questions were: define the intent of the area identified, what were 
the existing resources/programs, what were the existing barriers, what 
support was currently in place or should be in place and what should 
program elements be. 

The taskforce brainstormed financial, health, lifestyle and family. 

At the January 19,2000 meeting sub groups reported their findings on 
organizational culture, criteria for the ideal program, existing services 
and review of policies and procedures. 

Much of this information became apparent in the brainstorming of the 
change areas, especially on criteria for the ideal program. Information 
was incorporated from the research the taskforce had done from 
programs in other parts of the country. The organizational culture had 
been examined in determining the need for the stress prevention grant in 
1997 and was used as the basis for the assumptions regarding current 
attitudes and cultural norms effecting behaviors contributing to stress 
presently in the department. Existing services were identified in the 
program development phase and it was discovered there are no formal 
policies and procedures for stress related events or issues to address 
stress protective and risk factors. 
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Enhanced program development took place in the change areas of 
financial, health, lifestyle, and family. 

February 2000 
The February 1 7 ~  meeting included an overview of the cluster 
conference report in Washington DC and continued work on program 
development in the change areas of community, career development'job 
organizational structure. The results of the pre assessment survey were 
presented. 

' 

March 2000 
The taskforce met again on March 2,2000. Discussion around the 
insurance carriers report question of "Does anydung need to be changed 
in order to implement a stress prevention and treatment program? Both 
Regence Blue Shield and Kaiser reported the prevention piece is only 
available through EAP's. Regence has an EAP available through a 
contract. Kaiser does not. Both provide treatment through the health 
benefits plans and adjustment reactions are covered, which appear after 
stress-related symptoms but not pre-stress treatment. Both will not pay 
for stress prevention such as intervention for family, exercise programs, 
etc. 

The taskforce debriefed the stress training for officers and significant 
others on February 26> 2000'' and the following points were made: 

Spouses - weren't notified separately ahead of time 
Clarify purpose - is it for officers and their spouse, S/O or can 
spouse go w/o officer 
Stick to our date - we changed dates for Magellan for one of their 
trainers and then he didn't show for thls training 
Lead time - good lead time, no less than 6 weeks 
Needs to be more interactive in the training - small groups 
Saw people reacting - seemed to be opening their eyes to new 
information 
Different levels of training for different groups or officers length of 
service Ex: orientation vs. two year officer 

1 

lo Pre Assessment Survey Officers and Spouses results; Appendix A 
I '  LPD Stress Training and Critical Incident Stress Management, 
February 2000; Appendix C 
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ApriI 2000 

Observations 

9 

m 

Need training specific to high stress events for people who have been 
there or want to know 
Critical incident - shooting, dead baby calls 

Program development continued for the change areas of critical incident 
and spirituality. 

The last meeting of the taskforce took place on April 6,2000. Used as 
an opportunity to wrap up last minute issues the taskforce discussed 
some implementation ideas and recommendations for the benefits model. 

The use of the taskforce model is certainly not a new one. What was 
unique about this process was the make up of the taskforce team., .a 
combination of private and public sector with stakeholders from groups 
that do not traditionally sit down together. In this case the police guild, 
police administration, family members and insurance carriers. At times 
there were tensions among the group as they not only struggled to 
develop through the stages of group development but to also understand 
the complexities of each other’s areas of concern. The irony of this 
exercise was that ofien times it played out the academic questions the 
group was exploring around stressors for police officers. One member 
was the wife of an officer and had discovered she was pregnant at the 
beginning of the project. She and her husband experienced stressors 
from the pregnancy, work and family. The officers on the taskforce 
experienced extreme stressors with high caseloads and unusual crime 
events during this project. Which in tum created friction in the group 
when the police officers weren’t able to attend meetings. Every team 
member’s commitment to the process was unquestionable. But evidence 
of stress appeared often which only confirmed the need for change in the 
way stress for police officers and family was acknowledged and dealt 
with. 
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Existing Services Review and Stress Program Design Report 

Change areas 
that can 
contribute 
to stress.. . 

Financial 
Health 
Lifestyle 
Family 
Community 
Career development/ 
job organizational 
structure 
Critical incident 
Spirituality 

Eight aspects of life were identified as influential change areas in the 
lives of Longview police officers. Influential enough to have impacts 
effeqing stress in the officer's lives. If addressed it is assumed the 
incidence or at least the impact of stress can be mitigated. Consequently 
program recommendations deal with these eight effectual areas. In each 
of the following areas of change a definition was given to the change 
area and existing services were identified. Barriers and support systems 
were determined which resulted in recommendations for program 
elements relative to this change area. 

Financial 
Officers often experience increased income and increased debt because 
they do not have the benefit of financial education or planning. Because 
of the dangerous nature of police work officers often worry about 
finances but don't always have the resources or feel comfortable seeking 
financial advice. An officer doesn't want to worry about the paycheck 
being there. They need to know "If I got hurt, I can still feed my family" 

Existing 
Currently the City of Longview offers its police officers a deferred 
compensation plan, city retirement and payroll deduction as well as 
public employees CU and supplemental term life. 

Barriers 
A barrier to offering programs for financial education could be the city 
budget with limited resources for financial advice. 

support 
Systems that could help the officer would be volunteer financial 
educators, perhaps from the LPD guild (specialized member or reserve) 
or a reserve program (techmcal reserves). 

Program Recommendations 
On staff financial planner and/or confidential financial advisors using 
technical reserves-making presentations on all finances and making sure 
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Health 

the officers know what they have for benefits via statements - as 
identified compensation. Providing education: benefits regarding 
divorce, LODD, new family, extended family. Providing an orientation 
program when hired for the officer and spouse/SO. 

Health issues are a major area of stress for officers. Routinely there is 
increased exposure to sickhnjured people and long hours/shift work as 
well as exposure to environment, poor eating habits and the impacts of 
heavy and cumbersome work related equipment that effect an officer’s 
health. 

Existing 
Currently the LPD offers equipment - weight room, FMLA, administers 
a non-smoker hiring policy and offers family medical leave and paid sick 
leave and long term disability, workers comp Leoff I1 and six months 
disability Leoff 1. The job description for an LPD officer calls for fitness 
for duty 

Barriers 
Shift workktaffing levels creating barriers to staying healthy. The long 
work hours contribute to fatigue as well as the heavy equipment / belt / 
gear I gun. 

Support 
The LPD currently provides availability of food storage/preparation 
equipment such as a microwave and refrigerator at the station, a fitness 
room, health education and a generous paid time off policy. 

Program recommendations 
Recommendations to enhance what is already available and encourage 
continued emphasis on maintaining a healthier lifestyle are to offer 
reduced or group rates at fitness centers such as the YMCA. To also 
institute fitness incentives such as requiring a mandatory cooper test for 
all officers with a success bonus as offered by the Redmond PD. On 
staff fitness representativehrainers and financial incentive for sick leave 
(no abuse of) paid time off should also be considered. Officers could 
also benefit fiom being offered nutrition and health awareness programs 
and converting to personal time off rather than sick leave, vacation - 
change how time off is offered. The way sick and vacation time is paid 
and allowed to accrue actually incentives officers not to take time off. It 
becomes more lucrative to wait and cash out sick and vacation rather 
than take it as leave. The city could provide targeted communication 
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regarding current discounts available from local vendors and provide 
motivators for being healthy - safety on the job campaigns. Because 
officers are often reluctant to take longer vacations that are more 
beneficial to stress reduction, especially when an officer is exposed to 
long periods of high stress it is recommended to require mandatory 
vacation in longer time frames. 

Recognizing that police officers are constantly exposed in high profile 
posi$ions in the community and are subject to high public expectations 
and scrutiny the lifestyle of an officer can often contribute to high stress. 

Existing 
There is a double jeopardy Cjudicial and workplace results) issue. When 
something goes wrong in one’s personal life it impacts the ability to 
work as well. It should also be noted the feelings of separation and 
segregation officers often feel. Especially the higher one goes in their 
career, the less social contacts, and even more so in the case of higher 
administration such as deputy chief or chief. There is also the existence 
of lack of respect or negligence for an officer’s work. Disregard for the 
fact that they are a professional and often personal time is interrupted by 
friends, family and citizen’s wanting help for personal situations such as 
“that ticket I got“ which results in the difficulty in keeping job and home 
life separate. These differences often manifest between spouse and 
officer who want to live a “normal” life with family and friends but feel 
they can’t because of the officers’ call to duty. 

Barriers 
Barriers to improving the situation are job expectations including the self 
imagined and publicly imposed ”John Wayne” syndrome and the 
frustration in dealing with the publics worst side. Officers often deal 
with dual personality issues such as being tough on shift and off shift 
being loving and dutiful spouse. How do they relax? 

support 
Officers can engage in family/community involvement such as 4H, 
soccer, scouting, and church, which help to ground officers in “normal” 
life experiences and provides positive feedback. 

Propram recommendations 
Provide education and opportunities for coping mechanisms such as peer 
groups/ suppod advocacy and mentoring. Also career development 
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work such as communication classes. Provide opportunities for honest 
discussions on how to defbselrelax, develop personal and professional 
communication skills and help encourage creating "another" life away 
from police life. Discouraged a dual career. Because of the rotating 12 
hour shifts officers end up with several days off during the week that is 
being used to run a dual career. Officers need help in realizing off shift 
time is time to relax, be with family, engage in hobbies or other non 
stress activities. 

Farnib - -  

The officer's relationship with spouse, significant other, parents, 
children, and extended family are critical for providing reduction to 
stress but often produce just the opposite. Police officers suffer one of 
the highest rates of divorce of all industries. 

Existing 
Officers must deal with shift work, which are now 12 hours, as well as 
working holidays and overtime which often create friction in the home. 
The higher standards expected of the officer also impact the family, 
which also creates wariness of the public. Because of what the officer 
does the family is vicariously effected. Often family communication is 
difficult. 

Barriers 
Because of the two different worlds of work and family life often co- 
worker pressure to socialize can create barriers for families. Fatigue 
from long hours, media attention and the lack of privacy - the public 
expects the officer to be 24/7 and so does the officer. The officer's own 
family members in trouble with the law or with a criminal history can 
cause friction or tension. Jealousy often occurs because the spouse is 
worried about the officer being with other possible mates or jealous of 
large amounts of time spent at work or with co-workers off duty. 

SUDD0l-t 
There is some peer support and informal mentoring available now but 
not in a formal manner. 

Program recommendations 

Provide a spouse academy to help spouses learn about the job and the 
tools involved. Officer/family support such as the Portland Police 
Bureau Roses which formed after the LODD of Officer Thomas 
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Jef%iies’*or counseling and officer’s spouse peer groups as well as 
encouraging family ride-dongs so they can better understand the work 
the officer does. Provide on-going workshops and training sessions for 
officers and family in risk and protective factors around stress for the 
police family such as the training provided by Magellan to the LPD 
officers and families on February 26,2000.” 

Community 
The way the community looks at the officer and family and how they do 
or don’t fit into their community. 

Existing 
The community often takes officers for granted; especially it seems on 
holidays. Officers often suffer from a condition called hyper vigilance, 
which is precipitated by constant surveillance by the officer. Officers are 
trained to scan for something out of the ordinary, possibly illegal and 
often times dangerous and life threatening. After a while the officer can 
become overly sensitive to perceptions that the community is constantly 
watching them as they are watching it. The officer is often called upon 
to play different roles in their community which can become confusing 
or difficult to maintain such as undercover work on duty and then trying 
to lead a norrnal life off duty. Officers serve on community boards, 
commissions or school volunteer and deal with being considered a 
“normal” person. 

Barriers 
The officer is expected to be role models and live more than perfect lives 
as well as being expected to be an officer 24 hours, 7 days a week. 

support 
The City funds - 2 school officers - 1 DARE: and CSO’s and helps with 
funding for a canine (dog) officer. The City of Longview is engaged in 
problem oriented policing (POP) and neighborhood mediation programs 
and block watch. So the community is actively taking part in public 
safety as well as the officer and the officer is able to play a more normal 
role in the community. 

l2 Oregon Live: 05-1 1-98, Group offers insight into unique world of 
olice work; www.ore~onlive.com/toda~snews/9805/st05 1 1 05.ht11-1, Appendix B b see trimng cumculum; appendix C 
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Program recommendations 
Encourage police officer sponsored charity events such as the popular 
car show and to be a part of service organizations such as Rotary and 
Kiwanas. Consider reinstating the Bugs bunny club and look at such 
public relations programs as baseball cards/stickers to kids. Encourage 
the community to show support for officers such as the buddy bear 
donations - do at the mall or the fair. Encourage and honor diversity. 
Rethink the policy that supports enabling the community to expect 
officers for all incidents. 

>. 

Community Development and/or job organizational structure 

What is available to the officer for career path development and does the 
structure of law enforcement inhibit career growth or add to stress? 

Existing 
Currently there is concern around compensation for expanded duties 
such as OIC (officer in charge) and the fact that the department is top 
heavy providing less opportunity for advancement as well as an officer’s 
own personal questions around how do I get out? Am I trapped behind 
the badge? 

Barriers 
Currently the department is on 12 hour rotating shifts, which can lead to 
burnout. The department is currently top heavy with young Sergeants 
which is perceived as no where to go. There is the concern that the 
department is minimally staffed, in fact understaffed for the number of 
units developed in the structure and there is not enough money for the 
over time for training which can help in career development or can 
bridge the gap when moving to another industry. 

Support 
The 12 hour shift which is considered a barrier is also considered a 
support because it can offer time to go to school and there is tuition 
reimbursement, training for EVOC, firearms and specialty units get 
training in such areas as domestic violence, hostage negotiations. 

R 

Program recommendations 
Redesign the job duties of SgtKapt. and restructure the organization to 
be less top heavy. Offer training -industry specific - and conferences as 
well as home schooling, use of the computer for long distance learning 
and encourage advanced degrees. 
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CriticaI Incident 
A critical incident is an event that is outside the norm and produces an 
unusual physiological and emotional response. Response could be 
triggered by an accumulation of critical incidents. 

Existing 
There is little to nothing available in the Longview Police Department. 
Debrief is not used and is not offered - the employee needs to ask for it. 
There is no team or peer support and no support for family, which has 
resulted in unresolved traumas that manifest psychologically and 
physiologically. 

Baniers 
The need is not recognized and there is a lack of knowledge around what 
critical incident’s are. There are assumptions it is just when there is a 
shooting. There is a lack of training for debriefing creating an 
environment where the officers are psychologically and physiologically 
faced with it on a constant basis. 

support 
Currently there are informal networks of support in the chaplain, 
coworkers, family, friends, church and mental health providers though 
not specifically trained for police issues. 

Program recommendations 
The development of peer support teams and a TIC - traumatic incident 
committee (team) as well as spouse support teams. Support the 
increased use of shift debriefing using a trained peer de-briefer who is 
available on every shift. Provide an orientation to prepare for autopsies 
and ongoing training sessions / workshops around different aspects of 
critical incident. Institute an EAP that offers mental health coverage that 
is law enforcement specific. 

SpirituaIity 
The way we act, we think, we work.. . our overall belief system, values, 
morals from within - and how they are being challenged / compromised. 
For example an officer comes in contact with domestic violence between 
two gay men and he doesn’t believe in homosexuality yet he is required 
and expected to handle the situation fairly, without bias and by the law. 
All the while in direct conflict with his own moral beliefs. 
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Existing 
The officer is expected to interpret and to uphold the law yet is often 
subjected to internal pressures such as the blue code (turn the other way) 
in the case of another officer or situations that conflict with his moral 
beliefs. There are issues around prejudice - growing diversity issues in 
the department which confronts the officer such as being aware of an 
unethical action by a coworker and wondering how to deal with it. In 
order to fit in the culture of the department encourages officers to adopt 
an “us against them” attitude towards the bad guy which can be stressful 
for officers not willing to succumb to the environments norms. 

Barriers 
There are currently attitudes in the department that don’t support others 
belief systems and there is the expectation that an officer will uphold the 
laws, even when they are in conflict with an officer’s personal value 
systems and not be effected by it. There is a lack of confidentiality in the 
department. Current policies and procedures support that lack of 
confidentiality because they require reporting up the chain of command. 
The civil law Garrity is sited which can force an officer to talk thereby 
destroying any opportunity to break the cycle of supportive silence. 

support 
Officers have access to organized religion and the chaplain for guidance. 

Program recommendations 
Institute a confidentiality policy for the reporting officers. Provide 
sensitivity training in dealing with stereotypes and diversity training in 
orientation as well as on going. 

Program criteria 

The number one concern was that the program be confidential. If the 
officer or family were to use mental health services that they must be 
confidential and that reports would not be released to any other 
jurisdictional body, including administration of their own jurisdiction. 
The mental health portion of the program needed to be available close by 
but not necessarily in Longview for reasons of confidentiality. It was 
important that providers be knowledgeable and practiced specifically to 
the unique issues police officers and family face. It was also important 
that the police community the program was serving have input into the 
services provided specific to their needs and that the program have 
elements that were proactive in addressing stress risk and protective 
factors. The use of peers, such as advocates was recommended and the 
importance of on-going training and training specific to the officer and 
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families length of service was emphasized. A new officer will have 
different needs than a veteran. A new wife of an officer will have 
different needs than a veteran wife. 

Program recommendations 

n 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Institute an Employee Assistance Program that offers mental health 

coverage contracted with providers trained in law enforcement 

ipues. . 

Provide orientation around all eight change areas during the first 

two week  of service on the job with follow-up over the next six 

months and then bi-annually for all officers. 

Use technical reserve officers for conjdential advice and education 

or mentoring, 

Institute programs to incentive good health practice and lifestyle and 

encourage use of personal leave for activities that contribute to 

stress reduction. 

Target communications to ofJicers and family regarding perk plans 

and promote safety on the job  by making healthy lifestyles acceptable 

and honored. 

Develop relationships in the community that support the oficer 3 

desires to live healthy. 

Provide stress education and opportunities for coping mechanisms 

such as peer groupshpport as well as peer advocacy and mentoring 

of officers and families. 

Provide communication classes. 

Support creating another life away @om police lye that is relaxing 

and enjoyable such as a hobby or communi& service, not a dual 

career. 

Provide a spouse academy and family support opportunities 
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Provide ways for the oficer to interface with the community in 

‘)positive ’’ andor non-threatening ways. 

Rethink the policy that supports enabling the community to expect 

oficers for all incidents 

Institute a conjidentiality policy for reporting oficers. 

Provide sensitivity training in dealing with stereotypes. 

Encourage and honor diversity. Provide diversity training and 

support zero tolerance in the workplace. 

Develop CISD peer support teams and a traumatic incident 

committee (TIC) 

Provide orientations and training sessionsfor stress incidents, 

Restructure the organization to be less top heavy and or provide 

career opportunities. 

Support professional training and advanced degrees that bridge 

transitions to the private sector. 
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Implementation Plan 

Recognition of stress risk and protective factors and then addressing 
them with preventative measures is elemental in the implementation of a 
stress prevention and treatment program for police officers in Longview. 
Therefore access and monetary coverage or contribution is critical. The 
service or program must be easy to access and must not be financially 
detrimental or the officer will not participate. 

' 

Recommendations 

An implementation team must be involved in deciding on program 
elements, contracting services based on the recommended programs and 
benefits package and marketing strategies. 

Policies and procedures are currently not in place around stress issues. 
Standard Operating Procedures must be developed using a committee of 
stakeholders and incorporating outreach to other agen~ ies '~  utilizing best 
practices and capturing current informal procedures. 

Programs that can be implemented in the wor@lace with minimal 
disruption of work, minimal inconvenience and even perceived as 
contributory to the work experience could result in the highest success. 
Changing the culture of the work environment to reflect a holistic 
approach to health, well being and stress reduction is critical. 
Redefining what is acceptable behavior and reactions to stress will be 
necessary. When officers no longer feel their jobs, reputations and self- 
esteem are at stake by admitting they are feeling stress from work then 
they will be more likely to seek help before stress is an issue. 

Finding ways to incorporate these norms towards stress reduction into 
the culture will be necessary. One method that is strongly recommended 
is the new officer orientation where they can be indoctrinated into a 
mindset of preventative actions around stress. 

The culture of the police department must change to reflect these new 
values as well. Veteran officers that may be uncomfortable or resistant 
to change will need incentives and constant reinforcement. Visual 
reminders will be necessary such as posters. Training sessions that are 

l 4  City of Vancouver Chapter 5 Personnel Rules, Policies and Procedures 
and Tulsa Oklahoma Police Department's Policy and Procedure Manual 
for Critical Incident Response Team policy, Appendix D 
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consistent and often will be needed. Peer teams and mentor programs 
should be implemented to help veteran officers learn by teaching, being 
asked to set the example. And disciplinary actions may be necessary 
when there is resistance that may be destructive to the behavioral 
changes that are expected. Instituting the cooper test and providing 
monetary compensation for compliance is recommended. However so is 
disciplinary action for non-compliance. 

Awareness is a number one tool in preventing stress. It is important to 
help officers and families know when they have or are being exposed to 
stress and then give them tools to do something about it. Whether it is a 
one on one debrief with a peer support team member or counseling from 
a mental health provider or simply making time to get more exercise or 
attending a seminar with their spouse on learning how to eat more 
healthy. 

Repetition of concepts is important and incorporating them in 
overlapping programs will reinforce change as well. And setting 
examples and then modeling success will help those that are reluctant. 

Clear expectations with help in setting parameters fiom those directly 
impacted will need to take place for higher compliance. Feedback fiom 
officers and families is critical in making sure programs are meeting 
needs and if not what can be done differently. 

SupportJi.om the community is important as well. Finding citizens and 
business that will offer discounts and incentives and offer verbal and 
written support. Raising awareness of police stress issues without 
raising concern that officers are not being effectual. In fact, just the 
opposite by having stress reducing resources available to them officers 
will be even more effectual. 

Emphasizing bene$ts supports attitudinal change. “What’s in this for 
me?” is the question that should be answered in the implementation 
phase of any program. Why would someone want to participate and the 
address that. An officer might be resistant to attending a seminar on 
financial planning. Why should an officer care about financial planning? 
What do officers fear? Leaving family unprotected and vulnerable in the 
event of tragedy on the job? Address those issues. Young officers might 
not see the value. After all, they are invincible and nothing will happen 
to them. A combination of training and mentoring by a veteran who has 
experienced his mortality could benefit this young officer and his family. 
Whatever the change area to be addressed using concepts fiom multiply 
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programs to reinforce benefits to the officer and family should be 
utilized. 

Patience is necessary when implementing a new program. Slow and 
gradual awareness with inclusion of stakeholders along the way is 
important and will result in higher acceptance and ultimate change. A 
top down mandatory approach will not work. Trust needs to be built and 
understanding of the scope of impact that the program could have on the 
current and future health and well being of officers and families needs to 
be understood. 

Consistency is critical. Everyone must participate and no one is 
excepted. The program must be adequately funded but more importantly 
there must be a commitment from the top that this program is valuable 
and will be a priority in the budget and the way the department treats it’s 
officers and families. 

P 

The message must be clear and concise. The officer’s and their families’ 
health and well being are important to this organization and this is what 
we do to support that. The program must have an identity. It should be a 
collaborative effort by stakeholders of the program. Stakeholders might 
include city administration, police officers and family members, police 
department administration, insurance providers and union 
representatives. 

Marketing 
It is recommended that the roll out be graduated and include such 
elements as an orientation for officers and family together, offer training 
specific to the service being rolled out and marketing events that attract 
interest in the service. 

Marketing strategies suggested by the taskforce include sending a 
newsletter directly to the home so spouses and significant others have 
direct access to the information. As discovered in the research phase of 
this grant, officers often will attempt to shield their families from their 
stressors resulting in the withholding of information from the family that 
may be deemed by the officer as detrimental. That is way direct mail to 
the family is important. 

Family events sponsored to promote a service have been used by other 
agencies with success. The taskforce recommended a bowling night, 
family picnic, dance and dinner with a DJ, softball game, kid’s night 
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with a potluck to encourage officer and family to attend together and 
receive information at the same time. The use of canvas bags printed 
with the program and infomation in the bags along with promotional 
items was helpful in getting the information into the hands of family. 

Promotional items marked with name and contact number of the program 
were suggested by the taskforce and included balloons, pencils and pens, 
refrigerator magnets, picture magnets, mugs, stickers, car fresheners, 
nerf balls, baseball hats, tee-shirts, key chains, or coloring books. 

Funding 
Most of the program recommendations can be implemented with 
relatively minor funding adjustments within the department because they 
can be done using technical reserves that are citizens who are sworn 
volunteers to provide these services to the department. There will be 
training costs for internal staff in developing peer teams and contracting 
costs for some training sessions. There are resources within the state for 
support of this type of program that should be explored in volunteer 
training or staff sharing for training. The Washington State Patrol has 
Dr. Dan Clark on board as state psychologist and is available for CISM 
training. The guild could consider fundraising to support the program 
and community and non-profit as well as federal and state matching 
funds for such programs should be solicited. 

A major funding barrier will be in offering an Employee Assistance 
Program with the levels of mental health coverage that are being 
recommended in the benefit package recommendation. This issue will 
need to be addressed by city staff, insurance providers and city council. 

It is recommended that a presentation be developed to present to city 
council representing the benefits of implementation of an EAP and what 
the costs and cost benefit would be to the city. 

Insurance and Medical Providers Report 

Both Regence Blue Shield and Kaiser reported any prevention services 
are only available through EM’S. Regence has an EAP available 
through a contract. Kaiser does not. Both provide treatment of stress 
related issues through the health benefits plans and adjustment reactions 
are covered, however these are conditions which appear after stress- 
related symptoms manifest. There is no pre-stress treatment or coverage 
for services that might reduce or prohibit stress before it happens. Both 
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.- 
Longview Police Guild Stress Prevention and Treatment Grant 

Longview, Washington 

providers will not pay for stress prevention such as intervention for 
family, exercise programs, counseling or anything considered 
preventative. 

Model Benefits Program 

The benefits package being recommended should include the following; 

n No less than five mental health visits per year per incident per family 
member n!r o otally confidential 

n Must be local 
n Must be available to officer’s on shift as well as off 
o Childcare onsite and 24/7 for officer’s families through the age of 12 
n Mental health phone support 2417 and 800 number 

emberships for fitness facilities and discounts for family 

It is recommended to explore the current EM’S available in the 
marketplace. The taskforce discovered at least one in the Portland Metro 
area, Magellan, which offers quality and confidential services with 
qualified treatment providers knowledgeable in law enforcement issues. 
Magellan is contracted through Regence Blue Shield. 

Training Curriculum 

Magellan provided the Stress Training and Critical Incident Stress 
Management session on February 26,2000 for 20 officers and spouses. 
Their curriculum is available to Longview Police and included in the 
appendix. 

Report Dissemination 

It is recommended that the report, Organizational Approach to 
Developing a Stress Program be disseminated by means of 
announcement to the following local, state and national associations that 
are in confluence with the police industry. An appropriate fee should be 
charged for copy and mailing. 

International Association of Police Chiefs 
5 15 N. Washington St 
Alexandria, Virginia 223 14 

Washington State Lodge of the Fraternal Order of Police 
2527 W Kennewick Ave # 207 
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Longview Police Guild Stress Prevention and Treatment Grant 
Longview, Washington 

Kennewick, WA 99336 
Association of Washington Cities 
1076 Franklin Street SE 
Olympia, WA 98501 

Association of Washington Counties 
206 Tenth Ave SE 
Olympia, WA 98501 

Municipal Research & Services Center of Washington 
1200 SthAvenue, Suite 1300 
Seattle, WA 98101-1059 

Washington Association of County Officials 
206 Tenth Avenue SE 
Olympia, WA 98501-131 1 

State of Washington 
Department of Personnel 
PO Box 47500 
Olympia, WA 98504-7500 

Worldatwork (formly American Compensation Association) 
14040 N. Northsight Blvd. 
Scottsdale, AZ 85260 

Northwestern Association for Behavior Analysis 
Warren R. Street 
Department of Psychology 
Central Washington University 
Ellensburg, WA 98926-7575 

Society of Human Resource Management 
Marilyn Hoppen, SPHR 
Area V Manager 
P.O. Box 5 10 
Gig Harbor, WA 98335 

Washington Association of Marriage and Family Therapists 
17233 - 140th Ave., SE 
Renton, WA 98058 

American Association of Marriage and Family Therapists 
1133 - 15th Street, NW, Suite 300 
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Longview Police Guild Stress Prevention and Treatment Grant 
Longvim , Washington 

Washington, D.C. 20005-2710 
National Associate of Legal Professionals 
EDUCATION DIRECTOR 
Wendy Heurter 
Law Office of Earl F Angevine 
325 Pine St, Ste A 
Mt Vernon, WA 98273 

Washington Correctional Association 
P. 0. Box 5853 
Lacey, WA 98509-5853 

. 

Washington Council of Police and Sheriffs 
200 Union Avenue SE 
Olympia, WA 98501-1393 

Washington Counseling Association 
Pam VanderDoes, WCA Member Services, 
840 Elm Drive 
Goldendale, WA 98620 

Washington Insurance Council 
1904 3rd Avenue, Suite 925 
Seattle, WA 98 10 1 - 1 123 

Washington Self-Insurers Association 
1401 4th Ave. East 
Olympia, Washington 98506 

Washington Association of Fire Chiefs 
605 E 1 l* Ste 21 1 
PO Box 7964 
Olympia WA 98507-7964 

Washmgton State Council of FireFighters 
1069 Adams Street SE 
Olympia, WA 98501 

The Washington State Psychological Association 
P.O. Box 2016 
Edmonds, WA 98020-95 16 
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Longview Police Guild 
Stress Prevention & 

I reatment I ask torce 
Workshop 

Presented by 
Dr. Ellen Kirschman, Ph.D. 

Saturday, June 5, 1999 
8:OO am - 2:OO pm 

Cowlitz PUD Auditorium 
961 12thAve 

Longview Wa 98632 

This workshop is an interactive opportunity to learn from one of the foremost experts in 
public safety work and it's stresses. Dr. Ellen Kirschman is a clinical psychologist and 
consultant who has been working with police officers and their families for 20 years. 
Dr. Kirschman has been an invited guest at  the FBI academy and is a member of the 
Psychology Section of the International Association of Chiefs of Police. Her book, ' I  
Love a Cop, What Police Families Need to Knod', has been sent to you to preview 
before this workshop to help facilitate questions. 

This is an opportunity for everyone on the task force to gain an in-depth understanding 
of the realities of the police officers work and home life, even for those already involved 
in public safety. Dr. Kirschman will provide an informative foundation for the task force 
to apply to the stress prevention and treatment project. 

Look forward to seeing you all there. A light lunch will be provided. 

For further information contact: 

Det. Jeff Davis 
Longview Police 
577.3157 
jeff .davis@ci. longview. wa. us 

Jeanne Harris 
facilitator 
360.896.0422 
jeanne@pacifier.com 

This document is a research report submitted to the U.S. Department of Justice. This report
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Longview Police Guild Stress Prevention and Treatment Taskforce Workshop 
Dr. Ellen Kirschrnan, Ph.D. 

June 5, 1999 

Agenda 

o Introductions w/expectations 
o Grant overview 
o 
o Risk factors/officers 

o Break 
o Group - Stressors on the police .. family 

Risk factors/families 
o Lunch 

Group -What are the needs of police and families in Longview 
o Protective factorslaction plan 

Break out - What are the stressors on police officers 

Expectations 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

Clarity on issues 
On the job/at home 
Help wkommunication w/guild 
Lay groundwork for program 
Part of the group 
Help develop the plan 
Better comm/jurisdictions 
Wants to see something available 
Recognize problems before critical 
Define goals and objectives 

Break outs 
What are the Stressors on Police Officers? (officers) 

o Situational ethics 
R Office politics/organization 
o Work schedules 

Police culture vs everyone else 
o Negative environment 
o Public influences 

What are the Stressors on Police Officers? (nonofficers) 

1. Administration 
2. Hours - shiftwork 
3. Disruption in family life 
4. Promotions - yes or no 
5. Disciplinelterminationldisability possibilities 
6. Accidentlshootings 
7. City council decisions 
8. City mgr decisions 
9. Chiefs decisions 
I O .  Guild positions 
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11. Maturity of individual officer (PHASES) 
12. Secret life 
13. Public scrutiny 
14. Home life/friendships 
15. Is there life after copdom? 
16. Legal system not taking them into account 

Risk factors for officers? 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
R 
0 
0 
0 
0 

Negative culture 
Admin 
Acknowledgmenff rewards 
Traumdexposure 
Hypervig ilenceltrust 
Dead-end joblhandcuffed to job 
Financial aspects 
Isolation 
Ambiguity 
Change 

Why should we care about stressors on police families? 

0 
0 
R 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

Divorce 
Families are real life 
Families are support system 
Better cop 
Families doing the job too 
Worried about family 
Kids - making decision based on job separates them from peers 
Live in glass box 
Identify self by the job 
CKs (church kids) family supposed to live higher standard - over reacffrebellion 
Kids wanting to be a cop (acting out cop activity) 
Families alone 
Shiftwork 
Kids friends won't come over 

Protective factors for families 

Talking w/the family 

o Problem-solving together 
Include the family in decisions 

San Francisco Model 

Peer support teams - refer from within 
PPO's > contract wllist of therapists preferred provider panel 

- Ride alongs 
- Interviewed by officers 
- Firearms sim 
- In house orientation 

- Copay$20 
- Dependents emps 
- Substance abuse 
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- Run bycops 
- 
- 
- pre-incident educations 
- avoid fitness for duty 
- concern for officer's safety 

On call therapist - diffuser (debrief) 
72 hours formal debrief mandatory 

Formal De-brief 

' Individual as well as group 
Only those directly involved 
Maybe more than one debrief 
Don't' forget dispatch 

How normal changes when exposed to continual stress 

Protective Factors 

0 
0 
0 
3 
17 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
O 

D 
0 

Peer support 
Personal coping mechanisms 
Personal problem-solving skills 
Education/training 
Management support 
Effective communication 
Awareness of stress 
Knowledge of triggers 
Professional supportltherapists 
Family support mechanisms 
Support for the family consistency 
Another life - other than police work 
Critical oncident debrief 
Policies/procedures 
o Long term consistency 
Sense of fairness - legal/moral/ethical 
System that integrates experience and time in 
the department 
System that changes shifts 
Child carelfamily support systems especially 
for shift work 

o Organization that keeps current wktress 
factors and addresses them 

o Addressing career needs 
Career tracks 

o Planning for the future 
o Learning from other industries 
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LPG Stress Prevention and Treatment Taskforce 

August 1999 

Product Timeline Status Assign Due 

Date Date 

1. Develop an evaluation plan and collect baseline data 

2. Deliver training for officers, families and task force .... 
(a training session was held for task force only) 

Task force team 

3. Establish a work plan 

4. Identify and collect research 

Task force team 

done 

June' 

done 

done 

5. Review service needs as identified by officers, families and research 

Needs assessment - Kathy Oxborrow done OCt 

6. Assess organizational culture of the LPD 

Task force team - to be assigned done OctandNov Dec 

Task force team - to be assigned done Octand Nov Dec 

Task force team - to be assigned done Octand Nov Dec 

Task force team - to be assigned done OctandNov Dec 

Oct- Dec Jan 

7. Develop criteria for what the ideal program would look like based on needs assessment, research and training 

8. Review existing services 

9. Review policies and procedures of the LPD, Guild, city government, insurance carriers and service providers. 

9A. RFP for consultant train officers and families in stress risk and protective factors done 
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LPG Stress Prevention and Treatment Taskforce 

August 1999 

Product Timeline Status Assign Due 

Date Date 

10. Design a stress program based on criteria developed by task force 

Task force team - to be assigned done Dec-Feb Mar 

Task force team - to be assigned done' Dec-Feb Mar 

Task force team - to be assigned done Dec-Feb Mar 

Task force team - to be assigned done Dec-Feb Mar 

11. Identify policies and procedures that need to be revised, eliminated or created 

12. Identify which services need to be changed, added or eliminated to concur with proposed program 

13. Prepare model benefits 

14. Prepare draft stress program - get comments 

Jeanne and team members? 

15. Revise draft based on comments 

Jeanne and team members? 

16. Prepare final program design report 

Jeanne and team members? 

Done Mar and Apr May 

Done Mar and Apr May 

Done Mar and Apr May 
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LPG Stress Prevention and Treatment Task force 

Summary of Objectives and Products 
August 1999 
Page 1 of 4 

Objective One - Task Force 

Establish a task force of approximately ten members representing: 

Objective Two - Curriculum Development, Training Delivery and 

Assessment 

Neec 'S 

A consultant will be retained to develop curriculum and jointly train the task force and 

all LPD officers and the@ families in the treatment and prevention of stress 

Objective Three - LPD Organizational Culture Assessment 

The task force will assess the organizational culture of the LPD for its impact on 

officers acknowledging and seeking stress prevention and treatment services. 

Objective Four - Program Criteria 

Develop criteria for what an "ideal" program would look like based on the needs 

identified by the officers and families. 

Objective Five - Existing Services Review 

Review existing services to determine what is available to build on, what services need 

to be tweaked, what services need to be added and what services may be 

unnecessary. 

Objective Six - Policies and Procedures Review 

The task force will review the policies, procedures and practices of the partners in the 

current delivery system for their impact on the "ideal" program. 

This document is a research report submitted to the U.S. Department of Justice. This report
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LPG Stress Prevention and Treatment Task force 

Summary of Objectives and Products 
August 1999 
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Objective Seven - Stress Program Design 

Including what is already in place and working, the task force will design a stress 

program based on the criteria developed in objective four. This is the time where the 

"ideal" meets the "real" 

Objective Eight - Implementation Plan 

Develop a plan to implement the proposed stress program, including potential funding 

sources. The plan will cover strategies 

Objective Nine - Process Report 

A report will be produced that outlines the innovative process the task force used to 

develop and design an effective stress prevention and treatment program. 

Objective Ten - Program Design Report 

A report will be prepared that outlines the stress prevention and treatment program 

designed by the task force. 

Objective Eleven - Report Dissemination 

The project results will be widely disseminated as described in the section on "Plan for 

Disseminating Results." 

This document is a research report submitted to the U.S. Department of Justice. This report
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LPG Stress Prevention and Treatment Task force 

Summary of Objectives and Products 

Products 

August 1999 
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0 Product #1: Proaram Desian Report. 

This report will describe the stress prevention and treatment program designed by the 

task force. 

Product #2: Insurance Carriers Section Report. 

This is a sub category of product #1. The section of the program report describing the 

role of insurance carriers in developing an effective stress program will be augmented. 

0 Product #3: Medical Providers Section Report. 

This is also a sub category of product #1. Medical providers may have policies, 

procedures and practices that could impede the availability, use and effectiveness of 

stress program services for officers and their families. 

0 Product #4: Process Report. 

This report will describe the innovative process the task force used to develop and 

design an effective stress prevention and treatment program. 

Product #5: Implementation Pian. ~. 

The detailed implementation plan for the stress program (product #1) will cover 

strategies for insurance carriers, medical service providers, LPD, Guild and the City of 

Longview. These strategies will include the necessary changes in policies, procedures 

and practices these entities need to undertake to create an effective stress program. 

This document is a research report submitted to the U.S. Department of Justice. This report
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LPG Stress Prevention and Treatment Task force 

Summary of Objectives and Products 
August 1999 

Page 4 of 4 
Product #6: Trainina Curriculum. 

This training curriculum will cover the prevention and treatment of stress for officers 

and their families and can be used by other agencies. 

0 Product #7: Model Benefit Packaae. 

A model benefit package will be developed for the insurance carriers to offer the LPD 

and other law enforcement agencies. The benefit package will ensure that officers and 

their families receive quality and confidential services. 

This document is a research report submitted to the U.S. Department of Justice. This report
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Longview Police Department 
Stress Prevention and Treatment Survey 

January 2000 

In 1997 the Longview Police Guild applied for and received a federal grant from the National 
Institute of Justice Corrections and Law Enforcement Family Support Program (CLEFS). The 
purpose of the grant is to develop a comprehensive stress prevention and treatment program to 
meet the needs of the Longview Police Department officers and their families. The grant enables a 
taskforce made up of volunteer members from the Guild, LPD ofkers, their families and 
management, city of Longview staff, insurance carriers and service providers to meet to do several 
things ; 

> Assess the needs of the officers and their families 
> review the current policies and practices of each participating group 
> assess the organizational culture of the LPD 
> review current stress program services 

Based on the information gathered the task force will design a new stress prevention and 
treatment program and a plan for implementing the program to insure its creation. 

It is the goal of this task force to collect as much information as possible to develop a 
comprehensive plan for preventing and treating job-related stress in criminal justice environments. 
It is anticipated by the grant provider that this plan can and will be used by other jurisdications or 
peripheral industries hoping to accomplish the same goal. 

The task force is asking for your help by filling out this anonymous survey. This information will be 
tabulated and used for analysis in the assessment of the stress prevention and treatment needs of 
LPD officers and their families as well as non-commissioned staff and LPD management. 

Your participation is critical to the taskforce as they assess what current options are successful and 
what is needed to enhance the system of options. This is your chance to ask for the services that 
you would like lo see provided in the event of work-related stress. 

Thank you for you cooperation in filling out this survey. Please answer the questions candidly. 
Your responses are important to the development of stress prevention and treatment options that 
are needed and wanted and how they might be delivered. 

Directions 

When you are finished please insert your survey in the blank envelope provided and seal it. 
Deposit your envelope in the large mailing envelope labeled "A" if you will not be attending the 
stress prevention training on February 26, 2000 or in the large envelope labeled "B" if you will be 
attending the training and your survey will be sent directly to a tabulation firm. 

Thank you. 
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Longview Police Department 
Stress Prevention and Treatment Survey 

January 2000 

Please circle the response that best reflects your opinions on the statemen3 listed below. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10 

11 

1 experience stress from mylmy spouse’s 
law enforcement work. 

I experience an unusual amount of stress in 
my/my spouse’s law enforcement work most of the time. 

I experience stress at home because of the work 
I/my spouse do/does in law enforcement most of the time. 

I understand what the symptoms of stress are. 

When I feel the effects of stress it is usually 
physical; such as headaches, upset stomach 
teeth grinding, fatigue 

When I feel the effects of stress it is usually 
cognitive; such as hyper vigilance, disorientation 
of time, place or person 

When I feel the effects of stress it is usually 
emotional; such as guilt, denial, depression, 
intense anger, panic, anxiety 

When I feel the effects of stress it is usually 
behavioral: such as withdrawal, loss/increase 
of appetite, change in social activity, can’t sleep 

When I feel the effects of stress it usually 
impacts the family 

I cope with stress by exercising 

I cope with stress by talking to a co-worker, friend, other 

12. I cope with stress by using alcohol 

13. I cope with stress by using drugs 

14. I am familiar with the stress prevention and 
treatment options available to me right now 

15. I am familiar with the stress prevention and 
treatment options available to me right now 
and I choose to use them 

16. I feel the stress prevention and treatment options 
available to me right now are adequate 
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Strongly 
Agree 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

Somewhat 
agree 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

Somewhat 
disagree 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

Strongly 
disagree 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 
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Longview Police Department 
Stress Prevention and Treatment Survey 

January 2000 
Strongly Somewhat 
agree agree 

Somewhat 
disagree 

3 

Strongly 
disagree 

4 17. I feel comfortable using the resources available 1 2 
to me if I’m feeling too much stress related to work or 
home 

18. If confidential counseling is available to me for 
stress related to work or home I would use the 
service 

3 4 

19. If confidential counseling is available to me for 
stress related to work or home I would use the 
service but only outside the local area 

1 2 3 4 

n 

20. I would use stress prevention prodrams and 
treatment even if it were not covered by my 
insurance 

1 2 3 4 

21. I would use stress prevention programs and 1 
treatment even if there was a co-pay option with 
my insurance 

2 3 4 

I know what a critical incident is. 1 2 

2 

3 

3 

4 

4 22. I would be interested in having peer support 
teams available to me for debrief after a 
critical incident 

1 

23. I would be interested in training to be on a peer 1 
support team for critical incidents 

2 

24. I would like my family to have stress related 
prevention and treatment available to them 

I 2 

25. I/my spouse have experienced a critical incident in the last 1 
twelve months 

2 

26. I have observed stress related behaviors in members 1 
of my family 

2 

27. I have children that are acting out stress related 1 
behaviors related to my/my spouse’s work in law enforcement 

2 3 

28. I have experienced marital problems due to my/my 1 
spouse’s work in law enforcement 

2 

29. Sometimes I wish I/my spouse could leave law enforcement 1 
But I don’t know how or what I would do 

2 

30. I would be interested in opportunities for education 1 
and career development that would help me/my spouse in 
my/their law enforcement career 

2 3 

Strongly 
agree 

Somewhat 
agree 

Somewhat 
disagree 

Strongly 
disagree 
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.- 

Longview Police Department 
Stress Prevention and Treatment Survey 

January 2000 

31. If available I would be interested in presentations 
that helped me and my family learn more about 
stress and it’s effects 

1 2 3 

32. If available I would be interested in training for 1 2 3 
coping with stress that is related to law enforcement 

33. If counseling were available do you believe the provider 1 2 3 
should be someone knowledgeable in stress related to 
law enforcement 

34. Have you or your family used current programs or services relating to stress prevention or 
treatment offered by the City of Lorigview? Yes No 

If you have used programs and services, what programs or services have you used and why? Did 
you find them helpful? 

4 

4 

4 

If you have not used any programs or services, why not? 

35. Check any of the following critical incidents that you have been exposed to in your 
personal or professional experience, in the last 24 months: 

Motor vehicle accident 

Observing or being aware of an unethical act 

by a coworkerkolleague 

Industrial accident involving serious injury or 

fatality 

Sudden or unexpected death of a relative or 

colleague 

Injury or death of a child 

Witnessing or being the subject of an armed 

robbery 

Observing a murder or having someone you 

know murdered 

- Acts of harm to persons in the care of others 

- Discharge of firearm or explosive device 

- Aggravated and sexual assaults; rape 

- Suicide or attempted suicide 

- Psychological abuse 

- Publicity 

- Natural disaster 

- Catastrophe caused by failed equipment 

- Threats of harm to self or loved ones 

- Other 

- Domestic violence and abuse 

- Destruction of one’s home 
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Longview Police Department 
Stress Prevention and Treatment Survey 

January 2000 

36. Please check the symptoms of stress you have experienced in the 

Chills 
Thirst 
Fatigue 
Nausea 
Fainting 
Twitches 
Vomiting 
Dizziness 
Weakness 
Chest pain 
Headaches 
Elevated BP 
Rapid heart rate 
Muscle tremors 
Shock symptoms 
Grinding of teeth 
Visual difficulties 
Profuse sweating 
Difficulty breathing , 

Confusion 
Night mares 
Uncertainty 
Hyper-vigilance 
Suspiciousness 

Intrusive images 
Blaming someone 
Poor problem solving 
Poor abstract thinking 
Poor 
concentration/memory 
Disorientation of time, 
place or person 
Difficulty identifying 
objects or person 
Heightened or lowered 
alertness 
Increased or decreased 
awareness of surrounding 
Fear 
Guilt 
Grief 
Panic 
Denial 
Anxiety 
Agitation 
Irritability 
Depression 
Intense anger 

last 24 months. 

Apprehension 
Emotional shock 
Emotional outbursts 
Feeling overwhelmed 
Los of emotional control 
Inappropriate emotional 
response 
Withdrawal 
Antisocial acts 
Inability to rest 
Intensified pacing 
Erratic movements 
Change in social activity 
Change in speech 
patterns 
Loss or increase of 
appetite 
Hyper alert to 
environment 
Increase alcohol 
consumption 
Change in usual 
communications 

- Other 

37. Where do you experience the most stress? In the family, the workplace, in the community? 

38. What behaviors relative to stress are you observing in your spouse and/or kids? 

39. What services would you like to see be made available for stress prevention and treatment for you 
and your family? 
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Longview Police Department 
Stress Prevention and Treatment Survey 

January 2000 

Demographic Information: 

40. Years with the Longview Police Department: Please circle one. 

1 to 5 6 to 10 11 to15 16 to 20 21 + 

41. Years of police experience: Please circle one. 

1 to 5 6 to 10 11 to15 16 to 20 21 + 

- 43. My age is: Please circle one. 

20 to 30 31 to40 40+ 

Optional: 
44. I am management 

45. I am not management 

46. I am a family member 

47. I/my spouse will stay in law enforcement no matter what the stresses are at work or home. 

Yes No Unknown 

48. If I was reluctant to see a Mental Health Professional, the reasons would include (check all that apply): 

Fear of Confidentiality issues 

cost 

Stigma: what would others think? 

Control: I can handle my own problems 

My spouse won’t go with me 

I am not reluctant to see an MHP 

MHPs don’t understand my problems 

Location: No MHP near my home/work 

It’s no one’s business 

No one can help me 

I don’t have problems 

Other 

Will you be attending the stress prevention training on February 26, 2000 being provided by the Longview 

Police Guild? Yes No 
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27 

- 
28 

- 
29 

30 

- 
31 

32 

- 
33 

If confidential counseling is available to me 
for stress related to work or home I would 
use the service but only outside the local 
area. 
I would use stress prevention programs 
and treatment even if it were not covered 
by my insurance. 
I would use stress prevention programs 
and treatment even if there were a co-Dav . -  
option with my insurance. 
I know what a critical incident is. 
I would be interested in having peer 
support teams available to me for debrief 
after a critical incident. 
I would be interested in training to be on a 
peer support team for critical incidents. 
I would like my family to have stress 
related prevention and treatment available 
to them. 
I/my spouse have experienced a critical 
incident in the last twelve months. 
I have observed stress related behaviors in 
members of my family. 
I have children that are acting out stress 
related behaviors related to mylmy 
spouse's work in law enforcement. 
I have experienced marital problems due 
to my/my spouse's work in law 
enforcement. 
Sometimes I wish llmy spouse could leave 
law enforcement but I don't know how or 
what I would do. 
I would be interested in opportunities for 
education and career development that 
would help me/my spouse in my/their law 
enforcement career. 
If available I would be interested in 
presentations that helped me and my 
family learn more about stress and its 
effects. 
If available I would be interested in training 
for coping with stress that is related to law 
enforcement. 
If counseling were available do you believe 
the provider should be someone 
knowledgeable in stress related to law 
enforcement. 
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34. Have you or your family used current programs or services relating to stress 
prevention or treatment offered by the City of Longview? 

1 
2 

Industrial accident involving serious injury or fatality. 
Sudden or unexPected death of a relative or colleaaue. 

1 1 I 11 I 

7 Observing or being aware of an unethical act by a coworkerlcolleaguer - 

If you have used programs and services, what programs or services have you 
used and why? Did you find them helpful? 

If you have not used any programs or services, why not? 

0 What programs or services. 
0 Notneeded. 
0 Unaware of availability. 
0 Do not know of any. 
0 Not needed yet. 
0 Haven't felt the need. 
0 Not that stressed. 
0 Not available. 

8" 

35. Check any of the following critical incidents that you have been exposed to in 
your personal or professional experience, in the last 24 months: 

4 I Motor vehicle accident 
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-- 
1 
2 

36. Please check the symptoms of stress you have experienced in the last 24 
months. 

Chest pain 3 Agitation 
Headaches 6 irritability 

1 Elevated BP 4 Depression 
1 Rapid heart rate 0 Intense anger 
0 Muscle tremors 4 Apprehension 
0 Shock symptoms 0 Emotional shock 
6 Grinding of teeth 0 Emotional outbursts 
0 Visual difficulties 5 Feeling overwhelmed 
0 Profuse sweatina 0 Loss of emotional control 

---- 

0 
0 
2 
1 
0 
3 

Difficulty breathing 0 Inappropriate emotional response 
Confusion .5 Withdrawal 
Nightmares 0 Antisocial acts 
Uncertainty 1 Inability to rest 
Hyper-vigilance 0 Intensified pacing 
SusDiciousness 0 Erratic movements 

1 1 Intrusive images 
1 I Blarnina someone 

I Change in social activity 
I Chanae in sDeech Dattems 

1 
2 
4 
0 

LPD Stress Prevention 8 Treatment Survey January 2000 

~~ 

Poor problem solving 2 Loss or increase of appetite 
Poor abstract thinking 0 Hyper alert to environment 
Poor concentration/memory 1 increase in alcohol consumption 
Disorientation of time, place or 1 Change in usual communications 
person 

4 

1 Other: Lower back pain. 
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37. Where do you experience the most stress? In the family, the workplace, in 
the community? 

Family. 
Workplace. 
Family financial. 
The family. 
The family, the workplace. 
Workplace. 
Workplace and family. 
Workplace. 
Workplace. 
Workplace. 
Workplace. 
Probably within my family. My spouse and I both work which leaves us little 
time together and with our kids. 

38. What behaviors relative to stress are you observing in your spouse and/or 
kids? 

0 Spouse - depression, fatigue, headaches, nausea. Kid is not affected - not at 
home and is adult. 

0 Worry, anxiety. 
Mood swings, impatience. 

0 Kids crying. 
I] Anxiety, anger. 
~1 Fighting. 
I] None. 
I] None. 
0 Lack of sleep. 
u My spouse is irritable at times and complains about how little time we spend 

together. My oldest child acts out from not being able to spend time with us. 

39. What services would you like to see be made available for stress prevention 
and treatment for you and your family? 

0 Unknown. 
0 Unknown. 
I] Counseling. 
0 A counseling program, if spouses and families want to use it. 
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Demographic Information: 

40. Years with the Longview Police Department: Please circle one. 

I to 5 6 to  I O  
4 3 

11 to 15 16 to 20 21 + 
0 I 4 

41. Years of police experience: Please circle one. 

1 to 5 
7 

6 to I O  11 to 15 16 to 20 21 + 
4 I 1 A 

42. My age is: Please circle one. 

5 
2 
3 

31 to40 I 40+ 

Fear of Confidentiality issues 1 MHPs don't understand my problerr 
cost 0 Location: no MHP near my homeiw 
Stigma: what would others think? 0 It's no one's business 

3 
0 
4 

Optional: 

~ 

Control: I can handle my own problems 
My spouse won't go with me 
I am not reluctant to see an MHP 

0 
1 I don't have problems 
0 Other 

No one can help me 

43. 1 I am management. . . . . . . ..3.. . . . . Blank 

44. 7 I am not management. 

45. 0 I am a family member. 

46. I/my spouse will stay in law enforcement no matter what the stresses are at 
work or home. 

Yes 6 No 2 Unknown 4 . 

47. If I was reluctant to see a Mental Health Professional, the reasons would 
include (check all that apply): 

Will you be attending the stress prevention training on February 26, 2000 being 
provided by the Longview Police Guild? 

Yes 12 No 0 . 

*I officer wrote, "Most stress caused by political environment by management. 
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SPOUSES ATTENDING TRAINING 
LONGVIEW POLICE DEPARTMENT 

STRESS PREVENTION AND TREATMENT SURVEY 
January 2000 

_I 17 
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34. Have you or your family used current programs or services relating to stress 
prevention or treatment offered by the City of Longview? 

Yes 
0 

No 
9 

If you have used programs and services, what programs or services have you 
used and why? Did you find them helpful? 

0 I saw a psychologist not related to LPD due to severe stress due to political 
games played at LPD which almost destroyed my marriage and myself - 
spouse works at LPD! 

0 Yes, at Kaiser. 
0 N/A. 

If you have not used any programs or services, why not? 

LPD needs some programs for stress for families if there were any safe - any 
confidential people to run them due to the many infidelity and political things 
happening there - I'm fearful that several families are going to be destroyed 
by infidelity that is occurring now. 
N/A - We have been a part of Longview for only 6 months. 
My husband is from a much larger and higher crime area. I believe our stress 
level is much higher than most. The incidents that have happened here seem 
very minute compared to Dallas, Texas. 
Knock on wood! So far my experience with my husband in law enforcement 
has been pretty good. 
Did not know they existed. 
The stress level in our family has not been at a level where we have felt the 
need for outside services. 
Have not felt like we needed it. 
Have not felt as though we needed it "yet." 
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35. Check any of the following critical incidents that you have been exposed to 
in your personal or professional experience, in the last 24 months: 
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36. Please check the symptoms of stress you have experienced in the last 24 
months. 

0 Chills 0 
0 Thirst 1 
6 Fatigue 0 

1 Nausea 2 

Difficulty identifying objects or person 
Heightened or lowered alertness 
Increased or decreased awareness of 
surrounding 
Fear 

0 
2 
0 

Fainting 1 Guilt 
Twitches 2 Grief 
Vomiting 2 Panic 

0 
3 

Dizziness 1 Denial 
Weakness 4 Anxietv 

1 
5 

Chest pain 3 Agitation 
Headaches 4 lrritabilitv 

Other: 

0 
2 

LPD Stress Prevention 8 Treatment Survey January 2000 

Elevated BP 3 Depression 
RaDid heart rate 2 Intense anaer 

11 

0 
0 
6 
0 

~~ 

Muscle tremors 2 Apprehension 
Shock symptoms 0 Emotional shock 
Grinding of teeth 5 Emotional outbursts 
Visual difficulties 1 5 Feelina overwhelmed 

2 
2 
0 
1 
0 

Blaming someone 0 Change in speech patterns 
Poor problem solving 1 Loss or increase of appetite 
Poor abstract thinking 0 Hyper alert to environment 
Poor concentration/memory 2 Increase in alcohol consumption 
Disorientation of time, place or 1 Change in usual communications 
person 

This document is a research report submitted to the U.S. Department of Justice. This report
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37.Where do you experience the most stress? In the family, the workplace, in 
the community? 

Family, no longer working and always staying home to take care of children. 
In my workplace, sometimes family. 
In the workplace - some at home with 4 children and multiple activities. 
Workplace. 
Workplace. 
Workplace. 
Workplace. 
Workplace. 
Family. 

38. What behaviors relative to-stress are you observing in your spouse and/or 
kids? 

1 My 6 year old always wanting my attention, interrupting -whining a lot. 
u Not wanting to talk, kids acting out. 
I] Trying to coordinate all of our family activities and work hours. Getting 

everyone where thy need to be on time. 
I] Silence. 
u My husband handles stress very well - he is level headed and is a great 

problem solver. The kids have more stress about school work than family life 
at home. 

0 Frustration. 
0 Anxiety, sadness, worry. 
0 Increase sadness, depression (situational). 
0 High emotions - child. 

39.What services would you like to see be made available for stress prevention 
and treatment for you and your family? 

0 Would be nice to have a spouse group. Where they get together once/month. 
0 Just the availability of a program for stress prevention and treatment would be 

helpful and making sure it is available at all times since you are not able to 
control when and the levels of stress. 

0 Counseling, training, guest speakers. 
0 I feel fortunate that Longview has places to go Le., Lower Columbia Mental 

Health or Behavior Health at St. John Medical Center - there are also crisis 
lines to call. I believe if we needed help we'd find it. Also, family is a great 
support help. 

0 Symptom identification, symptom elimination. 
0 Some safe, confidential places where people can talk and share their feelings 

and feel there is somewhere to go to get help and find out what is happening 
to their loved ones. There is no place like that for LPD families! 

0 Treatment for children from divorced home. 
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Demographic Information: 

5 0 0 

40.Years with the Longview Police Department: Please circle one. 

1 2 I 

1 to 5 6 to 10 
4 1 

11 to15 1 16 to 20 21+ Blank 
0 1 2 1 

41. Years of police experience: Please circle one. 

20 to 30 
4 

31 to40 40+ 
3 2 

42. My age is: Please Fircle one. 
k 

3 
5 
1 

Fear of Confidentiality issues 0 MHPs don't understand my problems 
cost 0 Location: no MHP near my home/work 
Stigma: what would others think? 0 It's no one's business 

Optional: 

3 
0 
2 

43. 0 I am management. 0 Blank 

Control: I can handle my own problems 
My spouse won't go with me 
I am not reluctant to see an MHP 

1 
1 I don't have problems 
1 

No one can help me 

Other: "I would not hesitate to seek 

43. 1 I am not management. 

44. 9 I am a family member. 

45. Vmy spouse will stay in law enforcement no matter what the stresses are at 
work or home. 

Yes 6 No 2 Unknown 2 (*I spousecheckednoand 
unknown) 

47. Iff I was reluctant to see a Mental Health Professional, the reasons would 
include (check all that apply): 

1 professional help." 

Will you be attending the stress prevention training on February 26, 2000 being 
provided by the Longview Police Guild? 

Yes 9 No 0 . 

1 professional help." 

Will you be attending the stress prevention training on February 26, 2000 being 
provided by the Longview Police Guild? 

Yes 9 No 0 . 
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Employee Assistance Program Information 

Enhancing your benefit package with an Employee 
Assistance Program (EAT?) is a responsive and cost 
effective way to care for employees and their families. 

Personal and emotional problems frequently affect 
performance and productivity in the workplace. The 
Magellan EAP offers a compassionate, yet systematic and 
efficient approach to restoring workplace performance 
and supporting the health and well being of employees 
and their families. 

E M  counseling is action-oriented intervention designed 
to relieve symptoms, give the client perspective, and help 
restore and maintain functioning, in the workplace and in 
personal life. 

A cornerstone of our EAT? is support and consultation for 
managers and supervisors who are dealing with 
workplace issues. Managers and supervisors who call the 
E N  gain access to a variety of problem-solving 
resources. 

Magellan has a long history of workplace-based 
programs. Our EAP formerly known as Maschhoff, Barr 
& Associates has served organizations in the Northwest 
and nationally since 1979, joining Green Spring in I993 
and becoming part of Magellan Behavioral Health in 
1997. Our experience and commitment to quality have 
established a clear record of success in providing 
employee assistance programs serving a broad and 
diverse industry population. 

The Magellan EAP is an employer-purchased service that 
provides confidential mental health and chemical 
dependency assessment, problem resolution, and referral 
services. Intervening at the earliest possible stage, and 
resolving problems that may potentially affect job 
performance helps improve the lives and health of 
employees and their family members, and keeps the 
workplace productive and safe. 

The core of Magellan's EAP is the assessment and 
referral service. A single call to our 24 hour, toll free 

, . Magellan Behavioral Health 
Rev 9-7-99 

09/22/99 

-~ 

FIVE WAYS EAPS SAVE MONEY 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

The EAPA reported that for 
every dollar invested in an 
employee support program a I 

$5 to $7 loss is avoided. 
Employee Assistance 
Professional Report, May 
1995. 

Absenteeism declined 66% 
among those who had been 
offered company-sponsored 
support programs. Employee 
Assistance Professional 
Report, May 7995. 

Seven of the ten most 
frequently reported employee 
health problems are routinely 
addressed by EAPs. These 
problems and their rank 
include: stress (#l), smoking 
(63), weight control (#5), 
alcohol abuse (#6), drug 
abuse (#8), depression (#9), 
and mental health (#lo). EAP 
Digest, Jan/Feb 1992. 

A study by Accounternps 
reported in the September/ 
October 1996 issue of EAP 
Digest estimated that dealing 
with employee issues takes 
up to 18% of a manager's 
time. 

EAPs rank third among 12 
efforts to control disability 
management costs to 
organizations. EAPs were 
surpassed only by accident 
prevention/reporting and 
safety education/ awareness. 
EAP Digest, Janffeb 1995. 
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Employee Assistance Program Information 

Client Service 
Representative (CSR) 

conflnns ellglbllity 
(Datermlner tnat me 

ca l l er  I 8  an employee or 
family member or a 

covered Group) 

telephone number puts employees in touch with our nationwide EM services -- any 
day, any time. A dedicated toll free TDD line gives access for the deaf and hearing- 
impaired. Our professionally trained staff match callers with EAP counselors who 
meet the caller's needs for geographic location and expertise based on the presenting 
problem. 

Assessment, brief counseling, and referral take place at an in-person visit with a 
Master's or doctorate level counselor. 

CSR matcher client 

cllent's local area 
+ wlth EAP counselor in 

EAP Flowchart 
EAP Process 

Client calls EAPs toll 
free number : 

EAP counselor 
completes !SAP 

sessions 

I I 
I Problem not resolved Problem resolved 

treatment. May Include 
community or pnvats pras(iw 

resouMs. or bcnents, K 
Problem resolvsd within tne EAP 

Client voluntarily 
rasponds to 

satisfaction survey 

Issues Addressed 
Some of the issues typically addressed by the Magellan E M  include: 

9 Relationship difficulties 9 Depression 9 Workplace issues 
9 Adolescent issues 9 Substance abuse > Parenting problems 
9 Anxiety 9 Sleep problems > Eating disorders 

Groups may select EAP training on-site at their headquarters or largest site or by 
promotional materials and video only. Videos are included with on-site training; the 
group may also purchase on-site training for additional sites. 

Training 

Management Support 
In addition to providing mental health counseling to employees and their family 
members, the Magellan EAP also provides support to managers and supervisors. 
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Employee Assistance Program Information 

Managers and supervisors can call 24 hours-a-day to access the following services 
included in the EAP: 

> Support with identifying and approaching the troubled employee 
>. Support in applying the company's policies and procedures 
> Arranging for a Critical Incident Stress Debriefing (CISD) 
9 Referrals to the EM'S mandatory referral program 

Mandatory Referrals 
The Magellan Behavioral Health mandatory referral program provides assessment 
and referral for employees who are directed to contact the EAP by their employers 
because of a failed drug test or problems that are creating job performance issues. The 
procedure set up by the company usually includes return-to-work agreements and a 
release of information authorization fiom the employee. 

Recent regulations from the Department of Transportation (DOT) mandate drug 
testing, evaluation and treatment for employees subject to commercial driver's license 
requirements. In the case of Department of Transportation drug testing, an initial 
assessment must be completed by a designated, certified substance abuse 
professionals(SAPs). Magellan's provider network currently has certified substance 
abuse professionals available locally to serve our client companies. As well, all 
Magellan staff mandatory referral program consultants are SAP-certified. 

makes the EAP Supervisor calls 
"mandatory" for an 

employee for 
another reason 

back to EAP with 
treatment 

recommendations 

liaison with employee 
treatment provider. and 

For DOT regs. EAP 
coordinates mandated 

one-year follow-up 
appointment between 
smployse and SAP 
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Employee Assistance Program Information 

Optional WorWLife Services 
Your employees may have special interests or needs that YOU would like the EAP to 
serve. A variety of additional services are available for a nominal charge to extend the 
value of yourprogram. Pricing for these services is at the bottom of page 7. 

The following services may be added to the Magellan EAP. 

Legal Consult Line 
Attorneys are available to provide assistance by telephone for a wide range of 
common legal problems. AI1 cany Errors and Omissions coverage, and are certified 
by the Bar in the state(s) in which they practice. 

Emergency consultations are available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, giving 
employees access to 
emergency telephone consultations are typically scheduled within 24 hours. 

This service is intended to provide basic legal advice. Attorneys who participate in the 
Legal Consult Line service may not self-refer; for complex legal issues, employees 
are encouraged to contact the local bar association. 

attorney by telephone anythe a legal problem arises. Non- 

Child Care Referral Services 
Take the frustration out of searching for child care services through this national 
network to help employees locate what they need, where they need it. 

> In-home family daycare providers 3 Nanny and aupair services 
3 Daycare centers > Special needs 
P Beforelafter school programs & Mildly ill child care services 
3 Preschool programs 

The referral database is updated regularly, and includes only licensed providers. The 
service provides at least three referrals, with follow-up to assure that the client's 
needs are fully satisfied. There is no limit to the number of referrals a client may 
receive. A packet of informational materials accompanies the referrals to assist the 
client in making child care decisions. 

Elder Care Referral Services 
Many families are responsible for caring for older adults. The service connects 
families with a variety of day and residential programs, and other services geared to 
the elderly throughout the country. 

P Assessment services 3 Veteran programs > Housing 0. Respite care 
"r Nutritional programs 3 Health agencies 3 Transportation > Hospice 
P Volunteer programs > In-home assistance 3 Support groups 
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Employee Assistance Program Information 

Informational materials included with the referral packet help clients make more fully 
informed decisions regarding available services. 

Secure Health Nurse Advice Line 
Secure Health" nurse advice line is an integrated system of 24 hour, telephone-based 
services which assists participants in making more informed health care decisions and 
encourages more cost effective use of health care services. Secure HeaZth nurses 
provide triage services, health information, and health decision counseling services. 

Secure HeaZth includes the following services: 

> 24 hour, toll free access to registered nurses 
> Emergency referral follow-up within 24-48 hours 
> Promotes self-responsibility through use of the provided self-care guide 
> Tape library of health information 
> Quarterly participant satisfaction survey 
9 Facilitation of patient/physician process and relationship 

Secure Health callers receive answers to their questions, educational information and 
health promotion materials. Participants also have the option to listen to a variety of 
health education tapes. 

Secure Health nurses help callers determine the most appropriate care necessary and 
provide professional guidance and reassurance for situations when self- or home-care 
is appropriate. 

WorWLife Educaiion Topics 
Wsrk/Life education programs offer employees the knowledge and skills they need to 
successfully self-manage basic health concerns. Those who are well-informed are 
better able to take control of their lives, to engage in behaviors and activities that 
support and promote good health and well-being. 

Through our network of professional trainers, Magellan can provide the following 
workshops and informational presentations: 

Living with Stress > Recognizing Drug and Alcohol Problems 
Coping with Change > Communication Skills for the Workplace 
Balancing Work and Home 
Violence in the Workplace 
Grief in the Workplace regulations 

h How to Have an Effective Meeting 
P Drug/alcohol training to comply with special 

> Emotional Issues of Retirement 
+ 
4 

For groups of 200 - 500, two wellness hours are included in the contract. 

For organizations larger than 500, the number of additional hours is determined 
by group size. 

Groups smaller than 200 may purchase wellness hours as an optional service. + 
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Employee Assistance Program Information 

Employee Assistance Program Summary  of Services 

24-hour, 7 days a week 800 line telephone coverage 
Complete face-to-face counseling services: 1-3 or 1-6 visit model, other 
models available 
Comprehensive nationwide network of qualified EAP counselors 
Stringent credentialing procedures and provider monitoring 
Complete services available in neighboring communities within a 30 
minute/30 mile commute of the employee’s workplace or home 
Structured referral for ongoing treatment and care 
Satisfaction s w e y  ser,t to each individual who has an EAP visit 
Consultation to managers and supervisors about how to recognize, approach 
and support the troubled employee 
Threat-of-violence intervention 
Integration of EAP services with the organization’s drug/alcohol policy, 
substance abuse testing policies, the Drug Free Workplace Act and agency 
policies and procedures 
Services of certified Substance Abuse Professionals when needed for 
compliance with federal drug/alcohol guidelines (DOT and DOD, etc.) 
Complete mandatory referrazprogram to track drug/alcohol cases referred by 
managernend supervisors 

wallet cards, posters, and professionally produced video orientation tapes 
Quarterly newsletters 
Employee orientation; on-site annually at headquarters or primary site, or by 
video 
Supervisor training; on-site annually at headquarters or primary site, or by 
video 
Supervisor training manual 
Critical Incident Stress Debriefing (CISD) services 
Complete statistical reports 
TDD phone services available to the hearing impaired 
AT&T Language Line, providing translation services in over 140 languages 
Child care, elder care, LEGAL CONSULT LNE, nurse advice line, and worwiife 
presentations available 

. . ,  . -_, - . . .. _ .  . _  _ _ .  - - . -  c. :-- ..-. . - ’  - 
---.-&..I* ^- -__  i-b-. - .--- 1. ‘--ii-.- ..= I -  --.- - -  l-*--dLL:::.zri, cTo\-’T,:;;ss, 

I 
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EmpZoyee Assistance Program In formation 

Service 

Child Care Referral 
Elder Care Referral 
Legal Consult Line 
Health Advisor Line 
WorULife Sessions’ 

EAP Rates and Service Options 

Rate Rate 

$0.22 $0.24 

Groups with 50 or More Employees Groups with 49 or Fewer Employees 

$0.10 $0.12 
$0.12 $0.14 
$1 .oo $1.05 

Sessions covering topics pertinent to Sessions covering topics pertinent to 
the workplace are available at $95 per the workplace are available at $95 per 
hour plus travel expenses hour plus travel expenses 

Groups can customize their Employee Assistance Program with the choices below. 
All rates are per employee per month unless otherwise stated. 

EAP Model: Visit and Training Choices 
Groups with 50 or More Employees Groups with 49 or Fewer Employees 

Visit Mod e I Promotional Visit Model Promotional 

1-3 EAP visits 

1-6 EAP visits 1-6 EAP visits $2.25 
‘If purchased, onsite training is included at the headquarters or largest site. Groups purchasing onsite training also receive a video. 

1-3 EAP visits 

Services Inclui3ed in All EAP Models Above 
The services listed in the summary on the preceding page are included in all of the above EAP 
models. Optional Work/Life services are priced below. 
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Personal 
Wellness 

Profile 
PLUS 

COMPREHENSIVE ASSESSMENT 
. d  

Congratulations for choosing to participate in the Personal Wellness 
Profile. Look at this assessment as your first step to berter health. 
By choosing to take personal responsibility for your good health now, 
you will live a longer, healthier, and happier life. 

The PWP assessment helps you in these ways ... 
* Identifies health risk you may have 
* Offers suggestions for ways to improve your lifestyle 
-Points out the benefits of good health habits 

- Tells you if you've made improvements over time 
Gives you information you need to take charge of your health 

Valuable information you'll get from your 
Personal Wellness Profile. .. - Your overall weilness rating 

Your current fmess level 
-0 A personal heart health evaluation 
* A  look at how you wpe with stress 
An evaluation of your eating habits 

* Preventive exams recommended for you - Preventive actions recommended based on your needs 

Lets you know where you are doing well 

-. 

. . _._ ~ . 
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W i !  .- a D :\D)8]): . -  About Your Personal We1 lness Profile 
- 1  

Confidentiality 
We want you to know that the personal information you share will 
remain just that, personal. Your confidentialrty will be respected. 

The Personal Wellness-Profile program is designed to improve the 
quality of your life by evaluating your present health status and 
making suggestions for the future. For the report to be accurate, all 
questions need to be answered to the best of your ability. 

There are no nght or wrong answers. This is not a test Answer each 
question in a way that best describes your current situation or health 
status. The following instructions will be helpful in completing this, 
questionnaire properly. 

- 
Purpose L- 

- _ .  A Few Suggestions - .  

- .  r 
. -_ 

Proper Mark 0 
!Month-- Day Year-': ImproperMarks @J a 
YearS 

DCDCD 
D a-0 

+ Use a Number 2 pencil only.: : 
+ Print clearly in ttre boxes &i.:: 

fill in the corresponding ovals. . 
1 + Make heavy black marks, fill :,'- hd c5, the oval completely. 

&a o small, + Erase changes cleanly. - ;c ,CD CD thin, lean build 
+ Check to be sum you have 7- 

0 C D  mostpeople answered every question. . ' 

c -  

I I. CD male 
CD female 

.. ~ 

Q W I I S 1  - .  r4 

- - _- 
0 medium, 

OCB, large, I -  

'cy) muscular build -+ 60 not make any stray marks 1 on the questionnaire. 
Enter your height and weight. 
If pregnant or nursing, put 
your pre-pregnant weight. 

+ Do not fold or wrinkle 
your questionnaire. 

+ When filling in the Personal ID/ 
Social Security No., Group ID, 
and Name, start filling in from 
the 1eft.and use only as many 
spaces as you need, and leave 

OOCDOCD the remaining ones blank 
DO NOT insert dashes or 
spaces between numbers. 

12 quesbons from The H& Status 
Quesbonnarre v 20 mduded by penmscm 
(01993,1995 Health Outcomes Iqgitute 

CB, CD PWP form Q 1996, WellswrceQD Inc. 

m a m a  
Q 0 ma 

a, 8 c D  Clackamas, OR Product #APW-&&i 

7263642- PLEASE DO NOT WRITE IN THIS AREA 

~.O.DOO=.O~O~O~E~..RORRO 
-.I I 
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1. Family health history Maik any of the 
following health problems found in your family 
(parent, brother, sister). - -IQ 

1. 0 alcoholism 
2. (3 mlorectal cancer 
3. (33 breast cancer 
4. (3 ovariancancer 
5. EJ diabetes 
6. Q coronary heart disease, heart attack, or coronary 

surgery before age 55 in men, before age 65 
in women 

7. 0 obesity 
8. a high blood pressure 
9. 0 high blood cholesterol 

10. Q osteoporosis -. 
11. 0 glaucoma 
12. Q cataracts 

2. Personal health history Has a doctor infohed 
you that you currently have any of the following 
health problems? If ves. mark either yes. but not 
takinq or yes. and takinq medication, otherwise 
leave blank. 
1 - yes, not takinq mediStioE 

2 I 2 -.yes, taking medication 
1. XDCD allergies _ .  c -  

2. b(z> arthritis 
3. C D B  asthma 
4. CD blindness or trouble seeing 
5. a (ZD bones break easily, broken bone or stress 

fracture in past 10 years 
6. (D 0 bowel polyps or inflammatory bowel disease 
7. CDCD cancer, skin I _ _  ._ __..- 1 

e: 

Y 

8. C D B  cancer, other I .--- *.;& 
9. CD 0 cataracts (cloudy lens impairing vision) 

3. Current symptoms Mark any of the following 
symptoms you have &perienced within the 
past four weeks. 

1. 0 chest pan or discomfort. frequent palpitations 0: 
fluttering in the heart 

2. Q unusual shortness of breath 
3. unexplained dizziness or fainting 
4. (D ankleedema 
5. temporary sensation of numbness or tingling, 

paralyss, vision problem, or light-headedness 
6. 0 significant unexplained weight loss (1 O+ Ibs.) 
7. 0 frequent urinatton and unusual thirst 
8. cD frequent joint pain 
9. CD any persistent change in bowel habits - 

10. a blood in stool 
11. CD frequent coughing, wheezing, difficutty breathing 
12. a frequent back pain 
13. CD skin sores that won’t heal c -  

14. CD large moles, 6 or more, 1/4+ inch, flat or raised 
15. CD have trouble reading newsprint (wearing gtasses 
16. CD have trouble sleeping lately 
17. a I’ve recentiy thought about ending my life 
18. CD other symptoms or current health concerns, 

. .  

-. list in shaded area only - _  

4. Risk factor for AIDS and SlDs (optional) Haw 
you or your partner had more than one sex partner in 

.- . the past five years? .- 

1. 0 yes 
2. a- no -- - 

5* Health view Mark any of the following that apply 
to you: 

1. 0 I’m as healthy as anybody I know. 
2. 0 I seem to get sick a little easier than 

other people. 
3. 0 I expect my health to get worse. 
4. (3 I have a serious health problem. 
5. 0 I would like to see a doctor about a health 

conditron 1 am suffenng from. 
6. 0 I tend to be more of a pessimist than an optimist 

6, Bodily pain How much bodily pain have you had 
during the past four weeks? 
0- none 
a very mild 
QI mild 

moderate 
0 severe 

verysevere 

R I  
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7, Daily acthitics The following items are  about 
activities you might do during a typical day. Does 
your health now limit you in these activities? If so 
how much? 

ZZ 2 -yes, limited a little 
e -3-noy not limited at all. 

- -- I I; yes, limited a lot 

1. (DCD a lifting or carrying grocenes 
2. CD CD a moving a table, vacuuming 
3. m o a  climbing several flights of stairs 
4. -- -barn L - 4  walking several blocks 

.I. 

8. Exercise How many days per week #f do you engage 
in aerobic exercise of at least 20 to 30 minutes in 
duration (fitness walking, cycling, jogging, swim- 
ming, aerobic dance, active sports, or gardening)?. 
a no exercise program a four days per week 
CD one  day per week (9 five days per week 

two days per week CB six days per week 
a three days per week c3 seven days per week 

. . 

9. Physical activity status Mark the response that 
best describes your current activity level. 

a I have no regular exercise program, generally 
avoid walking or exertion when possible. 

a, I occasionally walk for pleasure or exercise 
sufficiently to cause heavy breathing or ' 

perspiration (sweat). 

(9 I get regular exercise in work or recreation 
requiring modest physical activity such as 
golf, yard work, calisthenics, weight lifting, 
table tennis, up to 7 hour per week 

CB I get  regular exercise in work or recreation 
requiring modest physical activity such as 
golf, yard work, calisthenics, weight lifting, 
table tennis, more than 7 hour per week 

(3> I participate regularly in more active physics/ 
exercise (brisk walking, jogging, swimming, 
cycling, rowing, active sports like tennis or 
handball). If ves, indicate below how much 
time you spend exerclslng'each week. 

CD less than 1 hour per week 
a 1 hour, or run up to 5 miles weekly 

2 to 3 hours, or run 6 to 10 miles weekly 
CD 4 to 5 hours. or run 11 to 15 miles weekly 
CD 6 to 8 hours, or run 16 to 20 miles weekly 
C3 9 to 11 hours, or run 21 to 25 miles weekly 
0 121 hours, or run 26+ miles weekly - 

- 
Strength exerckes How many times -- pe;%eek 

do you do  strength-building exercises such as sit- 
ups, push-ups, or use weight training equipment? 
CD none  
CD o n c e a w e e k  
c9 twiceaweek 
a three plus times weekly 

11. Stretching exercises How many times per week 
do you do stretching exercises to improve flexibility 
of your back, neck, shoulders, and legs? 
CD none - 
CD o n c e a w e e k  
a twiceaweek . -  

three plus trmes weekly 

. -  - 
1% Exercise restriction Has a doctor instructed you 

not to exercise due to a heatth problem you have? 

CI) no 
.- .. -_. - a yes  - -. 

13. Exercise preference Mark all activities that you: 
L- - do t ~ @ I & y  - 

- 2 - want to start doing - 
1. CDCD active dancing 
2' ZDCD active sports I 
3. mCD aerobics to music ' 
4. XD.m bicycling 
5. :Q)CD canoeinghowing 
6. CDCZ, calisthenics 
7. golf, walking 

' 8 .  &CD handbalkquash 
9. .cD CI) hikinghackpacking 

11. CD CD rope skipping 
12. CDCD running 
13. CDCa skating - 
14. CDa skiing, x-country 
15. LCD GI skiing, downhill 
16. CD @ stair stepping 
17. CDCD stabonary cycling 
18. CDCD swimming 
19. CDCD tennis 
20. -cD Ca walking briskly 
21. CD 0 weightlcircuit training 
22 CD@ yard k r k ,  mowing 

- 

- I 0. ~ C D  racquetball 

- - .  
_ .  

r- 

r 

i- . 
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14- Breakfast How often do you eat breakfast, more 
than just a roll and a cup of coffee? 
CD eat breakfast every day 

eat breakfast most mornings 
c9 ea t  breakfast two to three times per week 
CD seldom or never eat breakfast 

15- Snacks How often do you eat  snack foods be- 
tween meals (chips, pastries, soft drin&.*&dy, 
ice cream, cookies)? 
Q3 three or more times per day 
a once or twice per day 
c9 few times per week 
CD seldom or never eat typical snacks 

16. Fast foods -How often do you eat fast food meals 
such as hamburgers, tacos, fried chicken, hot': .-- 

dogs, french fries, rnilkshakes, etc.? --. 
CD four or more times per week I- ..- '- . :- 
a two to three times per week 
a twoto fourtimes permonth . - : 

I ';.- - . 

... .. 

, .-  ... . . 
. .. -. .- seldom or never : . .. .- .- -.- '.. . 

. .  - 
17, Fat intake Indicate the kinds of foods you usually eat. -- . . 

19 --: 

I*%..-.-- fat e x a m p l e s : J e a n m ~ s ~ n i ~ . ~ u ~ , . ~ h ~ ~  --c--. -_-_.-. .-.. -.. - . 
..' .skim mil~lo~~fat";f&ry - ..., products, .@&desserts, gelatin, 

?I-'i;egetabies, pasta, legumes (peasand beans) . :b -. dL-. -bIcI - - -~ --.. s - L u  -. 

QI nearly always eat the high fat foods 

CD eat both about the same 
@, ea t  mostly low fat foods, some high fat 
CD ea t  only low fat foods 

and grains you usually eat.' 
' Refined grain examples: white bread, TOIIS, regular ? 

; pancakes and waffles, white rice;typical breakfast 

Whole-grain example& whole-grain breads, brown rice, 

eat mostly the high fat foods, some  low fat 

18. Breads and grains Indicate the kinds of breads 

cereals, typical baked goods . -  

oatmeal, whole-grain or high fiber cereals 
0 nearly always eat refined grain products 
a eat mostly refined grain products . . 
a eat both about the same 
GD eat primarily whole-grain products 
CD eat only whole-grain products 

- 

.I 

19- Protein foods Indicate the kinds of protein fooa 
you usually eat. 

.. Animal sources: meas, pouttry, fish. cheese, eggs 

~ .soy meats, nut foods veggie burger, vegeman entrees 
a> nearly always eat animal proteins 
a eat mostly animal protems 
CD eat both about the same  

cs) eat only vegetable proteins 

-- v&?tabie &I&: legumes (peas, beans, Ientik), tofu. 
? * .  . .  ---- 

eat mostly vegetable proteins 

20- Dark leafy green vegetables How often do YO. 
eat dark leafy green vegetables? 

Q3 five or more times p e r m  
GI two to four times per 
c9 once per 
(3 one  to three times per month 
(3 seldom or never 

-pies: spinach. kale, bnxcolihnnlp greens, collards 

2j  - Food soups How many servings do you eat  of 
the following food groups each dav? 

1. G-cD&GDCD@ 1 slice bread, 1 o z  dry 
cereal, 1/2 cup cooked 

VEGETABLES 
1 cup raw, 1/2 cup cooked, 

jEM &k 314 cup juice, 1 med. potato 
FRUIT 

-* ~ R E  'G. banana, 1/2 cup cooked, 

2. XDO'GIOm43 

-.. * 

3. Ce, CDCI) cD.ID 43 1 med. apple, orange, 

'EP/ e- 314 cup juice 
- DAIRY 

z!! 
3;" processed cheese 

,- 

E- 

4. a cD a CD CD 6.3 1 cup milk or yogurt. 1.5 oz. 
natural cheese, or 2 oz. 

PROTEIN FOODS - 
2 to 3 02. cooked lean meat, 
poultry, or fish, 1 large egg, 

c c. 1 cup cooked beans, lentils, 
- h. - peas, 3 02. tofu, 1 oz. nuts, 1 

SWEETS & DESSERTS - 

5. Ce, 0 a O @ 63 
c. .. ,- 

$.  3 oz. vegetanan burger 

6. Ce,mac9@63 12oz.softdnnk, 1 sm.candy 
bar, 2 Tbs. sugar or jam. 2 SIT 
cookies, 1/2 cup ice cream, 
1 slice of pie or cake 

7. OmCDCDCDQ 1 Tbs. butter, oil, or 
margarine, 2 Tbs. salad 
dressino or mayonnaise 
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2 2  Salt How often do you add salt to your food or eat 
salty foods (chips, pickles, soy sauce)? 
0 seldom or never CD mostmeals 
a somemeals 

- .  

a nearty every meal 

23- Water How many 8 OL glasses of water do you 
usually drink each day? 
a one or less CD five 
a two six 
a, three CD seven 
CD four a eight or more 

24- Prior weight Compared to your weight 10 years 
ago, how much do you weigh now? 
(3 10 pounds more . -  
CD 20+ pounds more 
a weigh about the same 

weigh less now .. ." - _ .  - _  
15- Calcium Do you take a calcium supplement regutariy? 

0 no a yes .,_ . -  .- 

26- Dieting Do you diet often, at least 1-2 times a year? 
a yes (3 no 

I 
- . .  . .  . . .  . 

_ -  

27. Alcohol In the pastwo weeks, on how many days 
did you drink any alcoholic beverages such as 
beer, wine, or liquor? 
CD neverdrink Ql sevendays 
CD none a eightdays 
a oneday CiD ninedays 
Q) twodays tendays 
0 threedays a elevendays 

fourdays (32 twelvedays 
GI fivedays 69 thirteendays 
GI six days @ fourteen days 

28- Number of drinks In the past two weeks, on the 
days you drank an alcoholic beverage, how many 
dnnks did you have per day, on the average? 
. -7&C%m dTilE3Bti e q M d m  
~ ~ 1 2 ~ ~ 3 L l Z ~ .  orz5at - 
GD never dnnk or did not drink in past year 
@) none in the past 2 weeks 
0 onednnk 
CD twodnnks 
0 three dnnks 
CD fourdnnks 

-- -w=.-- - - - ~ - --  .- -+ .,- 

- 

five or more dnnks a 

29. Drinking pattern Do you often have three or more 
drinks in one day on the days that you do drink? 
0' yes CP no 

30- DIU* How often do you use drugs or medicines that 
affect your mood, help you relax, or help you 

CD frequently, every week 

CD ?rely, a few times per year 
0' 'never 

- sleep? 

sometimes, once or twice a month 

31. Medicines How many different medicines do you 
currentty take (include over-the-counter and 
prescriptton drugs)? 
a none ch) six - 
CD one 0 seven 
or, two GD eight. 
G3 three CD nine 

C9 five 
four UD ten or more 

- - - _  
L -  

- _  -- 
3% Drug interactions When taking medicines, 

are you careful to tell your physiaan about 
other medicines you are taking, and to - 
abstain from alcohol in order to prevent 
harmful drug interactions? 
CD yes, very careful about this 
GI don't always remember to do this 
a didn't know about drug interactions - 

IC- .* 

33- Caffeine How many caffeinated drinks do-you 

0 none @ fourperday 
(3 one per day CD five per day 

C3 six or more per day a twoperday , 

CD three per day 

34- Smoking Status Mark the appropriate response. 
CD have never smoked 
GI quit smoking two or more years ago 
a quit smoking less than two years ago 
GI smoke pipe or cigar only 
c9 currently smoke less than ten cigarettes daily 
Q, currently smoke ten or more cigarettes daily 

- 

~ 

-35- Chewing tobacco DO you use chewing tobacc~? 
cD yes Ca no 

,36. Secondhand smoke Are you exposed regularly 
to secondhand smoke (other people's smoke) at 
home or work? 
0 yes 0 no 

I 

m D E  5 m 
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37- Coping status How well do you feel you are coping 
with your current stress load? 
(D coping very well 
0 coping fairly well 
CD have trouble coping at times 
CB often have trouble coping . 
CD feel unable to cope any more . -. 2 - 

- - -  - 

38. Stress signals Mark any of the items below 
that apply to you. 

r 
m-1- CD Minor problems throw me for a lo&p* -+- 
. r -  2. CD I find it difficult to get along with people I . . 

3. (D Nothing seems to give me pleasure 

- 
. .  .' used to enjoy. d .  - 

anymore. 

my problems. , . 

of the time. -: 

.. c - .. 
:? 4. (D . I am unable to stop thinking . & o ~ Z Z + ~  -+..:; 

-.- L_ - .  :. -. . .X:::Z 2. 

5. CD I feel frustrated, impatient, or angry much 
- .  

R - - 6. (D 1 feel tense or anxious much of thetime. =' 
- . . .  ,:-. .,. - . .  , . :. . * _ . I  

. .. 

39- Feelings The next questions are about how you feef 
. things have been with you during the past b r  -- 
weeks. For each question, please -give the one 
answer that comes the closest to the way you I 

have been feeling. How much of the time during 
the past four weeks.., - .. 

;;I >ai! ~e- t i rne  
k. 2 .. most of the time 

e. 

c- 
1. CDCDCDDCDB Have youfeltcalm 

._: 5. K : and peaceful? 
2. CD CD DDrz, B Did you have a lot of energy? 
3. CD 0 C9 a CD CF, Have you felt down- 

hearted and blue? 
4. CD (I, CD a CD ch) Have you been a happy 

' .  E- !i:. person? 
5. 'a GD CD ch) Have you felt worthless, 

inadequate or unimportant? 
6. OOc9CDBCDch) Did you take the time to - 

F ,  J,-,.a-good b&OQhe$i@iji 

L . . .  G- .5 - a.litt/e;otfhe tirn2. 
&+ 4 - some of the time 

?r: 6 - none of the time 

+. 

I - .- 
.- 

L .. relax and have fun daily? 
- LC. 

40- EfnOtiOMi problems Dunng the past four wee 
to what extent have you accomplished less than 
you would like in your work or other daily activitie: 
3s a result o f emotional DrOblemS, such as feeling 
depressed or anx~ous? - . -  

(D not at all 
0 dightly . 
a moderately 
a quite a bit 
CD extremely 

- -  
e *-- 

41 Sleep On the average, how often do you get at 
least 7 to 8 hours of sleep each day? .- $. -L? .- 
CD always or nearly always - _  - 
CD most of the time 
CD less than half the time --- -. 

seldom or never 

~ - .- . - ' 
... 

.- 

4% Social health Mark any of the following that 
currently apply to you. +-- . z: . I 1 .  * - - :  . < -  - 

1. (D I am single. * ' . 
2. cD I live alone. 
3. (D I feel very lonely much of the time. 
4. (3 I am a single parent with children at home. 
5. a I am having serious relationship problems. 

- 6. a I've recently experienced a personal crisis 
.(lost a loved one, divorce, lost job). 

7. CD I live or work in a high crime neighborhood. 
8. CD My living situation is very crowded. 

. - 9. I am caring for an elderly parent. 
10. 0 I am exposed to domestic violence or abuse 
11. Q There is a handgun in my home. 

I 6 I D  
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43. Violence Indicate how manv times in the past year 
you witnessed or became involved in a violent 
fight or attack where there was a chipce of a 
serious injury to someone. 
CD none 
a onet ime a &times 

CD 2 to 3 times 

- - -  
44. Social activity During the past four weeks, to 

what extent has your physical health or emotional 
problems interfered with your normal social 
activities with family, friends, neighbors, 
or groups? 
CD not a t  all 

CD moderately 

45. Social suppod Do you have 
support system (family, friends, church) with 
whom you can share problems and joys or to 
get help if needed? 
0 yes CD no 

CD quite a bit 
slightly 0 extremely 

I -  

46. Seat belts When driving or riding in a car, how 
often do you wear a sea t  belt? - _  .. 
CD always 
GI most of the time 

0 less than h& the time 
C9 seldom or never 

.. 
-I 

47. Smoke detector Does your home have a 
working smoke detector near your sleeping area? 
0 yes GD not sure  
C2-l no 

48. Lifting When lifting heavy objects, how often do 
you make sure  to use correct lifting technique? 

: K e e p o b ~ ~ d a s e t o ~ b e n d a t . h p s a n d ~  
knees,keepbadcl?namtp&bmwith: i 
headandshouMers~l iAwi l t~ legs~ - - f 
GI always 
a most of the  bme 
(3 less than half the brne 
GI seldom or never, or don't know 

correct lifting technique 

49. Helmets When bicycling or in-he skating, do you 
always wear a helmet? 
Q yes CD not zipplicable 
Q> no - - .  

50- Drinking and driving Do you sometimes drive 
when perhaps youke had too much to drink, or ride 

-with such a person? 
CD yes CD no 

51. Sun expusure Are you frequently exposed to the 
sunTn-woik or recreabon? 
a yes GI no 

c 

51, Sun protection Are you very careful to protect 
your skin from sunbum by wearing protective 
dothing, using sunscreen, not sunbathing, e%? 
CD yes - ?. 

CD no _ -  c - ,.r 7 5 :  l i -  
I. . . -  

- .  .. 
53. Sunglasses DO you usua~ty wear sunglasses M e n  

spending time outslde in the bright sunlight? . 
CD yes rn no . 

54. Occupational health Do you feel your employer 
is concerned about your he& and safety? 
CD definitely 
GI Ithinkso 
CD I'm not sure  .. 
CD no, not very concerned 
c9 not applicable 

- .  -- .> 

-~ 

- - z .  .e>* - ... \. 
55. J o b  description Mark the desaipbon that best 

descriks the kind of work you do. 
CD sales, office worker- ~. . 

GI rnanager/professional 
cQ> technical 
CD service 
Q, homemaker 
a skilled craftltrade 
@D agricultureilaborer 
Ce, equipment operator 
B1D factory worker 
0 unemployed 
U2 student 
69 retired 
0 other 

. - 2 

CD health professional .- .  

56. Job How satisfied are you with your work lie? 
CD very satisfied 
CD mostly satisfied 
(3 not very satisfied 
CD dissatisfied 
c9 not applicable 
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57. Personal physician Do you currently have a - _. . primary care physician (PCP)? 
CD yes  QJ no 

how much difficulty did you have doing your work or 
other regular daily activities as a result of your 

CD none at all 
CT, a little bit 

58, Health limitations During the past four weeks, ~ 

. - 
- physical health? 
_ -  - 

-- . - ..,-. . 
- .  .- -+ Q) some c -  

- 5’ .’. - CD quite a bit 
%. .. CD could not do daily work .- -::-- --- -.- 

-> - I- - -  4 , - .  - 9 
.I i . “.L _. .- - -- 

%.” 

:%. 59, P h y k l  Exam When was your last physical exami- 
. I  . -  . .. .-_ . -  nation? _I...__ 

(33 within the past year ’: : 1- 
CT, within the past two years.. 
@ .within the past three years 

’.. c4, within the past four years 
(9 five or more ye arsago . - :: . : .. 

_.r . - 

*g ’ . -.’ ?, . -, ;* ,f .e 60, Preventive exams M& the preventive exams you 
I- , - - have had during the time frame listed: 

1. c3 cholesterol check, within the past 2-5 years ‘ - 2. 0 blood pressure check, every 1-2 years 
r 3. CD check for  blood in stool, Guaiac Test, within 

past year -- 
4. a bowel exam, or flexible sigmoidoscopy within 

past 3-1 0 years 
- 5. CD dentalexam,withinpastyear - 

6. 0 vision, wrthin past 4 years 
7. CD hearing, Whin past 1 to 2 years 
8. health, lifestyle a s s e s s m e n t ,  

within past 1 to 2 years 
immunizations 

- 

9. CD childhood immunizations, during your 
chi tdhood 

10. CD tetanus,  within past 10 years 
11. CD pneumonia,  once 
12. 0 flu, w h i n  past year 

women only 
13. 0 Pap smear ,  within past 1-3 years 
14. 0 mammogram with breast exam, within 

past 1-2 years 
15. 0 breast  self-exam. monthly 

men only 
16. 0 testicular se l fexam,  monthly 
17. 0 PSA, blood screening for prostate cancer, within 

F 

past 7 to 2 years 

61, Women’s health *ssues Mark all that apply. Mt 

-. a - ?. 0 Currently pregnant 
2 a3 Currently nursing a baby. 
3. CD Planning a pregnancy in 1 to 2 years. 
3- CD Gave birth before.reaching age  30. 
5. CD Reached or passed menopause. 
6. (D Taking birth control pills. 
7. CD Taking estrogen, femaie hormones. 
8. a Sometimes take laxatives. diuretics, 

skip to next questron. 

or vomit to lose weight. - -  
62. Doctorvisii Howmany&tshaveyournadeciurin~ 

past 12 rnonthsto adochx, emergency room, psychie 
t~& chmpracbr, or other heahb care professional? 
CD none 0 four aD eight 
CD one (9 five OD nine ~ 

-:.* a two - a six :L- -- ~ a~ ‘ten or mort 
- -  CD three 

63, sick days How many days did you miss from wo 
(or from school if a student) due  to illness or injun 

, during the past 12 months? 
a none . a six 
CD one  - - -  . -- CD seven - 
mtwo ~ - -  - - ~ CD eight 

’ Gl three - c9) nine 
GI four - @ ten or  more 
c9 five - 

: - 

r .., - .., 0 seven-  -. - - . .  - _  - . .  - 
1 . I _  

-.. 

64, Hospital days How many days did you spend in --- 
,- * r pasttwelvemonths? - - - I  ’ -- - 

the hospltal due to sickness or injury during the 

aD none a six 
CD one 
a two CB) eight 
Gl three cp) nine 
@ four - aD ten or more 

65- B l o o d  pressure lndicaie your usual blood pressurt 

seven - 

- (D five 

CD less than 130/85 

CD 140/90 or higher 
CD don’tknow 

a (1 30-1 39)/(85-89) 

66, Cholesterol Indicate your usual blood cholesterol Ir 
CD 180 or below (less than 4.7 mmoVL) 
a 181 -1 99 (4.7-5.1 7 mmoVL) 

(3 240 or higher (greater than 6.2 mmol/L) 
Q don’t know 

200-239 (5.2-6.2 mmovl) 
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67. Readiness to change Indicate how ready you are  
to make changes in your h e m  in the following a r e a s  
I haven't thought about changinF3 

2 - plan a change in next 6 months 
3 - plan to change fbis-monffrSS. 
*-. 4 - recently started doing this 
: 59. do It?& ~gufariy~last~6.mos.) 

1. CD CDGD @> C9 be physically a&e 
2. a CD CD @ cli, p r a d c e  good eating h a b i i  
3. 0 CD CD @> CD not smoke or use tobacco 
4. Q) CD CD @> CD lose weight, or maintain healthy weigM 
5. XD (I) GD 0 handle stress well ~ . w- 

6. DQXD CB9, drink alcohol o$y in moderation if a t  all 
7. P).am c4> live an  overallPhealthy lifestyle 

68- Confidence Rate your confidence' in achieving 
and maintaining a heatthy lifestyle in each of the 
following areas: 

a2 - somewhat confident 
@ $3: n o w k o n f i d m  L ---- 

I .  UlCD-CS not smoking 
2. &mTD be physically active 
3. FCDCD practice good eating habits 
4. :cD CDCD achieve and maintain a healthy weight 
5. CUCD,a handle stress well 
6. CD Q)CD dnnk alcohol only in moderation if at all 
7. -O_CD c9 live an overall healthy lifestyle 

69- Perceived health Rate your health habits from 
excellent to poor in each of the areas listed below: 
I - excellent 

- .< 

-. - - r . .  
n- ? & ~ e r y - c o n f i d e n ~  -_  * - -  

- 

,.- . -  -- - 

3-good 
1 4 - fair -- 
sT ?-- 5-poorf 

1. 0 Ql CD (D nutntion and eating h a b i  
2. CD GI (9 CD CD fitness and e x e m s e  habits 
3. .XI) CD GD CQ) (3 weight, body fat level 
4. a CD (9 CD (D coping,-how you cope with stress 
5.  CDGIaQCS alcohol use 
6. C D C D ~ C 4 ) C S  in general, your overall health 

70- Heafth trend Compared to one vear aao, how 
would you rate your current health in the areas 
listed Mow? 

-1 - much-better 
- 2 - somewhat better 
r' 3 - about the same 

-- 4 - somewhat worse = - -  -5 - much worse 
1. CD (I) CD CB C3 nutrition and eating habits 
2. XD CD CD a (D physical actihty 
3. CD CD (9 GXD weight, body fat level 
4. 'CDCDCDCBC~ coping, how you cope with stress 
5. CDCDCDCBB alcohol use 
6. 0 CD GD c3 Q, in general, your overall health 

- 
I 

71 - Health interests Mark any of the follmng h e a h  
imprwement opportunities that you would like to be 
personally notified about if available. 

t ,- .+(j) ~ ~ - 4 i G q 2 7 ~  

- -.1 ~- 
14. M e c t i c a l h - - &  

7 2  Time tf needed, when is the best time to contact you? 
CD morning afternoon (9 evening 

73. Race (optional) 
CD NativeAmerican Caucasian 
0 Asian CD Hispanic 
c9 AfricanAmerican Other 

74. Education (optional) 
.a 8th grade or less 
CD some high school 
a high school graduate 

75- Family income (optionai) 

@ somecollege 
CD college graduate 
GI graduate degree 

(D under $20,000 c4> $60,000-79.999 
CD $20,000-39,999 c9 $80,000 or  more 

II 
~ 

9 1  
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Scientific Basis for-PWP 
7 

n e  Personal Wellness Profile was developed by a team of h e m  promotion specialists, including :a 
doctors, hem educators, nutritionists, and exercise physiologists. Recommendations for risk reduction 
and heam enhancement are drawn from CUITentty established guidelines dleading health organrzatians 
in America, including: - 

. .  

American Cancer Society . 

American College of Sports Medicine 

American Hear? Association and American Cancer Society 

Berkman and Bresiow . -  

.~ Cancer Facts and Figur&s ' d-- 

1 

Guidelines for Exercise Testing and Prescription 

Living Well, Shying Well ..- . . 

&'-.. . .  
=,--.. . 

- .  , i -t...ti _ -  -.- ._ 
As;. 

-. , .. .<.;. -. Heatth and Ways of Living - The Alameda County Study 

Fmess and Amateur Spot, Canadian Standadized.Test of F i e s s  
. Canadian Government . .  -,,.,: . .. . ._ . 

. .  . .  
-. . 

Department of Health and Human Services 
__ . .- . . . 
'2 ..4.- 

Put Prevention into Practice, Clinician's Handbook of Preventive Services 
Heatthy People 2000 - National Health Promotion and Disease Prevention Obj&ves 
U.S. Surgeon General's Report on: Fmess & Health, Nutrition 8 Heal#, and Smoldng & Health 

. . .  Health Outcomes Institute 

Johns Hopkins Medical Institutions 
. .  .Health Status Questionnaire User Guide. - - - 

The Johns Hopkins White Papers on Health and Prevention 

V i  Sbtistics Reports - Life Tales and Advance Report of Final Mortality Statistics .:; . -- . 
National Center for Health Statistks . -  . 

. . ~  . . --- . -  - - .  -. .. . .--. li sa .-  :;-....-, National Committee For Quality Assurance . .. . 

National Institutes of Health - . .. . 
- .  

. .. .-  
.. 'C : z  . . . .  - 7 . .  :;.. - .  

C '  
- -. - ! . - ; . . . . . . - -. . - - - ? .  . Standards for Accreditation -'. 

2. .:. 
- -. 

- .. 
Second Report of the Expert Panel on Detection, Evaluation, and Treabnent of High 
Cholesterol in Adults, The Fm Report of the Joint National Comm&tee on Detection, Evaluation, . - __ . 

. .. -,..-, . -  .-. . .. and Treatment of High Blood Pressure , . .: ._ . .-'I 

, I- __... - . -. . .'. ..' ... 
National Mental Health Association 

How to Deal with Your Tensions 
National Research Council 

Diet and Health, Implications for Reducing Chronic Disease 
US. Department of Agriculture .aw. - 

: -. . . /.-... . . , '?.. * 

i ,  

. ;... . 

, .  Diehry Guidelines f% Amenas,  and The Food Guide -mid 

Guide to Clinical Preventive Services, 2nd Edition 

Wellness Reports - Men's Health, Women's Health 

Worksfie Wellness CosVBeneiit Analysis and Report; The Steelcase Study 

Diet, Nutntion, and the Prevention of Chronic Disease 

.L 

- -  US. Preventive Services Task Force 

University of California at Berkeley 

I _  -. 

- .  
- .  University of Michigan 

World Health Organization 

Principal development under the direction of: 
Donald R. Hall, DrPH, CHES 
John E. Gobble, DrPH, RD, CHES 
Larry W. Axmaker, PhD. EdD 

. .. 
i . 

- 
c 
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The Personal Wellness Profile* (PwP) is a measurement of one's 
current health status. It make3 individuals aware of those health 
needs and lifestyle practices that determine personal well-being. 
Emphasis is on the factors we can actually.control. Positive 
reinforcement of good. health practices, along with: recommendations 
for change when needed, is made for each major health area. 

.a- 

Untirersity of Califomia-at 

Donald R, Hall, DrPH, CHES. - . ..* 

John E- Gobble, DrPH, RD, CHES - 

PWP" is published and copyrighted 1987, 1996 by Wellsour& Inc. 
P 
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Wellness Scores 
Your scores in the major areas 
of wellness are shown on the 
right. Scores range fiom 0 to 
100. A score of less than 50 
shows need for improvement; 
50 or above is in the 
recommended range. Specific 
information on each of these 
key areas are shown in the 
following reports. 

Overall Wellness Score 
The overall wellness score is 
based on the number of good 
health indicators and these 
seven major wellness scores. 

Personal Wellness Profile - Overview 
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I ,  

Doing Well . i 

Needs Improving 

Caution, High Risk 

50 

25 

n 

" Coronary Cancer Nutrition Fitness Stress Substance Safety 
risk risk status status status use status 

Test Scores 

Current 64 10' 20' 12' 10' 30' 22' 
Previous NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 

* Needs improving 

I I PriorNotdone - Current 5/21/98 

Need to Doing 

Your top 5 health needs or preventive actions are listed below. These are key factors 
needing attention to prevent serious health problems. Give these items top priority. 
Other recommendations and guidelines follow throughout this report. 

Overall Wellness 
Score 

Your overall wellness score is 
16, "Caution." 

Good Health Indicators: 
5 out of 15 

Low coronary risk 
No tobacco exposure 
Good cancer rating 
Wise alcohol use 
Good aerobic fitness 
Good nutrition 
Always wears seatbelts 
Good cholesterol level 
Happy most of the time 
Good blood pressure 
Good safety rating 
Good body composition 
7-8 hours sleep per day 
Good stress rating 
Fewer than 5 sick days 

Weight Control: A healthy weight can give you more energy and help you look an 
feel your best, while helping to prevent many serious health problems. For achievinp 
and maintaining a healthy weight, see recommendations in other sections of the 
report. 

Physical Activity: Every "body" needs regular physical activity such as walking, 
cycling, swimming, aerobics, or active sports. Regular exercise helps control exces? 
weight, high blood pressure, high cholesterol, high blood sugar levels, and will reduL, 
stress and help you relax. 

Improving Nutrition: Good eating habits are basic to your health and can heip 
prevent heart disease, high blood pressure, certain cancers, diabetes, and obesity. A 
low fat eating plan along with an increase in fruits, vegetables, and whole grains is 
best. 

Stress Reduction: It is not possible to avoid all stress but there is a lot you can do tcr 
manage stress through increased physical activity, relaxation, planning and 
organization, problem solving, and improving relationships with others. 

Cancer Prevention: Healthy eating, regular exercise, and other lifestyle factors wi' 
greatly reduce your risk of getting many kinds of cancer. Have regular medical 
checkups and avoid smoking and other cancer causing behaviors. 

CTo change the text on these two lines, use the main menu item 'Configure - Sponsor 
phrases ...I and modify the text in the 'Overview Information' box.> .- 

This document is a research report submitted to the U.S. Department of Justice. This report
has not been published by the Department. Opinions or points of view expressed are those
of the author(s) and do not necessarily reflect the official position or policies of the U.S.
Department of Justice.



Fitness - Overview 
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i 
Understanding Your 

Fitness Report 
This report is to help you 
understand: - How fit you currently are - What areas may need 

- How best to improve your 
improving 

fitness level 

The indicators of fitness are 
-- listed on the graph to the right. 

You can quickly see how you 
are doing in each of the fitness 

- areas. A fitness score of 50 or 
higher is needed for 'Good' 
fitness. 
The rest of the report gives 
explanations and suggestions 
for improving your fitness level. 

Overall Fitness Score 
In average of the individual 
scores is shown in the graph 
below. Aerobics is weighted 
50% and body comp. 25%. 

Need to Doing 

Overall-Fitness Overall-Fitness 

Fitness rating scale 
Excellent _..._....._... 75-100 

Need to improve ... 25-49 
Caution ................. 0-24 

Good ..................... 50-74 

Your current overall fitness 
score is 12, "Caution." 

Needs Improving 

Caution, High Risk 

Fitness Factors Aerobic _.. - 
SCOE Score =Pa* i (0-100) (0-1 00) Score Index 

Recommended 50+ 50+ 50+ 18 to 25 

Previous NA NA NA NA - Current 5/21/98 

Current 15 I -  15 10 43.4 

1-1 Prior Not done 

Explanations and personal recommendations are listed below. Marked J items need 
special attention. For further help and information, refer to the accompanying fitness 
guide and/or see a fitness trainer. 

J Abdominal strengtidendurance is important for maintaining good posture and 
protecting the back from strain or injury. Include abdominal strengthening exercises 
in your fitness program. 

bone mineral content, and strong ligaments and tendons. Without regular exercise 
they tend to atrophy (weaken). Do more strengthening exercises. 

Flexibility is important in maintaining full range of motion in joints and for 
preventing pulled muscles and injuries. Your results indicate a need for more 
stretching exercises in your fitness program. 

4 Aerobic capacity is a measure of cardiovascular fitness. Maintaining a healthy heart 
and circulation decreases risk of heart disease and increases longevity. You need to 
improve your aerobic capacity. 

J Upper body strengtidendurance exercises are needed to maintain muscle mass, 

You are over the weight recommended for good health. A healthy weight decreases 
the risk for high blood pressure, heart disease, stroke, diabetes, obesity and cancer. 
To achieve a healthy weight, get regular physical activity (30+ min per day) and 
choose low fat foods. If you need further help, talk to a nutritionist. 

J Caution - Due to risks marked on your questionnaire, check with your physician 
before exercising. 

This document is a research report submitted to the U.S. Department of Justice. This report
has not been published by the Department. Opinions or points of view expressed are those
of the author(s) and do not necessarily reflect the official position or policies of the U.S.
Department of Justice.



Fitness - Exercise Guidelines 

f 

MuscIe Strength and 
Endurance 

Doing Well Needs Improving 

t 

FORTY KPNW 
- 

Pa: 

Muscular strength and endurance are improved by using the overload principle 
(exercising at a higher level than your muscles are used to). Any overload will result 
improvemenf but higher intensity effort will provide greater improvement. Start at a 
level that is easy for you to complete and progress gradually. General weight training 
principles are’ summarized below: 
Activiiies: Dynamic weight resistance Frequency: At least 2 days per week 

training and calisthenics. Choose 
8-10 exedkes that train the major Safety: Progress gradually as the 
muscle p u p s .  exercise becomes easier. 

L .  Warm-up with easy lifts before 
Iktemdy: Moderate to high resistance, making hard lifts. 

allowing 8- 12 repetitions of each Avoid excessive straining. Don’t ho 
activity. Start with 1 set of each your breath. Breathe out with 
exercise. For fbxther improvement, exertion. 
increase gradually to 2-3 sets of each Get instruction on technique from a 
^exercise. fitness trainer if possible. 

Work out with a partner. 
2 -* A&.=..- . 

(I 

Flexibility Muscles and joints become stiff and lose their range of motion with inactivity and agir 
You can maintain good joint mobility and improve flexibility with regular stretching 
exercises. Choose stretching exercises for the major areas of the body; lower back, hir 
region, the neck and shoulders, calves and backs of thighs. See guidelines below: 
warm-up Do stretching afier the 

Doing Well Needs Improving 
0 El 

Frequency: At least 3 days per week 

Safety: Don’t over-stretch to the point 
of pain. Avoid bouncing movements 

Avoid stretches that may worsen 
existing joint problems. 

uscles are warmed up.. 

nigue Do a &tic stretch; slowly 
*stretch a muscle to the point of mild 

scomfort then hold for 10-30 sec. 

ions 3 to 5 foreach stretch 
. _  

Body Composition Body Mass Index (BMI) is a number relating your weight (215 lbs) to your height (59 
in). Research shows that people with a BMI of 19-24 live the longest. A high Bh4I is 
linked to heart disease and other chronic disease. An elevated BMI may not be a risk 
is due to a large muscle mass, as in weight lifters. 
Body Mass Indert Your BMI is 43.4. Wai.WHip Ratio (KHR) It is also 

important to know how fat is stored. 
Four recommended weight is 94 - 124. Abdominal fat is a higher risk to 

This is based on a normal Body Mass health than fat deposited on the hips. 
The WHR is a measure of abdomina! 
fat storage, A WHR less than 0.8 is 
recommended for women. Learn yo\ 
WHR. 

Doing Well Needs Improving 
0 

- Iqdex of 19 - 25. 

> 

i 

This document is a research report submitted to the U.S. Department of Justice. This report
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Fitness - Aerobic Exercise Guidelines 
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Aerobic or 
Cardiovascular Fitness 

El 
Doing Well Needs Improving 

Aerobic exercises strengthen the heart and improve circulation. Examples of aerobic 
exercises are fitness walking, aerobic dance, bicycling, swimming, and active sports. 
Aerobic exercises challenge the heart and arteries to deliver oxygen to the muscles, 
causing an increased heart rate and heavier breathing. 
Activities: Activities that challenge the Duration: At least 20-30 minutes per 

cardiovascularsystem (increase heart day. Work up to 30-60 minutes per 
rate and breathing). For example: day. 
fitness walking, jogging, bicycling, 
-swkm@ng, active sports Frequency: At least 3 days per w,eek. 

Work toward daily aerobic activity. 
Intensity: Begin at an easy to moderate Alternate easy with more vigorous 

level. Don’t go so hard you can’t talk exercise days. 

exercising; Check heart rate and stay Progression: When starting an exercise 
within your target heart rate range. program, keep intensity moderate. As 

the exercise becomes easier over time, 
Target heart rate (beatdmin) gradually increase to a more vigorous 
Recommended 86- 1 04 level for further improvement. 

i 

-’ easily to another person while . 

See your health service provider for 
details. 

S a f e y  Get vour doctor’s clearance 
before beginning an exercise program 
if you have any health problems. 

- __ - 

( Aerobic Mile Activify An ‘Aerobic Mile’ is the energy equivalent ofjogging 1 mile. For example, 15 minutes 
of vigorous swimming is equal to the calories burned in running one mile. Select an 
aerobic mile goal from the list on the left. Then determine how many minutes are 
needed of each activity to achieve your weekly aerobic mile goal. 

Minutes of  continuous, activity to = I aerobic mile 

List -- 
Select a goal: 
0 6 aerobic miles per week - .I 

Aerobic Activity Easy Pace 
0 

0 -  aerobic miles per week 

10 aerobic miles per week 
15 agrobic miles per week 
20 aerobic miles pes week 

Running (1 1,9,8 &mi pace) 11 
Bicycling (1 0,14,16 mph) 15 

20 swimming 
Racquetball ’ 16 

22 
Note: For positive changes in 
body composition and HDL Hiking 
cholesterol levels, complete at Skating IT 
least 10- 15 aerobic miles per Tennis 16 
week. Walking (20,16,14 midmi) 37 

Moderate pace Vigorous pace 
8 

11 
15 
12 
16 
12 
12 

30 27 
Note: At-your present weight, one aerobic m k  will uurn 153 ca,dries. 

9 
12 
16 
13 
18 
14 
13 

Making Fitness a 
Lifetime Commitment 

Maintaining fitness for a lifetime is the goal. The following suggestions can help you 
achieve this goal and keep your exercise program fun and interesting. 
Realirric goals Choose goals you know Social support It helps to exercise with 

you can accomplish. You can revise a spouse or friend. You can support 
them latefif you desire. and encourage each other. - 

Chartingprogress Write down your Rewards When you reach specific 
aerobic miles daily. Compare daily 
progress to your weekly goal. 

milestones, reward yourself. Always 
be working toward a personal goal. 

This document is a research report submitted to the U.S. Department of Justice. This report
has not been published by the Department. Opinions or points of view expressed are those
of the author(s) and do not necessarily reflect the official position or policies of the U.S.
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Heart HeaJth - Overview 
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Your Heart Health 
Report I 

Excellent This report is to help you 
understand the key areas of your 
health profile which specifically Doing 

circulatory disease . 
The controllable risks for heart 
health are listed on the graph to 

needed, these are the areas on 
which you will need to focus. 

I 

I 

affect your risk for coronary and I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

Needs ‘mproving 

the right. If improvement is 

risks, there are non-controllable cigdday Chol Chol Pressure Score (BMI) 

Caution, High Risk 
- 

In addition to the controllable HeartHealthFadoS Smoking “Bad” Total Blood Exerase Diabetes WeQht 

r isks which are additionally 
listed under ‘Heart Health Recommended for None e160 Desirable Normal 50+ None ~27.0 
Factors’. These include low risk 
personal and family history of Current Quit2+ NA NA NA 10 None 43.4 
heart or circulatory problems, Previous NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 
and your gender and age. 

1-1 Prior Not done - Current 5/21/98 

c 
- 

3:- .. 
Overall Heart Health 

Score - 0  

The ’‘Ore 
is determined by the number of 
risk factors present. 

Heart Factors associated with heart disease are listed below. Your risks are marked with a J.  
Give marked items special attention. Overall, you are at ‘Low Risk’ based on the criteria 
established by the National Cholesterol Education Program (NCEP). 

”Need to 50 ”Doing 0 Personal history of heart or circulatory problem. 

0 Family history of early heart disease in a first degree relative. 

J GendedAge. Risk increases with age. 

0 Non-smoker. Not smoking greatlq reduces risk. \ Heart Health Score I 
0 High Blood Pressure. Blood pressure of 140/90 or higher is considered high. 

. 0 High “Bad cholesterol” A “Bad cholesterol’’ of 160+ indicates risk. “Bad 

0 High Total cholesterol A Total cholesterol of 200+ indicates risk. 

0 Diabetes increases risk for heart disease. 

J Sedentary. Inactivity is a risk. Be active 30 minutes, most days. 

cholesterol” is calculated as the difference between Total cholesterol and HDL. 
Heart Health rating scale  

Excellent ............... 75-1 00 

Need to improve ... 25-49 
Caution ................. 0-24 

Good ..................... 50-74 

Your current Heart Health score 
is 64, ”Doing well.” .- -- J Weight A Body M k s  Index @MI) over 27.0 is a heart risk. 

This document is a research report submitted to the U.S. Department of Justice. This report
has not been published by the Department. Opinions or points of view expressed are those
of the author(s) and do not necessarily reflect the official position or policies of the U.S.
Department of Justice.



Heart Health - Blood Tests 

YourResults I Desirable 1 Borderline ! High Risk 
Total cholesterol ' NA lessthan200 j 200-239 1 240+ 
LDL Cholesterol NA less than 130 130-159 160+ 

NA 40 or more less than 40 1 less than 35 
NA less than 4.0 4.0-4.9 1 5.0+ 

HDL cholesterol 
,Risk ratio 
Triglycerides NA lessthan200 1 200-399 400+ 

-Glucose (fasting) NA lessthan110 1 110-125 ! 126+ 

Cholesterol Level 

Doing Well Needs Improving 
0 

A high total cholesterol level 
can clog arteries, causing a 
heart attack or stroke. On the 
other hand, HDL cholesterol is 
protective. HDL particles ' 

remove excess cholesterol, 
helping prevent blockage of 

- . arteries. ' 

Your overall cholesterol risk is 
best determined by evaluating 
both "Bad" (LDL) and "Good" 
(HDL) cholesterol levels. 

Your present cholesterol level 
was not recorded. For ideal 
risk, keep LDL cholesterol 
levels below 100 and HDL 
levels greater than 60. 

(+ Triglycerides 

Your results: NA 

Doing Well Needs Improving 

FORTY KPNW Page t 

To lower total or LDL cholesterol 

J Firnit fat intake, especially animal or 

J Avoid high cholesterol foods, such as 

JEat high fiber foods, such as oatmeal, 

saturated fat. 

eggs or meat. 

brown rice, hits, vegetables, and legumes 
(peas, beans, lentils). 

J Achieve and maintain a healthy weight. 

To raise HDL choiesterol 

J Achieve and maintain a healthy weight. 
J Get regular, aerobic exercise (walk, 

cycle, hike, swim, aerobics, active spores, 
jog) 10-15+ aerobic miles per week. 
DO NOT SMOKE. 
Note: women usually have higher HDL 
levels than men. Estrogen replacement 
therapy raises HDL levels in 
post-menopausal women. 

Triglyceride is a fancy name for fat in your blood. A triglyceride level less than 200 is 
recommended (less than 100 is ideal). Your triglyceride level was not recorded. 

. .  

To lower Triglyceride levels 

(Achieve and maintain a healthy weight. 
J Get regular, aerobic exercise (walk, cycle, hike, swim, aerobics, active sports, jog) 30 

min. or more (preferably) daily. Be sure to get your doctor's guidance before starring any 
erercise program ifyou have any health problem 

Limit intake of sugar and desserts. 
J Avoid or limit alcohol intake. 
. i.u--. ~ 

Glucose 

Your results: NA 

Doing Well Needs Improving 
0 

A fasting blood glucose level of 110 or above may indicate a glucose tolerance problem, 
increasing your risk of diabetes. A fasting glucose level of 126+ indicates high risk. 
Your glucose level was not recorded for evaluation, and you indicate no personal history 
of diabetes. 

To lower Glucose levels 

J Achieve and maintain a healthy weight. 
J Get regular, aerobic exercise (walk, cycle, hike, swim, aerobics, active sports, jog) 30 

min. or more (preferably) daily. Be sure io ger your doctor's guidance before siarting any 
erercise program ifyou have any health problem 
Limit intake of sugar and des.erts. 

J Avoid or limit alcohol intake. 

This document is a research report submitted to the U.S. Department of Justice. This report
has not been published by the Department. Opinions or points of view expressed are those
of the author(s) and do not necessarily reflect the official position or policies of the U.S.
Department of Justice.



Heart Health - Reducing Risk 
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. J  

.i. 

Smoking 

You results: Quit 2+ 

Smoking damages the heart. It decreases HDL levels, increases the likelihood of a bl 
clot, and damages the artery walls, causing cholesterol to be deposited, clogging the 
arteries. By not smoking you are practicing preventive medicine. Also try to avoid 
smoky environments. Second-hand smoke can also increase your risk. 

Doing Well Needs Improving 
Stopping smoking was a positive step towards better health! It reduces your risk for 
lung disease, cancer, and heart disease. After stopping for 10 years, your risk is near 
the same as a nonsmoker. Maintain your resolve to be smoke free! 

0 

Blood Pressure Keeping blood pressure low is protective to the heart and arteries. A pressure of 1201 
or lower is ideal. Pressures of 140190 or above are considered high blood pressure an 
will increase your risk of heart attack and stroke. Your clinical blood pressure was nc 

=;,youriesu~ts: . _ .  NA - recorded. . 

Doing Well Needs Improvhg - -  
How to lower your blood pressure: 0 J Achievdmaintain a healthy weight. Even a weight loss of 10 lbs can do wonders. 

J Get regular, moderate, physical activity such as walking. 
JEat foods low in fat, high in fiber, and adequate in calcium and potassium. 
J Avoid or limit alcohol intake. Alcohol can increase blood pressure. 

Limit intake of salt and salty foods. 
J Keep stress moderate, get adequate sleep (7-8 hrs daily), and take relaxation breaks. 

c 
Physical Activiiy Physical activity is protective to the heart and circulation. Regular aerobic activity 

improves the way the body uses fats, raises HDL levels, heips lower blood pressure, 

controVprevent excess weight. Exercise also strengthens the heart so it works more 
efficiently. Consider regular exercise as good preventive medicine. 

I L .  - helps controVprevent high blood sugar levels, decreases clotting tendency and helps 
your 

Doing Well Needs Improving 

- Score -lo - 

- - -  
Examples: 

Walk, hike, climb hills 
Low impact aerobics 
Bike or stationary cycle 
Active gardening (mowi: 
digging, raking leaves) 
Active sports 

PI Hiwto exercise for heart health: 
Frequency - 3-4 timedwk minimum, daily if possible 
Intensity - Recommended Exer. heart rate: 86-104 
Time - 20-30 minutes minimum, 30-60 min optimum 

Start at easy level, progress gradually. 
Get doctor's guidance first if health problems 
exist or age 40+ and not used to viporous activity. 

Body Weight 

Your results: BMI 43.4 

Doing Well Needs Improving 

Your Body Mass Index (BMI), a measure of your weight (2 15 Ibs) in relation to your 
height (59 in), is above the upper limit designating overweight (a BMI of 27.0 or 134- 
Ibs for persons your height). Excess body fat increases risk for high blood pressure, h 
cholesterol and diabetes. Maintaining a healthy weight is protective to the hean and 
arteries. 

How to lose weight: 0 
Dieting doesn't work, Learn to eat healthy lowfat meals and avoid late snacks. 
Be active; try to get 30+ minutes of moderate to vigorous physical activity daily. 

e Avoid excessive stress, get adequate rest, and take time for yourself. 
.- 

This document is a research report submitted to the U.S. Department of Justice. This report
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Unwrstanding Your 
Report 

The purpose of this report is to 
help you better understand: 
- Your current eating habits, 
- Any health risks caused by 

poor nutrition, and - How you can improve your . 

eating habits and your health. 

Five indicators of good nutrition 
are listed on the graph to the 

right. You can quickly see how 
you are doing in each of these 
five areas. 

The rest of the report gives 
'explanations and suggestions 
for improving your nutritional 
status. ., 

Overatt Nutrition Score 
'our overall score is based on c your current eating habits. A 

score over 50 is desirable. 

Need to Doing 

Overall Nutrition { score 

Nutrition rating scale 
Excellent ..... .......... 75-1 00 

Need to improve ... 25-49 
Caution .__.._........._. 0-24 

Good ..................... 50-74 

- 

Excellent 

Doing Well 

Needs Improving 

Caution, High Risk 

Nutrition indicators High fiber Fast food/ Breakfast 
pyramid meals foods snacks daily 

Cuirent 24 36 15 20 100 
Previous NA NA NA NA NA 

1-1 Prior Not done Current 5/21/98 

Food pyramid score - You did not meet all of the guidelines in the food guide 
pyramid. Review the minimum recommended number of servings for each food 
group to help assure your nutrition is balanced and adequate. See the rest of the 
report for more information and how to make improvements. 

J Low fat eating - Limit foods high in fat, especially animal or saturated fats. They 
increase the risk of obesity, high blood pressure, heart disease, stroke, and diabetes. 
Use fat free or low-fat milk and dairy products. If you eat meat, limit the amount and 
choose lean cuts, skinless chicken, and fish. Also limit high fat baked goods, fried 
foods, salad dressings, butter, and fats and oils used in cooking. 

pressure, heart disease, stroke, and certain cancers. Examples are: fruit, vegetables, 
potatoes, peas and beans, whole grain breads and cereals. Eat more of these foods. 

J High fiber foods - are low in fat and help protect against obesity, high blood 

Breakfast - Continue eating breakfast for body and mind to perform their best. 
People who skip breakfast have more accidents, don't learn as well, usually snack on 
less nourishing food, and don't live as long as those who eat breakfast daily. 

Fast foods/snacking - Most fast foods and snacks are high in fat and calories and low 
in nutrition. Limit typical snacks such as chips, pas*, and soft drink. If you snack, 
choose fresh fruits, veggies, breads, and other healthy choices. 

J Other nutritional recommendations: 
None. Review the rest of this report and the accompanying nutrition educational 
materials for hrther information. 

Your current overall nutrition 
score is 20. "Caution." 

This document is a research report submitted to the U.S. Department of Justice. This report
has not been published by the Department. Opinions or points of view expressed are those
of the author(s) and do not necessarily reflect the official position or policies of the U.S.
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Daily Food Guide Pyramid 

- Fruits 

// Breads and ‘Grains 6-11 \ 

I I medium h i t  
1 0  C ckd or chopped 
314 C h i t  juice I .o ~.~serv/ciay ! 2 4  

The major portion of your diet 
should come from foods near the 
foundation of the pyramid. Limit 
foods near the top. 

Meatlprotein 
foods 

Nutrition - Food Guide 

I 2-3 OL cooked me% 
I 1 cgg, 3 oz. tofiJ 

0.0 servlday I 2-3 2.2 Y C ckd beans 

FORTY KPNW Page 4 

- 4 ... 

The USDA and USDHHS have developed a national food guidance system, the “Food 
Guide Pyramid.” It provides a daily eating plan, summarized below. It can help you 
evaluate your current eating habits and point ways to better nutrition. 

I I slice of bread 
Bread ! 1 02. dry cereal 
Group 0.0 servlday 1 6-11 5.1 1 0  C ckd ncc, pasta 

1 C raw veeetables 
I 

1.0 servlday 1 3-5 I ’2.0 
1 1 0  C ckd 0; chopbd 

314 C veg. juice 

I 1 C milk or yogurt 
1.5 oz natural cheese i 1 Milkgroup 1 1.0 servlday 1 2-3 1 1.3 1 2 o z  urocess cheese 

Oil, buner IT, salad 
drcssing or cream 2T Fats, oils 1 0.0servIday 1 1-2servlday 1 3.5 1 1 cooluc, 1R C sherbct 

I 

Sweets 1 1.0 servlday I . 1-2 serv/day I 3.5 soft dnnk 1T jam 
Recommended servings: The lower range is for older adults or sedentary women. The upper range 

is for teenage boys, active men and very active women. Children and other persons fall somewhere in 
the middle of the range. 

f c- Breads and Cereals Choose whole-grain breads and cereals. Grains provide complex carbohydrates and are 
good sources of fiber, vitamins, minerals, and are low in fat. Grain products should 
provide the largest share of your food calories. Dong Well Needs Improving 

[7 a 
Vegetables Vegetables are mostly fat free, very low in calories, and protective against heart disease 

and cancer. Dark, lea@ green vegetables are especially nutritious. Eat 3-5 servings 
daily. Doing Well Needs Improving 

0 PJ 

Fruits Fruits add flavor and variety to meals, are low in fat and calories, and are protective 
against heart disease and cancer. Eat 2-4 servings daily, including fruits high in vitamin 
C (e.g. citrus, melons, berries). Doing Well Needs Improving 

0 PJ 

Milk Group Choose calcium rich foods such as non-fat or low-fat milk, yogurt, and cheeses. A low 
calcium intake can contribute to weak, brittle bones. If you don’t drink milk, find an 
adequate replacement. Two servings per day are recommended. Doing Well Needs Improving 

cl a 
Protein Group Eat 2-3 servings per day. Choose fiom low fat meats (lean cuts, skinless fowl, and fish) 

legumes (peas, beans, garbonzoes, lentils, split peas), tofu, and meat alternates. 
Vegetarian proteins are low in fat, cholesterol free, and are high in fiber. 

Doing Well Needs Improving 

,u 0 El - 
Fat & Sugar Group . 
Doing Well Needs Improvmg 

Congratulations! Continue to go easy on foods with added fats and sugar, and rich 
desserts that-are high in calories and low in nutrients. Eat sparingly of typical desserts 
(cookies, cake, pastry, pies, ice cream), especially if you’re overweight. You can eat 
more low calorie desserts; h i t  salad, non-fat frozen yogurt, bemes, and melons. 

\ a 

This document is a research report submitted to the U.S. Department of Justice. This report
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(- Body Composition - Overview 

c, 
A Healthy Weight 

Research has found that a body 
weight within the desired range 
for a person's height is 
predictive for health and 
longevity. Your recommended 
weight is based on this 
relationship. By keeping weight 
in control you help prevent high 
blood pressure, heart disease, 
stroke, and certain cancers. 

- Your body composition 
measurements are shown in the 
graph on the right. Each factor 
is rated from "Excellent to 
High Risk". Your overall risk 
is shown in the circle graph 
below and is rated from 0 to 
100. A high score is desirable. 

Overall Body Comp. 
Score 

I tour overall score is a weighted 
average of the individual scores 
shown in the graph above. 

Need to cn Doina 

Overall Body 
Comp. Score 

Overall score rating scale 
Excellent ............... 75-100 
Doing Well ............ 50-74 
Need to improve ._ .  2549 
Caution (hlgh nsk) . 0-24 

Your current overall body 
comp. score IS 17, "Caution." 

' i 

\ 
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50 

Needs Improving 

25 

Caution, High Risk 

n 
Body Cornp. Factors Body Mass Percent Body WaisVhip 

Index Body fat Weight Ratio 
( B W  OM-(R) 

Recommended 19-25 22-27% 94-124 Ibs Less than 0.80 
Current 43.4 NA 21 5 NA 
Previous NIA NIA NIA NIA 

i-1 Prior Not done - Current 5/21/98 

Marked J items show personal risk. For further information, refer to the 
accompanying educational guide and/or talk to your health counselor. 

4 Body mass index @MI) BMI is a number relating your weight (215 lbs) to your 
height (59 in). It is often used in health studies. Research indicates that people with 
a BMI of 19-24 live the longest. Your current BMI is 43.4. 

A BMI of 27.0 or higher, for women, is linked to increased risks for heart disease, 
diabetes, high blood pressure, stroke, and arthritis. A high BMI, however, may not be 
a risk if it's due to high muscle mass. This is common in bodybuilders. 

recommended values based on persons your height and gender): 

Recommended weight (based on BMI of 19-25) = 94-124 Ibs. 
Note: thin build persons should be near lower range, large frame/muscular build 
near top of range, and medium build near middle of range 

Overweight standard (BMI of 27.0 or higher) = 134 Ibs or higher. 

Your present weight = 2 15. Consider a weight management program. 

4 Body weight Use the chart below to help you evaluate your present weight (all 

J Waismip ratio (WHR) A WHR measurement shows how fat is distributed on the 
body. A high WHR (greater than 0.80 for women) is linked to increased risk of 
diabetes, heart &ease, and certain cancers. To determine your WHR, measure your 
waist a t  the level of the naval, and your hips where they are the largest. Then, divide 
your waist measurement by your hip measurement. 

This document is a research report submitted to the U.S. Department of Justice. This report
has not been published by the Department. Opinions or points of view expressed are those
of the author(s) and do not necessarily reflect the official position or policies of the U.S.
Department of Justice.
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Understanding Your 

Substance Use Report 
This profile is based on your 
answers to the Alcohol, Drugs 
and Smoking questions. 
Examine your profile and 
review the recommendations 
regarding careful use or 
avoidance of certain chemical 
substances. If needed, get help 
from your physician or health 
counselor in making lifestyle 
changes. 

Areas of major concern are: 
Heavy use of alcohol, tobacco 
use, exposure to second-hand 
smoke, high caffeine intake, use 
of mood altering drugs, and 
drug interactions. 

- 

Overall Substance Use 
Score c fhe overall substance use score 

is a weighted average of the 
individual scores shown in the 
P P h .  

“Need to cn “Doina 

Overall score rating scale * 

Excellent ............_.. 75-1 00 
Doing Well ....._...... 50-74 
Need to improve ... 25-49 
Caution (high risk) . 0-24 

Your current overall substance 
use score is 30, ”Needs 

.. Improving.” 
\ 

Substance Use - Overview 
FORTY KPNW 

- 

Substance Use Ratincr Scale 

Pag. 

Substance Use Factors” Alcohol Tobacco Medication Caffeine D w 3  

(0-100) (0-100) (0-100) (0-1 00) (0-100) 
US8 U s e  U s e  Use Interadion 

Current 
Previous 

24 35 20 24 100 
NA NA NA NA NA 

r- . 1-1 Prior Not done - Current 5/21/98 

The following recommendations are guidelines from leading national health 
organizations. Items marked J show need for special attention. 

4 Alcohol - Alcohol use is linked to liver disease, certain cancers, accidents, addictir 
social problems, and is the second primary cause of hospitalization. The USDA 
Dietary Guidelines on alcohol state that if an adult drinks, do so in moderation, it 
should be no more than 1 drink per day, with meals, and when consumption does I: 
put them or others at risk. 

Some people should not drink: women who are pregnant or trying to conceive, 
people who plan to drive or operate equipment, people taking medication, those wi 
can’t keep their drinking moderate, and children and adolescents. 

throat cancers. Give serious thought to being tobacco free. 

problems. Taking drugs on a regular basis to relax, sleep, or alter your mood, can 
lead to a serious habit or dependency. Avoid street drugs and use all other 
medications as directed by your doctor. 

has been associated with sleep disturbances and nervousness. Limit use of 
caffeinated drinks such as coffee, tea, and colas, to less than four per day. 

Drug Infeetactions - Continue to prevent dangerous drug interactions when gettink 
new medicines by always informing your doctor of all medicines you are taking ar, 
avoid alcohol while taking them. 

J Tobacco - Smokeless tobacco is addicting and causes serious risk for mouth and 

J Medications - Medications are needed at times but if misused can cause serious 

4 Caffeine - Caffeine free drinks are best for your health. Excessive caffeine intake 
- 

-P 

. 

This document is a research report submitted to the U.S. Department of Justice. This report
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b StresdCoping - Overview 

Understanding Your 
Stress Report 

The purpose of this report is to 
help you better understand: - How you are coping with 

stress 
- If signs of excess stress are, 

present 
- And how you can improve 

your coping ability 

~ - Four indicators of stress and 
coping are listed on the graph to 
the right. You can quickly see 
how you are doing in each of 
these areas. The rest of the 
report gives explanations and 
suggestions for improving your 
coping ability. 

Overall Stress Score 
Your overall stress score is 
lased on the average of the ' major stress ratings and specific 

stress indicators. 

Need to Doing 

Overall S t r e s s  
Score 

Overall s co re  rating scale 
. Excellent ............... 75-100 

Doing Well ............ 50-74 
Need to improve ... 2549 
Caution (high risk) . 0-24 

Your current overall stress 
score is 10, "Caution." 

- 
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50 

Needs Improving 

tf 

Caution, High Risk 

Stress Factors Stress Stress Happiness/ 
Coping Signals Load Energy 
Status level 

Current - 55 10 42 60 
Previous NIA NIA NIA NIA 

1-1 Prior Not done Current 5/21/98 

The following explanations and recommendations can help you see where to make 
improvements. Items marked J show need for special attention. For further help 
and information, refer to the accompanying stress management guide and/or a counselor. 

Perceived coping status - You feel confident that you are handling stress in your 
every day life very well. That's great! Maintain your good coping status by 
balancing life's demands with adequate time for rest and recreation. 

Stress signals - Stress can gradually build up until it becomes difficult to cope. Be 
aware of stress signals such as: constant worry, low energy, and lack of enjoyment in 
life. Take action to reduce stress. Get help from an understanding friend or 
counselor if needed. 

J Stress load - There are numerous factors in life that cause stress. You indicate 
several stressors in your life. Take the time to develop good relationships, solve 
problems, and get help when needed. Attend to stressful situations before they affect 
your health. - - 

Overall happiness/energy level - Having a positive attitude and confidence in 
yourself is a healthy approach to life. Both physical and emotional health are related 
to good stress management. Keep up the positive approach to life! 

Coping with life is easier when you get adequate rest, daily physical activity, and 
take timer0 relax (listen to music, walk in the park, talk to a friend, enjoy a hobby). 

J You marked "recently thought about ending my life." Get help immediately, from 
your doctor, counselor, or friend. Do not wait. 

This document is a research report submitted to the U.S. Department of Justice. This report
has not been published by the Department. Opinions or points of view expressed are those
of the author(s) and do not necessarily reflect the official position or policies of the U.S.
Department of Justice.
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Understanding Your 
Safety Report 

This profile is based on your 
answers to the safety questions. 
Many factors influence our 
health on a daily basis. Habits 
that promote a safe environment 
may have the greatest 
immediate impact on your 
quality of life. Why? Because- 
- Accidents are a Beading cause 

- Accidents are a major cause 
- -. of death and disability. 

- of lost work time. 

This profile rates your 
responses to major safety 
issues. Recommendations are 
provided to help you in making 
good safety related decisions. 

Overall Safeg Score 
The overall safety score is 
oased on the number of good 
safety factors appearing in the 
safety rating scale. 

i 

"Need to cn "Doino 

Overali Safety 
Score 

Safety Rating scale 
Excellent ............... 75-1 00 
Doing Well ............ 50-74 
Needs Improving ... 25-49 
Caution, High risk . 0-24 

,m 

75 
Excellent 

Doing Well 

U Safety Factors Wears Smoke correct No Alcohol Protective 
Seatbelts Detectors Lifting & Driving Gear 

(0-1 00) (0-100) (0-100) (0-100) (0-1 00) 

Current 
Previous 

20 30 20 17 NA 
NA NA NA NA NA 

1-1 Prior Not done - Current 5/21/98 

The following explanations and recommendations can help you see where to make 
improvements. Items marked J show need for special attention. 

4 Wear Seat Belts - Wearing seat belts reduces risk of serious injury and death. In 

4 Use Smoke Detectors - Smoke detectors have saved thousands of lives. Be sure you 
have working smoke detectors in all sleeping areas of your home. Check them at 
least once a month. Most deaths from home fires involve houses without working 
smoke detectors. 

many states it's the law. Make a practice to always belt up. 

4 Do Correct Lifting - Always use correct lifting technique to protect your back. 
When lifting heavy objects, bend and lift with your legs, not your back. Keep your 
back straight, maintaining the normal curve. Hold the heavy object close to your 
body. If you need to turn, use your legs. Don't twist your back while lifting. 

North America alone. If you do drink, never drink and drive. It takes the liver about 
one hour to clear the alcohol from one drink out of the blood. Allow an hour before 
driving for every drink, or call a cab. Look out for-your fiends who may drink and 
encourage them to do the same. You may save the life of a friend. 

J No Alcohol and Driving - Drinking and driving kills over 20,000 people a year in 

Your current overall safety 
score is 22, "Caution." 

c 

This document is a research report submitted to the U.S. Department of Justice. This report
has not been published by the Department. Opinions or points of view expressed are those
of the author(s) and do not necessarily reflect the official position or policies of the U.S.
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Health Age 
The effect of health practices on 
longevity is demonstrated-by a 
15 year study of more than 
6,900 people. Researchers 
found 7 basic health habits that 
were good predictors of how 
long people lived. 

Persons following 6 or 7 of the 
good health practices lived 7 to 
12 years longer than those 

Your health practices are 
compared to this study to 
determine how healthy you are 
and project your “Health Age.” 

Good health Practices 
Rating (0-7) 

- following fewer than 4. 

I 3 4  

Health Age - Your health 
age is 50.7. This is your “true 
body age” based on present 
health practices. 

Achievable age - Your 
achievable age is 42.2. This 
means you could add 8.5 years 
to your life expectancy, 

Review the health practices 
listed on the right for ways to 
improve your health. Marked 
items J need special 
attent ion. 

J 

,A’ 

J 

‘Not smoking 

IRegular, aerobic exercise, at least 30 min, 3+ timedweek 

/Alcohol, none or moderate use 1 Adequate sleep, 7-8 hours per night, most nights 

Recommended desirable weight, 94-124, based on BMI. 

Eat a good breakfist every morning, or most mornings 

I Avoid fkequent snacking on typical snacks 

.- J 

J 

J 

J 

J 

Smoking - Congratulations on being a non-smoker! Non-smokers, on the average, 
live’ 10-12 years longer than those who continue to smoke. Politely encourage family 
and fiiends not to smoke, as well. 

4 Activity - Every bodv needs regular physical activity: brisk walking, cycling, 
swimming, aerobics, or active sports. At least 30 minutes of moderate aerobic 
activity, 3 or more times per week is needed for optimum health. 

4 Alcohol - Drinking can lead to serious health problems: liver disease, cancer, high 
blood pressure, accidents, and alcohol dependency. If you choose to drink, do so in 
moderation and don’t drive after drinking. 

Sleep - You need more sleep. People who get 7-8 hours of sleep daily have lower 
death rates than those who sleep less. Adequate rest improves physical and emotional 
health. 

4 Weight - Your reported weight is above the desirable range. .A healthy weight can 
help you look and feel your best. Achieve a healthy weight, eat low fat foods, be 
physically active, and avoid late night meals. 

Breakfast - Continue eating breakfast! People who eat breakfast daily live longer 
than those who don’t. Healthy breakfast choices include: fruit and h i t  juices,’ 
whole-grain breads and cereals, and low fat milk. 

4 Snacking - Frequent snacking on “junk foods:” chips, pastry, colas, and other high 
fathigh calorie foods, provides excess fat, calories, salt, and sugar, but little nutrition. 
If you snack, choose fresh fruits and veggies. 

This document is a research report submitted to the U.S. Department of Justice. This report
has not been published by the Department. Opinions or points of view expressed are those
of the author(s) and do not necessarily reflect the official position or policies of the U.S.
Department of Justice.
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Reducing Cancer Risks 
- Become aware of any cancer 

- Learn how to change the 
risks you may have. 

most important risk factors, 
and 

- Learn prevention guidelines 
and early detection. 

Cancer Risk Categories: 
'Family history 
Dietary factors 
Smoking status 
Other life-style factors 

These categories are shown to 
the right and are rated from 
"Excellent" to "Caution". 
Your overall cancer risk is 
shown in the circle graph 
below. A score of 50 or higher 
is desirable. 

c Overall Cancer Score 
Your overall score is based on 
the number and importance of 
cancer nsk factors present. 

"Hiaher rn  "Lower 

Cancer Score L J  
Cancer Risk  Rating Scale 

Excellent ......__...._.. 75-1 00 

Increased Risk _...... 2549 
Caution .........._.... 0-24 

LOW Risk ......._....... 50-74 

Excellent 

Low risk 

increased risk 

Caution 

Risk Facton 

< 

style factors factorslags factors status 
(0-100) (0-1 00) (0-1 00) (0-1 00) 

Recommended No personal or No risks Non-smoker No other 
Low riskstatus family history risks 
Current score 33 24 35 20 
Previous score NA NA NA NA 

1-1 Prior Not done - Current 5/21/98 

J Hereditary factors and age 
0 You report a family history of colorectal cancer, breast cancer and ovarian canc 
El Age is a factor we cannot control. Be alert to cancer prevention issues. 
El You report a personal history of bowel polyps, skin cancer and other cancer. 

/Dietary factors 
0 Foods rich in dietary fiber, such as whole grains, h i t s  and vegetables, protect 

. against colon cancer and possibly breast cancer. Look for ways to include morc 
these foods in your diet. 

El Dietary fat has been related to increased risk of colon cancer; a common cancer 
Choose low fat foods and reduce added fats, such as butter or margarine with yc 
meals. 

0 Fruits and vegetables contain many protective elements called phytonutrients. E 
at least 5 h i t s  and vegetables daily. 

0 
0 

El 

0 

El 
El 

El 

J Smoking 
0 Remain a nonsmoker. The longer you do, the lower your risk for the many 

El Use of snuff or chewing tobacco greatly increases your risk of oral cancer. 
Other lifestyle factors 

1 Alcohol is a cancer promoter. Limit intake to no more than 1 any one day. 
i Exposure to certain viruses transmitted in sexual contact increases risk. Follow 

cancers caused from using tobacco. 

"safe" sexual practices and avoid multi le sex partners. 
Regular exercise has been shown to re f uce cancer death even with other risks 

~udultravio 7 et exposure can lead to skin cancer. Continue to wear protective 
resent. Be in a regular activity or exercise routine, 3 or more times per week. 

clothing and sunblock when outside for extended periods of time. 
Cancer Warning Signs - see Medical Follow-U section. 
Perform cancer screening exams as outlined in Kedical Follow-Up / Preventive 
Exams section. 
Body weight score is outside of desired range. This increases your risk. Choose 
lifestyle practices that help improve your body composition. 

Your current overall cancer 
score I S  10. "Caution." 

This document is a research report submitted to the U.S. Department of Justice. This report
has not been published by the Department. Opinions or points of view expressed are those
of the author(s) and do not necessarily reflect the official position or policies of the U.S.
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Osteoporosis Score 
Your osteoporosis score is 
based on the number and 
importance of risk factors 
present. 

This report is designed 
to help you: 

- Understand osteoporosis 
- Identify risks you may have 
- Determine how to prevent 

osteoporosis from developing 

The risk factors for osteoporosis 
are listed-on the graph to the 
right and are rated from 
"Excellent" to "High risk". 
Your overail risk is shown in 
the circle graph below and is 
rated from 0 to 100; a high 
score is desirable. A score of 
50 or higher is needed to 
achieve a rating of "Low Risk." 

- 

The rest of the report gives 
explanations and suggestions 
for improving and/or 
maintaining bone strength. 

"Hiaher "Lower 

Overall 
Scor 

Osteoporosis rating scale 
Excellent ............... 75-1 00 
Low Risk ............ 50-74 
Increased Risk ... 25-49 
Caution (high risk) . 0-24 

Your current overall score for 
>steoporosis is 23, "Caution 
,high risk).'' 

Excellent - 

Low risk 

Increased risk 

Risk Factors O Heredity Age Smoking heruse Calcium Alcohol 
factors factors status level intake intake 
(0-100) (0-100) (0-100) (0-100) (0-100) (0-100) 

Recommended no Under45 non- 3-5 times 2-3se1v noneor 
Low risk status risks yrs old smoker per week per day light use 
Current score 60 35 70 20 94 24 
Previous score NA NA NA NA NA NA 

1-1 Prior Not done - Current 5/21/98 

Marked items J show personal risk. For further information, refer to the 
accompanying educational guide and/or talk to your doctor. 

Hereditary factors - There are four hereditary factors that affect risk: 
Women are at higher risk (4 out of 5 people with osteoporosis are women). 
A family history of osteoporosis puts you at higher risk. 
Small boned persons are at higher risk. 
Caucasian and Asian women are at higher risk than other races. 

you are, the higher your risk. Peak bone density is between 25-35 years of age. 
Menopause increases bone loss, especially the first few years after menopause. Being 
excessively lean increases risk, especially if not menstruating. 

J Ageimenopause - Age is the most important determinant of bone density. The older 

Smoking - Congratulations for not smoking. Smoking can be toxic to bone cells and 
can reduce absorption of calcium. 

J InactiQity accelerates bone loss. On the other hand, weight bearing exercises help 
maintain strong bones and increase bone density. Examples include: aerobics, 
walking, jogging, dancing, weight training, and active sports. 

Dietary -factors - Adequate calcium is essential for strong bones; 1,000 rng of 
calcium per day is recommended. Eat 2-3 servings of high calcium foods daily, e.g. 
low-fat milk, yogurt, cheese, broccoli, greens, and firm tofu. Get adequate sunshine 
or vitamin D in fortified milk or in a supplement. Keep intake of protein moderate. 
High intakes cause calcium loss in the urine. 

J Alcohol - Because alcohol affects bone formation, limit intake to recommended 
levels. 

This document is a research report submitted to the U.S. Department of Justice. This report
has not been published by the Department. Opinions or points of view expressed are those
of the author(s) and do not necessarily reflect the official position or policies of the U.S.
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c 
S ’ ~ p t 0 ~  of J4&al @Chest pain or discomfort, or frequent palpitations or fluttering in the heart 

@Unexplained dizziness or fainting 

@Temporary sensation of numbness or tingling, paralysis, vision problem, or 

OSignificant, unexplained weight loss of 10 or more pounds 

Problems gunusual shortness of breath 

n e  foilowing items (identified @Ankle edema (swelling from retained fluids) from your symptoms) are 
medical problems that should be 
discussed with your physician: lightheadedness 

OI’ve recently thought about ending my life. Get help immediately. 

. i 

Screening Results 
’he following test results are in 
the high risk area and need 
further evaluation and attention 
by your physician. 

You have no high risk areas that can be associated to any test 
results you have listed on your questionnaire. 

Preventive Exams 
The following exams are 
recommended for persons your 
age and gender. Checked El 
items need attention. 

OPhysical exam, every 1-3 years, yearly after age 65 
OCholesterol check, every 1-3 years 
@Blood pressure check, every 1-2 years 
@Dental exams, regularly 
DVision screening, as needed 
RHearing screen, periodically as needed 
@Monthly self breast exam 
@Mammogram, every 1-2 years with annual clinical breast exam 
@PAP smear, every 1-3 years 
Ohmunizations, Rubella, check with MD 

’ 

Note: Persons with certain conditions 
may need more frequent exams. 
Follow your doctof s advice. 

5 Leading Causes of 
Death, Persons 25-64 

1- Cancer 
2- Heart disease - 
3. Motor vehicle and other accidents 
4. Human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) infection ( A I D S )  
5. Suicide and homicide 

< If you know your leading 
health hazards, take steps to 
minimize your risk.) 

This document is a research report submitted to the U.S. Department of Justice. This report
has not been published by the Department. Opinions or points of view expressed are those
of the author(s) and do not necessarily reflect the official position or policies of the U.S.
Department of Justice.
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Feedback 

Group offers insight into unique 
world of police work 

The newly formed P.P.B. Roses helps spouses of 
Portland officers cope with the job's strains, stresses 

and dangers 

By Maxine Bernstein of The Oregonian staff 

T h e  pain Heidi Nice felt when Portland police Officer 
Thomas Seffries was killed in a shooting was com 
pounded when her husband, a fellow officer, sought the 
support of his co-workers and instead of her. 

6windowl; 1300,3400,4."He didn't want to sit with me at 
the funeral. He wanted to sit with other officers," she 
said. "For the first time, Kyle didn't let me be part of his 
job. I realized I needed to grieve with someone, too." 

Liz Schober, the wife of another Port land officer, said 
the stress from his career nearly destroyed their 
marriage. She said her husband, Eric, would come home 
from his police shift grumpy and callous. At the time, 
she took it per sonally, not realizing other spouses of 
offi cers were dealing with similar problems. 

The experiences of Nice and Schober were among the 
cata lysts that led to the creation of a new sup port 
group for spouses and families of Port land cops. The 
two women are among seven spouses who recently 
started P.P.B. Roses, or Portland Police Bureau Rein 
forcing Officers' Spouses through Education and Sup 
port. 

"The police bureau has always talked about it being a 
big family. But it's always been just  the police officers 

1 of5  
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who are part of that," said Alice Edgecomb, whose hus 
band, Andy, has been a Portland officer for five years. 
"We're just trying to include the entire family and let 
them all know we're in this together. We decided that 
we needed support every day -: not only in tragedies." 

Throughout the country, similar groups are popping up 
through informal gatherings, and spouses of police are 
swapping information via the Internet on everything 
from police benefits to survival tips for the "rookie 
spouse. " 

Nancy Ford, the wife of an officer in Vancouver, Wash., 
set up her own Web page, called Partners Off Duty. Lisa 
Clark of Tecumseh, Mich., writes a bimonthly 
newsletter on the Web called "Beside the Badge." And 
Sue Woods of Texas edits a newsletter, "Spouses of 
Police Officers -- Helping Law Enforcement Families 
Succeed. " 

"If a police officer doesn't have a healthy family life, it 
will affect their job performance," Ford said. "So, this is 
not only to help the family but the officer as well." 

The unique strains, stresses and dangers of a law 
enforcement career and how they affect the officer's 
family are not fully understood by people with no ties to 
public safety work, police psychologist Alexis 
Artwohlsaid. 

The new support group will enable spouses to gripe 
collectively about officers' long hours, night shifts and 
middle-of-the-night emergency call-backs. More 
important, it will provide them with some solace that 
they are not alone in coping with these challenges. 

"There's a lot to deal with when you're married to a 
police officer," said Robin Georgioff, the wife of 
Portland officer Mark Georgioff. "This just lets people 
see there's a lot of other spouses out there facing some 
of the same difficulties and joys." 

The pains and pitfalls of police work were not a topic 
that police historically spoke openly about, said Officer 
Robert King, who runs the Portland police Employee 
Assistance Program. 

Some police departments set up their own spousal 
support groups as they began to recognize the need to 
provide support for officers, not only on the job but in 

8113/!395:11 P: 
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their home lives, King said. 

In Portland, police auxiliary groups existed in the past, 
but they were largely social organizations. About three 
years ago, the bureau eliminated its full-time police 
chaplain and about a year ago began an Employee 
Assistance Program. With King's guidance, the bureau 
has started offering an "emotional survival" course for 
officers, which will extend to spouses and relatives 
within the next year. 

It was during a candlelight vigil for slain officer Jeffries 
in the fall that the idea for P.P.B. Roses was born. John 
Elms, a Portland police chaplain volunteer, said a 
number of officers' spouses disturbed by the death 
approached him at the vigil, seeking some guidance. He 
suggested they form a support group. Seven women 
began meeting in the fall'and held their first event in 
late April, bringing in Artwohl to talk about "everything 
police couples wanted to know about stress but were 
afraid to ask." 

Georgioff, who hardly knew Jeffries, said she was 
surprised by how deeply his death disturbed her. His 
death was followed six months later by the fatal 
shooting of Officer Colleen Waibel. 

"Tom's death just totally shattered any sense of security 
I had. That was the first time in my husband's career 
that I realized my husband could die," she said. "Now, 
every night before I go to bed, I check to see if the 
ringer on the phone is on. I never did that before." 

P.P.B. Roses is not only for wives but for husbands of 
women officers, significant others, relatives and the 
officers themselves. The group plans to hold regular 
meetings, invite guest speakers and hold social 
gatherings as well. 

Eric Schober, a Portland officer for nine years, said he 
welcomes the new group and is pleased his wife is 
involved. 

"There hasn't been a lot of communication with officers 
or their spouses about what this occupation is like. It's a 
very consuming job," he said. 

Schober separated from his wife for a year, largely 
because of fallout from his job. 
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"I changed. How we related to each other changed," he 
said. "The last thing I wanted to do after dealing with 
problems all day long was talk out problems with my 
wife and end up in another stressful situation. I just 
wanted to relax when I came home." 

Some officers tend to view "everybody as the bad guy," 
including their spouse at the end of a work day, ArtwohI 
said. Some officers experience an "adrenalin dump," 

. finding life at home a disappointing bore after leaving 
the fast-paced street action on the job. 

Liz Schober said she noticed all these signs in Eric. 

"If we would have had some education on this, it could 
have helped me to understand why he was acting the 
way he was and maybe not take it so personally," she 
said. 

The Schobers are back together but feel they have much 
more to learn and share with other police couples. 

"This is probably something that was needed a long 
time ago," Eric Schober said. 

Mark Georgioff, a Portland cop for 4 years, agrees. 

"Ten years ago, this probably would never have 
happened," he said. "There was too much pride, too 
much internalization to admit that it was needed." 

The P.P.B. Roses will mark National Police Awareness 
Week by sponsoring a candlelight vigil at 8 p.m. 
Tuesday at the Police Memorial in Portland to honor 
city ofSicers who have fallen in the line of duty. The 
memorial is at 1400 S. W. Front Ave. 

Maxine Bernstein covers the Portland Police Bureau 
for The Oregonian's Crime, Justice and Public Safety 
Team. She can be reached by phone at 221 -8212, by 
mail at 1320 S. W. Broadway, Portland, Ore. 97201, or 
by  e-mail at maxinebernstein @news.oregonian.com 

This week from 
The Oregonian 

Today from 
The Oregonian 

Give us 
Questions? Comments? Suggestions? L f e e 8 E c k  

8/13/99 5:11 P: 
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ClSM Conference in Chelan, Washington 

Basic ClSM 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 

Pre incident education 
On scene support teams 
Peer support (individual consults) 
Defusing 
Demobilization 
CISD 
Specialty debriefs (any group that considers themselves different from the 
rank and file ie START) 
Family suppottlinterventions 
Follow-up services - EAP 
Mental health referral services 
Community assistance 

CISM must be comprehensive 
Not a stand alone 
Utilize peers along with an EAP program 
All volunteers should be from the same culture 

Defusing Model - small group rapid intervention within hours of incident 

n Introduction - purpose, guidelines, what will happen 
Exploration - describing what happened, assessing for additional intervention 

o Information - summarize, normalize, educate 

Never held on scene, neutral location, conducted by CISM peers, no MHP 
necessary 

Debriefing Model - held 24 - 72 hours after incident - often used for larger 
incidents with more participants 

o Introduction - set the tone, guidelines, what to expect 
o Fact - ask what happened (what did they see, hear, smell) 
o Thought - what was your first thought 

Reaction - what was the worst part 
o Symptom - what are you experiencing 

This document is a research report submitted to the U.S. Department of Justice. This report
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Teaching - explaining what is happening specific to the symptoms described 
and how to' care for self 

o Re-entry - summarizing "You are normal people, with normal reactions to an 
abnormal event" 

Defusing are done 6:l Debriefing 

Demobilization - held immediately after an incident-sets of defusing and followed 
up with ClSD 

Law Enforcement Sdcide 

Lt. Dell Hackett Lane County SherifTs Ofice 

o Officers 8x more likely than the public 
o 150 LODD/300 suicides a year 
o twice private sector 

Oregon academy 
o 40 hours of vehicle 
n 40 hours of firearms 
o 4 hours of CIS awareness 

Management - Sergeants get 8 hours 
Management needs to be trained to watch for the signs leading to stress 

o The culture contributes to it ... stuff it, tough it, get a grip, get drunk 
n Co workers and agencies response often afterwards is 
o I neverknew 
R I should have seen it 
R Guilt - remorse - suffering 
o Can be overwhelming for the department 

Warning signs and risk factors 

0 

Clinical depression 
Druglalcohol abuse 
Negative change in behavior 
Change in sleep patterns 
Feeling of helplessness 
Decreased appetite 
Previous attem pts/fam i I y 
members 
Guilt, shame, self hate 

o Overwhelming sadness (crying) 
Fear of losing control 

o Verbalizing suicide thoughts 
o Giving away personal 

possessions 
o Excessive focus on suicide 
o Take unnecessary risks - out of 

character 
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Watch officers on internal investigations for suicide 
Get them in touch with MHP or chaplain 

ClSM for air crews 

Association of Air Medical Services agencies in air transport 

Usually dealing with the sickest of the sick/neonatal/peds 
Unique environmental factors - noise, vibrations of aircraft 
LODD's have gone up with more air accidents 

Debriefing the Debriefers 
Dennis Potter MSW and Paul LeBurteaux PHd 

Developed Debriefing the debriefers to help with burn out of participants 

Why do it? 
1. Prevention 
o Vicarious traumatization 
R Cumulative stress 
o Critical self judgement 

2. Teaching 
R To practice what we teach 
n Toimprove 

Goals 
Increase effectiveness, longevity, learning 
Decrease personal reactions, take care of self, monitoring team reactions 

Timing 
o Should be done as a normal part of team's SOP'S 
o Be done before going home 
o Depends on the scale of event - the larger the longer out it should be done to 

have time to process 

Phases 
R Review - intro/fact/thought How did it go? What happened? 
o Response - reaction/symptom What did you say you wish you hadn't? 
o Remind - teachheentry What are you going to do to take care of self? 
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Stress Training for the Officers and Family 
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1. Request for Proposal for training on stress risk 
factors and protective factors for municipal police 
officers and their families October 1999 

2. LPD Stress Training and Critical Incident Stress 
Management, February 2000 

3. Magellan stress training curriculum 
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-- LPG Stress Prevention and Treatment Taskforce 
Longview, Washington 
Det. Jeff Davis, LPG, Administrator Jeanne Hams, facilitator 

Request for proposaf 
for training on stress risk factom and protective fictofs 

for municipal police of ice^ and their fsmlies 
October 1999 

Background information 

I n  1997 the Longview Poiice Guild applied for and received a federal grant from the National Institute 
of Justice Corrections and Law Enforcement Family Support Program (CLEFS). The purpose of the 
grant is to develop a compreher&ive stress prevention and treatment program to meet the needs of the 
Longview Police Department officers and their families. The grant enables a taskforce made up of 
volunteer members from the Guild, LPD officers, their families and management, City of Longview staff, 
insurance carriers and service providers to meet to do several things; 

9 Assess the needs of the officers and their families 
9 Provide training to the officers and their families regarding stress risk and protective factors 
> Review the current policies and practices of each participating group 
> Assess the organizational culture of the LPD 
9 Review current stress program services 

Based on the information gathered the task force will design a new stress prevention and treatment 
program and a plan for implementing the program to insure its creation. 

It is the goal of this task force to collect as much information as possible to develop a comprehensive 
pian for preventing and treating job-related stress in criminal justice environments. It is anticipated by 
the grant provider that this plan can and will be used by other jurisdictions or peripheral industries 
hoping to accomplish the same goal. 

An important outcome of this grant is to provide a training session with officers and their families about 
stress in the policing industry. This training session should include the risk factors (the cause and 
effect) and the protective factors (awareness, prevention and treatment) for officers and their families. 

Scope of Work for this RFP 

Develop one eight hour lraining session to be delivered twice for a total of 16 hours of training; 
time frames for delivev to be determined as they need to be convenient for plice oficeB, staff 
and fami&. Days for training to be scheduled, it may be necessary for the trainer to be available on 
a Saturday. 

Training should include interactive work with the participants 

Training to be delivered in Longview, Washington in January 1999 

Training to consist of information addressing: 

What is stress? 
Page 1 of2 
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LPG Stress Prevention and Treatment Taskforce 
Longview, Washington 
Det. Jeff Davis, LPG, Administrator Jeanne Hams, facilitator 

0 

0 

0 

What are the risk factors for officers? 
What are the risk factors for the families of officers including adolescents? 
What are the protective factors for officers? 
What are the protective factors for the families of officers including adolescents? 

include solid, hands on, take home infonnafion that the oficeen and hmifies can use to identi@ and 
start to work on the r&uct?on of sb-ess hton in their petsonal and prvfessional fives. Example, a 
piece on marriage and/or rela~onsh@ - gender differences, what they are and how to wpe with them. 

0 Trainer will coordinate with the evaluator of the grant to complete pre-training assessment of 
knowledge regarding stress and post-training assessment. 

0 Trainer will develop curriculum specific to police officers if necessary. 

cost 

Prepare and deliver a budget that includes trainingf any addtional curriculum development as need&, 
travel and all other mpenses. Hand out material will be copied at the expense of the Longview Police 
Department for the training sessions. 

Requirements for Response to RFP 

Include: 

1. Letter of introduction to include why you 
available 

re interested and why you are qualified and that you are 

2. Documentation of credentials including licenses held, education, similar projects and experience 
3. Three reference letters 
4. Outline of the proposed training session 
5. Budget 

Additional information may be requested. 

This RFP must be received no later than November 26,1999 at 5:OO PM 

Send to: Facilitation Resources 
Jeanne Harris, facilitator 
14511 NE 4gth Cir 
Vancouver Wa 98682 

Any questions regarding this RFP please contact: Facilitation Resources, Jeanne Harris at 
360.896.0422 or email a t  jeanne@Dacifier.com 
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Longview Police Department 

Stress Training 
And 

Critical Incident Stress Management 

' February 2000 

Traumatic 
Stress 

Reference 
Material 

Material compiled and presented by 
benney Kelley 

t 
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General Cumulative Critical Incident Posttraumatic 
Stress Stress Stxess Stress Disorder 

1 * 

Build-up of Caused by Requires 30+ days 
general stress traumatic event of symptoms post- 

incident, 

Inescapable 

including: 

1. Intrusion 
2. Avoidance 
3. Arousal 

Normal 

Distress 

Destructive 
over time 

Burnout 

Noma1 Debilitating 

PainTul/upsetting PTSD 
but normal 

Note: No amount of cumulative stress will result in CriticalIficident Stress or PTSD. 
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Defining Critical Incidents 

Solomon: 
sense of vulnerability or loss of control. 

Any situation that results in an overwhelming 

Mitchell: Any situation faced by emergency service 
personnel that causes them to experience unusual strong 
emotional reactions which have the potential to interfere with 
their ability to function either at the scene or later. 

Fay: 
and produces a temporary state of psychological unbalance 
and emotional turmoil. (Mitchell) 

An event which challenges ones world view 
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.. . 
i. .. .. . . .  Critical Incident Stress lnformafion Sheet 

You have experienced a traumatic event or a critical incident (any incident that causes 
someone to experience unusually strong emotional reactions which have the potential 
to interfere with their ability to function). Even though the event may be over, you may 
now be experiencing or may experience later, Some strong emotional or physical 
reactions. It is very commons, in fact quite,nonnal, for people to experience emotional 
aftershocks when they have passed through a horrible event. 

Sometimes the emotional aftershocks (or stress reactions) appear immediately after the - 
traumatic event. Sometimes they may appear a few hours or a few days later. And, in 
some cases, weeks or months may pass before the stress reactions appear. 

The signs and symptoms of a stress reaction may last a few days, a few weeks or a few 
months and occasionally longer, depending on the severity of the traumatic event. Wth 
understanding and the support of loved ones, the stress reactions usually pass more 
quickly. Occasionally, the traumatic event is so painful that professional assistance from 
a counselor may be necessary. This does not imply craziness or weakness. It simply 
indicates that the particular event was just too powerful for the person to manage by him 
or herself. 

Here are some common signs and signals of a stress reaction: 

PhyslcaO* Cognitive Emotional Behavioral 

Chills 
Thirst 
Fatigue 
Nausea 
Fainting 
Twitches 
Vomiting 
Dltziness 
Weakness 
Chest pain 
He ad aches 
Elevated BP 
Rapid heart rate 
Musde tremors 
Shock symptoms 
Grinding of teeth 
Visual difficulties 
Profuse sweating 
Difficulty breathing 

Confusion 
. Nightmares 
Uncertainty , 

HyperyJgilance 
Suspiciousness 
Intrusive images 
Blaming someone 
Poor problem solving 
Poor abstract thinking 
Poor attention/ 
dedsion making 

Poor concentration/ 
memory 

Disorientation of time, 
place or person 

Difficulty identifying 
objects or people 

'Heightened or 
lowered alertness 

increased or 
decreased 
awareness of 
surroundings 

I 

Fear 
Guilt 
Grief 
Panic 
Denial 
Anxiety 
Agitation 
lnitabifity 
Depression 
Intense anger 
Apprehension 
Emotional shock 
Emotional outbursts 
Feeling overwhelmed 
Loss of emotional 

inappropriate 
control 

emotional response 

Withdrawal 
Antisocial acts 
Inability to rest 
Intensified padn! 
Erratic movemer 
Change in soda1 

acWity 
Change in spec 
patterns 

Loss or increase 
of appetite 

Hyperalert to 
environment 
Increased aldohc 

consumption 
Change in usual 

cammunicatior 

*Any of  these symptoms may indicate the need for medical evaluation. 
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BIO-CHEMISTRY OF TRAUMATIC STRESS 

1. Assessing a situation as life threatening results in a massive release of 
hormones. The purpose of this “chemical dump” is to permit a person to 
function at absolute peak efficiency for a brief period of time. 

2. The amount of hormones released amounts to essentially an “overdose.” 
The trade off nature has made is in favor of short-term effects fiom this 

’ overdose in exchange for the heightened abilities necessary for immediate 
survival. 

3. These chemicals remain active in the body for up to two weeks and cause 
many of the symptoms associated with trauma. 

4. Every detail associated with a life threatening incident is permanently 
etched into the memory but because of the effects of the stress hormones, 
these memories may be “filed” incorrectly. 

5. This “misfiling” may cause gaps in what you recall, flashbacks, 
nightmares, or anxiety experienced seemingly at random. These are 
normal reactions to abnormal circumstances. 

6. Physical exercise on a regular basis beginning Within 24 hours of the 
traumatic incident and continuing on a daily basis can help 
“burn off’ the hormones causing the symptoms. 

7. Consumption of caffeine immediately after a traumatic incident and/or 
consumption of alcohol within a period of 72 hours after a traumatic event 
can make the symptoms worse. 

4 
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NORMAL TRAUMATIC STRESS REACTIONS 

1. During the Incident 

e 

a 

e 

e 

e 

0 

._ 
a 

e 

e 

Sensory acuity heightened and focused (tunnel vision 67%). 
Functioning on ccauto pilot,” training kicks in. 
Time distortion, slow (67%) or fast (l6%)‘motion. 
DepersonaIization. 
Auditory distortion, diminished (5 1 %) or increased (1 8%) sound. 
Rate of respiration increases. 
Non-essential bodily functions shut down. 
Pulse and blood pressure increase. 
Hormonal release including adrenaline, cortisol and thyroxine. 

2. Immed’ iatelv Follow ‘ng the Event 

e 

e 

e 

e 

e 

e 

e 

e 

e 

e 

e 

e 

Stress hormones continue at elevated levels. 
Hyper vigilance. 
Difficulty tracking. 
Headache. 
Nausea, vomiting, diarrhea. 
Agitation. 
Anger at what happened. 
Exaggerated startle reflex, “jumpy.” 
Muscle tremors. 
Feeling unusually cold or warm. 
Hyperventilatiodlightheaded feeling. 
Profhe sweating. 

4 
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NORMAL TRAUMATIC STRESS REACTIONS (Continued) 

Note: Many oflcers report that they do notfeel the full impact of the incident until mo or 
three days aftenvardr. 

3. 1 n 

e 

e 

e 

a 

e 

e 

e 

e 

e 

e 

e 

e 

e 

e 

e 

e 

e 

0 

e 

Sleep/Appetite Disturbances. 
Agitation. 
Irritability/bger Outbursts. 
Hyper vigilance. 
Difficulty concentrating. 
Headacheshatkedother physical complaints. 
Mood swings. 
Shamdguilt. 
Preoccupation with the incident. 
Unusual feelings of vulnerability. 
RecurrenVmtrusivddistressing memories. 
Nightmares. 
Flashbacks. 
Anxiety when exposed to events that resemble or symbolize 
the incident. 
Feeling like an outsider or distant f?om others. 
“What’s the use’’ attitude or resignation to early death. 
Restricted range of emotions. 
Escapist or numbing behaviors. 
Depressed immunity/increased susceptibility to illness. 

. 
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ABNORMAL TRAUMATIC STRESS REACTIONS 

1. The persistence of any normal symptom(s) beyond a 
period of 30 days. 

2. The presence of any symptom(s) to such a degree that 
normal social or occupational functioning is impaired. 

3. Suicidal ideation. 

4. A marked increase in the consumption of alcohol or other drugs. 

5. Increased risk taking to the point of foolhardiness. 

6. Episodes of domestic violence. 

7; Obsessive second guessing. 

. 
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TIh3 THREE FACTORS WHICH PREDICT 
THE SEVERITY OF TRAUMA REACTIONS 

. .  1. Prior History o f the Individual 

Individuals with prior unresolved traumas and problems maybe more 
susceptible to psychological injury. 

2. ThePe rcerved Seventv of the Tra uma 

Sudden, unexpected. - 

Person experiences vulnerability. 
Person experiences loss of control. 
Outcome. 
Degree of injury, threat, death to self and others. 

3. N a t  a en -e r  n e r 

Treatment by agency. 
Peer support. 
Command staff support. 
Support from fiiends and family. 
Psychological debriefing and treatment. 
Public s~pport. 

Of the above three factors, No. 3, the Nature of the Recoverl) nment, is 
the most important. How a person is treated aerward us&& makes the 
biggest difference in how quickly they recover. 
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PRIMARY FACTORS IN RECOVERY FROM 
STRESSANDTRAUMA 

1. Self-Clare 

Healthy lifestyle choices. 
SociaVemotional support network of friends, peers, family. 
Proactive in solving own problems (educate self about problems and 
coping strategies, seek help when needed, avoid victim mentality). 

0 Spiritual foundation (not necessarily religious) that provides values, 
meaning, and purpose to life. 

2. Peer Support 

0 Peer support and counseling training. 
0 Traumatic incident support team. 
0 Alcohol recovery support team. 
0 Peer adviser team. 
0 Disabled officer support team. 
0 Significant other support team. 

3. Goo d Supervision and Ad ministrative Support 

Commitment to physical and emotional welfare of employees. 
Training in supervision skills and mental health issues. 
Administrative support for good supervision. 
Good role modeling by supervisors. 
Innovative program development 
Willingness to confront problems. 
People are First. 
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PRIMARY FACTORS IN RECOVERY FROM STRESS AND (Continued) 

4. Menta 1 Hea Ith Professionals 

Training for employees and supervisors. 
Clinical supervision in peer support issues. 
Traumatic incident debriefings. 
Psychotherapy. 
Consultation as problems arise. 
Psychological evaluations. 

P 
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Stress, Traumatic Stress 
and 

Critical Incident Stress 
Management 

Portland Police Bureau 
TIC Team 

Presented by 

Magellan-Portland Employee Assistance 
Program 
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' Stress is.. ... 

1. A specific set of physical changes.. . 
-- d 

2. . . .which occur in reaction to the perception 
of a threat.. . 

3. . . .and which prepare the body for running if 
possible or fighting if necessary. 

4. Stress is a survival mechanism. 

. .  
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Traumatic Stress is. . 

1. An extreme shock to the body, both 
mentally and physically. . . 

2. . . .caused by a massive hormonal dump.. . 

3. . . .in response to an event of such magnitude 
that there is no way to prepare for it. 

4. Typically, traumatic events involve a threat 
to one’s own life or physical integrity, or.. . 

5.  . . .a similar threat to a close friend or loved 
one. 

6. No amount of “regular” stress, no matter 
how great or how prolonged, will result in a 
traumatic stress reaction. 
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G e lie 1-a 1 
Stress 

Build-up of’ 
general stress Caused by 

including: 

Inescapable 
1. Intrusion 
2. Avoidance 
3. Arousal 

Normal 

Distress 

Cumulative 
Stress 

Des truc t h e  
over time 

Burnout 

Normal 

Painfulhpsetting 
but normal 

Posttraumatic 
Critical Incident Stress Disorder 
Stress 

Requires 30+ days 
ot symptoms post- 
incident, 

I 

Debilitating 

PTSD 
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Note: No amount of cumulative stress will result in Critical 
Incident Stress or PTSD. 
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1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

Law Enforcement Personnel: 
Potentially Traumatizing Events 

High speed traffic accident while in pursuit or responding to call/ 
struck by vehicle. 

Multiple “bad calls” within brief period of time. 

Intensely adverse media exposure. 

Multiple homicides within a community. 

Body part recovery. 

Equipment malfunction at critical moment. 

Serious injury to or death of a child. 

Suicide of family member or co-worker. 

Officer-involved shooting. 

Inadequate resources to respond to major disaster. 

Overpowered or held hostage. 

Line of duty death. 
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Normal 
Traumatic Stress Reactions 

1, During the Incident: 

Sensory acuity heightened and focused (tunnel vision 67%) 
Functioning on “auto pilot,” training kicks in. 
Time distortion,gslow (67%) or fast (1 6%) motion. 
Depersonalization. 
Auditory distortion, diminished (5 1%) or increased (I 8%) sound. 
Rate of respiration increases. 
Non-essential bodily hnctions shut down. 
Pulse and blood pressure increase. 
Hormonal dump including adrenaline, cortisol and thyroxin. 

2. Immediately Following the Event: 
+ Stress hormones continue at elevated levels. 
+ Hypervigilance. 
+ Difficulty tracking. 
+ Headache. 
+ Nausea, vomiting, diarrhea. 
+ Agitation. 
+ Anger at what happened. 
+ Exaggerated startle reflex, “jumpy.” 
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Normal 
Traumatic Stress Reactions 

(Continued) 

Note: Many officers report that they do not feel the full impact of the incident 
until 2 or 3 days afterwards. 

3. 72 Hours to 30 Days Post-Incident: 

Sleeplappetite disturbances. 
Agitation. 
Irritability/anger outbursts. 
Hypervigilance. 
Difficulty concentrating. 
Headacheshausedother physical complaints. 
Mood swings. 
Shame/guilt. 
Preoccupation with the incident. 
Unusual feelings of vulnerability. 
Recurrent/intrusive/distressing memories. 
Nightmares. 
Flashbacks. 
Anxiety when exposed to events that resemble or symbolize the incident. 
Feeling like an outsider or distant from others. 
“What’s the use?” attitude, or resignation to early death. 
Restricted range of emotions. 
Escapist or numbing behaviors. 
Depressed immunityhncreased susceptibility to illness. 
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1. 

2. 

3.  

4. 

5 .  

6 .  

7. 

I Abnormal 
Traumatic Stress Reactions 

The persistence of any normal symptom(s) beyond a period of 30 days. 

The presence of any symptom(s) to such a degree that normal social or 
occupational hnctioning is impaired. 

Suicidal ideation. 
- 

A marked increased in the consumption of alcohol or other drugs. 

Increased risk-taking to the point of foolhardiness. 

Episodes of domestic violence. 

Obsessive second-guessing. 
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Bio-Chemistry of Traumatic Stress 

Involunta? chemical reactions in the brain and body account for the symptoms of 
traumatic stress. 

1. Hormones associated with the stress reaction include: 

A. Epinephrine. 

B. Cortisol. 

C .  Aldosterone. 

D. Thyroxin. 

-. 3 Parts of the brain associated with the stress reaction include: 

A. The amygdala. 

B. The hippocampus. 

3. The Amygdala: 

A. 

B. Avoids near-death experiences. 

Stimulates life-saving functions in the brain. 

4. Amygdala function results in: 

A. Intense and immediate reactions. 

C. Permanent memory. 
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Bio-Chemistry of Traumatic Stress 
(Con tin ued) 

5. The Hippocampus: 

A. Files memories. 

B. Unconsciously scans environment for the unexpected. 

, i 6. The Hippocampus is sensitive to the stress hormone cortisol. 

A. Low doses of cortisol enhance memory categorization. 

c:. B. High doses repress memory categorization. v, 

7. In a life-threatening situation: 

A. Everything that happens is burned into your memory. 

B. These memories may not be filed correctly, resulting in: 

Gaps in what you can recall. 
Flashbacks. 
Anxiety experienced seemingly at random. 

8. REM sieep, often associated with dreaming, is a time when “misfiled” 
memories are sorted out. 

A. Nightmares may actually be useful in this process. 

C. Eye Movement Desensitization Reprocessing (EMDR) may help the 
process. 
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Dynamics of a Critical Incident 

1. “Here Comes Trouble.” 

First indication that something unusual is about to happen. May be a gut 
feeling. 

2. “Oh, Shit!” 

First awareness of vulnerability. May feel weak, afraid, or out of control. 

3. “Survival Mode.” 

Danger is assessed on the basis of our ability to respond effectively. A plan 
is consciously or unconsciously developed. Training kicks in. We begin to 
react and may begin to feel more balanced and in control. 

4. “Here Goes Nothing.” 

The point of no return. We are committed to a course of action. Our minds 
are focused and tremendous strength is mobilized. 

5. “ A.c tion .” 
We act, guided by our training and motivated by our desire to survive. 
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Peer Support Checklist 

R Remember confidentiality. 

0 Respond in person as quickly as possible. Be prepared to spend some time with 
h i h e r .  

, 0 Get the officer some $stance from the immediate scene. 

R Let the officer determine how much contact s/he wants to have with you; 
,- 

however, never leave an oflcer alone ifyou have concerns about hidher state 
of mind. 

0 Remind the officer that hisher physical, sensory, emotional, and thinking 
symptoms are normal. 

0 Assist the officer in contacting hisher family. 

0 Offer to stay with or help the officer locate a suitable friend to stay with 
overnight for a day or two. 

0 Ask questions that show your concern such as, “How are you doing?” or “What 
can I do for your family?” 

0 Be careful about making statements to the effect of, “I’m glad to see you’re 
OK.” It is better to say, “I’m glad to see you weren’t injured” or “I’m sorry you 
had to go through that.” 

0 If the officer has been injured, let himher know that help is on the way and that 
you will see to it that s h e  gets the best care available. 

0 Listen non-judgmentally. Listening is doing something. 
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Peer Support Checklist 
(Continued) 

DO: 

Explain to the officer what will happen administratively so the officer will not 
see the investigation as a personal attack. Wait until the officer can absorb new 
infomation. 

Be prepared to repeat instructions and information. 

Arrange for a high-ranking officer to communicate concern and support in a 
face-to-face manner. Include the officer’s family. 

Suggest the officer use an answering machine to screen hisher phone calls for a 
period of days. 

Encourage the officer to use available administrative leave. 

Know your limits. Support the officer to get professional help when necessary. 
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Peer Support Checklist 
(Continued) 

DO NOT: 

0 Take your responsibility lightly or pressure yourself to do all the right things. 

0 Accept at face value the statement that “everything is OK.” Spend some time 
with the officer and make your own assessment. Look for: 

* The ability to concentrate. 
* The ability to engage in problem-solving type thinking. 
* The absence of self-recrimination. 
* The absence of depression. 

0 Ask for an account of the incident. Let the officer talk about whatever s/he 
wants. If the officer is silent, your presence is still important. 

0 Spend much time describing similar incidents you have experienced. 

Q Tell the officer s h e  did the right thing. Especially if you don’t know what s h e  
did. This can be very offensive. If you must address this issue, let the officer 
know you trust hisher judgment. 

0 Congratulate the officer; make jokes about hisher “marksmanship”, or refer to 
himher as “killer”, “bad ass”, etc. 

Iz1 Make critical comments about the officer’s performance, even if you find it 
questionable. If you cannot be supportive, request that another officer be 
assigned in your place. 

0 Suggest the officer consume caffeinated or alcoholic beverages. Water and h i t  
juice are recommended. 

0 Fail to stay in contact with the officer, even if you are only “checking in.’’ 
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Peer Support Checklist 
(Continued) 

DO NOT: 

0 Refer to officers who are experiencing lasting symptoms as “mentals” or other 
negative terms. Doing so makes it less acceptable for officers who need 
professional help to get it. 

0 Fail to encourage officers to seek professional help if you see that they are 
- -. 

bothered by symptoms for longer than a month. 
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When Trauma Happens to You 

Note: Read this right now. Keep it handy. Review it. Know it. You will have 
trouble absorbing this information ifvou read it for the first time after an 
incident. 

1. 

2. 

3 .  

4. 

5. 

6. 

You are the least objective person who can evaluate your condition andor 
immediate needs. Rely on your TIC Team advisor, your family, and your 
friends. 

You will experience a range of physical, emotional and sensory symptoms 
as well as uncharacteristic thoughts. These will seem strange but they are 
normal. You are not going crazy. 

Avoid consuming caffeine, tobacco or alcohol. 

A. Caffeine and tobacco are stimulants which are now thought to trigger 
PTSD formation. 

B. Alcohol is a depressant which inhibits the memory integration 
process. 

Eat healthy meals even if you are not hungry. 

Don’t isolate yourself. Talk it out. Stay in touch with your support system 
including your TIC Team advisor. Talking helps to: 

* Reduce physical and emotional symptoms. 
* Place the event in perspective. 
* Eliminate second-guessing. 

Avoid making any decisions until you feel better. 
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When Trauma Happens to You 
(Continued) 

7. Understand that how you deal with an event is more important for your 
mental health than was the event itself. 

A. Second-guessing. 

B. Guilt. 

* Responsibility guilt. 
* Survivor guilt. 

C. Anger. 

D. If you find that you are struggling with physical or emotional 
symptoms beyond 3 0 days post-incident, consider seeking 
confidential professional help. 

8. Get plenty of exercise. 

9. Don’t focus your energy all in one area. You will need to strike a balance 
between work, play, spiritual pursuits (religious or otherwise), social and 
family interaction. 

10. Take some time off work. 

1 1. Keep your sense of humor. 
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Critical Incident Stress Debriefing 

Critical Incident Stress Debriefing is: 

A structured group process.. . . 
.- B 

which is both psychological and educational in nature, and.. . 

which mitigates the impact of a traumatic event.. . 

by accelerating the recovery process experienced by normal 
people to abnormal events. 

CISD is only one element of a sound Critical Incident Stress Management 
Program. Other components include: 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Pre-incident traumatic stress training 
Continuing stress management education 
Administrator and supervisor stress education and support programs 
Family support services 
Professional employee assistance counseling 
Specialty debriefings: informational, mutual aid, community 
On-scene support services 
Disaster intervention services: demobilizations, de-escalations 
Dehsings 
Follow-up services after critical incident interventions 
Chaplain services 
Psychotherapy 
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Critical Incident Stress Debriefing 
- 

(Continued) 

Critical Incident Debriefing is not: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5 .  

6. 

7. 

Psychotherapy. 

A critique of anyone’s perfonnance. 

Part of an investigative process. 

A fitness-for-duty evaluation. 

A tactical debriefing. 

Time for telling war stories, acting our interpersonal conflicts, or engaging 
in “ain’t it awful” complaining. 

Designed to remove all symptoms present. 
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Key Elements of CISD 

The following conditions should be met for CISD to be effective: 

1. Group leaders should be specifically trained and skilled in the process of 
CISD. 

2. There should be at least 2 group leaders: one law enforcement 
professional and one mental health professional. 

3. Group participants should be those individuals who were directly involved 
in the traumatic incident. 

4. Groups should not include: 

A. The simply curious. 
B. 
C. 

Administrative personnel unless part of the incident. 
Student observers (they can be trained elsewhere). 

5. Including of ancillary personnel will alter the dynamics of the group and will 
result in diminished results. 

6 .  The ideal group size is 8 to 12 people. Effective debriefing can be done with 
groups as large as 20. 

7. In all but exceptional circumstances, groups should include participants from 
only one service branch. Police should be debriefed separately from fire 
personnel. 
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Key Elements of CISD 
(Continued) 

8. CISD should be held in a comfortable location fiee fiom interruptions. 

A. 

€3. 

Group participants should decide where they want the group held. 

CISD should not be started until all participants have arrived. 

C. There are no scheduled breaks during the CISD. 

D. All participants should plan to remain until the CISD is complete. 

E. CISDs generally require 2 to 3 hours to complete. 

9. Interpersonal conflicts between participants which may explode during the 
CISD should be mediated in advance. 

10. Confidentiality is critical. No person who cannot commit himherself to 
confidentiality should be permitted to participate. 

A. No notes are to be taken. 

B. No recording devices are permitted. 

C. Members of the media are to be strictly excluded. 
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Stace 

1. Introduction 

2. Fact 

3. Thought 

4. Reaction 

5. Symptom 

6. Teaching 

7. Re-entry 

The Stages 

Objectives 

of CISD 

To introduce intervention team members, explain the 
process, and establish ground rules. 

To recreate the traumatic event through descriptions of 
gach participant’s experiences. 

To allow participants to describe their thoughts during the 
event and to transition to the reaction stage. 

To identify the most traumatic aspect of the event for each 
participant, and to identify each person’s emotional 
reactions. 

To identify personal symptoms of distress and transition 
to the educational level. 

To educate regarding normal reactions and adaptive 
coping mechanisms. To provide a cognitive anchor for 
developing perspective, learning fiom experience, and re- 
sorting “misfiled” memory data. 

To clarify ambiguities and prepare for closing. 
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Why CISD Works 

1. Early Intervention 

CISD provides an early intervention which prevents traumatic memories 
which are distorted and over-generalized from becoming rigid and resistant 
to change. 

- __ 2. Catharsis 

CISD provides a safe, supportive, and structured environment for emotions 
to be vented. Discussing traumatic events reduces stress arousal and 
improves immune functioning. 

3. Opportunity to Verbalize Trauma 

CISD permits participants to express, explore, and better understand specific 
traumas, fears and regrets. 

4. Structure 

CHSD provides a structure which, when superimposed on the chaotic 
memories, emotions and symptoms of trauma, helps reduce their intensity. 

5 .  Group Support 

CISD provides an opportunity for participants to receive support from the 
group, including information about the trauma which could not be known to 
all who experienced it, insight that one was not alone in experiencing 
symptoms, as well as constructive coping suggestions. The group format 
also permits participants to generate feelings of hope. 
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Why CISD Works 
(Continued) 

6. Peer Support 

Although mental health professionals oversee the CISD process, it is a peer- 
driven process. Working together with professional peers who “have been 
there” themselves gives the process unique strength. 

CISD provides an opportunity to follow-up with persons who have been 
through traumatic events to better ensure the likelihood of rapid and total 
recovery. 
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REACTIONS THAT ARE COMMON IN 
PEOPLE EXPERIENCING A TRAUMATIC EVENT 

PHYSICAL EMOTIONAL COGNITIVE (THIN KING) 
nausea anxietyfiear impaired judgment and thinking 
sweating grief difficulty in making decisions 
dizziness lostlisolated short-term memory problems 
headaches withdraw repeated memories of the incident 
hyperventilation anger forgetfulness 
sleeping problems overwhelmed poor attentionhncentration 
stomach discomfort 

People who have been through a traumatic event, such as a shooting, a robbery or a trauma 
resulting in death or injury, report having a variety of experiences. These include: 

FEAR 
They may be afraid of being in public, returning to the scene, or being re-victimized. 

- _  

HYPERALERTNESS 
They find that they startle easily: they "jump" when suddenly approached by coworkers or the 
public, or when they hear loud sounds, particularly noises which remind them of the event. 

GUILT 
They feel that they could have done something differently; they wonder if they could have 
prevented the incident, or if they did not do something they feel they should have done. They 
replay the situation over and over again. 

ANGER 
They are enraged that their life has been disrupted and that they no longer feel safe or in control. 
They are angry that their families might be endangered. 

ISOLATION 
They feel that they are the on!y ones who are having reactions to the event; they experience 
feeling isolated from family and friends who they feel cannot understand 

These persons also describe a number of other behaviors that are common after a trauma: 

paranoia about their own and their family's safety; 
irritability, which may be directed at their family or friends; 
loss of motivation - feeling blue or depressed; 
increased absenteeism; 

0 '  obsession with the event, Le., seeing the intruder while they're shopping; 

apathy; 
chronic fatigue; 
increased drug/alcohol use; 
reliving the trauma and their feelings of vulnerability and helplessness when 

re-running the incident in their minds; 

they hear of other events through W, news, articles, etc. 

CAPE Employee Assistance Program 
921 SW Washington, Suite 550, Portland, Oregon 97205 

(503) 243-6970 or q(800) 258-6616 
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COPING WITH THE AFTERMATH OF TRAUMA 

Awareness and understanding are crucial in beginning to deal effectively with this event in your 
life. You can begin by being aware that you WILL react to some degree, perhaps in some of the 
ways we've discussed. Remember that your reactions are normal. 

.r . 

I. You may find that you react to sights, sounds, smells, and textures that were 
present at the time of the incident. 

2. Sometimes, being exposed to a traumatic event may trigger memories of past 
events in your life which were also traumatic or which involved loss or loss of 
control. Perhaps you have been in a trauma before, have been an assault victim, or 
have lost someone in death. You may find yourself reacting anew to feelings about 
these earlier events. * I  

3. Feelings of vulnerability and helplessness are frequent after traumatic incidents. 
One of the first things to pay attention to is your need to feel safe again. For a short 
time, take any precaution which will make you feel safer. Some examples might 
include: 
0 Having someone drive you to work and pick you up at the end of the day. 

Following procedures that will protect you from as much risk as possible 

Installing new locks at home, security lighting for your home, walking your 

Making your daily schedule as predictable and routine as possible for a while 

Taking care of yourself physically. Consciously being aware of good nutrition 

Continuing to do the things you enjoy doing. 

while at work. 

children to and from school or the bus. 

to return some control and stability to your life. 

and getting adequate sleep. Do not use drugs or alcohol for relief. 

0 

0 

0 

0 

In taking measures such as these, you are not only making yourself and your family 
safer, you are restoring some sense of being in control. We suggest that you 
continue to do what it takes to feel safe for as long as you need to. 

RECOVERING FROM TRAUMA 

Be aware of your support systems. They will be playing a very important part in helping you to 
resume your normal functioning after the incident. 

Typically, people find these three levels of support: 

1. The most important system for you may be your peers at work. Very possibly, these 
people have gone through the trauma with you and know how you feel. Use each 
other to talk about your feelings and support each other. 

2. The next level of support may be your fami/y. They will need to know what is 
happening with you and what to expect. They will react to your experience, but may 
not have the information needed to deal with it as you do. Please remember that 
children are very perceptive. Don't underestimate their ability to understand and 
deal with life's traumas. 

3. The third level of support may come from the communi@. You may find this 
support in friends, counselors, the clergy, or other significant people in your life. 
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. 
You may find yourself withdrawing from these support systems, and sometimes misdirecting your 
anger at them. It is very important to use them for talking and communicating. 

Here is a general strategy which may help you debrief the experience of your victimization with 
your support groups: 

Find a- person (family member, friend, EAP counselor, clergy member, social group, 
etc.) with whom you are comfortable. Feel sure they are receptive and non- 
judgmental. 

I. 

2. SHARE with them what you saw, heard, touched, smelled, etc. (The purpose is to 
bring what you experienced back to the surface, to re-create the experience. This 
will allow you to deal with the situation as you remember it, not as you fantasize it.) 

3. After you have re-created the incident, try and attach the feelings you experienced. 
You may react to some parts of the incident which others may not react to, and vice 
versa. The reactions to associated feelings are important to acknowledge and deal 
with. 

4. As you express your feelings, understand that these feelings are normal reactions to 
an abnormal situation. They also may be connected to past traumas you have never 
dealt with. 

5. Continue talking (over a period of time) for as long as it takes for you to get to the 
associated feelings. 

6. As the process continues, share what has been happening to you since the 
incident, Le., nightmares, irritability, and any other changes in your behavior which 
you or others have noticed. As you talk (over a period of time) the reactions should 
begin to fade. 

7. It is common for some reactions to continue for some time or resurface after being 
triggered by another event. We generally suggest contact with a professional 
counselor if reactions are seriously disrupting your ability to function in your day- to- 
day tasks, or accelerating three or four weeks after the incident. You may contact 
professional counseling resources through your supervisor or through CAPE 
Employee Assistance Program. 

SUMMARY 

Resolution of traumatic stress is a healing process. It's important to allow yourself time to grieve 
your losses, such as physical injury or feelings of security, and to give yourself permission to heal 
at your own pace. Having a traumatic stress reaction is like catching the flu. We can't cure the 
virus, but we can help alleviate the symptoms and promote personal growth. 

Although one of the most critical elements of the healing process is being able to talk about the 
event and your reactions to the event, some people may have difficulty listening to you and may 
not be able to provide the support you need. It is important that you actively seek support from 
many sources, including family, friends, co-workers, and possibly, professional counseling and 
victim support groups. Your life history, values, social support, impact of the event, and degree of 
personal responsibility are all factors affecting resolution of trauma. As a long-term goal, it is 
important to integrate the event into your life. This will help you make plans for the future with a 
new sense of strength and vitality. 
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. - _  
Recognizing Police Offkers with Posttraumati ... Page I of 5 

< 
Recognizing Emergency Personnel with Posttraumatic Stress Disorder 

This subject is an extremely difficult one, as the tendency of some people is to "diapox' others when they are seeing only 
part ofthe overall situation. As you read through this page, keep in mind that it takes a professional who knows PTSD to 
diagnose this disorder fhnn other disorders. One supervisor recently asked me how anyone can separate those with PTSD 
fkom the variety of other mental disorders, or those faking it. My answer to this quedon: the same way you recognize a 
Volkswagen. There is no substitute for a trained experienced psychologistipsychiatrist that works specifically with PTSD. 
and especially one that knows the social environment in law enforcement or the emergency medicine field Part of the 
problem with this disorder is that there are far too few that have a lot of first hand experience with PTSD and emergency 
workers. 

If you are exhibiting these symptoms, or know of someone with these symptoms. my recommendation is you talk to a 
professional psychologistlpsychiatrist about getting help. If you know of someone with these V p t O m ~ ,  You may want to talk 
to a professional before talking to the person. The officer may not admit to the p d k m .  if hdshe even knows there is one. 
Professional guidance is of major help. 

Cognitive Venus Non-Cognitive Symptoms 

By now you should have read the medical definition of PTSD, and at least some of the article by Dr. Blum. One thing that is 
very important to understand about recognizing PTSD symptoms, is that the person who exhibits them generally cannot tell 
you "I have PTSD". unless they are already diagnosed and in therapy. It's not like having a cold or the flu, or a brokeh leg. 
The "locking in" of the emotions of the trauma means that the person may or may not remember the traumatic event, but fails 
to make the connection to what's going on somatically, that is, the physical problems they are having, to the event. They may 
have bits and pieces of what is happening to them now, but they fail to connect it back to the original traumatic event. They 
may, in fact, outright deny that they are having any problem, other than the day to day stresses of the job, when in fact they 
feel inside that they are going crazy. 

Another difficulty with PTSD is there is generally a period of time that elapses between the trauma and when the behaviors 
start to show. With acute PTSD this is a much shorter time than with chronic PTSD. which can conceivably be years between 
the trauma and the fallout. 

What I've listed below are behaviors and symptoms I have seen others experience. and some I have experienced myself. This 
list is not all-inclusive, and, again, may be indications of something other than PTSD. If it is PTSD. they will exhibit more 
than one symptom fiom each of the three areas, though you may not see more than one or two. 

Another thing to remember, a few of these behaviors are normal for police officers. It's when they go h m  "normal" to the 
extremes that they become abnormal. If you know the person, you know what's normal. Watch out for these changes. 

Intrusion 

extreme nighmares 

@ extreme paranoia 

sense of shortened future, impending doom 

Avoidance 

@ loss of interest in sex 

depression - 

@ isolationespecially kom loved ones 

- avoiding woi-k-in&eased absenteeism - - 
- - 

- .  / . 1/28/98 
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Somatic, Problems 

problems urinating 

@ frequent headaches 

t@ chest pains 

intestinal pain 

@ &&ea, Constipation, irritable bowel syndrome. blood in stool 

fiequenf meaning very frequent, belching 

@ very high use of antacids 

Chances are you will see only a few of these things, not all of what is really going on. Some of these behaviors a person will 
outright hide. such as the addictions, for obvious reasons. These symptoms are a window to the soul. You may get only a 
peek, don't ignore i t  You're not helping the person . .  if you do. These symptoms are digressive, meaning over time they will ' 

probably get worse. 

When the person finally gets help, for a time it will seem like they get worse. The reason for this is part of the therapy is 
linking the symptoms to the original trauma, then "unlocking" the feelings. 

8 

.......... ..-,. ~ , ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ . ~ ~ . ~ ~ . ~ ~ . ~ ; ~ . - ~ ~ ~ ~ . ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~  

Triggers 

Due to the way traumatic memories are stored, when something arises in the present that reminds someone with PTSD of a 
past trauma, they may feel the feelings associated with that past trauma These are called triggers. If the original feelings were 
of helplessness, sorrow, and depression, that's what they will feel when the memories are "triggered". If the original feelings 
were sadness and anger, these are what they will feel when the memories are "triggered". Triggers can produce very intense 
emotional feelings, and sometimes can even produce violence (it. when the person re-experiences rage). 

One of the key parts of therapy is being able to recognize your triggers and have a plan in place when they occur. Triggers are 
common with PTSD, even if the person has no memory or a partial memory of the original trauma. The emotions caused by 
triggers can vary in intensity, h m  slight to extreme. 

Memories are fomed by all the senses, not just by sigh!, and can be triggered by any of the senses, not just visual. When they 
are triggered and replayed, it may be the visual memory, or it may be one of the other senses, such as smelling the burnt flesh, 
or hearing the screams. It may also be a replay of the physical sensations, which is very common with many people who have 
s u f f e r e d  physical trauma Or. it may be a combination of several or all of the senses replaying their memories, 

Things that can activate these triggers are many, and related directly to the original trauma They can be set off by time of day, 
day of week, time of year, locations, people, certain smells, certain sights, certain sounds, certain touch, and more. 

In the case of police officers, especially if they are working field duty and not aware they have PTSD, these triggers can be 
dangerous, especially if a suspect causes the trigger and it replays a memory of a previously similar suspect who caused the 
officer's original trauma The current suspect may find himself or herself getting dealt with rather violently real quick I've 
experienced this myself, and seen other officers also do this. In some situations it can be a survival tool as there is d danger 
to the officer. But in a number of OcCBsions a suspect will unknowingly trigger these flashbacks, and find themselves being 
dealt With rather violently. There have been officers and departments sued, paying large sums of money because of these 
flashbacks caused by triggers, and they never knew what set the officer off. Not all cases of oficer violence are caused by 
this, but I've seen many that have been - 

C ~ ~ : ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ % ~ ~ " ~ ~ ~ ~ ; ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ; ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ i ~ ; ~ ~ ~ ; ~ ~ ~  

- _  The Code of Silence 
- - 

- - - 
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panic attacks are d y  over within 10-20 minutes at the most, but not always. If they go longer it may bocome neassary to 
seek p r o f ~ o n d  advice. Many times, if a person knows they get t h c q  they will fccognizt what is happening and have 
several minutes wherc they can find a place that is d e ,  and process the feelings associated with the attack by themselves. In 
therapy they can be taught tools that will help them get through the attacks. 

If you know someone who gets panic attacks, please know that there is a very good reason why they get them. and it's not that 
they are crazy. I've known an officer who gets them now and then, and who was ridiculed by ofher officers and supavisors 
when the officer asked to be excused h m  a meeting because of a panic attack. Unfortunately, due to a iack of training, most 
officers haven't a clue about panic attacks. Ifthey knew why they happened, they'd be more than a bit understanding, and as a 
supexvisor I would hope there would be discreet inquiries made of the officer (after the panic attack), as to why they a 
occurring. As a supervisor you should be more than a little concerned if an officer has panic attacks, and knows what's 
happening. It may be work related, it may not be work related, but panic attacks will affect work performance and 6 
assignments. 

Ifa police officer or emergency medical worker gets panic attacks and knows what they are, they will probably keep it to 
themselves and not let anyone else, especially at work, know. These attacks m indicative of very deep emotional pain antj,/or 
a disorder that is not going to go away on it's own. 

- -  

Return to the PTSD and Police Officers Home Paae 

http-l/pw 1 .netcom.cod-jpmocWrmg.hm 1 L?8/98 
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DEADLY FORCE INCIDENTS: 
DEVELOP A TEAM TO SUPPORT YOUR FELLOW OFFICERS 

Effects of Deadlv Force Incidents: 
Law enforcement personnel know that the possibility of being involved in a shooting during one’s career is 
likely; training and experience prepares officers for the automatic reaction needed to take control of a situation. 
What is not so apparent-are the emotional after-effects of such a shooting for the officer involved, and for other 
police personnel and family members of the involved officer. 

Whether having been shot at or having shot, officers can face a range of post-traumatic emotions causing a 
loss of focus and concentration, tearfulness, intolerance and hypervigilance. Some may have to return to the 
street even with these distracting symptoms. Officers not on the scene can experience the same symptoms, 
reliving their own experiences or feeling an increased amount of stress and anxiety in this risk-filled 
occupation. Family members become worried and unsure how to support their loved ones. 

Traumatic incident Committee nlC! Team: 
The Portland Police Bureau in Portland, Oregon has developed an effective, supportive and organized team to 
provide peer support to officers and family members involved in deadly force incidents. The Traumatic Incident 
Committee (TIC) Team has a mission to respond to critical incidents, offering support to officers and their 
family members who have been involved in a use of deadly force situation while in the line of duty. 

TIC Team members respond to the scene of the incident, or hospitals and other locations where an officer is in 
need of assistance and support. That emotional support can last several weeks or months after the event, 
depending on the need. Family team members have proved to be very beneficial, because they too, know 
what is involved in going through a traumatic incident and how important family support is to the recovery of 
that officer. This is a role that cannot be filled by others, not even mental health professionals. The best 
support comes from those Officers and family members who have experienced the trauma of deadly 
force, survived it and learned from it. 

TIC consists of police officers and family members who have weathered the trauma of an officer’s involvement 
in a CriticaVtraumatic incident. All members have been involved in incidents themselves, and provide an “I’ve 
been there” perspective. All TIC members meet guidelines for membership and volunteer their time. 
Professional training is essential for the members to assist them in helping officers and families work through 
the very emotional and life changing events of the incident. 

Developmenf of a TIC Team for Your Auencv: 
The Portland Police Bureau’s TIC Team has partnered with its employee assistance program (EAP) mental 
health professionals to provide assistance to other police and law enforcement agencies in the development, 
organization and implementation of a Traumatic Incident Committee Team. Included in this free service are: 

Development of a mission statement which meets the needs of your department’s personality 
Guidelines for membership, including new members, regular members and inactive members 
Establishment of response protocols 
Development of Callout procedures and duties of the “Up-Team.” 
Organization of Critical Incident Stress Debriefings (unique Command Staff issues) 
Critical Incident Stress Debriefing training with specific focus of deadly force incidents 
Training needs for TIC personnel 
How to partner with and maximize support from your mental health professionals 

There is no training that can fully prepare officers for the emotional effects of a deadly force encounter. What 
works is the preparation and organized response offering the support, education and information that comes 
from officers who have been through the experience and the mental health professionals who can provide the 
psychological information and offering further assistance. The TIC Team you develop will hopefully never have 
a need to be used, but it takes only one shooting to impact an entire force. Be prepared with an organized, 
effective team to support your fellow officers. Call Your EAP Office for More lnformafion about fhis 
supportive service 
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SOURCES OF POLICE STRESSORS, JOB ATTITUDES, 
AND PSYCHOLOGICAL DISTRESS ' 
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Summary.--Sources of police smssors, job arrirudes, and p~chological distress 
were measured and analvzed from a samplc of I03 police officcrs. Analysis indicated 
that policc organizational stiessors, mediated by job satisfacuon and organizational 
goal orientation, incrcascd pychological distrcss 6.3 rimes more than inherent police 
stressors. Thc indkect effccr of organizariond and inhcrenr stressors appcarcd to nd-  
I& the distress-reducing potential of incrcascd job satisfaction, Results are discussed in 
terms of tbesc findings and the possible implications for further studies and intuvcn- 
tion 

Police work has been cited as a stressful occupation (Selye, 1978; Ei- 
mrg, 1975; Kroes, 1985; Violanti, 1985; Reese, 1986). Although some 

.--archers argue that police work has not been adequately compared with 
)Laier occupations (Terry, 1983), they still agree that officers experience stress- 

:ed problems in their work. The specific factors related to stress in police 
l*--k have been categorized in various ways, including organizational prac- 

and characteristics, the criminal justice system, the public, and the spe- 

Of job stressors mentioned by officers, two major categories appear to 
'AIaerge as the most bothersome, organizational and inherent police StreSSOrs 

.elberger, Westberry, Grier, & Greenfield, 1981; Martelli, Waters, & Mar- 
:p''i, 1989). Organizational stressors refer to those events precipitated by PO- 
'ICC administration that are bothersome to members of the organization. In- 

:nt stressors refer to events generally occurring in police work which have 
I L -  potential to be psychologically or physically harmful to officers, such as 
L-A1geq violence, and crime. Many researchers posit that organizational 

SSOK more strongly affect officers than inherent stressors (Reiser, 1974; 
-]anti, 1981; Grier, 1982; Graf, 1986; Martelli, et al., 1989). Grier (1982) 

t-mined the effects of job satisfaction and organizational police stressors 
reported high stress scores to be related to job dissatisfaction. Martelli, 

'' -1. (1989) examined job satisfaction and commitment in police officers and 
lumd them both to be negatively related to organizational stressors. 

Despite these studies, there is little evidence on the relationships among 
'-'a&ational and inherent stressors, mediating variables, and psychological 

:S of police work (Territo & Vetter, 1981; Reese, 1986; Aron, 1992). 

\?I 

; d T h s  cnqulrics to John Violanti. Ph.D.. Dcparrmcnt of Criminal Justicc. Rochcstcr Insricutc 
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distress. In addition, few studies consider that external work s t rw  
individual distress are two distinct facton. One may perceive externgl 
events as bothersome and also experience internal physiological and , 
logical reacuons to such events. The purpose of the present study 
expIore relationships between organizational and inherent police st- 
mediating factors of job satisfaction and goal orientation, and indivic- 
tress. 

~ ~ E T H O D  

Sample 
The sample consisted of full-time sworn police officers employe.’ 

large police department in southeast New York state. Officers in the - 
represented a variety of ranks, experience, age, and ethnic back€ 
From 300 officers in a prescribed geographical area 110 officers were c 

ed by purposive sampling. Surveys were administered to these offi,- 
way of interdepartmental mail; participation was voluntary and cc 
tiality was protected by the use of “check-off‘’ responses. Names or i4- 
ing information were not requested, and officers were assured thh. 
responses would be reviewed only by researchers conducting the stw’ 
veys were returned direcdy to researchers and not through police adm;- 
tive channels. The response rate was 93% ( N  = 103). 
Measures ! 

Police work stressors.--?he 60-item Police Stress Survey develc 
Spielberger, et al. (1981) was used in the present study to measw 
stressors. Work stressors, in contrast to individual stress, may be descr,, 
those factors in the police environment which are external to the offi 
are subjectively perceived as bothersome or frustrating (Lazarus, 1981’ 
survey was origindy factored into two major components, (1) organiz,, 
or administrative factors and (2) id-erent police work factors. Exau. 
items that represent the organizational component are c o a t  decisir- 
stricting police, assignment of disagreeable duties, lack of recogniub,, 
good work, disagreeable department regulations, lack of participation 
decisions, and excessive inappropriate discipline. Example of items of :- 
ent stressors included responding to a felony in progress, high speed c,, 

dealing with crises, physical attack upon one’s person, and the dead, 
jury of other officers. Officers responded to each item on a scale of 0 r- 
where 0 indicated “no stress” and 100 indicated “maximum stress.” 
quency of occurrences portion was not included to keep the survey L 
as possible and to reduce bias (Grier, 1982; Martelli, et af., 1989). 0 6 ‘ :  

scores were the s u m  of items €or each stressor scale. Both factored 
were reliable (alpha = .90 and .92, respectively). 

Psychological distress.-Psychological distress was measured by thr a 
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ter for Epidemiological Studies Depression Scale. This 20-item scale is a 
. i. self-report survey composed of items describing feelings of depression, few 
. --i. , . loneliness, and sadness (Radloff, 1977) andbas been.shown to indicate types 

of distress that may accompany depression (Devins & Orme, 1985). Officers 
were asked to reply on a four-point scale, ranging from “rarely or none of 
the time” to “most all of the time,” and to indicate by number how often 
they experienced each of the symptoms. Scoring ranged from 0 to 60, with 
higher scores indicating increased depression. Each respondent’s score was 
the sum of the ratings of the 20 items. The CES-Depression scale had good 
consistency in the present research (alpha = .78). 

]ob attitudes.:Job attitudes may be important factors which mediate job 
stressors and personal distress. Job satisfaction was measured with a six-item 
scale developed by MarteLli, et al, (1989). The scale measures attitudes to- 
wards satisfaction with salary, co-workers, promotion, supervision, and work. 
Respondents replied on a seven-point scale ranging from 0 (very dissatisfied) 
IO 7 (very satisfied). Attitudes toward organizational goal orientation were 
assessed by a 9-item scale developed by Porter, Steers, Mowday, and Boulian 
11974). This  scale utihzed a 7-point response format ranging from “strongly 
agree” to “strongly disagree” (alpha = .78). 

RESULTS 
Interrelationships among police organizational and inherent StressOK, 

work attitudes, and psychological distress were explored using regression and 
structural equations. Regression allowed for a controlled examination of the 
h r m  and strength of relationships among the variables, while structural and- 
ysis provided estimates of direct and indirect relationships as well as the 
conceptual model’s fit to actual observations (Duncan, 1975). 

Fig. 1 provides a path model of dxect and indirect effects of police 
Smssors and job attitudes on psychological distress. Table 1 provides direct, 
indirect, and total effects of these same variables on psychological distress. 

The path model in Fig. 1 indicates that organizational stressors directly 
2nd significantly increased psychological distress in officers (.30 Standard 
Detriation), directly decreased organizational goal orientation i - 0.04 Stan- 
dard Deviation), and significantly decreased job satisfaction ( - 0.46 Standard 
Deviation). Inherent police stressors directly increased job satisfaction and 

orientation, urhile decreasing psvchological distress slightly ( - 0.03 Stan- 
dard Deviation). Job satisfaction appears to directly decrease psychological 
distress ( - .I4 Standard Deviation), and god orientation directly and signifi- 
~ n t l y  increased distress (.26 Standard Deviation). 

Table 1 provides path coefficients for the indirect efiecb of job satisfac- 
[ion and goal orientation, which acted as modifiers of the relationship 
between police stresson and psvchological distress. Indirectly, Organizational 
job stressors appeared ro decrease the distress-reducing potentid of job saris- 

_ -  

: . 

, . .  .. 

-. - .  
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FIG. 1. Path model: police stresson, iob attitudes. and psychological disrncs 
**p<.Ol .  ***p<.10. 

faction. As Table 1 indicates, the indirect effect of organizational strr- 
distress through job satisfaction was - .064 Standard Deviation, whc,. 
direct effect of job satisfaction alone was - .14 Standard Deviation. 
job stressors had a similar effect, indirectly lowering the direct effep- 
satisfaction on distress from - .14 Standard Deviation to - .036 
Deviation. 'Ihe indirect effect of organizational stressors on distres: 
goal orientation reduced the positive effect of goal orientation OF - 
from .26 Standard Deviation to .01 Standard Deviation. Inherent jou 
on similarly reduced direct effects of nod orientation og distress 
Standard Deviation to .02 Standard Deviation. 

cluding direct and indirect effects, was .246 Standard Deviation. '. 

effect of inherent stressors on psychological distress was - .046 Stan ' 

The t o d  effect of organizational stressors on psychological. distrt: 

TABLE 1 
Pam k u u ~ s r s :  Immcr REGRESSXON ESTIMATES OF POUCE S?WSORS 

ON Ps~aiorffircu. DISTRESS M u m  BY JOB A ~ E S  - PIC. 

Job Svesson Direct Effccr Indirecr Effect Mcdiaroa %oral 
lob Satisfaction God Orientation Indim. I 

~ ~ ~- 
Police Organization .30 -.064 .010 .& .> 

Inherent in Policing -.03 -.OM .020 - 
Notc.--In pa& analvsis, indirecr pa& arc multiplied together. To4  effects are deternu 
adding direct and indirect effccrs together. Sce Fig. 1. 
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viation. Thus, the total effect of organizational StressOK on distress was 
about 6.3 times as greau as that of inherent stressors. -- 

, .  .+? DISCTJSSI~N 

The present findings provide some evidence that sources of stressors 
may be important determinants of individual distress in police officers. Most 
interesting was the finding that organizariond stressors had a total effect on 
distress of approximately 6.3 times that of inherent police stressors. Public 
perception centers on the inherent aspect of policing, and police stress is 
thought to be directly related to such factors as dinger or violence. The pres- 
ent findings demonstrate that the focus of investigation on police stress 
should include the police organization. 

It appears that job satisfaction is an important factor. Officers who di- 
rectly reported hgher job satisfaction also reported significantly lower dis- 
tress. However, when officers faced organizational StressOK, the ameliorating 
effect of job satisfaction was markedly reduced. Inherent stressors had a sim- 
ilar effect on job satisfaction and distress. The same was not true for god 
orientation, which directly increased distress among officers regardless of the 
type of stressor. Attempts by officers to fulfill the goals of the police organi- 
zation may have produced a stressful overload. Factors such as conflicting, 
ambiguous, or unclear goals may underlie increased distress (Aron, 1992). 

There are several suggestions for research. First, a panel or longitudinal 
design might help to explain variance in stress scores over time. The present 
study was cross-sectional. Secondly, additional intervening variables such as 
personahty and coping strategies should be included in analysis. Coping is 
certainly important when considering mediation of distress (Lazarus, 1981; 
Pearlin & Schooler, 1978). 

Finally, police management may consider present results as useful ideas 
for possible intervention. Although inherent job stressors cannot be changed, 
organizational policies and practices chat increase distress may be changed. 
ne present study indicates that increased job satisfaction is important in re- 
ducing distress. Police administration might formulate policy to promote and 
maintain satisfaction with work, while at the same time decreasing organiza- 
rional Stressors. Newman and Beehr (1979) recommended that one of the 

steps in effective reduction of stress is establishing which factors con- 
tribute to such stress. In this way, the organization might better be able to 
avoid the sometimes negative psychological effects that stressors and distress 
have on workers’ health, morale, and productivity. 

,., 
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DUTY-RELATED STRESSORS AND PTSD SYMPTOMS 
IN SUBURBAN POLICE OFFICERS 

L Based on previous research on other emergency senrice professions, the 
5:- present study u'as designed IO assess whether suburban police officers are e F~ susceptible to posttraumatic reactions to stress encountered in the line of 
z duty. It was proposed that suburban police officers would experience sipnifi- 
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STRESS AND POLICE OFFICERS 

Stressors such as shooting incidents may even lead to a chronic form of 
pTSD (Posttraumatic Decline) as described in a study on work-related trau- 
ma in police officers (Gersons & Cariier, 1995). Posttraumatic Decline is 
usually characterized by a rearousal of symptoms in the face of an immedi- 
ate, emotionally disturbing event. for example. exposure to the nest critical 
incident or traumatic event. 

Other critical incidents besides shooting situations are also associated 
with PTSD symptoms in police officers. Situations such as being called to 
&e scene of a battered or dead child UYS ranked extremely stressful and. 
based on these findings. it. \vas concluded that the likelihood of PTSD in po- 
lice officers may bc gre;iter than those in nxin!, other occupations (Mann 6: 
Neece. 1990). Support for this conclusion is Inund in work by Martin, ct af. 
(1986) \\.lie survcyccf 5 i  officers i i b o r r t  rheir stressful experiences in the linc 
of duty a i d  their rc;ictions t o  those cspcricnccs. Sixty pcrccnt 01- tlic 7; 
officers reported that one o r  more c\'c-iits t h y  cspericnrcd \\.as hiKhl!, stress- 
ful such ;IS being shot ; i t ,  hciiig physic;illy thrc;itcncd. o r  h;i\ing their f m i -  
lies thrcatcnctl, mid \ \ d i i n g  \\.ith victims \vho \\we l x i ~ l l ! ~  lxiltcil o r  nfho 
had family iiicnilxrs !iillcd. Thirty-tuxr pcrccnr of' thc of'l'iccrs rcporlcd txin:: 
exposed to three o r  morr  violent stressors. Also. W'ciss. h1;iriii:ir. Mctzlcr. 
and Ronlildt ( l ' I 'J6)  iclcntil'icd predictors 0 1  syiiiptom:itic Jistrcss in cnicr- 
gency services personnel csposc~l t o  1r;iiini;itic critic;il incidents. Viis s t u d y  
also rcporiccl t h t  rcp1ic;itcJ ;in;ilysis on lcvcls of syniptom;itic distress \ \ w c  
positivcl!, rc1;irctl to tlic csposurc t c r  the criticill inciclcnr. 

In ;i i lclir ioii  IO poiice of'iiccrs. oilier s r d i c s  1i;n.r ~octiscc1 on the I.rc,- 
quent r ccspos~~rc  IO cririciil inciclcnts cspcriciiccd 1 3 ~  emergency services 
such as tircflghtcrs ;ind cnicrgcncy mcdicd scr\*ices. Corncil ( I9')5) fount1 
that 16.5'L of' his sample 01' 1.154 firefighters reported ha\.in; PTSD symp- 
toms. Corncil also found rhar tr;ium;iric incidents such as suicides and  maim- 
ing accidcnts contributed to PTSD symptoms (p.  36) .  Related to  this find- 
ing, Moran and Britton (1994) suggested that lcngth of experience in active 
emergency s e n k c  is an important factor because urorkers niay decompensate 
in proficiency upon continued exposure to estreme stress (p.  576). They also 
reported that a lack of coping skills puts all emergency senrice personnel a t  
greater risk for developing stress disorders; hourever, they also stated that it 
would be unlikely that any coping skill could defend against chronic expo- 
sure to traumatic stress (Moran & Britton, 1994). 

Other researchers have suggested intervention techniques are beneficial 

- 

, ' '  

Personnel (Mitchell 8r Everly, 1995). Gersons and Carlier (1995) stated that 
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STRESS AND POLICE OFFICERS 83 9 

officers benveen the ages of 20 and 60 years. Five questionnaires were ex- 
&ded from the sample as data were incomplete. The mean age was 36 yr. 
Eighty three percenr of the sample were Euro-American, 10% were Hispan- 
ic, 4 %  u‘ere African American. and 3 indicated other status. 

A scale to measure dury-related stressors was composed of 25 items. 
f i e  subjects \\‘ere asked to indicate whether they had experienced the event. 
e.g., item number one . . . “Have you ever had to discharge your \\reapon in 
&e line of duty?”. and to rate the level of stress sssociated with the inci- 
dent. e.$.. “li yes. hon- stressful w a s  the experience for you?”. The re- 
sponses to stressor qucsrions- \ \we rated on ;I 3-poinr scale. The yuestion- 
naire nlso cont:iined the sr;indardizcd scale fc~r I’TSD. the Impact of Events 
Scale-I’\c\~ised (\Yciss, I ‘)‘I3 u-hich \\*;IS scored b y  DSM-IV criteria for 
PTSD. I\ soni;iriziitioii scdc. Symptoiiis (:hccklisr-licvisc‘~ (SCL-90-1x1. :I lo- 
cus of cc1nrrol sc.11~ ( i  1;ircI. ci ci/.. 1‘)‘)i 1. iincl ; in iissessn~~nt of \\*licrlicr rhc 
policc ol‘l-iccrs Ii;icl been tlc1)ricfctl \ i~is  ;ilso ; I S I ~ C L I  in the qucstionn;iirc. 

t loIo\\%z ( I ‘Nh) i n t  roducccl thc Imixict or‘ Events Sailc ;IS :I sell-report 
measure i h r r  coiiIcI bc rcprcscni;iii\~c 01- ;iny rriitini;itic lifc cvcni ;ind that 
measul-et1 [lie I U Y ~  iiiosi conimoiil~~ rcporic(l syniptoni clustcrs c d ‘  tr;iuni:i 
which iiIc iniriisi\,c. s!*mptonis stich :IS nig1itni;ircs. inrrusivc thoughts. ini-  
ages, oI I.ccliri+ ;incl iivoiclmrc s\mptoms stich ;IS ;irtcnipts to clcflcct (ir 
avoid czl)cricnccs :dTili:i[c(l \vith ilie ir: i t i i i i :~ ;ind thc ;issocintccl iiiinihinp of 
respon\i\~cncs\ ( \\/cis> & Lhriixir, I YL)7 1. To iiieiistirc rliorouphl!~ the rc- 
sponsc i o  t r ; i i i i i i . i i ic .  ~ Y L ~ I ~ I : , ,  iltc cliniciision 01.  Iiypcriiroi~s~il syniprcims \t’crc 
added I O  the liiilxici ol I::\I.I~I.s Sc:il~. to reifisc i t .  V’ci (’( (I/. (1‘)5)5) “Jcvcl- 
oped ;I sei 0 1  sv\’cii ;icldition:~l items. ui rh si1 i o  tiip the  dom;iin of hgpcr- 
arous2 .1nt1 o i i c ’  t o  p ~ i r ~ i l l r l  thc ihcn DSM-III-I< iincl no\\’ DSM-I\’ diag- 
nosric ci-iicriii” I \Y’ciss, C Y  ‘7/., 199T. 1’. 403). The Irnprtcr of Events Scalc- 
ReviscJ consisis o f  ;I total 01. 22 ircnis-i inrrusion items. 8 avoidance items, 
and thc more rcccnr 7 hypcrarousal items. Each subject \vas asked to answer 
the irenih ;is thy!, relatcd ro the most disrurbing or stressful situation they 
had encountered in rhe liiic of dury and then 10 report their reactions to this 
hcidenris) in the pw, s e \ m  days. 

“The SCL-‘)O-R is ;I 90-item self-reporr symptom inventor)‘ developed 
by clinical psJrhonierric research; i t  is designed primarily to reflect the psy- 
chological symptom patterns of psychiatric and medical patients” (Derogatis, 

- 1992, p. 2) .  The SCL-90-R is scored and interpreted in terms of nine pri- 
mar) symptom dimensions and three global indices of distress. These nine 
Prhary  symptom dimensions are Somatization, Obsessive-Compuisive, Inter- 
Personal Sensirivity, Depression, Anxiety, Hostility, Phobic Anxiety, Para- 
noid Ideation, and Psychoticism (p.  2 ) .  The three global indices of distress 
are GIobal Severity Index (GSI), Positive Symptom Distress Index (PSDI), 
and Posirive Symptom Total (PST) (p. 2 ) .  For the purpose of this study only 

5 
L 5. 
c-. 
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STRESS AND POLICE OFFICERS 843 

f ie rs  experience substantial amounts of stress, somatization, and PTSD 
s p p t o m s  because of the nature of police work was supported by the results 

The hypothesis that police officers would eshibit symptoms of somati- 
zation and posttraumatic stress resulting in an esternal locus of control was 
not supported. This hypothesis originated from early literature on u u r  veter- 
ms with PTSD n.ho reported having an external locus of control after war 
trauma (Harel, et ai., 1993). The police officers in the current study were 
s d  being exposed to daily stress and trauma. This may account for their 
Score as iyernal locus of control since they needed to continue functioning 
in the line of duty. Another possibility is that police officers as a population 
may simply exhibit an internal locus of control as a job requirement. Further 
research should be conducted before ii formal conclusion can be made. 

It \vas also cspccted th;it policc officers \vould have higher stress in the 
h e  of duty cspccially after hcing o n  thc force fi1.e years or more. This h y -  
pothesis involving higher strcss in otliccrs on the force fivc y e m  m d  ovcr 
turned out diffcrcnt from cspcctiition. This hypothesis W;IS b;iscd o n  \ d u n -  

. tary information given from wrious ixirticipants a.ho scciiicd t o  ;igrce that 
five years of cspcriencc and under  \ ! d d  constitute ;I “rookie.” This infor- 
mation \vas uscd as an indialtor of \\,here to diijdc thc sample betureen 
more and less espcricnccd officers. Ir u w  espcctcd that thcrc would bc ;I 

positive, 1inc:ir rclxionship bc tnwn  ycars c m  duty and symptoms of stress 
subjectivcly rcporrcd. Ikgardiess o i  “rookie” st;itus. clcvcn yexs  and under  
is a better p t i g c  klr concentrations oi‘ s!,niproni;itology, meaning those offic- 
ers with fewer years (1 1 o r  less) of csperiencc reported niore I’TSD and 
somatic complaint symptoms. 

One interpretation is t h t  those vith the least experience rnay be at the 
greatest risk for PTSD symptoms. The reason for this interpretation is that 
younger officers may not have developed successful coping mechanisms I:O -- deal with critical incidents. O n  the other hand, younger officers may not be 
as hardened or as numb to intense stressors as older veteran officers. Also, 

ger officers may report higher PTSD Symptoms because they are more 
r to be on street patrol. This puts them at a greater risk for experienc- 

matic situations than the veteran officers who may have desk jobs. 
another possible interpretation rnay be that younger officers are like- 

verstate trauma while veteran officers may be more conservative on 
report measures, which could account for the significant difference be- 

een these t u 7 0  groups. 
Military police personnel were not the only demographic group to re- 

rt significant posttraumatic stress based on the Impact of Events Scale- 
, vised. Other police officers with varied backgrounds reported significant 
tress they attributed to stressors encountered in the line of dum. The scale 

of this study. 

-rific stressor events awn- 

i 
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Cardiodynamic Response to Psychological and 
Cold Pressor Stress: Further Evidence for 
Stimulus Response Specificity and Directional 
Fractionation 

Bruce L. Wilson 
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John L. Antlreassi 
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Iri !lie presetit sludy 36 police oJJcers were aposed IO a p.syclioIogica1 .sIre.s.sor 
(IQ quiz) and Io cold pressor slress wide  severtrl cardiovasciilar variables were 
riiotiilored. Ir)tpcdaricc cardiography was iiscd IO provide tiie(i.siires oJ lrearl 
rale, slrokc voliiiiie, cnrrliac oiilpirl, myocardial ~ ( ~ t i ~ r u c ~ i l i ~ y ,  ntid IOINI 
peripheral resislatice. In arliiilion, nieasures of syslolic and diaslolic blood pres- 
sure and peripltcral skiti lemperahtre were ohlained. A niul/ivnrio/c atialysk of 
variance (MA NOVA) indicaled lhar sknijicanl increases in diaslolic and sys- 
rolic blood pressure during die cold pressor KSI were nierlialed by la rp  iri- 
creases iri 101d peripheral reskrance, wlrereas blood pressure elevariori tliiririg 
die IQ  quiz were accompariicd by sigtiqcant increases in lieart rale r i r i r l ,  I O  a 
lesser cxleti[, cardiac ou(pitt. Pcriplieral skiti (empernrirrc decreased in resporrse 
IO each slressor. Addilional atialysk indica fed a degree oJ sriniirhrs speciJciry 
/or several variohks. For cxantple, diusiolic blood presslire showed greuler iti- 
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crenscs to cold pressor rhan quiz, whereas systolic blood pressure increased 
more with the psychological than the physical stressor. Directional fiaclionation 
Qccurrcd for both myocardial con fractility and cardiac output. 
DESCRIPTOR KEY WORDS: stimulus response specificity; direclional fraclionalion; stress; 
impedance cardiography; diastolic blood pressure; syslolic blood pressure; cardiac oulpul; 
strokc volume; hear1 rate; total peripheral resistance. 

The use of impedance cardiography, a noninvasive technique of measuring 
stroke volume, cardiac output, total peripheral resistance, myocardial con- 
tractility, and heart rate, has permitted researchers to more clearly define 
cardiovascular response to cognitive/physical demands. Sherwood, Allen, 
Obrist, and Langer (1986) demonstrated that increases in cardiac output 
in response to a reaction time task were associated with increases in heart 
rate, while stroke volume decreased during cold pressor stress. Although 
not specifically stated by these authors, the findings illustrate the concept 
of stimulus response specificity which states that an individual’s pattern of 
physiological activity (e.&, heart rate, blood pressure) will be similar in a 
given situation, but that the patterning may change when stimuli are varied 
(Ax, 1953; Engel, 1959, 1972). 

In another impedance study Allen, Obrist, Sherwood, and Crowell 
(1987) found that increases in cardiac output to cold pressor and arithmetic 
were due to large increases in heart rate associated with small decreases 
in stroke volume. Total peripheral resistance decreased during a reaction 
time task and increased in response to arithmetic and the cold pressor 
stress. This latter finding indicated directional fractionation, a term used 
by Lacey (1959) to describe stimulus situations in which direction of change 
of autonomically controlled variables differed. 

Several other studies have demonstrated the apparent sensitivity and 
reactivity of impedance-derived variables in that increases in both cardiac 
output and blood pressure in response to the cold pressor test and mental/ 
cognitive behavioral demands have been shown to be manifested by dif- 
ferent underlying hemodynamic patterns (Allen and Crowell, 1989; 
Sherwood et al., 1986; Andren and Hansson 1980; and McKinney el al., 
1985). For example, blood pressure increases during cold pressor stress are 
mediated by large increases in total peripheral resistance, whereas blood 
pressure increases during mental arithmetic are the result of large increases 
in cardiac output. 

The present study examined impedance cardiography-derived stroke 
volume, heart rate, cardiac output, Heather’s index of myocardial contrac- 
tility, and total peripheral resistance in response to a novel psychological 
stressor (IQ quiz) and a cold pressor test. Systolic and diastolic blood pres- 
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sure were recorded along with peripheral skin temperature, a variable not 
monitored in past impedance studies. Skin temperature provided an addi- 
tional indicator of sympathetic nervous system activity. Skin temperature 
is used extensively in clinical biofeedback, and a documentation of changes 
in relation to impedance variables could provide data indicating the overall 
physiological changes that occur during thermal training. We hypothesized 
that the IQ quiz would be an effective psychological stressor and, when 
compared with the standardized cold pressor test, would result in blood 
pressure increases through different hemodynamic patterns. That is. 
elevated blood pressure during the cold pressor test would be facilitated 
by large increases in total peripheral resistance, whereas blood pressure 
elevation in response to the quiz would be due to increased cardiac output. 

METHOD 

Subjects 

The subjects were 36 healthy adult v a a t e e r s  with a mean age of 
36.6 years (33 males). All subjects were active duty police officers who 
agreed to participate in an experimental stress management program 
offered by the Connecticut police department. This experiment was con- 
ducted prior to participation in the stress management program. 

Apparatus 

Impedance derived variables were obtained noninvasively with an In- 
strumentation For Medicine model 400 Impedance Cardiograph. Four 
mylar band electrodes were placed on each subject. Two of them com- 
pletely encircled the neck, with 1 in. between, and two were placed on the 
abdomen, one at xiphoid level and the other 4 in. below. A comprehensive 
overview of impedance cardiography and formulas was provided by 
Mohapatra (1981). and a review of the techniques used in psycho- 
physiological research was provided by Miller and Horvath (1978) and 
Andreassi (1989). Blood pressure was determined by a Dinamap model 
850 automated sphygmomanometer. Skin temperature was monitored with 
a n  Autogenic Systems feedback thermometer using a Coldspring research 
grade thermistor. The thermistor was taped to the dorsal surface of the 
distal phalange of Ihc lliird digit of the nonpreferred hand. 
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Procedure 

Wilson et 01. 

The experiment was conducted in a private room assigned to the 
project within the police station and all subjects were tested during normal 
duty hours. They were first interviewed to obtain demographic and medical 
history data while electrodes were attached by a second experimenter. After 
attachment was completed subjects sat upright in a padded conference 
chair for the entire procedure. Before the start of the experiment, subjects 
were instructed in a respiratory pause on command in order to minimize 
impedance recording artifacts. They were requested to hold their breath 
following a full, but not forced exhalation. A trial cardiograph recording 
was made prior to the start of the experiment to ascertain that each subject 
comprehended the instructions and could produce the desired respiratory 
manipulation. An impedance calibration signal was also recorded at the 
beginning and end of each session. 

The psychophysiological assessment consisted of several conditions 
that employed a relatively unknown “IQ quiz” and cold pressor test. The 
1Q quiz was developed by Schiffer, Hautley, Schulman, and Abelman 
(1976) who found it to be an effective psychological stressor in hypertensive 
and angina populations. Those subjects with existing cardiovascular dis- 
orders responded to the quiz more strongly compared to normals, as 
evidenced by elevated heart rate and blood pressure and depression of the 
S-T segments of the electrocardiogram. The only other study found employ- 
ing this stressor was that of Albright, Andreassi, and Steiner (1988), who 
found higli correlations between Type A behavior and stroke volume resc- 
tivity in response to the IQ quiz. The quiz consists of tape-recorded ques- 
tions that are designed to provoke the subject’s anxiety by increasing the 
difficulty of questions under time pressure. Subjects have 5 s to answer 
before the correct answer is tersely given and theqext question is delivered. 
A set of curtly delivered instructions preface the questions. The entire 
evaluation consisted of the following conditions: 

Condition 1; A 5-min resting baseline period, during which time the 
subjects were instructed to remain quiet. 

Condition 2: Two minutes of self-relaxation where subjects were in- 
structed to close their eyes and allow themselves to be- 
come as relaxed as possible. 

Condition 3: The IQ quiz. A 2-min trial was initiated after a stand- 
ardized set of taped instructions and the first 10 ques- 
tions or first 3 wrong answers (whichever came first). 

Unrdiodynornlc Response lo Slrrsr 49 

I’iil~le 1. Mcan and Standard Deviations of Hemodynamic Variables for Baseline. IQ Quiz, 
and Cold Pressor Test (N = 36) 

Conditions 

Variables 

Systolic blood pressure (mm Hg) 
Diastolic blood pressure (mm Hg) 
Heart rate (beats per min) 
Stroke volume (ml) 
Cardiac output (literlmin) 
Contractility (Heather’s index) 
Total pcriphcral resistance (MAPKO) 
Skin temperature (OF) 

Baseline 

Mean SD 

132.2 15.1 
84.8 7.5 
69.0 10.1 
64.8 17.4 
4.4 1.1 

13.9 5.1 
24.5 7.4 
90.2 7.0 

IQ quit 

Mean SD 

142.5 17.9 
88.4 8.3 
74.8 11.3 
62.1 20.3 
4.6 1.4 

14.0 6.9 
25.6 8.8 
88.6 6.2 

~ ~ ~- 
Cold pressor 

Mean SD 
147.5 18.0 
94.9 10.9 
78.5 13.7 
51.9 21.9 
4.0 1.6 

11.0 4.8 
32.8 14.2 
87.8 6.3 

Condition 4: A 2-min recovery period where subjects were instructed 
to remain quiet. 

Condition 5:  The cold pressor test during which subjects were in- 
structed to immerse their right hand to the wrist, with 
fingers spread, in a bucket of ice water, for 60 s. 

Condition 6: A 4-min recovery period during which subjects were in- 
structed to remain quiet. 

The IQ quiz and cold pressor test conditions were not counter- 
balanced due to the extreme effects the cold pressor test produced on skin 
temperature in the opposite limb. I n  similar protocols used in our 
laboratory, the 2-min recovery period was sufficient for all other variables 
to return to approximately their original levels. 

All recordings were taken during the final 20 s of each condition with 
the exception of the cold pressor test, where measurements were made 
immediately after the hand was removed from the water and supported on 
the chair. This turned out to be the only reliable way of assuring that the 
automated blood pressure device did not reject readings due to movement 
artifact. Impedance cardiograph recordings were first obtained for five 
heart beats, then blood pressure was measured. We did not record these 
simultaneously for concern that the occlusive cuff would influence total 
peripheral resistance. 

All cardiovascular measures for baseline, 10 quiz, and cold pressor 
conditions were analyzed using a multivariate analysis of variance 
(MAN 0 VA) . 
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Fig. 1. Systolic blood pressure (SBP), diastolic blood pressure 
(DBP), and heart rate (HR) reactivity to the 10 quiz and cold 
prcssor test in terms of percent change from baseline (N = 36). 

RESULTS 

When compared to baseline, significant increases in response to the 
IQ quiz were noted for systolic blood pressure (F = 49.98, df = 1, 34, p < 
.001); diastolic blood pressure (F = 13.58, df = 1, 34, p < .001); and heart 
rate (F = 53.34, df = 1, 34, p < .001). Skin temperature decreased sig- 
nificantly (F = 12.7, df = 1, 35, p < .001) from the nonimmersed hand. 
There was a near significant increase in cardiac output (p < .15), whereas 
stroke volume decreased slightly and total peripheral resistance was slightly 
increased. No change was observed for myocardial contractility (see 
Table I). 

When compared to baseline, response to the cold pressor test showed 
significant increases in systolic blood pressure (F = 50.89, df = 1, 34, 
p < .001), diastolic blood pressure (F = 30.36, df = 1, 34, p < .001) and 
heart rate (F = 36.8, df = 1, 34, p < .001). Skin temperature decreased 
significantly (F = 15.67, df = 1, 34, p < .001). Response to the cold pressor 
test, when compared to the IQ quiz, indicated significant decreases in 
stroke volume (F = 11.88, a’’ = 1, 35, p < .01) and myocardial contractility 
(F = 40.34, df = 1, 35, p < ,001). Total peripheral resistance significantly 
increased (F = 11.74, df = 1, 35, y < .002) (see Table I). 

When comparing responses to the IQ quiz and cold pressor test, sig- 
nificant differences were found for all variables. Systolic blood pressure 
(F = 6.68, df = 1, 34, p < .014) and diastolic blood pressure (F = 12.6, 
df = 1, 34, p < .001), heart rate (F = 6.15, df = 1, 35, p < .018), and total 
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Fig. 2. Stroke volume (SV), Heather’s index o l  myocardial contractility (HI), 
and cardiac output (CO) reactivity to the 10 quiz and cold pressor test in terms 
of percent change from baseline (N = 36). 

peripheral resistance (F = 9.38, d’ = 1 ,  35, p < .004) were all larger for 
the cold pressor test as compared to the quiz; while stroke volume (F = 
7.83, d/ = 1, 35,p < .008), cardiac output (F = 7.45, df = 1, 35, p < .010), 
myocardial contractility (F = 20.16, df = 1 ,  35, p < .0001), and skin 
temperature (F = 6.42, df = 1, 34, p < .016) were lower for cold pressor 
compared to the quiz. Figure 1 illustrates reactivity to the psychological 
and cold pressor stressors in systolic and diastolic blood pressure and heart 
rate in terms of percent change from baseline. Figure 2 illustrates direc- 
tional fractionation in terms of percent change from baseline for myocardial 
contractility and cardiac output. In addition, response specificity is shown 
for stroke volume changes. 

DISCUSSION 

Physiological response to the IQ quiz stressor is similar to that 
reported in past studies for a mental/cognitive stressor (Shenvood el al., 
1986; Allen et al., 1987). That is, systolic and diastolic blood pressure in- 
creased as the apparent result of increases in heart rate and a near sig- 
nificant increase in cardiac output. The effect on cardiac output appears 
to be due to increased heart rate, not stroke volume. This reactivity is 
probably due to sympathetic activation via beta-adrenergic influences. The 
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significant decrease in peripheral skin temperature further confirms this, 
i.e., the sympathetically mediated vasoconstriction in the digits. There also 
exists the possibility that these changes partly resulted from decreases in 
parasynipnthic activation (parasympathetic withdrawal) as suggested by 
Allen, Sherwood, and Obrist (1986). They observed individual ventilatioil 
differences in response 60 a cold pressor lest. When looking at the effects 
of propranolol on extreme ventilation reactors, they found a n  incomplete 
blockage of cardiovascular reactivity. This suggests that increases in cardiac 
output, pre-ejection period, and heart rate may be due to parasympathetic 
inhibition in addition to increases in sympathetic activation. 

The physiological changes observed with administration of the IQ 
quiz, along with subject reactions, support the use of this technique as a 
stressor in psychophysiological studies. I t  offers a useful alternative to cog- 
nitive stressors currently employed in psychophysiological assessments prior 
to the conduct of clinical biofeedback procedures. 

Response to the cold pressor test also resulted in significant increases 
in the more traditional cardiovascular variables of systolic and diastolic 
blood pressure and heart rate, while skin temperature decreased. The in- 
crease in blood pressure was probably the result of the large increases in 
total peripheral resistance. The nonsignificant decrease in cardiac output 
was contributed to by a substantial decrease in stroke volunle, which was 
not fully compensated for by increases in heart rate. The large decrease 
in stroke volume would also account for the significant decrease in myocnr- 
dial contractility in  conformance with Starling’s Law where contractility is 
influenced by a decrease in the amount of venous return to the heart. Large 
increases in total peripheral resistance, and concurrent decreases in stroke 
volume during the cold pressor test, were also reported by Allen el nl. 
(1987). 

In conclusion, the IQ Quiz was confirmed as an adequate stressor ,in 
psychophysiological studies. Increases in b l o d  pressure during the cold 
pressor test were facilitated by large increases in total peripheral resistance. 
The decrease in peripheral skin temperature during the quiz provided ad- 
ditional evidence tha t  increased sympathetic activation mediated the 
changes‘ observed. 

Although not mentioned in other impedance studies, the cardiovas- 
cular response patterns observed with different conditions indicate 
stimulus response specificity and directional fractionation. Stimulus 
specificity was evidenced by greater changes in systolic and diastolic 
blood pressure, heart rate, stroke volume, total peripheral resistance, and 
peripheral skin temperature when comparing cold pressor test to IQ quiz 
reactivity. Directional fractionation was shown in myocardial contractility 
and cardiac output, since they decreased during cold pressor and in- 
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creased during the IQ quiz. Thus, this study has added to the relatively 
few that have illustrated the concepts of stimulus response specificity and 
directional fractionation using impedance-derived cardiovascular 
variables. 
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Stress in the Police Service 

Cary L. Cooper, Ph.D.; M.J. Davidson, M.A.; and P. Robinson, B.A. 

In this study, the sources of stress among supervisory 
police officers were explored, It was found that one of  the 
major sources of stress across all managerial levels among 
the police was the perception that the police service was 
inhibited by unnecessary bureaucratic and outside ob- 
stacles, e.g., increased paperwork, interdepartmental 
politics, lack of adequate planning and resources and the 
inability of the courts to prosecute offenders, It was also 
found that junior and middle supervisory police officers 
were adversely affected by lack of  available manpower 
and long working hours, whereas senior officers were 
affected more by the conflict in maintaining positive 
policing as well as good community relations. 

Recent researchl-3 has shown that the job o f  policing i s  
an extremely stressful occupation. Indeed, concern over the 
high incidence of  stress-related illnesses among the police in 
the United States has reached such proportions that an 
International Law Enforcement Stress Association has been 
formed and publishes a quarterly journal called Police 
Srress. In addition, there i s  some evidence that there i s  a 
higher incidence of suicide among the police than among 
other occupational groupings, both in the United States4 
and throughout the world.5 

Numerous sources of occupational stress have been 
identified as contributing to stress-related illnesses. Among 
them are poor police-community relations,6 errat ic and 
unsocial shiftwork hours,2 shortage of  manpower/longer 
working hours,’ courtroom appearances,2 and physical 
danger.5 Little work has been done, however, to identify 
the fu l l  range of potential stressors acting on policemen at 
work. Most of  the studies carried out to date have focused 
on one, or a t  most, two stressors a t  a time. In addition, 
few have explored the e f f e c t  of these stressors on both the 
physical and emotional well-being o f  policemen. Finally, 
very l i t t le  attention has been paid to stress among the 
supervisory ranks of  the police, with most o f  the research 
focused on the policeman-on-the-beat. 

I t  was the purpose of this investigation, therefore, to 
carry the research work further by extending the method- 
ology to examine the ef fect  of a wide variety o f  policing 
stressors on both physical and mental health (by use of 
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multivariate statistical techniques), and by concentrating 
the investigation .on the junior, middle, and senior super- 
visory ranks within the police service. 

Methods of  Research 
Sample - In this study, 191 police officers with mana- 

gerial responsibility on a large metropolitan force in the 
United Kingdom constituted the sample. Table 1 highlights 
the demographic breakdown of the sample, which repre- 
sents a 10% random sample of  the total supervisory popula- 
tion of the force investigated. 

As may be seen, the sample population extends from 
first line police supervisors (e.g., sergeants) to top senior 
management (e.g., chief superintendents), and from uni- 
formed operational officers to detectives (e.g., Criminal 
Investigation Division). 

Measuring Instruments - For the purposes of  this in- 
vestigation, both work stressor and demographic measures 
were needed as independent variables, and physical and 
mental health measures as dependent variables. 

1. Physical Health - The type A behavior question- 
naire originally developed by Bortner & Rosenmans was 
used as an indicator of  cardiovascular well-being. In recent 
years, the Type A pattern o f  behavior has turned out to be 
a very strong predictor of  cardiovascular di~ease.~ Type A 
behavior can be characterized by “extremes of competi- 
tiveness, striving for achievement, aggressiveness, haste, 
impatience, restlessness, hyperalertners, explosiveness o f  
speech, tenseness of  facial muscles, and feelings of being 
under pressure o f  time and undei the challenge of  re- 
sponsibility.” Type B behavior, on the other hand, reflects 
the opposite pattern o f  behavior. 

In an effort to minimize acquiescence response set bias, 
the research instrument selected to measure Type A be- 
havior consisted of  14 bipolar adjectival scales with l l- 
point Likert-type rating continua, with half o f  the items 
expressed in high Type A terms (e.g., “always rushed,’’ 
“goes al l  out,”) and the others in low terms (e.g., “can wait 
patiently”). It i s  interesting to note that a random instru- 
mentation of the Type A questionnaire to  a cross-section o f  
the population would normally produce the following 
configuration o f  Type A scores: A I  or extreme Type A 
behavior, 10%; A2 or moderate Type A behavior, 40%; 83 
or moderate Type B behavior, 40%; and B4 or extreme 
Type B behavior, 10%. Our police sample, on the other 
hand, showed the following pattern: A l ,  22.8%; A2, 47.1%; 
B3, 30.1%; and B4, 0.0%. This reflected a higher Type A 
distribution than would normally have been expected. 
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Table 4 - Multiple Regression Analysis of Work Streaors/Demogaphic Variables Against 
the MHQ Depression Scale for Sergeants 

Stressor Variable Multiple R R 2  R z  Change S*P 

.254 .065 .065 
-255 .065 .ooo 1 Age 

2 Length of Service 
3 Sex .353 .125 -059 
4 Male operational policemen .430 .185 .060 
5 Factor 1: Work overload .484 -234 .049 
6 Married with family .484 .235 .ooo 
7 Factor 2: Lack of personal recognition .485 -235 .ooo 
8 Factor 3: Unnecessary obstacles .526 .277 .041 

F = 2.26; p = .03. 

leniency o f  offenders, poorly managed resources), “work 
function-environment interface issues” (e.g., community 
relations, the media), and “autocratic management con- 
sequences.” These items predicted the bulk o f  the variance 
and they reveal an interesting collection O f  stressors. These 
results are consistent with findings in the executive stress 
field,’* which have shown that middle managers (i.e., 
inspectors) suffer primarily from lack o f  autonomy, control 
and power. I t  seems that police middle range supervisors, 
when they are most a t  risk of  coronaries, may suffer from 
the  same stressors as their industrial counterparts. It i s  also 
interesting to note that, of  al l  the ranks, inspectors had the 
highest Type A scores. 

Mental Health - A multiple regression analysis o f  work 
stressor and demographic variables was carried out against 
the overall mental health index o f  the MHQ for the police 
sample as a whole. It was found that the job-related factors 
were not predictive of  overall mental health, with an R2 
of less than 13% for nine variables. It was then decided to 
explore each of the supervisory levels individually (with the 
exception of superintendents, who were combined with 
chief superintendents because of the small numbers in- 
volved) to see if mental illness could be predicted by a 
certain configuration of job and demographic stressors for 
each rank. This was done for the overall mental health 
index and for each o f  the four subscales o f  the MHQ 
(anxiety, obsessionality, somatic symptoms, and depres- 
sion). 

For each of  the supervisory police ranks, the job-related 
factors were significantly predictive of  overall mental ill- 
ness, except in the case o f  sergeants where these variables 

were predictive o f  depression only. In addition, some 
factors were present for all the supervisory levels and some 
were unique to particular levels. 

1. Sergeants - As may be seen in Table 4, sergeants who 
scored high on depression tended to be older operational 
officers who believed they were overloaded, and who 
perceived a number of  bureaucratic and outside obstacles 
to effective police functioning. They complained about the 
long hours and heavy work load, as well as the increased 
paperwork, lack of resources and the failure of  the courts 
to prosecute offenders. 

2. Inspectors - Inspectors showed some o f  the same 
stressors as sergeants (Table 51, feeling overworked and 
having to cope with the same unnecessary obstacles to 
police work. In their case, however, the most vulnerable 
officers were not the older inspectors, but those with short- 
service. Most important of  all, these middle managers, 
unlike the sergeants, seemed to suffer from what they per- 
ceived to be an “autocratic management style.” 

3. Chief Inspectors - The chief inspectors who seemed 
to suffer some form o f  mental stress (Table 6) were older, 
long-service, operational officers, who perceived them- 
selves as being overloaded, as having to cope with un- 
necessary bureaucratic and outside obstacles, as being 
undervalued, and as having a superior who utilized an auto- 
cratic management approach. 

4. Superintendents and Chief Superintendents - With 
the exception of  the problems of “unnecessary obstacles 
inhibiting the police function,” the variables that pre- 
dicted mental stress for this group o f  senior police managers 
(Table 7) were different, qualitatively, from those seen 

Table 5 - Multiple Regression Analysis of Work Stressors/Demographic Variables Against 
t h e  MHQ Overall Mental Health Index for Inspectors 

Multiple d R* R2 Change Step Stressor Variable 

1 Age .052 .002 .002 
2 Length of Service .240 .057 .055 
3 Sex .255 .065 .007 
4 Male operational policemen .259 .067 .001 
5 Factor 1: Work overload .300 .090 -022 
6 Factor 2: Lack of  personal recognition -302 .09 1 .ooo 
7 Factor 3: Unnecessary obstacles .397 .157 .066 
8 Factor 4: Autocratic style 507 -257 .099 

F = 2.08; p = .05. 
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Table 2 - Factor Analysis of Work StressOK 

Factor 1: Work Overload (59.6% Of variance) 

1. The fact that I have too much work to  do, i.e., overworked 
2. Having to process large amounts of paperwork 
3. Checking the everyday paperwork of subordinates 
4. Accommodating time pressures and deadlines on one’s own work e.g., files 
5. Checking the ‘Quality’ paperwork of subordinates 
6. The acceleratingpace of technological change i n  the police service 
7. The fact that part of my work demands a high standard of  quality e.g., complex files, high level reports, complex legal and 

evidential interpretation 
8. Increased responsibility through losing experienced personnel t o  specialist depanments and being left with a large percentage 

of probationary constables 
9. Shiftwork 

Factor 2: Lack o f  Personal Recognition and Frustrated Ambition (9.8% of variance) 

1. Feelings of anonymity in a large organization due to remoteness from the decision making center 
2. The fact that my job knowledge, skills and experience are not being fully utilized 
3. The uncertainty of my future career picture 
4. The fact that my previous ambitions look as though they wil l never be fulfilled 
5. Incongruence between the results of pro-motion boards and the recommendations of departmental/divisional commanders 
6. The inequitable distribution of promotions between different departments/divisions 
7. Having insufficient opportunity of representing one’s assets and achievements to a promotion board, e.g., in 25 minutes they do 

not get to know me well enough 
8. Lack of supportive personal interest in  me and my job by my senior officers 
9. Perceived unjust treatment by my senior officers likely to  adversely affect my career 

10. Perceiving that the status of my rank has declined 

Factor 3: Perceived Unnecessary Obstacles Which Inhibit t h e  Police Function (6.9% of variance) 

1. The inadequate treatment o f  offenders by the judiciary 
2. Perceiving that the increased proportion of senior officers and administrative specilizations to operational policemen has ad- 

versely affected the operational function 
3. The fact that manpower resources are not utilized in an optimum way 
4. The lack of co-operation that exists between departments 
5. Perceiving that there has been a lowering of general standards within the service, e.g., discipline, standards of report writing 
6. Perceiving that the current high volume and complexity of paperwork could be substantially reduced thereby increasing 

operational efficiency 
7. Being required to perform tasks without having available the necessary tools, men or equipment to do the job 
8. Increased responsibility through losing experienced personnel to specialist departments and being left with a large percentage 

of probationary constables 

Factor 4: Autocratic Management Consequences (6.5% of variance) 

1. Being supervised by someone who adopts an autocratic management style, e.g., ultra critical, inconsiderate, always pulling rank, 
reluctant to delegate responsibility, takes no account of the feelings of the persons being supervised 

2. N o t  being adequately consulted on matters concerning my job and those for whom I am responsible, Le., lack of professional 
input 

3. Adopting oneself an autocratic management s t y l e  
4. Hindsight type criticism of operational decisions taken in  an emergency 
5. The inflexibility of the organization’s decisianmaking processes 
6. Being given tasks by my supervisors which conflict with other duties I have to  perform 
7. Insufficient regular interaction between the different management levels, e.g., meetings 

Factor 5: The Effect of Perceived PolicelPublic Relations (3.9% of variance) 

1. The lack of public confidence and support for the police service generally 
2. Biased media reports of alleged police wrongdoing 
3. Adverse publicity of the police service generally 
4. Perceiving that the operation of the unit beat policing system has adversely affected police/public relations 

Factor 6: Work Function/Environment Interface (3.5% of variance) 

1. Having to  resolve the dilemmalconflict between positive policing and fostering good community relations 
2. Having responsibility for decisions which affect peoples lives 
3. Responsibility for people, their problems and well-being 
4. Crisis situations encountered in  the line of duty 
5. Having some responsibility for media contact or comment 

Continued on nexr pagt 
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respondents, when asked about the area o f  their jobs with 
which they were most dissatisfied, highlighted “administra- 
tion and related policy, assignments and procedures.” In 

police officers complained o f  feelings o f  dissatisfaction 
with management, 60% thought the departmental policies 
were too rigid and 48% reported communication o f  depart- 
ment policies to be poor. In a study conducted in Australia, 
Davidson14 found similar results, with 68% o f  her sample 
dissatisfied with management, 63% believed the depart- 
mental policies were too rigid, and 63% reported poor com- 
munications and bureaucratic obstacles. 

This study has gone a step further than the studies just 
mentioned by finding that organizational factors such as 
work overload, bureaucratic obstacles to police functioning 
and autocratic management approaches may be potentially 
damaging to the health and well-being o f  supervisory police 
officers. Given t h e  very special role played by the police 
in society, it i s  important for governmental authorities and 
others responsible for the maintenance and development o f  
the police service to give serious consideralion to alternative 
strategies of work redesign and organizational change. 

I 

t a study by Hurrel16 a greater proportion (65%) o f  U.S. 

r- 
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N o  Penalty for Achievement 

Estelle Ramey of  the President’s Adivosry Committee on Women stresses that it i s  not 
the entry into the work force of large numbers of women that causes stress; i t i s  their 
dual role and nature of  many o f  their low-status jobs that produce stress. She also cites a 
prospective study by the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company of  ”achieving wornen” 
(high status women who are listed in Who’s Who) who have not lost any of  the l i f e  ex- 
pectancy advantage over rnen enjoyed by other women. On :he contrary, age-adjusted 
mortality data show an increasing gap between women and men with respect to deaths 
from cardiovascular diseases, which belies the fast-growing assumption that women will 
have to “pay” for their rise in the occupational world. 

- From Women and Health - UniredStates 1980: Supplement to  Public Health Reports, 
Septem ber-October, 1980. 
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An Examination of Hardiness and Neuroticism 
as Potential Moderators of Stress Outcomes 

Holly Hills, PhD, and Nancy Norvell, PhD 

The perception of stm is believed to result in negative consequences as a 
malt of complex interactions among a number of variables. This study of 
a random sample Of 234 male highww patrol offrcers examined the rela- 
tionship amon stm measurn (perception of stm, report of daily 
hmles, and ite L unique to police work) and the qxc13c consequences of 
stress (burnout, physical symptoms, and job dissotisfaction). Our hypoth- 
esi~ was that hardiness and neuroticirm would moderate the relationship 
between stress and its consequences and that the Perceived Stress Scale 
(PSS) would emerge as a signifcant predictor of the strain experienced. 
7he two moderator variables we examined exerted clearer main effects, 
rather than moderating influences, on the outcome measures The authors 
found thai the PSS was an important and significant predictor of stm- 
induced consequences. 

. 

Occupational stress may occur in response to work- 
related factors that affect the psychosocial and physio- 
logical homeostasis of the worker. These stressors may 
include work overload, job insecurity, poor worker-job 
match, role ambiguity, antiquated equipment, adminis- 
trative demands, and lack of control or participation in 
decisions that affect the worker’s environment.’” Ad- 
verse effects on job performance include lowered produc- 
tivity, high absenteeism, poor judgment, irritability, 
anger, and worker complaints. 

It has become increasingly apparent that the same 
stress triggers different consequences in different indi- 
viduals. Although some theories relate constitutional 
makeup to resiliency, most authors recognize that indi- 
viduals draw on many resources to protect themselves 
from the negative effects of stress. These include 
lifestyle behaviors, social support, and personality.‘ 

Dr Hilk is an asistant professor with the Department of Com- 
munity Mental Health of the Florida Mental Health Institute in 
Tampa, where Dr Norvell is an arsociate professor in the DepaH- 
ment of Law and Mental Heaith. 

Hardiness, a composite of the experience of control, 
challenge, and commitment, has been found to have a 
buffering effect on physical Eysen~k ,~  who 
placed great emphasis on the interaction between stress 
and personality, defined strain as the response of a 
given individual to the objectively measurable stimuli 
called ‘stress. Neurotic, or “high N” individuals, re- 
spond to stressful stimuli with strain, but the same stim- 
uli do not produce strain in “low N’8 individuals. High 
N individuals do not experience more stress per se, but 
they do appear to be afflicted with more strain. 

The idea that a relationship exists between stress and 
illness, and that it is in some way mediated by person- 
ality, has gained wide a~ceptance.~ This acceptance has 
been descnied as the diathesis stress model. “Diathesis 
refers most precisely to a constitutional predisposition 
toward iUness, but the term may be extended to any ten- 
dency or inclination a person may have to respond in a 
particular way to an environmental stress.”w) Tradi- 
tional models make assumptions regarding occupations 
and levels of stress, but this model makes no such as- 
sumptions. Instead, the model proposes that psychobio- 
social distress, that is, alcoholism, drug abuse, mental 
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HA&INESS AND NEUROTICISM AS MODERATORS 

problems, e c ,  results from two factors-the inability to 
cope effectively with the level of stress experienced and 
a “complex interaction of genetic and social-psycholog- 

Occupational stress can lead to burnout, which is 
characterized by feelings of being emotionally ex- 
hausted, depersonalized, and diminished in personal ac- 
complishment. Burnout seems to be a particularly seri- 
ous problem for the helping professions-jobs with a 
high level of interpersonal contact.” 

illness mediating variables.”w19 

METHOD 
Subjects 

Participants in our study were randomly selected 
from the statewide list of all male troopers who had 
been employed for more than one year (N = 9775). Of 
those surveyed, 81% responded (N = 234). The mean 
age of the men in the sample was 33.6 years (SD = 
8.16), with a mean service with the highway patrol re- 
ported at 8.02 years (SO = 6.7 years). 

In order to investigate occupational stress, we chose 
to study law enforcement professionals. Although many 
descriptive reports have stated that the “poiice officer is 
under stress and pressure unequaled by any other pro- 

Participants completed a packet of questionnaires that 
surveyed areas pertaining to stress, its manifestations, 

fession,*~lIb21) this has not been substantiated in empfi- 
research, M d o y  m d  Mays9 reviewed research in the 

field and concluded that police officers may not be ex- 
periencing any more stress than other employed individ- 

a d  its moderating variables. Standard h r u d o t l ~  for 
each ofthe q u ~ o ~ ~ e s  Were read aloud to the Partid- 
pants. When they had the the 
sealed and mailed the packet to the invmifWOs- 

r.  . 

uals. Lester and Gallagher” found levels of reported 
stress in police officers to be about the same as the level 
for department store managers. The fear of death or 
physical injury seems intuitiveIy to be a possible area of 
great stress, yet this has consistently been missing when 
officers have been asked to list major stress~rs.~ More 
routine experiences, such as constant shift changes, feel- 
ings of being on duty all the time, rapidly changing 
levels of stimulation during a single shift, and the in- 
herent nature of the work have all been reported as 
stressful In our study, we sought to determine 
which variable (or combination of variables) accounts 
for the greatest amount of variance in the prediction of 
stress consequences (ie, physical symptoms, burnout, 
and total job satisfastion). We considered three hypoth- 
eses: that the perception of stress (as measured by the 
Perceived Stress Scale) would be the strongest predictor 
of each of the measures of outcome; that the criterion 
measures would follow the same profile, that is, more 
stressful work events would be reported along with 
higher levels of daily hassles and perceived stress; and 
that the relationship between stress scores on these 
measures and the incidence of reports of physical symp- 
toms, burnout, and job dissatisfaction would be moder- 
ated by hardiness and neuroticism. Individuals possess- 
ing greater hardiness, we anticipated, would report few- 
er consequences in spite of objectively high numbers of 
stressful occurrences and daily hassles. We hypothesized 
that an examination of the relationship between the cri- 
terion and predictor variables would reveal hardiness 
and neuroticism as moderating or attenuating resilience, 
which would be in keeping with the findings of previous 
researchers. ‘J’ 

Measures 
The Perceived Stress Scale (PSS) measures the degree 

to which situations in one’s Iife are appraised as stress- 
ful.“ The Hassles Scale is composed of 117 items that 
are thought to reflect the irritating, frustrating, and dis- 
tressing demands of everyday life. We recorded fre- 
quency and intensity levels on each scale.15 The Police 
Stress Inventory is a 60-item scale that is composed of 
four primary subscales. For this study, we used the pri- 
mary subscales (40 items), which address concerns re- 
lated to courts, administration, equipment, and public 
perceptions.I6 The Maslach Burnout Inventory (MBI) is 
a 22-item scale that contains three subscales that assess 
the different aspects of burnout, namely, Emotional Ex- 
haustion @E), Depersonalization (D), and Personal Ac- 
complishment (PA).” We employed the Emotional Ex- 
haustion subscale of the MBI as an index of burnout. 

The Cohen-Hoberman Inventory of Physical Symp 
toms (CHIPS) is a list of 39 common physical symptoms 
that excludes obviously physical anomaiies but allows 
for “typical” psychosomatic disorders.” The Job 
Descriptive Index is a 74-item checklist that produces 
scores on five subscales. These subscales reflect the level 
of satisfaction experienced regarding the nature of work 
involved, co-workers, administrative personnel, pay 
rate, and opportunities for advancement.” 

The Hardiness Scale is a composite measure formed 
from existing questionnaires (the Security Scale of the 
California Life Goals Evaluation Schedules,” Aliena- 
tion from Self, the Alienation from Work, and the Pow- 
erlessness Scales of the Alienation Test,” the External 
Locus of Control Scale?. Items on the scale have been 
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HARDINESS AND NEUROTICISM AS MODERATORS 

TABLE 1 
Means and Standard Dehtions of Pdktor ,  Moderntor, and Criterion Variabks 

Measure M SD 

Maslach Burnout Inventory 
Emotional exhaustion score 

Intensity 
Frequency 

Intensity 
Frequency 

Personal accomplishment score 
Intensity >_ 

Frequency 

Depersonalization score 

Cohen-Hoberman ,Inventory of 
Physical Symptoms 

Job Descriptive Index 
Subscale 1 
Subscale 2 
Subscale 3 
Subsde 4 
Subscale 5 

Total score 
Hardiness Inventory 
Eysenck Personality Inventory 

Lie scale 
Neuroticism 
Extraversion 

Perceived Stress Scale 
Daily Hassles W e  

Frequency 
Intensity 

Administration subscale 
Courts subscale 
Equipment subscale 
Public subscale 

Total stress score 

Police Stress Inventory 

21.72 
16.19 

14.64 
11.59 

32.22 
29.42 
14.50 

32.70 
37.84 
31.01 
5.57 

24.79 
129.94 

0.00 

3.46 
8.16 

11.58 
22.24 

39.32 
1.58 

22.73 

19.11 
18,04 
80.63 

20.76 

14.32 
11.14 

8.60 
7.59 

12.23 
11.37 
13.42 

8.83 
14.14 
13.60 
8.69 

17.86 
41.16 
2.20 

1.61 
4.65 
3.44 
7.95 

36.22 
0.44 

4.61 
3.81 
4.29 
6.13 

14.01 

0.0063.00 
0.00-54.00 

0.00-35.00 
0.00-30.00 

0.00-56.00 
0.00-56.00 
0.00-100.00 

3.00-54.00 
0.00-55.00 
0 * 00- 5 9.00 
0.0040.00 
0.00-64.00 
11.0-252.00 

-7.01-11.94 

0.00-8.00 
0.00-22.00 
1.00-18.00 
2.00-43.00 

0.0-1 18.00 
1.00-2.97 

1.00-29.00 
1.00-29.00 
1.00-29.00 
1 .00-30.00 
2.00-30.00 

DISCUSSION 

Overall, our analysis of the data revealed that the inde- 
pendent influences of the two variables hypothesized to 
exert moderating effects-neuroticism and hardiness- 
appeared to exert more pronounced main effects rather 
than moderating effects. The independent variables em- 
ployed in the predictor models (PSS, hassles, and the PSI 
scales) also contributed significantly to the prediction of 
emotional exhaustion, physical symptoms, and total job 
satisfaction in the majority of cases. As our hypothesis 
suggested, the PSS proved to be the strongest predictor 
of burnout and physical symptoms. The total score on 

the Police Stress Inventory, on the other hand, was the 
best of the independent variables studied at predicting 
total job satisfaction, as measured by the Job Descriptive 
Index. Approximately 15% to 22% of the variance in the 
outcome measures could be accounted for by these two 
variables. 

Neuroticism-Main Effects Versus 
Moderating Influences 

Neuroticism independently predicted burnout across 
all analyses and also achieved significance in the three 
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HARDINESS AND NEUROTICISM AS MODERATORS 
r 

step- ana lyse^. This may suggest that individuals who 
admit to more neurotic characteristics m y  be more self- 
evaluative toward their work. Greater neurotichn also 
appears to coincide with increased reports of physid 
symptoms, and it significantly predicted reports of illness 
across all of the analyses. Neuroticism also correlates 
negatively with the report of total job satisfaction. From 
this analGis, it appears that the individuals who are more 
neurotic report decreased satisfaction with their jobs. 

Our examination of the moderating effects of neuroti- 
cism revealed that, although an individual might report 
many daily hassles, his degree of neuroticism would de- 
termine whether this experience would lead to the report 
of feelings of burnout. Specifically, higher levels of neu- 
roticism were associated with increased reports of emo- 
tional exhaustion. The degree ‘of neuroticism expressed 
appeared to influence whether the report of perceived 
stress would predict an individual’s increased report of 
physical symptoms. 

Our finding of a significant relationship between neu- 
roticism and physical symptoms is consistent with the 
work of Saha and Sengupta,% who found a strong rela- 
tionship between psychosomatic illness and neuroticism 
in 200 peptic ulcer and bronchial asthma patients. A sim- 
ilar moderating effect was found between the report of 
stressful situations specific to police work (total PSI 
score) and reports of physical symptoms. An individual’s 
degree of neuroticism appears to influence the prediction 
of physical symptoms from report of “police stress.” 
These explanations are consistent with the view that, as 
neuroticism increases, so does a “complainer” trait.’ 

Neuroticism also appeared to influence the relation- 
ship between attitudes toward court personnel and the re- 
port of total job satisfaction. Evidence of an inverse rela- 
tionship between job satisfaction and neuroticism has 
also been found by other researchemn It appears that 
neuroticism affects whether a person Wiu be more likely 
to transfer personal negative attitudes surrounding work 
into more global feelings of diminished job satisfaction. 
Overall, however, neuroticism appears to exert main ef- 
fects in the data analysis, and therefore in the interpreta- 
tion, as opposed to exerting strong moderating influences. 

Hardiness: Main Effects Versus 
Moderating influences 

- 

come measures in both the regression anaIyses involving 
the forced inclusion of hardiness and the stepwise analy- 
ses. An individual‘s ability to perceive a sense of control, 
challenge, and commitment toward his or her work is 
predictive of the individual‘s attitudes toward it. We ob- 
served significant moderating effects on the relationship 
between stress and physical symptoms. This may indicate 
that, although an individual may perceive himself as be- 
ing in a stressful situation, his “personality style” of har- 
diness may insulate him from experiencing physical 
symptoms. This interpretation follows from the research 
of Kobasa, Maddi, and Pucchetti‘ and from similar fmd- 
i n g  involving hardiness and effects of stressful life events 
on the report of burnout and physical illness that were 
found by Nowack and Hansom.a Overall, our data a p  
peared to indicate that the personality style of hardiness 
exerted clear main effects, rather than moderating influ- 
ences, in the prediction of the outcome variables. 

Comments on Methodological and Statistical Factors 
Overall, these analyses must be viewed critically and 

can offer only some support for the propositions of neu- 
roticism and hardiness as moderator variables with some- 
what stronger support for main effect influences. A 
number of questions arise from the findings of this study. 
Do we see more or clearer main effects because neuroti- 
cismhardiness are more structural constructs? Structural 
measures, as described by Cohen and Wills,” only pro- 
vide information about the existence of these personality 
features and little about the functions provided or created 
by their presence. Structural measures can fail to explain 
what aspects of themselves are responsive (or activated) in 
the face of stressful events. Thus, these measures tend to 
fail to exhibit moderating effects. Perhaps hardiness and 
neuroticism can be thought of as global functional meas- 
ures that tap a general presence of resources or charac- 
teristics without assessing specific tangible functions. The 
measures employed in our study appear to tap global at- 
titudinal patterns and offer no real explanation of how 
these qualities are employed in moderating relationships. 
This argument follows the research of Cohen and Wills 
on the buffering versus main effects of social support. 
Global measures are thought to tap main effects because 
they describe the existence of a wide variety of more stable 
traits. A functional measure of each of these constructs 

We examined the concept of hardiness, as measured by 
the Hardiness Scale, as a unitary phenomenon to assess 
its utility further in the prediction of stress outcomes, al- 
though we know that this application has been ques- 
tioned by other authors.= The analyses involving hardi- 
ness revealed that it was a significant predictor of the out- 

might tap only one highly specific aspect of how they are 
related to a stressful event and might result in the observa- 
tion of moderating effects if the match was sufficient. 

It is possible that the relatively stronger indication of 
main effects in this study could be due to aspects of the 
methodology or the statistical techniques employed. Ac- 
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CULTURAL HURDLES TO HEALTHY POLICE FAMILIES 

. 

Rick Bradstreet, Ph.D. 

nte police professwn conrainr nom for behawrs and naditiont thar have grown 0111 

ojpoiice scrvzce. while many of these nom conhiblrte 10 effecnve job  pcflormance, 
they detrztfrom healrhy fami& we. Several of these major cultural n o m .  such 
:being in control" and "us vs. them,' are described in the conterts of professional 
service and fmi i y  lye. An educarwna~skilLs approach IO marrering these nom i s  also 
dircursed. 

INTRODUCTION 

A11 professions have norms of behavior that develop in response to the demands of daily work. 
The bizarre humor of emergency medical staff as popularized on the long-running TV show "MASH" 
is one example. The emphasis on respect for rank in the military is another example that is demonstrated 
by recruits starting and ending most sentences with "Sir," even when talking with civilians. 

The police profession is no different; there are myriad traditions and behavioral norms that are 
part of the police culture. These n o m  are powerful: they are developed over years, imitated uncritically 
by rookies, and seldom reviewed on any basis. Because the norms are assumed necessary for success 
in police work, many officers unconsciously adopt them as part of their personalities and act out the 
accepted behaviors in their private offduty lives. This creates a negative impact on the officers' families, 
as many police behavioral norms conflict with the principles of healthy relationships and healthy families. 

This paper will describe the collision of police cultural norms and healthy family norms in the 
following manner: first, by briefly summarizing the major characteristics that are considered necessary 
for healthy families; secund, by identifying and exploring the impact of five major police behavioral 
norms that interfere with successful family functioning; third, by briefly describing an educational 
approach that is designed to expose the police norm to review and persuade officers to develop alternative 
social skills for use at home. 

CHARACTERISTICS OF HEALTHY FAMILIES 

Several studies have explored the structure of healthy families in an effort to identify what 
behavioral characteristics are crucial for success. The Timberlawn Foundation in Dallas focused on 
studying apparently successful families and extracted the qualities that seemed to distinguish those families 
from dysfunctional families (Lewis, 1979). Another approach was to survey hundreds of mental health 
professionals and have them rank the characteristics that were necessary for a healthy family (Curran, 
1983). 

In addition to these research approaches, there have been many books published by clinicians who 
describe the crucial elements of successful families from their perspectives as family therapists and 
educators (Bach & Wyden, 1968; Bradshaw, 1988; Bugen, 1990; Davitz & Davitz, 1968; Klagsbrun, 
1985; M a s h  & Nir, 1987; Prather & Prather, 1990; Satir, 1988). 

Although there are widely different approaches to treating families, there seems to be broad 
consensus that certain family behaviors promote long-lasting marriages and emotionally welldeveloped 
children. The major healthy characteristics include: 
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Communication skills: Each person being able to describe thoughts and feelings without having 
to agree with the spouse, parents, or children; Each person being able to talk about negative feelings (eg: 
fears, doubts, anger) and not just positive ones; A family tradition of talking regularly with one another; 
A tradition of joint problem solving and negotiated solutions. 

Jkfutual resnect and trust: Respecting each other and children's privacy; assuming that people want 
to act responsibly and honestly; Each person admitting problems and/or mistakes and seeking help; Each 
person affirming and supporting the others; 

Shared activities and a commitment to havine fun/being Dlavful: Each person initiating time with 
partner/family members; A family tradition that allows members to act playfully; Family traditions and 
rituals that celebrate time together. 

ResDonsibilitv to others: Learning how others think and feel; Providing service to each other and 
- -. to people outside the family; kfnderstanding the impact of individual decisions on partners. 

A miritual base: Regardless of the denomination or practice, some commitment to a greater 
power beyond human beings. 

l l i s  list of characteristics is not exhaustive but captures the spirit of the elements that are present 
in successful families. The next section will describe how police cultural norms conflict with these 
fundamental family values. 

THE NEGATIVE IMPACT OF POLICE NORMS ON THE FAMILY 

Being In Control 

Despite the recent emphasis on developing joint problem-solving skills as part of programs such 
as Total Quality Management (TQM) and Community Policing, police departments remain paramilitary 
organizations where there is a clear chain of command and an expectation that orders from supervisors 
will be obeyed quickly. There are also excellent safety reasons for obeying commands: in crisis situations 
on the street, there is not time to debate alternative strategies. During crises of physical danger, officers 
are rightfully expected to follow orders and they rightfully expect civilians to follow their commands 
without discussion. Successful officers develop a "command presence" and the ability to give clear orders 
on collision scenes or in breaking up domestic fights or in confronting a bully panhandler who is 
intimidating passers-by on the street. 

The specific "take charge" behaviors that officers develop in the job include: a loud command 
voice; a dominating posture; an expectation that civilians will respond to commands, or else face physical 
force; "We can do this the easy way or hard way"; a "I don't care what you think, I told you to ..." 
These are very useful behaviors on the street, but not in the officer's home. 

In the family atmosphere, these "take charge" behaviors are a potential liability to the officer, in 
several ways. First, family life is always "out of control" in the sense of being unpredictable, and 
spouses/parents are not given the same respedobedience as street officers. As a result, many officers 
feel incompetent operating in the comparatively loose family setting, and try to overcome their anxiety 
by acting more controlling and autocratic. Rather than producing cooperation and closeness, this 
produces resentment, secrecy, lying, and rebellion from both spouse and children. 
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The second problem with “take charge” police behavior is a bias against listening skills, which 
A for successful families. Giving orders and dominating the confusion are essential elements 

;ontrolling street incidents. Listening skills are considered valuable in interviewing witnesses and 
.ims but are otherwise viewed as too passive. As a result, few officers develop the patience to listen 

wsntively nor specific skills such as summarizing or paraphrasing. In family discussions, officers tend 
, speak for other family members, dominate whenever a dispute arises, and seldom listen thoughtfully 

lifferent viewpoints. This failure to skillfully listen tends to limit spontaneous personal expressions 
mates and children and also prevents intimacy. 

re , 

The third bias of “take charge behaviors” is the dampening effect on problem-solving and 
otiating differences. As described earlier, healthy families have room for differences and disputes 

-ween members. In contrast, “take charge” behaviors require obedience or passive acceptance of the 
=der’s position. As a result, family members learn to avoid differences rather than air them and resolve 

- .l -n . 

,..e Role of Enforcw: Suspicious and Not Gullible 

On the job there are many reasons to be suspicious of suspects’ stories; even working traffic 
nrorcement exposes officers to many creative lies by otherwise upstanding citizens. In order to be 
. ,cessful in getting the facts and investigating crime, officers need to develop a “sixth sense“ about when 

,ple are lying. 

The police culture also pressures officers to become suspicious. Rookies are regularly critiqued 
; “too easy” and believing suspects’ stories, and most rookies are burned several times when they 

. 3111 of their way to help a hard-luck juvenile only to discover later that the juvenile was deceiving the 
mkie. Veteran officers take pride in their ability to see people’s selfish interest rather than people’s 
,-.ocence. Detectives, of course, become more sophisticated in identifying different types of lies over 

3 and they also become more cynical and guarded personally. 

Police work produces several behaviors that become second nature for officers. The first is to 
.duct an interrogation whenever there is any doubt about what happened. The interrogation mode is 
:tally a dominating style of dialogue in which the officer asks all the questions and the civilian just 

p-qonds to the questions asked. The second behavior is the relentless search for people’s hidden selfish 
tutive. The working assumption is that everyone except young children and other cops are motivated 
. ;elfish desires. The third behavioral axiom is: “don’t act enthusiastic.” The idea is to avoid looking 
. “ible or to be lulled into deception by some spontaneous friendly exchange. 

These enforcer behaviors cause big problems at home. A major complaint of officers’ wives is 
their husbands have become “too suspicious of everyone.” Instead of remaining on friendly casual 

7 s  with neighbors and civilian friends, young officers begin to find fault with everyone. Everyone 
IX become a potential cheat, liar, and scam artist as the officer defends against being conned. 

Another blow to famiIies is the cross examinations that officers inflict on kids and spouses. Since 
r^-rrogation works so well on the street, why not bring it home? The resulting resentment and lack of 
r ~ ~ t u a l  dialogue creates walls of silence in many homes. This controlling style of solving conflicts 
. 4uently distances the kids and makes the civilian spouse into a mediator/advocate for the children 

I ; ’he officer. Ironically, this dynamic in turn isolates the officer and causes himher to become 
r31 did in order to “maintain respect.” 
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Feelings are Luxuries and Suggest Weakness 

Effective police work requires that officers focus objectively on de-escalating crises and figuring 
out short-term solutions. officers' emotions are distracting in that they focus attention inward rather than 
outward where the actiodpotential danger exists. Emotions are debilitating for another reason: They 
make the officer feel vulnerable and exposed and create a "personal stake" in the situation. 
Consequently, it produces more professional police behavior if officers are not processing their own 
emotional responses to incidents at the scene. 

Police veterans reinforce this nonemotional model of mental health by teasing each other, probing 
for soft spots. The ideal response is to remain cool and unflappable and to have a ready come-back 'for 
any teasing dig one receives. Tender emotions such as sadness, longing, or childlike awe are discouraged 
and veterans describe the act of crying as "losing it." 

Several typical police behaviors have consequently developed: officers joke about tragedies or 
anything that is emotionally touching, in order to avoid their own natural reaction.' There is an 
overemphasis on rationality in handling personal conflicts, as if there is not emotional charge attached 
to human dilemmas. Officers who are naturally sensitive to the emotional components of daily life have 
to develop an outer shell, and some overcompensate by acting tough and indifferent to human suffering. 
Finally, there is a reluctance to admit vulnerable feelings such as sadness, loneliness, or fear with a 
parallel willingness to express anger in reaction to all negative experiences. 

At home, these behaviors translate into emotional caution and blind-spots for most issues that 
have subtle emotional cues. Officers actively avoid discussing issues with spouses where there is potential 
for conflict or there is existing tension. As a result, sensitive issues go unresolved and couples settle into 
an emotional distance that is lonely but not acknowledged. 

Officers' habit of not expressing vulnerable emotions also creates emotional distance in the 
family. Often the spouse attempts to compensate by guiding and inviting emotional expression, but this 
eventually becomes frustrating for both. The officer complains that hisher spouse is too emotional and 
nags the officer. The spouse complains that the officer has become a robot and is no longer capable of 
being an intimate partner. 

One frequent result of this secret emotional gulf is that officers are amazed when the spouse 
announces that hekhe wants a divorce. The officer had no idea that things had become so distant and 
unhappy for the spouse. Since there is never much overt conflict, the officers remain puzzled how the 
relation had become bad enough to warrant a divorce. 

Caught Between Two Lives: Multi-Roles at Work and Restricted Roles at  Home 

Police patrol work demands a wide range of skills and communication styles to be successful. 
The work requires contrasting responses: from driving in pursuits to walking silently in response to a 
burglar alarm; from giving loud voice commands at the scene of a collision to comforting an injured 
victim; from being frightened to death at one moment and bored to death the next. The work is a roller- 
coaster of changing demands and unpredictable challenges. Part of the satisfaction comes from the fact 
that police work provides officers with a full range of unusual experiences. 

A second positive element is the close bond between partners. Because officers rely on each 
other in many moments of physical danger, they can become much closer than civilian partners in a more 
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litional job. This close bond with another person is often a first for many officers and is a significant 
.,efit in their lives. 

A third positive element is the romantic image that police enjoy in movies and TV. Police 
characters have replaced the cowboy heroes who occupied the 50's & 60's. No profession so dominates 
the TV series as police dramas, and documentary style shows such as "COPS" and "911" are also 
enormously popular. As a result many officers think of themselves in more heroic ways, and carry a 
pleasant, albeit false, sense of importance while on duty. 

By contrast, life at home is much more restricted and unromantic than life as a street officer. 
While the roles of spousellover and parent are demanding ones, officers seem to focus primarily on 
feeling resDonsible once they are home. Officers tend to give up their playful side, which is essential for 
intimacy, and shift into a protector/provider mode. Offkers attempt to create a super-normal home life 

. .- that is free of the gritty realities of work. 

Unfortunately the effect of the officers' efforts is often a stiff, restricted lifestyle where the officer 
feels burdened and unable to relax. In their effort to create a "safe haven" for their families, officers 
often succeed only in creating a superficial, proper environment that neither the officer nor the family 
members enjoy. Naturally, this leads to officers spending more time at work and in the peripheral 
recreation activities such as softball leagues and fishing trips. 

Inevitably, the officers' emotional bond with their partner become a sensitive issue with the 
officers' spouses. It is common for officers to prefer to go to work or their partner's home, rather than 
=+sy home and mow their own grass. That's because the officer can recover his playful persona only 

:n he/she is away from home. 

Rotating shifts exacerbate the difficulty of creating a happy family life. Enthusiastic young 
officers who love crime fighting prefer the evening or night shift, when more professional crooks are out. 
Ties with civilian friends dissolve over time as the civilians are available on weekends and evenings. The 
social activities of the shift may easily become the major social focus for the officers' families, as this 
group is always available. 

Us vs. Them 

Part of the appeal of police work initially is that there appears to be clear good guys and bad 
guys. In a world become too complex, police work offers young energetic idealists the chance to take 
crooks off the street, stand up to bullies and protect helpless victims from abuse. The movie and TV 
images depict police as an elite group: the only ones who can break traffic laws, openly carry handguns 
and put people in jail. Because so many aspects of police work are unique, many officers begin to 
believe that if a person is not a cop, they simply "can't understand" the life. 

The danger of the job also contributes to the adversarial quality of police life. Rookies are taught 
not to relax even on simple traffic stops, and most departments have buried at least one officer who was 
killed making a routine traffic stop. Consequently, officers learn to trust no one but other cops. The 
slang language describing everyone from suspects ("perps") to petty criminals ("dirt bags") contributes 
to the us vs. them mentality. 

The negative sensational media attention to charges of police abuse, fraud, or racism also results 
a deep suspicion of outsiders. Most veteran officers have personally witnessed several controversial 

I 
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news events that are portrayed by the media as direct conflicts between police and citizens. The news 
stories highlight the conflict and thereby create an "instant controversy," which fuels the distrust among 
police and civilians alike. 

Some of the behaviors that develop are a separate police slang vocabulary and the competitive 
teasing game of "talking trash" among officers. There are lots of jokes about stupid civilians and 
especially about lawyers. People who are not cynical are viewed as naive or stupid. The habit of 
dominating verbal debates by repeating one position or using a command voice becomes second nature 
and the practice of debating/discussing issues is seen as academic or frivolous. 

At home, civilian friends are gradually relegated to an outsider status as they are seen as "not 
This eventually separates the police couple from civilian friends and the more knowing reality." 

mainstream civilian life style. - _ _  
Officers try to protect their spouses and children from the dangers of contact with criminals, but 

often the families end up feeling over-controlled and restricted. Frequently officers request that their 
spouses don't go out at night without them and not travel to nearby cities alone. Eventually the spouse 
resents this control and begins going out alone, which often produces a more demanding protective 
reaction by the officer and further conflict between the couple. 

Teenage boys who have long hair or earrings or hang out with friends who do often provoke an 
overreaction by the officer who fears the teenager is headed toward a life of crime. The rebellious teen 
years are especially difficult for officers who deal with disrespectful young thugs in their work and so 
tend to overreact to suppress any rebellious attitudes for their own kids. 

When an officer's marriage is unstable, his suspicion of outsiders makes things worse. 
Frequently, an unhappy wife will begin relying on other women for support and venting their frustration. 
The officer frequently will run down the friends as over-influencing the wife, which does double damages 
to the marriage by insulting the wife's intelligence and creating martyrs of the friends. 

OVERCOMING THE BARRIERS 

The goal is to empower officers to adjust their behaviors and attitudes to fit the culture they're 
in. On patrol, it is prudent to be suspicious of any story that a suspect offers; at home, it is prudent to 
accept the spouse's story about why heishe was late. The best vehicle to accomplish this goal is a 
preventive educator/skills model. There are four major principles in the model: 

1. Identifv the culture-based n o m .  Cultural norms have the most power to control officers' 
behaviors while the norms are hidden in daily work. Once a norm is identified it becomes a behavioral - choice, not an imperative. It is useful to describe the benefits of the work norm in the context of work, 
so the officers understand that you are only challenging the impact of the norms at home. 

2. ProDose home life as a separate culture that reauires different behaviors. There are many 
existing analogies for acting differently at work than at home. For example, officers "talk trash" at work 
and rarely curse at home. Most officers already think of home life as different, and, as we have 
described earlier, change their behavior into a constricted "responsible protector" mode. 

It is not a radical shift to suggest that officers enlarge their communication skills and negotiating 
skills in order to be happier at home. Patrol officers already practice changing their approach when 
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gev*re working with different types of people. They know from experience that they mi best remain 
301 by adjusting their style to match the person they're working with: a patient, slow speaking style 

-L senile elderly people for example, and a casual, quick cool style with teenagers. 

3. Describe sDecific skills to master. None of the family communication skills are new; they 
ave been described and advertised for many years. Skills such as active listening and paraphrasing have 

y e n  begun showing up in police curricula like George Thompson's "Verbal Judo. " The important thing 
D to identify the skills and show how they will improve relations at home more than using the traditional 
dice domination skills. 

4. Be rational. Dractical. and concrete. These descriptions need to be rational, practical, and 
.,own to earth, as the "human potential" language or "marital systems" concepts will obscure the benefit 

,J police officers. One of the reasons that such valuable tactical skills as empathizing, negotiating, and 
Tediating have not received much attention in the police community is that the source of the skills (Le. 
Edging relationships; resolving conflict) appeared unrelated to the more crisis-oriented demands of police 
rork. 

In summary, police officers* cultural blind spots can be overcome provided that they learn a new 
of skills and attitudes that are suited for creating and maintaining successful relationships at home. 
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PEER SUPPORT SKILLS FOR ONGO ING SITUATIONS 

I. Nature of enduring problem situations: “This ain’t never going to change!” 

A. Metaphors: “What’s it like?’’ 

1. Getting stuck: Tires a’spinnin’, snow a’flyin’, going nowhere. 
2.  “Vision problems”: “What’s that you see? Nothin’ but the problem.” 

B. Using the principle of contrast: Half-full or half-empty? 

Everyone is constantly making comparisons, and often people are not aware of 
their ability to control whether these comparisons make them feel good or bad. 
There are endless possibilities for comparison, no matter how bad or good a 
situation is. 

C. Characteristic thought patterns of depression: Not just being sad. 

1. All or nothing thinking 
2. Overgeneralization 
3. Using a mental filter 
4. Disqualifying the positive 
5 .  Jumping to conclusions 
6. Magnifying the bad and minimizing the good 
7. Emotional reasoning 
8. “Should” statements 
9. Labeling 
10. Personalization (Feeling Good, Dr. David Burns) 

11. Basic Communication: What you say and how you say it. 

A. Modes. 

1. Verbal content 
2. Voice qualities 
3. Body language 

B. Congruency: Lining up your chickens. 

“Mixed messages” occur when the different communication modes are used to 
send different, or even conflicting, messages. It is essential to be aware of the 
messages being communicated by each communication mode. This is especially 
important when you are feeling mixed emotions. Otherwise, it is easy to say one 
thing, but communicate anxiety or other emotions through your voice and body. 
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C. Congruency is not enough. 

Once you have all your modes of communication sending the same message, make 
sure it is the message you want to send! 

111. Rapport: “You’re like me, I’m like you ....” 
This is the connection that causes people to listen to you. Without this connection, 
you can talk all day and it is as if you never said anythmg. 

A. Authority rapport: “Yes, Sir! Yes, Ma’am!’’ 

Much of professional influence is established by the rapport that comes from 
authority. In your role as an officer (for example) you are listened to by people 
because you are an authority. This will not be true in the peer counselor role. 

B. Building personal rapport. 

This is the rapport that that is essential for this role, and it is based on 
communicating a common ground and viewpoint. Without this, your peer will feel 
that you cannot understand them or relate to what they are feeling. 

1. Commonality of content 
2. Commonality of voice qualities 
3. Commonality of body language 

C. Using validation effectively: “If I were there, I would be there!” 

Validation is the best tool for establishing rapport through content. Validation 
communicates that “I may not be in the exact situation, but if I were I would be 
feeling the same way.” Examples of validation: “VI were you, I think I’d feel the 
same way.” “I think anybody in your position would be feeling exactIy the way 
you are. ” “I’d be surprised ifyou weren Itfeeling lousy; that’s how anybody would 
feel. ” 

1. Sincere validation. 

It is essential that validation be sincere; people have a baloney detector that 
gets more acute the more stuck they are. 

2. Deflecting criticism of validation. 

Be prepared for validation to be taken as condescension. Respond to this with 
further validation. Example: “I know it sounds to you like I’mjust saying that 
to make you feel better. And you know what? It’s still true that I would feel 
the same way! ’’ 
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D. Validation by self-disclosure: “You think you’ve got it bad? Why when I...” 

1. The uses of self-disclosure. 

Self-disclosure is the strongest form of validation; it communicates complete 
commonality. When used sparingly, it is very effective. Example: “When I 
was on disability I think I felt the same kind of anger you’re talking about. 
Sometimes the feelings were so strong I f e l t ’  my head spinning.” 

2. The dangers of self-disclosure. 

It is very easy for self-disclosure to be unhelpful, as well. You must be careful 
to keep the focus on the peer’s issues, and not on your own problems, past or 
present. Self-disclosure can also communicate that what helped you is the only 
good answer, the only solution that will help your peer. This can lead to 
unintentional advice-giving. 

E. Listening vs. digging a groove: “Can you say, ‘broken record?’9’ 

This is a difficult balance; just listening can communicate interest, but it can also 
allow the person to go over the same ground again and again, and get more and 
more stuck. Doing nothing but listening can build rapport, but it c m  make change 
more difficult. Here is one way to know when you can try to shift your peer toward 
possibilities, and away from the negative focus. Test your rapport by using 
solution talk or gentle confrontation and measure the response. If you haven’t 
established enough rapport, then your peer will return to discussion of the 
problem. 

F. Opening a conversation: “You go first. No, you!” 

Sometimes getting started is the toughest part. How you will start will be 
dependant on your relationship with your peer, and how it is that you have been 
notified of the situation. Examples: “Robert over at EAP said you called and 
wanted to have a Peer Support person give you a call. So, whatj. going on? 
What’s up? I’ “Laura, I’ve noticed that you ’ve seemed real distracted lately, not 
like yourself: Do you want to talk about it? What’s going on?” 

G. Group exercise. 

IV. Facilitating change: Pace, then lead. 

Now that you have built rapport with your peer, established commonality and sense of 
shared understanding and caring, you have the opportunity to help them (maybe!) 
move out of some of their stuckness. Building rapport by itself doesn’t create change; 
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in fact, building strong rapport with someone who is stuck can cause you to feel stuck, 
too! Here are some tools you can use to help facilitate change. 

A. Creating a safe environment: Not the therapist’s couch, but at least an 
armchair! 

One factor that helps people feel better is building rapport and talking about 
painfill events while being supported and feeling validated. This doesn’t always 
help people feel differently, especially if they are very stuck, but it can if they 
haven’t had this opportunity. Sometimes everyone else has been so critical and 
demanding of them that they have retreated into being stuck, and when they don’t 
feel defensive or criticized, they will begin to un-stick themselves. Here are some 
hints: 
1. Validate, validate, Galidate! 
2. Don’t criticize. 
3. 
4. Touch appropriately, if it fits with the relationship. . 

Make supportive sounds and gestures. 

B. The power of language: Control minds, influence people. 

How you use your language affects the emotional response of the listener. To 
understand your words the listener must process what you say, and this can cause 
different emotional reactions, depending on how you use your words. Example: 
Compare these two ways of getting the same information. “When was the last time 
you felt even a little bit better?” vs. “How long have you felt this lousy?” Notice 
that the factual information that you receive will be the same, but the emotional 
content will be opposite. 

C. “Magic” language. 

1. Solution talk. 

A person’s state of mind is affected by the emotional content of a conversation. 
The emotional content of your peer’s problem is most likely depression and 
frustration. So, as long as the focus is on the problem, it is more difficult to 
move away from these feelings. So, questions that move the conversation 
toward possibilities, and away from the problem, can bring new, more 
empowering feelings. 

‘ I  When is the last time you felt more positive about this? What was that 

“ m e n  have you felt like you had a little more control in the 

“What is working for you? ” 
“What has helped you before, when you have felt like this?” 
“What do you think would happen if..... ? ’’ 
“What else do you think you might be able to do?” 

like? 

situation? ” 
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2. ’ Re-framing. 

- The description of a situation affects the perceived meaning of the situation. 
Changing the description can allow for a change in the meaning, and emotion 
connected with it. Reframing is providing another accurate description of a 
situation, one that has different emotional content. Again, this will only be 
accepted when you have rapport. Example: Peer: “I was treated totally 
unfairly. I don’t know what they were thinking!” You: “It sounds like ifyou 
knew what was going on in their heads you might be able to understand it 
more; without that you feel completely mistreated. So, I wonder what they must 
have been considering, for them to do this? I’ 

i 
D. Softening language. 

Sometimes asking questions can be uncomfortable for the peer and the peer 
supporter. It helps to soften things by using soft openings, such as: 

“I’m wondering whether.. -” 
“I’m curious as to.. . .” 
“I can’t help asking myself whether.. ..” 
“Tell me, ...... 9 ,  

E. Open-ended vs. closed-ended questions. 

Use open-ended questions when you want your peer to expand on something. 
Example: “What have you been doing that has helped you the most? ” ‘ I  What was 
that like?” “Tell me more about that. ” 

F. Interrupting effectively. 

If someone is stuck, you may have to interrupt them to move the conversation 
toward solution talk. If you don’t have rappbrt, it is practically impossible to do 
this, and even then you may lose your rapport when you interrupt. Here is an 
effective interruption technique: Use your peer’s name, tell them you are 
interrupting, and tell them why. Example: “Robert, I am interrupting you, 
because I notice that you are starting to wind yourself up again. ,, 

G. Using gentle confrontation. 

IF you have rapport, you can confront a peer who is deeply stuck, and who keeps 
coming back over and over to the details that upset and frustrate himher. Again, 
this only works if you have rapport, and needs to be tailored to the situation and 
relationship. Example: “Julie, it seems like all you want to talk about is how 
lousy everyone has treated you, and that only seems to make you feel worse.” 
NOTE: Validation should always be used along with confrontation.. 
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H. “But”-busting. 

. .- 

One of the most common ways to lose rapport is to use words like “but,” 
“however,” and “although.” These words decrease the importance of whatever 
comes before them, and unfortunately we often use them directly after validation 
or empathy. Example: “I think most people feel bitter after being treated like this, 
but unfortunately it doesn ’t make them feel any better, just worse. ” The validation 
gets lost. Compare these two sentences: 

“I really wanted to talk to you and see how you were doing, but I am feeling 
completely worn out today.” 

“I am feeling completely worn out today, but I really wanted to talk to you and see 
how you were doing.” 

1. Group exercise. 

V. Limits and self care: Who’s taking care of you? 

A. Monkey on your back syndrome: Monkey, monkey, who’s got the monkey? 

1. Taking responsibility for the problem. 
2. Giving advice. 

B. Advantages of taking responsibility. 

1. It feels easier. 
2. It feels more natural. 
3. It temporarily reduces feelings of helplessness. 

C. Disadvantages of taking responsibility. 

1. It doesn’t work. 
2. It prevents peer from having ownership of changes. 
3. It causes increased helplessness. 

:D. Minimum responsibility of the peer. 

The choice of goals and actions must always be up to your peer, not to you. You 
can help them come up with options, through solution language, and by reference 
to your own experience or that of others, but they must be the one to make the 
final choices. 
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. .  

E. Your emotions: “If it’s not my problem, how come I feel so bad?” 

Be aware of your own emotions and responses to your peer’s problems. 
Sometimes one of the reasons for taking responsibility and giving advice is to 
decrease your own anxiety or helplessness! It also can provide justification to 
yourself that you acted right when you were in the same situation. Be careful! 
Examples from group. 

c. 

0 ,  F. When there isn’t any movement: Stuck, stucker, and stuckest. 

Not every person in an enduring situation is ready to feel better after talking to 
you, or to anyone-else. Some people are in very tough situations and are very 
stuck. This does not mean that there was no benefit to them from your interaction. 
Don’t make the mistake of predicting the future; focus on the process. Did you 
try to build rapport? Did you care and express it as best you could? Then you 
were successhl. 

G. Knowing your limits: Every “Yes” has a “No”. 

Peer support is a voluntary responsibility, an addition to the demands and stresses 
of your job. It can be rewarding to help peers, and many of you are probably 
already doing it, but knowing your limits allows you to keep enough energy for 
yourself. It is especially important to know your limits around types of situations. 
If you are dealing with something in your own life, it is unlikely that you are in a 
position to help others with the same issues. 

H. Group exercise. 

VI. Assessment and Referral. 

A. First level of assessment: Crisis vs. endurinp situation. 

The first level of decision-making is to know whether this is an immediate trauma 
situation, one in which you will be using your Emotional First Aid skills. Be aware 
that sometimes a trauma will occur on top of an enduring situation, so there will be 
overlap. Examples from group. 

B. Second level of assessment: Does the peer want any help? 

Sometimes you will be in a situation where you haven’t been invited, and your 
peer doesn’t want help. Be sensitive to this. Examples from group. 
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C. Third level of assessment: Peer support vs. outside resources. 

These are the situations that feel beyond your ability to be the only or primary 
helper: These would include, but are not limited to, concerns about your peer’s 
danger to themselves or others. These situations would also include ones where 
there is a need for a structured resource such as an Anger Management program or 
a Substance Abuse program. Rather than trying to know all the resources in the 
community yourself, in all these cases it can be helpful to use the EAP staff or 
CAPE staff to assist in finding a resource. Examples from group. 

D. Use of CAPE Employee Assistance Program: “What do they do, anyway?” 

CAPE is a referral that can always be made, for any level of problem. Even if it is 
a situation where you are comfortable providing support, it is helpful to remind 
your peer that CAPE is confidential, helpful and supportive. It doesn’t have to be 
reserved for emergencies. On the other hand, it is a resource for emergencies, too. 
Any time you have concerns that a peer is depressed, having serious relationship 
difficulties, or seeming to have a deteriorating ability to deal with the enduring 
situation, CAPE can be a good resource. 

E. Use of peer’s support system. 

Remember, you are not the only resource for peers. It is not uncommon for people 
to withdraw from their friends when they are in an enduring situation. Often they 
need validation to believe that the people they care about still want to talk to them 
when they have a problem. Ask about their resources, and encourage them. 
Example: “It sounds like you ’re not talking to anybody about this. I know you’ve 
got a lot of9iends who would want to be able to be there for you, just like you 
would want to be there for them. Can we hook some of them into this for you?” 

VII. Conclusion 
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Until recently, little attention was paid to the impact officer involved shootings had on the 
officer’s families. As a result, many families have been left to fend for themselves as best 
they can. 

Preparation: 

Preparation can reduce the negative impact of officer involved shootings on the family. 
This may be a difficult subject to discuss and yet discussion is important. Preparation can 
include: 

Familiarization with the symptoms of trauma reaction. 
Discussion regarding how your spouse would like to have the news delivered. Phone 
call. Personal visit. 
Who would your spouse like to have deliver the news. 
Who will assist your spouse if you are unable to do so. 
How the investigation and grand jury process works. 
What type of support you and your spouse would find helpful from each other and your 
larger circle of friends and family. 
What you would find particularly unhelpful. 
Funeral and memorial service arrangements. 
Resources available. How to access. 

The Law Enforcement SpousePartner 

Advantages: 
Understands policies and procedures. 
Knows the level of training. 
Greater access to inside information. 
Law enforcement support group. 

Disadvantages: 
Can more easily understand on a gut level what the officer experienced. 
May believe the need for a front. 
May be surprised by overflow of emotion. Greater than if s h e  had been the shooter. 
May feel guilty about not being able to prevent powerlessness. 
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Stress Continuum 

General Cumulative Critical Incident Posttraumatic 
Stress Stress S t E S S  Stress Disorder 

P 1 

Inescapable Build-up of Caused by Requires 30+ days 
general stress traumatic event" of symptoms post- 

incident, 
including: 

1. Intmsion 
2. Avoidance 
3. Arousal 

Normal 

Distress 

Destructive 
over time 

Burnout 

Normal Debilitating 

Painfulhpsetting PTSD 
but normal 

Note: No amount of cumulative stress will result in CriticttlIncident Stress or PTSD. 
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Defining Critical Incident 

Solomon-Any situation that results in an 
overwhelming sense of vulnerability or loss of control. 

MitcheZZ-Any situation faced by emergency service 
personnel that causes them to experience unusual 
strong emotional reactions which have the potential to 
interfere with their ability to function either at the 
scene or later. 

Fav-An event which challenges ones woridview and 
produces a temporary state of psychological unbalance 
and emotional turmoil. (Mitchell) 
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Critical Incident Stress Information 

You have experienced a traumatic event or a critical incident 

Sheet 

(any incident that causes 
someone to experience unusually strong emotional reactions which have the potential 
to interfere with their ability to function). Even though the event may be over, you may 
now be experiencing or may experience later, some strong emotional or physical 
reactions. It is very commons, in fact quite ,normal, for people to experience emotional 
aftershocks when they have passed through a horrible event. 

Sometimes the emotional aftershocks (or stress reactions) appear immediately after the - 
traumatic event. Sometimes they may appear a few hours or a few days later. And, ,in 
some cases, weeks or months may pass before the stress reactions appear. 

The signs and symptoms of a stress reaction may last a few days, a few weeks or a few 
months and occasionally longer, depending on the severity of the traumatic event. w t h  
understanding and the support of loved ones, the stress reactions usually pass more 
quickly. Occasionally, the traumatic event is so painful that professional assistance from 
a counselor may be necessary. This does not imply craziness or weakness. It simply 
indicates that the particular event was just too powerful for the person to manage by him 
or herself. 

Here are some common signs and signals of a stress reaction: 

P h ys ical* Cog ni tive Emotional Behavioral 

Chills 
Thirst 
Fatigue 
Nausea 
Fainting 
Twitches 
Vomiting 
Dizziness 
Weakness 
Chest pain 
Headacfies 
Elevated BP 
Rapid heart rate 
Muscle tremors 
Shock symptoms 
Grinding of teeth 
Visual difficulties 
Profuse sweating 
Difficulty breathing 

Confusion 
.Nightmares 
Uncertainty , 

H yperyigilance 
Suspiciousness 
Intrusive images 
Blaming someone 
Poor problem solving 
Poor abstract thinking 
Poor attention/ 
decision making 

Poor concentration/ 
memory 

Disorientation of time, 
place or person 

Difficulty identifying 
objects or people 

’Heightened or 
lowered alertness 

Increased or 
decreased 
awareness of 
surroundings 

I 

Fear 
Guilt 
Grief 
Panic 
Denial 
Anxiety 
Agitation 
irritability 
Depression 
Intense anger 
Apprehension 
Emotional shock 
Emotional outbursts 
Feeling overwhelmed 
Loss of emotional 

Inappropriate 
control 

emotional response 

Withdrawal 
Antisocial acts 
lnabili,ty to rest 
Intensified pacing 
Erratic movementr 
Change in social 

activity 
Change in speech 
patterns 

Loss or increase 
of appetite 

Hyperalert to 
environment 
Increased alcohol 

consumption 
Change in usual 

communications 

‘Any of these symptoms may indicate fhe need for medical evaluation- *%. 
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NORMAL TRAUMATIC STRESS REACTIONS 

1. Pun n g the In-cident 

Sensory acuity heightened and focused (tunnel vision 67%). 
Functioning on “auto pilot,” training kicks in. 
Time distortion, slow (67%) or fast (1 6%) motion. 
Depersonalization. 
Auditory distortion, diminished (5 1 %) or increased (1 8%) sound. 
Rate of respiration increases. 
Non-essential bodily functions shut down. 
Pulse and blood pressure increase. 
Hormonal release including adrenaline, cortisol and thyroxine. 

2. Immediately Following the Event 

Stress hormones continue at elevated levels. 
Hyper vigilance. 
Difficulty tracking. 
Headache. 
Nausea, vomiting, diarrhea. 
Agitation. 
Anger at what happened. 
Exaggerated startle reflex, “jumpy.” 
Muscle tremors. 
Feeling unusually cold or warm. 
Hyperventilatiodlightheaded feeling. 
Profuse sweating. 
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NORMAL TRAUMATIC STRESS REACTIONS (Continued) 

Note: Many officers report that they do not feel the full impact of the incident until two or 
three days afterwards. 

3. 72 Hows to 3 0 Days Post Inc ident 

e 

I. 

0 

G 

a 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Sleep/Appetite Disturbances. 
Agitation. 
Irritability/hger Outbursts. 
Hyper vigilance. 
Difficulty concentrating. 
Headaches/nausea/other physical complaints. 
Mood swings. 
Shame/guilt. 
Preoccupation with the incident. 
Unusual feelings of vulnerability. 
Recurrent/intrusive/distressing memories. 
Nightmares. 
Flashbacks. 
Anxiety when exposed to events that resemble or symbolize 
the incident. 
Feeling like an outsider or distant from others. 
“What’s the use” attitude or resignation to early death. 
Restricted range of emotions. 
Escapist or numbing behaviors. 
Depressed immunity/increased susceptibility to illness. 
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BIO-CHEMISTRY OF TRAUMATIC STRESS 

1. Assessing a situation as life threatening results in a massive release of 
hormones. The purpose of this “chemical dump” is to permit a person to 
function at absolute peak efficiency for a brief period of time. 

2. The amount of honnones released amounts to essentially an “overdose.” 
The trade off nature has made is in favor of short-term effects from this 
overdose in exchange for the heightened abilities necessary for immediate 
survival. 

3. These chemicals remain active in the body for up to two weeks and cause 
many of the symptoms associated with trauma. 

4. Every detail associated with a life threatening incident is permanently 
etched into the memory but because of the effects of the stress hormones, 
these memories may be “filed” incorrectly. 

5. This “misfiling” may cause gaps in what you recall, flashbacks, 
nightmares, or anxiety experienced seemingly at random. These are 
normal reactions to abnormal circumstances. 

6. Physical exercise on a regular basis beginning within 24 hours of the 
traumatic incident and continuing on a daily basis can help 
“burn off’ the hormones causing the symptoms. 

7. Consumption of caffeine immediately after a traumatic incident and/or 
consumption of alcohol within a period of 72 hours after a traumatic event 
can make the symptoms worse. 
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THE TF€REE FACTORS WHICH PREDICT 
THE SEVERITY OF TRAUMA REACTIONS 

. .  1. prio r Historv ~ of the Individual 

Individuals with prior unresolved traumas and problems maybe more 
susceptible to psychological injury. 

2. ThePe rceived Seven ‘ty of the Trauma 

B 
Sudden, unexpected. 
Person experiences vulnerability. 
Person experiences loss of control. 
Outcome. 
Degree of injury, threat, death to self and others. 

3. Na ture of the Recovery Environment [what hap? ens to person afterward) 

Treatment by agency. 
Peer support. 
Command staff support. 
Support from fiiends and family. 
Psychological debriefing and treatment. 
Public support. 

Of the above three factors, No. 3, the Nature of the Recovery Environment, is 
the most important. How a person is treated afterward usually makes the 
biggest diference in how quick@ they recover. 
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ABNORMAL TRAUMATIC STRESS REACTIONS 

1. The persistence of any normal symptom(s) beyond a 
period of 30 days. 

2. The presence of any symptom(s) to such a degree that 
normal social orpcupational hnctioning is impaired. 

3. Suicidal ideation. 

4. A marked increase in the consumption of alcohol or other drugs. 

5. Increased risk taking to the point of foolhardiness. 

6. Episodes of domestic violence. 

7. Obsessive second guessing. 
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PRIMARY FACTORS IN RECOVERY FROM 
STRESS AND TRAUMA 

1. Self-care 

Healthy lifestyle choices. 
SociaVemotional support network of friends, peers, family. 
Proactive in solving own problems (educate self about problems and 
coping strategies, seek help when needed, avoid victim mentality). 

Spiritual foundation (not necessarily religious) that provides values, 
meaning, and purpose to life. 

4 

2. Peer Support 

Peer support and counseling training. 
Traumatic incident support team. 

0 Alcohol recovery support team. 
Peer adviser team. 
Disabled officer support team. 

0 Significant other support team. 

3. Good Supervision and Administrative Support 

0 Commitment to physical and emotional welfare of employees. 
0 Training in supenision skills and mental health issues. 
0 Administrative support for good supervision. 
0 Good role modeling by supervisors. 
0 Innovative program development. 
0 Willingness to confiont problems. 
0 People are First. 
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PRIMARY FACTORS IN RECOVERY FROM STRESS A N D  TRAUMA (Continued) 

4. Me ntal Hea Ith Professionals 

Training for employees and supervisors. 
CIinical supervision in peer support issues. 
'Traumatic incident debriefings. 
Psycho therapy. 
Consultation as problems arise. 
Psychological evaluations. 
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Peer Support Checklist 

0 Remember confidentiality. 

R Respond in person as quickly as possible. Be prepared to spend some time with 
h i d e r .  

0 Get the individual some distance from the immediate scene. 

- [I] Let the person determine how much contact s h e  wants to have with you; 
however, never leave someone alone fyou have concerns about hisher state of 
mind. 

R Remind the individual that hisher physical, sensory, emotional, and thinking 
symptoms are normal. 

Assist the person in contacting hisher family. 

R Offer to stay with or help himher locate a suitable friend to stay with overnight 
for a day or two. 

R Ask questions that show your concern such as, “How are you doing?” or “What 
can I do for your family?” 

Q Be careful about making statements to the effect of, “I’m glad to see you’re 
OK.” It is better to say, “I’m sorry you had to go through that.” 

R Listen non-judgmentally. Listening is doing something. 

0 Be prepared to repeat instructions and information. 

0 Suggest the individual use an answering machine to screen hisher phone calls 
for a period of days. 

Q Encourage himher to consider the use of available administrative leave. 

Q Know your limits. Support the individual to get professional help when 
necessary. 
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TIPS FOR SUCCESSFUL 
SHET WORK i l  
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Use or 
Abuse 
Diag.nosin~ Dependency 

ependence o n  alcohol or 
other drugs is a widespread D problem. hlany times, peo- 

ple don’t recognize it. Chemical 
dependency is simply the inability to 
control the use of some physical sub- 
stance-not being able to quit and 
not  being able to limit how much is 
used. If you have a dependency 
problem, recognizing it can help you 
to move toLvard 3 happier and 
healthier life. 

hlvths 
Tou might think of a chemically 
depcndenr person as someone who 
can‘t II\V \ ~ ~ ~ t I i o u t  their drink or 
d r u p .  w h o  1 5  often drunk or stoned, 
xvho uses e\.ery d ~ y  o r  is irresponsi- 
ble. ininiord. ~veak-\i.illed or bad. 
The fJcr I\. a person can be chemical- 
1). dcpcriJcnt n.ithout showing such 
oh\wiis signs. 1f.e are gradually 
beginning t o  realize that a person’s 
genetic makeup may affect his or her 
chances ot becoming dependent, and 
that depcndcniy is often a physical 
condition t h r  can‘t be cured by 
\vi11 p o i r ~  r J I ( )nc 

S~’mptO1ns Ot’ 

Depcndc nc\. 
Here are sonic  s i p s  that might indi- 
cate 3 chcn1ii.d dcpendency problem 
in ~ O L I  o r  s( i n i ~ o n e  you love: 

+ trying to cut down on or to quit 
using some substance and failing 
at  it 

+ “blackouts,” or lapses of memory 
after use 

+ using the substance while alone or 
hiding .the evidence of use 

+ using the substance to forget 
about problems or worries 

+ doing things whde “under the 
influence” that cause regret 
afterward 

4 not being able to enjoy an event 
urithout the substance 

+ neglecting responsibilities in order 
to use the substance 

4 family, friends or employer 
expressing concern about sub- 
stance use 

+ being willing to do almost any. 
thing to get the substance 

4 financial or legal problems from 
using the substance 

Problems Caused by 
Dependency 
Chemically dependent people often 
act unwisely or inappropriately whde 
under the influence of their drug. 
They may act in ways that will 

embarrass them later. They may 
endanger their health and lives, and 
the lives of others, by having unsafe 
sex or by driving while intoxicated. 
They may lose their jobs or families 
as people around them are hurt by 
their actions. 

W h a t  to Do 
Recognizing that there’s a problem 
is the first step toward recovering 
from chemical dependency. If you 
think you might have a problem of 
this type, here are some steps you 
can take: 

+ Acknoxvledge the problem openly. 

+ Limit time spent mith people who 
encourage drug use. 

+ Seek professional help from doc- 
tors or therapists who deal uith 
chemical dependency and recov- 
e v .  You might benefit from coun- 
seling or a recovery program at a 
hospital or private clinic. 

+ Seek out  the support of people 
who are recovering themselves. 
Many 12-step programs, such as 
Alcoholics Anonymous, are avail- 
able for various types of depen- 
dencies. Tour emphyee assistance 
program can help you find these 
and other helpful resources. 
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GOOD GRIEF 
Grief is the healing process we go through after suffering a loss. Although we normally think of loss as 
the death of someone close to us, life changes such as divorce or losing a job can also bring about grief. 
Learn about the process of grieving and tips for coping with different types of losses. 

Five Stages 
of Grief 
The first stage of gnef is 
denial. ItS hard for our 
minds to accept that such 
a loss has taken place. 

Anger is the second stage. 
We probably had no con- 
trol over the loss, so we 
react to our vulnerability 
with anger. We lash out at 
others or blame ourselves 
for the loss. 

The third stage is 
bargaining We want to 
trade something we can 
do for the reversal of the 
loss, saying things like 
‘ I’d do anything if only 
this hadn’t happened ” 

Depression is the fourth 
stage. A feeling of hope- 
lessness about the situa- 
tion takes over. 

Moving Along 
How much time it takes to move through these 
stages depends on the nature of the loss, the 
individual who is gneving and the overall circum- 
stances of the individual’s life. The individual 
also may not experience the stages in this order. 
For example, bargaining may come before anger. 

’ 

The important thing to remember, however, is 
that grieving happens in stages. Being stuck in 
one stage and dwelling on the loss too long 
might require the intervention of a professional 
counselor. 

I 

Tips for Coping 
Sharing grief with those close to us is important 
for moving through the grieving process. Bringing 
people together is one of the roles of funerals or 
memorial semces for people who have died. 

But sometimes it is difficult for others to relate 
to the depth of our pain if a death is not involved, 
such as when we lose a job. In cases such as this, 
Drofessional counseling may help you through - ,  I ,  v 

your grief process to move toward the final stage 

acceptance The fifth and LVe final accept stage is 

and our lives are able to move on in 

Toward 
Acceptance 

the reality of the situation 
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Tips for 
Communicating Effectively 

With Your Children 
Communication is a two-way bridge that connects you t o  your child’s feelings. Healthy communication 
between parents and their children helps youngsters develop positive personalities and good relationships 
with other people. 

Healthy communication builds your children’s self-esteem because it makes them feel cared for and 
loved. With caring parents to  listen to their concerns, children feel safe and able to  express their feelings 
and needs directly in words. Children who are nurtured with their parents’ attention learn how to manage 
their feelings without overreacting. 

Understanding your children in this way gives you the tools to  help them grow and manage the inevitable 
frustrations of being a parent. 

A strong bond with your children also helps you feel close to them and understand their needs. 

Build the Bridge of Communication 

J Be available. 
Children need to feel that their parents are available 
to them. Even spending 10 minutes a day with each 
child makes the bridge of communication stronger. 
Get yourself into a quiet, attentive mood before you 
start listening to your child or talking about 
something important. 

J Be a good listener. 
Children believe they’re important when they feel 
their parents understand them. Being a good 
listener helps children feel loved, even when they’re 
upset and you can’t do anything to fix the problem. 
Ask your child to tell you his ideas and feelings. Try 
to understand exactly what your child is saying. 
What your child is trying to tell you is important to 
him. even when it may not be to you. 

J Show empathy. 
You can show empathy even if  you disagree with 
your child. Let your child know you’ve heard and 

appreciate her feelings. 
Showing empathy 
means making sure you 
understand what your 
child is feeling. Restate 
what your child has 
expressed and ask if 
your understanding of 
her feelings is correct. 

J Be a good 
sender. 

Your child will be in a 
better mood to listen 
to  you if he feels heard 
and cared for. Make 
sure that what you say, 
your tone of voice and 
what you do send a 
consistent message. 
For instance, if you 
laugh when you say “no,” your child will be 
confused about what you really want. 

Be very specific about what you want your child 
to do. Use words to send messages, even with 
toddlers. Use feeling words when you.praise your 
child’s behavior. For example, you can say “I’m so 
happy,“ when your child puts his dirty clothes in 
the hamper. Encourage your child to praise himself 
as well. 

Use “I” statements to tell your child what makes 
you unhappy about her behavior. It’s better to say: 
“I was worried when you came home late from 
Jessica’s house” than to yell “Why were you late for 
dinner again?” Tell your child what you feel and 
think, not what she should think or feel. 

J Be a good role model. 
Young children learn by copying their parents’ 
behavior. If you use a lot of feeling words, it will 
help your child learn to  do the same. Verbalizing 
feelings also helps children learn to control their 
behavior. 
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ommunicating Effectively 
With Your Spouse 

While romance might get a relationship started, good communication keeps it going. These 
healthy communication habits can help you strengthen your bonds with your spouse: 

Make intimacy a Focus your concerns. Be honest but not 
priority. Think about what you want to say accusatoq* 
With busy schedules and multiple 
demands, it’s easy to let your 
need for intimate contact with 
your spouse slide, but intimacy 
strengthens a relationship like 
nothing else can. No matter how 
busy you are with work and 
family obligations, spend at least 
one hour of private time with 
your spouse every day. Even if 
you don’t have time for romance, 
use the time to talk about the 

your day. 

Find a good time to 
about difficult subjects. 
When you have something 
difficult to talk about, check with 
your mate for a specific time to 
discuss it. Resist the temptation 
to talk when he or she walks in 
the door after a hard day at work. 
Try choosing a subject you want 
to discuss. and both of you write 
about i t  for 10 minutes; then talk 
about it for 10 minutes. Make sure 
you stick to the time frame. If you 
need more time, agree on when 
you can talk about it again. 

before YOU begin to talk. With 
sensitive topics, it might be 
tempting to  avoid talking about 
what’s on your mind. Get right t o  
the point and after you’ve stated 
your request, listen closely to 
your spouse’s reply. Stay focused 
on finding solutions to problems 
rather than on emphasizing 
differences. 

Let both sides be heard. 

remember that both of your 
needs are important. Use a firm 
and gentle tone of voice in stating 
what you need, why you need it, 
and what YOU want your mate to 
do. However, try not t o  elevate 
your needs above Your spouse’s. 
Listen and Show that YOU see 
things from your spouse’s 
Perspective. 

It’s easy to blame the other 
person when you’re angry or 
hurt, but blaming only invites 
retaliation. Talk about your 
feelings instead. For instance, 
avoid saying, “You ruined the 
plans again. You’re always late.” 
Instead, using “I“ statements, say: 
”I’m very disappointed that you 
were late. 1 was counting on you 
to  be home in time.” This 
approach is less likely to provoke 

likely to encourage an open 
discussion. 

Value your differences. 
Sometimes the differences in your 
temperaments and communi- 
cation styles will be more evident 
than your similarities. When you 
feel this way, how and what you 
communicate to  your spouse will 
determine how effectively you 
solve your problems. Appreciate 
your differences and you’ll learn 
to work together better. 

* 

successes and frustrations of When you have a disagreement, a defensive response and 
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I Lines 

You can enjoy special rewards 
for being part of a family. 
These include friendship, love 
and closeness, sharing for sup- 
port and understanding, and 

acceptance of each other just as we 
are. However, the needs of family 
members change constantly. Most 
changes are natural to growing older 
and wiser together. Honest communi- 
cation and careful listening can help 
assure that your family stays in tune, 
sharing maximum love and support. 

Review Your Family Patterns 
Do you feel that you understand each 
other’s needs? Do family conflicts 
reach a satisfactory end? Here are 
three check points: 

Is your approach positive, starting 1 with how you feel? For example, “I  
feel important when you listen to me ...” 

Are you specific about the issue at 2 hand? If you criticize, are you con- 
structive? For example, “You didn’t 
make your bed this morning. If you 
need more time, we can ...” 

Can you negotiate? Even if you dis- 3 agree on an issue, can you agree on 
a compromise? For example, “1 don’t 

CO M M UNI CATION 
agree, but I’ll try for a week because I 
understand your reasons.” 

Are These Problems Familiar? 
Outside friends, school or work activi- 
ties, separation of family members, 
and just plain fatigue can create prob- 
lems. Messages become unclear 
because i t ’s easier to blame or bully 
than to take the time to discuss things. 
You may hold feelings back because 
you don’t want to “start something.” 
As unresolved problems build, mutual 
respect can disappear. Finally, there 
just doesn’t seem to be enough time or 
energy to pay attention to each other. 

Try These Solutions 
Here are standard guidelines for 
healthy communication. 

Be honest and 
share feelings. 
Listen and watch so you know 
when others are needy. 
Develop a manner of speech that’s 
open and clear. 
Take responsibility for personal 
thoughts and actions. 
Regularly discuss values and 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 beliefs. 

Encourage positive values, and act 6 as a role model. 

Create Quality Time 
Your family may find that it’s a lot easi- 
er to be patient with each other when 
all of you know what’s going on. Some 
families set aside an hour a week just 
to talk about individual and group 
needs. 

Some working parents feel that the 
first five minutes after they get home is 
critical. Regardless of how tough a day 
has been, taking the time for an indi- 
vidual greeting and hug says, ‘‘I recog- 
nize you.” Tub time, tuck in time, 
kitchen time and other short periods 
can be loving when someone is willing 
to listen. A bonus is that when you pay 
attention to trivial things, your chil- 
dren may be encouraged to talk about 
the serious things. 

Family Resources 
Family counselors can help when 
there’s no understanding or mutual 
effort to make things better. Each 
family member can learn to listen, 
to talk, to fight fair, to compromise 
and to cooperate. 
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Assertweness 
Saying “Yes’: Saying “No” 

o you have trouble saylng what you think? Speaking D directly? Asking for help? If SO, you may need to 
learn more assertiveness. Assertiveness is the ability to 
acknowledge the thoughts and feelings of others without 
downplaymg the importance of your own. 

Confront Old Fears 
Many of us were taught as children 
“say things like that.” Since children are often unable to 
know what’s appropriate, it might make sense that our nat- 
ural honesty is silenced. But many of us carry those lessons 
into adulthood. When confronted with situations in which 
we really must communicate honestly, we don’t know how. 
We’re too afraid of hurting other’s feelings, of being rejected 
or of making mistakes. But it’s possible to be too polite. 
Don’t let yourself get lost in your concern for others. 

“be nice” and not to Y -_ 

Enjoy Clearer Communication 
Some people are highly skilled at getting what they want by 
manipulation, by trylng to place blame or by trymg to 
induce guilt feelings in others Once you begin to communi- 
cate clearly, such people wll probably stop using manipula- 
tive communication wth  you because they know it’s not 
efiectne Your interaction w t h  others can then be more hon- 
est and more satisfymg 

Keep to the Point 
Sarah promised Joan that she would 

car or always relies on Sarah isn’t the point of the conversa- 
tion. The point of the conversation is to cancel plans with 
Joan. 

Sarah states the situation: 
SARAH: “I’m sorry, but I can’t take you shopping today, 
Joan. My husband has to go to work today and he has to 
take my car. 

JOAN: “But you promised me! Now what am Igoing 
to do?” 

Sarah acknowledges Joan’s disappointment, then restates the 
situation: 

SARAH: “1 understand that you’re disappointed and I’m 
sorry that there’s been a change in plans, but I won’t be 
able to take you. * 

Joan, surprised by Sarah’s firmness, realizes that she has no 
alternative: 

Sarah would like to go with Joan some other time, so she 
gives Joan a specific action: 

SARAH: “Sure,foan. Give me a call next week and we’ll 
arrange another time. 

Joan tries to make Sarah feel guilty: 

JOAN: “Oh. Okay. Maybe some other time.” 

Learn Other Communication Skills 
Use confident body language and a clear voice and tone. 
Be a good listener. Ask questions if you’re not sure you 
understand. Use common courtesy. Remember that others 
have the right to disagree. 

take her shopping on Saturday But 

Take the First 

ficult when she doesn’t get 
her way Sarah might be 

Assertiveness doesn’t happen 
overnight, nor does it happen all at 

learned in small steps Try rehears- 

tell Joan she can’t 

an doesn’t have a 

wll shine through and those around 

you mean 

- .  
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Recognize the 
Warning Signs, of Stress 

When we experience situations we 
can’t control, our “fight or  flight” 
response pumps extra adrenaline into 
OUT systems. This jolt of powerful hor- 
mones readies our bodies for actio 
This physical response helped prehis- 
toric humans survive by enabling 
them to run away from their enemies 
faster or to fight harder. By the time 
they won the battle or escaped, their 
bodies had discharged the tension of 
the moment and their stress response 
was followed by relaxation. 

However, many of the stressful situ- 
ations we experience today don’t offer 
this outlet for release. In the 
workplace. stress often results from 
feeling a lack of control or from failing 
to get adequate recognition or feed- 
back. Employees who are uncertain 
about their job future or overqualified 
for their positions may also 
experience work-related stress. 

It’s important for managers to 
understand and recognize the warning 
signs of stress. Workers under stress 
may be emotionally unstable and 
exhibit depression, irritability, anxi- 
ety, apathy or impatience. They may 
overuse drugs and alcohol and have 
difficulties with supervisors and 
coworkers. They may be tardy and 
absent more than usual. 

3 

How You Can Help  
an Employee  
Who’s U n d e r  Stress 
If you notice an employee who’s under 
a lot of stress, try to help determine 
what’s causing the problem. The 
employee may benefit from clarifica- 
tion about a specific project or dead- 
line. Perhaps the employee’s stress is 
related to  concerns about leaving an 
infant with a child care provider, or 
the availability of services for an 
elderly parent. If on-the-job stress 
seems to come from interpersonal 
conflicts, be supportive. Refer employ- 
ees to counselors and conflict man- 
agemen t services. 

Your company’s human resources 
department and Employee Assistance 
Program (EAP) are good sources of 
information on stress reduction, time 
management, child and eldercare 
services and other issues of interest 
to  employees managing multiple 
demands in their lives. 
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Suicide 
uicide is a devastating 
act that almost always S seems to friends and 

family members like a bolt 
from the blue. But people 
often give clues that they’re 
thinking of suicide. Recogniz- 
ing the warning signs of sui- 
cide could result in a life being 
saved. 

Warning 
Signs 
Giving away cherished posses- 
sions, making a will and being 
preoccupied with death are red 
flags for impending suicide. 
Furthermore, the old saying 
that people who talk about sui- 
cide don’t do it is simply not 
true. Often such talk is a cry 
for help before it’s too late. 

cide is depression. Any of 
these changes could indicate 
depression: 

feelings of hopelessness, 

m changes in eating, sleeping 

withdrawal 

W poor performance at work 

poor concentration 

Another warning sign of sui- 

helplessness 

patterns or behavior 

or school 

Risk Factors 
Anyone who is depressed or 
has been depressed is at risk 
for suicide. The following are 
also risk factors: 

alcohol and drug use 

ual abuse 
W a history of physical or sex- 

W troubled teenage years 
W death of a friend or family 

W and of a relationship 

W a previous suicide attempt 

member 

What to Do 
If you suspect someone is con- 
sidering suicide, take warning 
signs seriously. Don’t assume 
it will blow over. Share your 
concerns with someone who is 
in a position to take charge. 

Getting a person past a sui- 
cide crisis involves being very 
direct. Ask these questions: 

Do you feel there is no 1 other way? 
Do you have a plan to 
commit suicide? 
If yes, how and when 3 would you do it? 

If the answers indicate the per- 
son is serious about suicide, 
don’t try to talk him or her out 

2 

of it. But do try to make a deal 
with the person: that they 
won’t do anything without 
talking to y o u - o r  another 
trusted person-first. Then get 
help. Talk to a responsible 
family member, counselor, 
EAP professional or suicide 
prevention hotline immediate- 
ly. If possible, have a trusted 
friend or relative stay with the 
person until the crisis is 
passed. Follow up with profes- 
sional help. As a friend or 
family member, show under- 
standing, compassion and car- 
ing, even though you may be 
angry with the person for 
putting you through this. 

If You’re 
Considering 
Suicide ... 
Reach out: Talk to a family 
member, friend or doctor. They 
will be able to get you the help 
you need and deserve. Or call 
your local suicide hotline. You 
can find it in the community 
service pages of your telephone 
directory. It’s hard to see it 
when you’re feeling down, but 
getting help can help you 
understand that your life is 
valuable to yourself and others. 
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“disasters” are quite common and that they make 
almost everyone angry. We feel anger when we sense we’ve lost control, or when we feel vulnerable or 
afraid. We all have these feelings sometimes, and some of us are more easily irritated and annoyed than 
others. 

D E N Y I N G  A N G E R  
Many times we want to deny that we’re angry because we‘re not in the habit of admitting it, or anger 
doesn’t seem rational to us, or we’re embarrassed by our lack of control. All humans feel anger, whether 
it’s expressed. Thus, by denying anger, you deny that you‘re human. 

B L A M E - P L A C I N G  
Sometimes we want to blame others for our anger, even if it seems unjust. Some people do this regularly as 
a habit. People generally don’t like to be around blame-placers, because they never know if  they’re going to 
be next in line to be blamed for something. 

A C C E P T I N G  A N G E R  
By recognizing and accepting your own anger, you’re on the road to controlling it and releasing it 
responsibly. Acknowledging what makes you angry, instead of denying anger or placing blame, leads 
to self-understanding. Once you can identify common situations, you can change them, deal with them 
responsibly or make a conscious choice to ignore them. You can then reap the benefits of what this 
emotion tells us. 
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Combining 
Work and Familv 

How to Make It Work 
If you're like most working parents, you juggle child care arrangements and concerns about your aging parents' 
capabilities with job worries and the evening's dinner menu. Your employer depends on you to be organized and 
efficient. Your family needs you to be nurturing and compassionate. You wear many different hats each day and you 
need every available resource to  help you succeed. 

is the value you place on family communication and the care you extend in nurturing your relationships with your 
spouse and children. Also important is your ability to make plans and prioritize your time. But most working adults 
need outside help to balance work and family obligations. Fortunately, many employers realize that their workforce is 
composed of people just like you. Most companies have special resources to connect you with services to assist you in 
managing your responsibilities. 

Here are some ideas to keep in mind as you try to fit work and family responsibilities into a busy, but satisfying life: 

* 

What's available to help you manage these multiple roles? Your primary resources are within you. Of key importance 

- 

CONNECT WITH YOUR FAMILY. 
Make time for togetherness. Ma 
sure your spouse and 

with your spouse should take high 
priority when you plan your time. 

ORGANIZE AND PRIORITIZE YOUR LIFE. 
Learn and use long-range planning 
techniques at home and at work. 
Organize your household so it can 
function smoothly without you. Use 
effective time management techniques at 

1 

common alternative work oDtions include 
flextime, job sharing and telecommuting. 

Some employers offer benefit programs 
that give an employee a way to ease the 
financial stress of caring for an elderly 
relative. For instance, some programs 
are set up to deduct pretax dollars 
from an employee's paycheck and 
earmark the fund for dependent 

children know that their 
needs are important despite 
your busy schedule. Take time 
to enhance your parenting skills 
and learn how to communicate 
with your children. Private time 

care expenses. 
The Family Medical Leave Act 

(FMLA) guarantees employees 
the right to take up to 12 weeks 

of medical leave and return to 
their jobs. Employees may use FMLA 

leave to care for a child, a spouse or a parent 

work that streamline your job and reduce 
stress. 

USE FAMILY SUPPORT SERVICES. 
You can find out about child care and eldercare services 
in your community through local agencies and resource 
centers. Your Employee Assistance Program (EM) 
frequently has information about these services. Your 
EAP also may be a good resource for books and videos 
about parenting and referrals to a wide variety of 
counseling services. 

INVESTIGATE EMPLOYER-SPONSORED BENEFITS 
AND PROGRAMS. 
Your company may offer the option of working a schedule 
other than the traditional 9-to-5 work week. Some 

o r  to tend to their own health conditions. 

ENJOY YOUR LEISURE TIME. 
Plan and enjoy relaxing activities with your spouse and 
family. Try to save some time for yourself. Establish a 
regular exercise routine (at least 20 minutes of aerobic 
exercise three times a week) and find other ways to 
enjoy personal time. 

LET GO OF PERFECTION. 
Realize that it's impossible to be a perfect parent, 
whether you work away from home all day or stay at 
home. Your ability to provide love, constructive 
discipline and guidance is the most important gift you 
can give your children. With good planning, organization 
and knowledge of how to balance work and family 
responsibilities, you can make it all work for you and 
your family. 
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DEPRESSION .- 

Understanding the Disorder 
Depression is no mere slump in mood. Unlike “the blues,” which tend to clear up in a few days, 
depression frequently is both prolonged and recurring. It can’t be ignored, and it can’t be joked 
or whistled away. Sufferers of depression are likely to experience: 

c prolonged loss of interest in home, work and personal appearance. 

c loss of interest in sexual activity. 

t sudden changes and excesses in eating or sleeping habits. 

frequent, uncontrollable crying. 

lingering, unfocused nervousness or grouchiness. 
L ._ 

* persistent feelings of hopelessness and futility. 

There are both physical and psychological causes of depression. Illness and chemical imbal- 
ances are physical causes. Psychological or emotional causes include distressing or threatening 
changes-death of a loved one, divorce or loss of a job-and continuing problems of emotional 
dependency and inadequate self-esteem. 

Untreated, depression can be debilitating and can lead to suicide. It’s a serious condition 
requiring serious treatment. 

Treatment for Depression 
If you suspect you suffer depression, having a medical checkup is your first step. Even depres- 
sion with emotional causes may call for treatment with medication, and that’s a decision that 
must be made by a doctor who, in turn, must know the state of your physical health. 

Depression resulting from chemical imbalance can also be treated medically. Especially among 
elderly people, chance combinations of medications taken for various medical needs can pro- 
duce depression. A doctor will want to get a complete list of all medicines you’ve been taking. 

If your depression is traceable to an event or situation, professional counseling or therapy 
may be helpful. The doctor who does your physical checkup can refer you to a counselor or 
therapist. 

I f  your depression has a physical cause, treating the underlying illness may be the cure. 

Self -Care Tips 
In addition to seeking professional help, there 
are some things you can do which may help you 
feel better. Follow a healthy, well rounded diet, 
and get regular exercise. Aerobic exercise, such 
as walking, bicycling and swimming, is recom- 
mended. Scientists theorize that such exercise 
releases “feel good” hormones in the brain 
which can lift your spirits and help you feel more 
optimistic and emotionally in control. Again, 
these are often beneficial, but they’re not an 
alternative to professional attention. Talk to a 
health professional. 
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Are You a 
Compulsive 
Gambler? 

There are specific 
behavior patterns 
associated with 
compulsive gam- 

bling. Gamblers who recognize these 
patterns can cope with their addiction 
and recover a life free of gambling. 
Recovery programs providing help, 
guidance and healing are available. 

An Addictive Disorder 
Compulsive gambling is an addictive 
disorder. Experts speak of it as a 
“disorder of impulse-control.” 
Compulsive gamblers are unable to 
control their chronic gambling. An 
emotional dependency exists. Such 
gamblers are impulsive, obsessive and 
irrational. They will gamble against all 
odds. For a compulsive gambler, to roll 
the dice, pick a number or play a hand 
becomes more important than family, 
home or work. 

addicted. There are some characteris- 
tic behaviors that may help you recog- 
nize when gambling has become com- 
pulsive. Do you: 

@ spend a lot of time gambling or 

@ increase your bets to “catch up”? 

Not all people who gamble are 

thinking about it? 

boast about your winnings? 

@ gamble to feel good? 

6 have frequent or unexplained 
absences? 

@ experience mood swings-high 

@ keep hidden funds or take out 

when winning, low when losing? 

secret “loans” from family bank 
accounts? 

The Addiction Process 
People who are becoming compulsive 
gamblers go through three phases of 
addiction: winning, losing and, finally, 
desperation. 

The Winning Phase 
Gamblers win, lose, and break even- 
often. In this phase, the winning and 
losing seems an adventure. Gamblers 
get their “thrills.” Excitement predomi- 
nates. Worries disappear. 

The Losing Phase 
Gamblers begin losing more than they 
win. Self esteem ebbs. The gambler 
may borrow money to “get even.” 
More time is spent gambling to recover 
losses and repay loans. A roller coaster 
ride begins: The stakes and the takes 
increase; but the losses come faster, 
and the ride down is a fearsome thing. 

The Desperation Phase 
Gambling becomes a full-time obses- 
sion. Life centers around “getting even” 
and paying off debts, often with bor- 
rowed or stolen money. Lies and secret 
loans abound. Still greater risks are 
taken. Depression becomes chronic. 

A Family Affair 
Compulsive gambling harms mar- 
riages and family life. The gambier‘s 
obsession steals lime and attention 
away from the gambler’s spouse and 
children. Feeling abandoned, his or 
her loved ones experience problems of 
self-worth and suffer bouts of depres- 
sion. The family unit can unravel. 

As the disease progresses, the gam- 
bler’s work life also suffers. Work, it 
seems, begins to interfere with gam- 
bling. The gambler is often late to 
work, takes long lunches, uses the 
phone excessively or reads sports liter- 
ature while working. All these are char- 
acteristic of the compulsive gambler. 
All are symptoms of the gambler’s 
compulsive, uncontrolled pursuit of 
the big gamble. 

There Is Help 
If you think your gambling has gotten 
out of control, you’ve already taken the 
first step toward recovery- you’ve rec- 
ognized the problem. Your company’s 
employee assistance program may 
refer you to a professional counselor. 
Or you may choose, as many have, to 
find help through Gamblers Anony- 
mous. Gamblers Anonymous is a self- 
help organization offering a 12-step 
recovery program similar to Alcoholics 
Anonymous. Check the white pages for 
a chapter near you. 
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Is Debt 
Dragging You Down? 

e.. 

Recognizing the Syndrome 
0 

“I WM TO SHOP nu. 1 DROP.” Behind 
the. humor, some find a desperate, life- 
corrupting truth in this. For the compul- 
sive shopper, shopping becomes a n  all- 
consuming passion. A shopaholic’s behav- 
ior seems to say, “I  want it. I’m going to 
buy it and to hell with everything else.” 
Too frequently, this is exactly what hap- 
pens: the purchases are made and the rest 
of the shopper’s life goes to hell. 

Addicted shoppers experience a “rush” 
when making a purchase. They find 
spending a “thrilling,” “exciting” and 
even “wild” sensation. As with other 
addictions, the “high” experienced while 
absorbed in the satisfaction of the com- 
pulsion is followed by a corresponding 
“low ” Shopaholics commonly suffer 
depression and guild in the aftermath of 
their purchases Yet they would rather shop 
than do anvthing else 

One of the first steps in dealing with an 
addiction is to find the motivation to 
change. You may find it helpful to look 
at why you’re spending the money. 
Many times, compulsive shoppers are 
harboring pent-up emotions, especially 
anger, and shopping may feel like a 

release for that anger. Dealing with 
the anger, rather than ignonng or 
masking it by shopping, is a step 
toward health. If the impulse to 
spend strikes, you can ask your- 
self, “What is it I really want?” and 
“What am I avoiding in my life!” 

0 Control is the key to ending any 
o addiction. If you’ve recognized 

yourself as  being a shopaholic, you 
may be  able to overcome your 
addiction by teaching yourself to 
monitor and control your compul- 
sive behavior. But it won’t be easy. 
Avoiding sales and limiting your 

a ,” access to credit cards may help. 
* These are avoidable temptations. 
0 To help ensure lasting success, 

learn the skills that will enable you 
to use credit wisely and responsibly 

o 0 0 

0 

0 

’ 

Symptoms of llddictive Spending 
If YOU Ii le trom paycheck to paycheck 
with little or no savings, and pay only 
the minimum amount due on your charge 
accounts vou may have a problem with 
spending Consider the following checklist: 
+ Is shopping your primary activity of choice? 
+ Do you psv one line of credit with another? 
+ Have you hidden or lied about your purchases? 
+ Do vou frequently put friends’ purchases on 

+ Have vou tell nervous and guilty after a spend- 

-+ Do voii olrm charge groceries and toiletries 

-+ li’oulii o [ h m  b e  alarmed if they knew your 

-+ H a \  e \ ou telr hopeless and depressed after spending 

If you ve answered “ves” to more than a few of these 
questions, vou mav have a spending problem. 

0 

Shopaholics seeking information, 
advice, support or assistance will 
find a number of options available. 
Consumer Credit Counseling Ser- 
vices are available nationwide 
You’ll find them listed in the yellow 

your credit cards and collect the cash? 

ing spree: 

becauv I O U  rc low on cash? 

spend I ng h a b i  I C  ’ 

monei’ 

Your local telephone directory white pages will help you 
find it and other programs. If you feel that, as  in many com- 
pulsive disorders, low self-esteem may be at the root of your 
problem, a professional counselor may be the answer. 
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SHORT "UN-STRESSING" SKILL 

By practicing quick relaxation techniques, one can develop the ability to calm the body 
and the mind at will. The following technique is suitable for almost any location and can 
be easily done without those around you being aware of what you are doing. The 
procedure calls for taking five long, slow, deep breaths while becoming aware of the 
tension within. Begin the exercise by slowly stretching the arms, legs, and toes. While ' 

doing this, yawn as if you were tired. Then: 

8 .  

2. 

3. 

4. 

5.  

First Breath: Take in a long, slow breath while counting to six. Breathe 
deeply into your diaphragm and hold the breath for four or five seconds. 
Now, exhale slowly as you silently speak the word, "relax." 

Second B r a t  h: As you take in another long, slow breath, concentrate on 
the muscles in your scaIp, forehead, eyes, jaw, and face. Notice any tension 
you may be holding in these areas while you slowly exhale, silently speaking 
the word, "relax." Feel the tension fall away as you exhale. 

Third Breath: As you take in another long, slow breath, concentrate on the 
tension in your neck and shoulders. Release the tension in these muscles as 
you exhale slowly, repeating the word, "relax." 

Fourth Breath: As you slowly inhale, notice any tension in the muscles of 
your chest and abdomen. Relax these muscles as you slowly exhale sending 
the message, "relax," through your body. 

Fifth Breath: As you take in another long, slow breath, focus on tension 
remaining anywhere in your body. Hold this breath for a few seconds and 
exhale slowly while repeating again, the word, "relax." 

You may wish to repeat this exercise several times in a row to really rid your body of 
stress. With practice, you will be able to release ever increasing amounts of stress. 
Relaxation does require practice. It is a learned skill. One of the most common mistakes 
is giving up too easiiy. Stick with the process and it will serve you well. 
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COPING STRATEGIES 

POSITIVE 

DIVERSIONS 

GETAWAYS : 
HOBBIES : 
LEARNING : 
MUSIC: 

PLAY : 

WORK : 

- 
FAMILY 

BALANCING : 

CONFLICT RESOLUTION: 

ESTEEM BUILDING: 

FLEXIBILITY: 

NETWORKING: 

TOGETHERNESS: 

INTERPERSONAL 

AFFIRMATION: 

ASSERTIVENESS: 

CONTACT : 

EXPRESSION: 
LIMITS : 

LINKING : 

MENTAL 

IMAGINATION: 
LIFE PLANNING: 
ORGANIZING: 

PROBLEM-SOLVING: 

RELABELING : 

TIME MANAGEMENT : 

PHYSICAL 

Spend time alone. See a movie. Daydream. 
Write. Paint. Create something. 
Take a fun class. Join a club. 
Play an instrument. Sing. Listen. to 
stereo. 
Play a game. Goof off. Go out with 
friends . 
Tackle a new project. Keep busy. 
Volunteer - 

Balance time at work and home. Accept the 
good with the bad. 
Look for win/win solutions. Forgive 
readily. 
Build good family feelings. Focus on 
personal strengths. 
Take on new family roles. Stay open to 
change. 
Develop friendships with other families. 
Make use of community resources. 
Take time to be together. Build family 
traditions. Express affection. 

Believe in yourself. Trust others. Give 
compliments. 
State your needs and wants. Say "no" 
respectfully. 
Make new friends. Touch. Really listen 
to others. 
Show feelings. Share feelings. 
Accept others' boundaries. Drop some 
involvements. 
Share problems with others. Ask for 
support from family/friends. 

Look for the humor. Anticipate the future. 
Set clear goals. Plan for the future. 
Take charge. Make order. Don't let things 
pile up. 
Solve it yourself. 
Tackle problems head on. 
Change perspectives. Look for good in a 
bad situation. 
Focus on top priorities. Work smarter, not 
harder. 

Seek outside help. 
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Coping Strategies Page 2 of 3 

BIOFEEDBACK: 

EXERCISE : 

NOURISHMENT,: 
RELAXATION: 

SELF-CARE : 

STRETCHING: 

SPIRITUAL 

COMMITMENT: 
FA1 TH : 
PRAYER : 

SURRENDER : 

VALUING : 

WORSHIP : 

Listen to your body. Know your physical 
limitations. 
Pursue physical fitness. Jog. Swim. 
Dance. Walk. . 
Eat for health. Limit use of alcohol. 
Tense and relax each muscle. Take a warm 
bath. Breathe deeply. 
Energize your work and play. Strive €or 
self-improvement. 
Take short stretch breaks throughout your 
day. 

Take up a worthy cause. Say "yes." 
Find purpose and meaning. Trust God. 
Confess. Ask for forgiveness. Pray €or 
others. Give thanks. 
Let go of problems. Learn to live with the 
situation. 
Set priorities. Be consistent. Spend time 
and energy wisely. 
Share beliefs with others. Put faith into 
action. 

NEGATIVE 

ALCOHOL : 

DENIAL : 

DRUGS : 

EATING : 

Drink to change your mood. Use alcohol as 
your friend. 

Pretend nothing's wrong. Lie. Ignore the 
problem ~ 

Abuse coffee/aspirin/medications. Smoke 
pot. Pop pills. 

Keep binging. Go on a diet. Use food to 
console you. 

FAULT-FINDING: Have a judgmental attitude. Complain. 
Criticize. 

ILLNESS : 

INDULGING : 

PASSIVITY: 

Develop headaches/nervous stomach/major 
illness: Become accident prone. 

Stay up late. Sleep in. Buy on impulse. 
Waste time. 

Hope it gets better. Procrastinate. Wait 
for a lucky break. 

REVENGE : Get even. Be sarcastic. Talk mean. 

STUBBORNNESS : Be rigid. Demand your way. Refuse to be 
wrong. 

TANTRUMS : 

TOBACCO : 

WITHDRAWAL : 

Yell. Mope. Pout. Swear. Drive 
recklessly. 

Smoke to relieve tension. Smoke to be 
I t  in . , I  

Avoid the situation. Skip school or work. 
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Coping Strategies 

Keep your feelings to yourself. 

Page 3 of 3 

WORRYING : Fret over things. Imagine the worst. 

- . .  .-- - 

If you are concerned about any difference in your treatmentplan and the information in this handout, ' 
you are advised to contact your health care provider. 

(c) The Board of Trustees of the University of Illinois, 1995 

If you are a UIUC student and would like a hard copy of this handout, you may come to the Health 
Resource Center at McKinley Health Center, Room 222 during the hours of 8:OO am and 4:30 pm, 
Monday through Friday. ' ' - - -  - 
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HOW VULNERABLE ARE YOU TO STRESS? 

In modem society, most' of us can't avoid stress. But we can learn to behave in ways that lessen its 
effects. Researchers have identified a number of factors that affect one's vulnerability to stress -- 
among them are eating and sleeping habits, caffeine and alcohol intake, and how we express our 
emotions. The following questionnaire is designed to help you discover your vulnerability quotient and 
to pinpoint trouble spots. Rate each item from 1 (always) to 5 (never), according to how much of the 
time the statement is true of you. Be sure to mark each item, even if it seems not to apply to you -- for 
example, if you don't smoke, check off 1 next to item 6.  

Some- 
Always t i m e s  Never 

- 1. I ea t  a t  l e a s t  one hok, balanced  m e a l  1 2  3 4  5 
a day. 

2 .  I g e t  seven t o  e i g h t  hours  of sleep a t  1 2  3 4  5 
l e a s t  f o u r  n i g h t s  a week.  

3 .  I g ive  and receive a f f e c t i o n  r e g u l a r l y .  1 2  3 4  5 

4. I have a t  l e a s t  one r e l a t i v e  w i t h i n  50  1 2  3 4  5 
miles, on whom I can r e l y .  

5.  I e x e r c i s e  t o  t h e  p o i n t  of p e r s p i r a t i o n  1 2  3 4  5 
a t  l e a s t  t w i c e  a week.  

6 .  I limit myself t o  less than  h a l f  a pack 1 2  3 4  5 
of c i g a r e t t e s  a day. 

7 .  I t a k e  fewer than  f i v e  slL:ohc,Lic d r i n k s  1 2  3 4  5 
a w e e k .  

5. I am the a p p r o p r i a t e  weight f o r  my 1 2  3 4  5 
h e i g h t .  

9 .  I have an income adequate  t o  m e e t  b a s i c  1 2  3 4  5 
expenses .  

1 0 .  I g e t  s t r e n g t h  from my r e l i g i o u s  be- 1 2  3 4  5 
l i e f s .  

11. I r e g u l a r l y  a t t e n d  club o r  s o c i a l  a c t i -  1 2  3 4  5 
v i t i e s .  

1 2  3 4  5 12 .  I have a network of  f r i e n d s  and ac- 
qua in tances .  

1 2  3 4  5 13. I have one  o r  more f r i e n d s  t o  conf ide  
i n  about pe r sona l  m a t t e r s .  

1 4 .  I am i n  good h e a l t h  ( i n c l u d i n g  eye- 1 2  3 4  5 
s i g h t ,  hear ing ,  t e e t h ) .  

1 2  3 4  5 15. I am a b l e  t o  speak openly about  my 
f e e l i n g s  when angry o r  worr ied .  

1 2  3 4  5 1 6 .  I have r e g u l a r  conversa t ions  w i t h  t h e  
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people I live with about domestic prob- 
lems -- for example, chores and money. 

17. I do something for fun at least once a 1 2  3 4  5 
week 

18. I am able to organize my time effec- 1 2  3 4  5 
tivel y . 

19. I drink fewer than three cups of coffee 1 2  3 4  S 
(or other caffeine-rich drinks) a day. 

20. I take some quiet time for myself dur- 1 2  3 4  5 
ing the day. 

To get your score, add up the figures and subtract 20. A score below 10 indicates excellent resistance 
tp stress. A score over 30 indicates some vulnerability to stress; you are seriously vulnerable if your 
score is over 50. 
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SIGNS OF STRESS 

The first task is to recognize what stress (or fear or anxiety) is--to become aware if 
and when you have it. Ask yourself these questions: Are you often tense and unable to 
relax? Are you nervous-do you shake? Do you have trouble sleeping? Do you feel under 
a lot of pressure? Are you often restless and unable to sit for long? You feel like your 
troubles are piling up too much for you to handle? Answering "yes" to any one of these 
questions may mean you are over-stressed. Answering "yes" to 4 or 5 of these 6 questions 
doubles your risk of developing high blood pressure. 

A brief list of signs would include: 

1. Psychophysiological responses--muscles tight or aching, nervous tics like in the 
eyelid, hands unsteady, restlessness, touching yourself repeatedly, clearing your 
throat, frequent colds, pain, upset stomach, sweating, skin problem or itch, stiff 
posture, holding things tightly, strong startle response, headaches, high blood 
pressure, ulcers, heart disease, colitis, hemorrhoids, rashes, diarrhea, or frequent 
urination. These are somatoform disorders. 

2. Behavioral-emotional signs--hyperactivity, walking or talking faster, in a hurry, 
imtation with delays, panicky, blushing, getting tongue-tangled, avoiding people, 
nervous habits (strumming fingers, eating, smoking, drinking), changing habits 
(becoming less or more organized), poor memory, confusion, stumbling over 
words, inattentiveness? excessive worrying, preoccupation with a certain situation, 
holding a grudge, irritability, crying, obsessive thoughts, compulsive actions, 
outbursts of emotions, bad dreams, apathy, etc. These are anxiety reactions. 

3. Tiredness and lack of energy--general lack of interest, bored, watching TV and 
ffalling asleep, humorless, sleeping a lot, insomnia, can't get going, sighing, and 
moving slowly. (Or, sometimes, too much energy, as mentioned above.) 

4. Anxiety intrudes on our consciousness or cognition in many ways: excessive 
preoccupation with the threatening person or situation, a desperate striving to 
understand why someone behaved the way they did, repeatedly obsessing about the 
upsetting event, unstoppable pangs of emotion (loss, anger, jealousy, guilt, longing, 
etc.), excessive vigilance and startle reactions, insomnia and bad dreams, aches and 
pains and other unwanted sensations. Plus all the words mentioned above in the 
introduction that reflect the subjective feelings we have, including nervous, up 
tight, scared, apprehensive, etc. 

Naturally, no one has all these signs. Having only a few may mean nothing; yet, 
having only one to an extreme may be a sign of serious stress. You probably have a pretty 
good idea about how anxious you are; if not, discuss it with someone. There are over 100 
personality tests of stress, anxiety, fears, self-doubt, risk-taking, etc., which could help 
you assess your emotional dis-ease (Aero & Weiner, 198 1). Chapter 15 provides a 
journal approach to discovering your unique sources of stress. One of the best hown 
tests of stress is the Type A Personality Test from Friedman and Rosenman (1974) which 
asks how often you experience racing against the clock, hating to be late, hating to wait, 
losing your temper when pressured? irritated by other's mistakes, speaking in a loud 
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critical voice, being competitive, rushing to do something quickly, feeling guilty if not 
working, etc. How often do you do these things? If a lot, you are likely to be a tense, 
competitive, ambitious, irritable Type A. 

Because stress and anxiety are complex reactions (including feelings, actions, 
thoughts, and physiology), these emotional states can and have been measured many 
ways: self-ratings, observation by others, psychological tests, behavioral signs, and 
physiological or medical tests. The trouble is (1) each person has their own unique way of 
responding to stress, i.e. heart rate may increase but no stomach distress may occur in one 
person and the opposite pattern in another person equally stressed. (2) There is very little 
agreement among these measures, e.g. a person may rate himherself as anxious but not 
appear anxious to others nor respond with stress on the physiological measures, like GSR 
(perspiration), blood pressure, or muscle tension. This is a major problem in studying 
stress scientifically. (3) The concepts of stress and anxiety are so broad and vague that 
general measures of anxiety do notpredict very well how people behave or feel nor do 
such measures explain psychological problems or help a therapist develop a treatment 
plan. Being "anxious" roughly means "I'm having some problems" but more specifics must 
be known to diagnose and correct a particular disturbance. You may need to go deeper 
and find out exactly what is causing your stress. There are many possible causes which 
you need to know about before deciding what causes your anxiety. 

Stressors--the External Situations that Lead to Stress 

Gltmpes cause stress 

Almost any change in our lives is a stressor because there is a demand on us to deal 
with a new situation. This is Hans Selye's view, who has spent a life-time studying stress 
(1 982). There are thousands of external causes of stress. Moreover, we can be 
overstressed when there are too many demands at school or work or interpersonally, and 
we can be understressed when there is %othing to do" and we feel like we aren't getting 
anywhere. As mentioned before, there are bad stresses and good stresses. Here are some 
bad stresses (the percentages estimate the difficulty in managing that particular stress 
relative to death of a spouse, which is 100%): a spouse dies (loo%), we get divorced 
(73%), have a serious illness (53%), we lose our job (47%), change occupations (36%), 
have more arguments with our spouse (35%), and so on. These are good stresses: when 
we fall in love and get married (50%), reconciliate after a separation (45%), retire (45%), 
have a baby (39%), buy a house (3 l%), get promoted (29%), have an unusual mccess 
(28%), graduate (26%), find new fiends (1 8%), and take a vacation (1 3%). The more of 
these major life changes--good and bad--that have occurred in your life during the last 
year or two, the greater the chances of your becoming physically or emotionally ill 
(Holmes & Rahe, 1967). Other researchers have found that having just one close, 
confiding relationship protects us from many of these stresses. 

Alvin Toffler (1 970) wrote a best seller, Future Shock, putting forth the idea that 
technology was producing such rapid change that people felt unable to keep up with and 
handle the accelerating flow of information and choices. We are in a mobile society with 
few permanent relationships. Today almost everything is disposable, even our jobs and 
friends. We give them up and move on. Certainly, computers, robots, and cheap foreign 
labor may threaten our jobs. On the other hand, I would suggest that an equal amount of 
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stress or hstration is caused by changes being made too slowly rather than too fast, i.e. 
racial prejudice and greed don't go away fast enough, we'd like to make some changes at 
work but can't, or the slow driver in front of us drives us crazy--see fiustration and 
conflict below. 

Siegelman (1983) and others speculate that change is upsetting because we are 
leaving a part of our selves behind. Any change involves a loss of the known--a giving up 
of a reality that has given meaning to our lives. We are also &aid we won't get the things 
we want after the change is made. No wonder changes are resisted. Siegelman and others 
also believe that there is an opposite force to the resistance to change. Of course, many of 
us seek change; there is an urge to master new challenges, to explore the unknown, to 
test ourselves. And she says, "mastering the anxiety of venturing promotes new levels of 
growth." How do you see yourself? As wanting things to stay comfortable and the same 
or more as wanting things to change? This is probably an important personal 
characteristic to be aware of and to consider if you need to change this attitude. 

Lazarus and Folkman (1 984) believe the little daily hassles rather than the major life 
events bother us the most, causing mental and physical problems. The research at the 
University of California at Berkeley investigated the hassles of college students, middle- 
aged whites, and health professionals. Each group had some similar hassles: losing things, 
concern about physical appearance, and too many things to do. But each group had 
different concerns too: middle-aged persons womed about chronic money matters, 
professionals fretted about continuing pressures at work, and students were stressed by 
wasting time, not doing as well as they would like, and loneliness. Note, these are not 
major life changes, but chronic conditions. 

Stress may come fiom constant, steady tension in a relationship, continuing lack of 
friends, no interest or excitement day after day, or inability to find meaning in life, as well 
as from the big, a h 1  eruptions in life discussed above. Also, the little unexpected 
occurrences and disruptions, like a flat tire, an uninvited visitor, a headache, a long form 
to be filled out, etc. cause stress too. Lazarus's little hassles were found to be more 
related to physical health than Holmes and Rahe's major life events. So, both big and little 
events create stress; you need to be aware of both. And, in fact, as Lazarus points out, 
health can better be viewed as a result of effective or ineffective coping rather than as 
simply a result of stress in the environment. You may not be able to avoid stress, but you 
can learn to cope. 
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SYMPTOMS EFFECTIVENESS CHART 

Progressive Relaxation is a means of recognizing tension in particular muscles or muscle groups and 
learning to consciously relax those muscles. There are four major muscle groups: 1) hands, forearms 
and biceps, 2) head, face, throat and shoulders, 3) chest, stomach and lower back, and 4) thighs, 
buttocks, calves and feet. 

Breathing Exercises help a person relax by concentrating on each breath as you inhale and exhale. Full, 
deep breathing brings additional oxygen to all parts of the body, consequently the body can fhction 
better. Poorly oxygenated blood contributes to anxiety, depression, fatigue and irritability. 

Meditation produces relaxation by focusing on one thing at a time. The amount of internal and 
external stimuli you respond to is greatly reduced. Meditation is a self discipline which increases 
effectiveness in setting and achieving gods, and improves self esteem. It also improves concentration 
and attention. 

Imagination uses positive thinking - you are what you think you are. If you think sad or anxiety 
producing thought, you feel sad or anxious. You can refocus your mind on positive, healing images. A 
saying - "Every day in every way I am getting better and better." Effectiveness of imagination depends 
on your attitude. The desire to get better is not enough, you must believe you will get better. 

Self Hypnosis is similar to sleep, however, there is never a complete loss of awareness. There is a 
narrowing of consciousness, accompanied by inertia and passivity. Hypnosis involves giving 
suggestions and using certain stimuIi, such as visual fixation (pendulum, candle, fireplace or picture); 
concentration, repetition or relaxation. There are no reported cases of harm resulting fiom self 
hypnosis. 

Autogenics is a systematic program to teach your body and mind to respond quickly and effectively to 
verbal commands to relax. What you do is relax, in a comfortable position, and concentrate on verbal 
suggestions of warmth and heaviness in your Iimbs. The exercises help reverse the body's fight or 
flight reaction to physical or emotional stress. Persons with serious diseases such as diabetes, 
hypoglycemia or heart conditions should be under a doctor's care while doing autogenics. (Some 
people experience changes in blood pressure.) 

Thought Stopping involves concentration on unwanted thoughts and after a short time, suddenly 
stopping and emptylng your mind. The command %op" or a loud noise is generally used to interrupt 
the unwanted thoughts. Negative or frightening thoughts usually precede negative and frightening 
emotions. If your thought can be controlled, your level of stress can be significantly reduced. 

Refbting Irrational Ideas is based upon the concept that what we think or "say to ourselves" affects 
our emotions Basic to irrational thinking is the assumption that things are done to us. In reality, 
nothing is done to us. Events happen in the world. We experience these events, engage in "self talk" 
and then experience an emotion as a result of our self talk. If our self talk is irrational and unrealistic, 
we create unpleasant emotions. Because self talk occurs almost automatically, it is easy to think that 
emotions come spontaneously from events. If we analyze the situation and look at it rationally we can 
recognize causality and results. 

Coping Skills Training teaches how to relax to reduce anxiety and stress. We have learned to feel 
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nervous or anxious in certain situations. Coping skills training teaches, instead, to relax using 
progressive muscle relaxation so that whenever we experience stress, we can let go of the tension. 
Write down a list of,your stressfbl situations --from least anxious to most anxious. Think about the 
situation, then relax away the stress you feel. Secondly, develop personal verbal remarks to counteract 
the stress (''stay calm ...y ou've dealt with this before"). 

Assertiveness Training teaches you to stand up for your legitimate rights, without pushing others 
around or letting them push you around. 

Time Management can be stated as three steps: 1) establish priorities that pinpoint your most 
important goals, and that allow you to base your decisions on what is important and what is not, 2) 
create time by realistic scheduling and elimination of low priority tasks, and 3) learn to make basic 
decisions. 

Biofeedback is the use of inwments to become aware of processes in your body that you usually do 
not notice, and to help bring them under voluntary control. Biofeedback helps you find out which 
components of your nervous system are and are not relaxed. Biofeedback is often used in addition to 
other stress reduction methods. 

Nutrition is important because when you are under stress your need for all nutrients increases, 
especially calcium, vitamin C and the B vitamins. Without the right balance of nutrients you may suffer 
from chronic, subclinical malnutrition and not know it. 

Exercise is one of the mas$ &+tive means of stress redu&on. Vigorous physical exercise is a natural 
outlet for your body when. k is in the fight or flight state. After exercising, your body returns to its 
normal equilibrium and you fed relaxed and refreshed. 
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S*ress Management Techniques 

I) Deep breathing exercises: Don't ever underestimate this one! 

2) Spot checking and scanning: Putting l itt le colorful dots in places 
t o  remind you t o  breathe and relax your muscles. 

3) Thought-stoppinb: This is when you actually talk t o  yourself, 
saying "Stop" when you are thinking negative, unhelpful thoughts. 

4) Progressive muscle relaxation: Being able t o  constrict and relax 
your muscles, including scalp, face, jaw, shoufders and all larger 
muscles. 

5) Constructive self-talk: Being able t o  truly talk t o  yourself as a 
mentor, a friend o r  parent, reminding yourself o f  the person you 
are inside. 

6) Biofeedback: Usually requires medical equipment that shows you 
a reading o f  your heart rate and breathing patterns so that you 
can "think" it slower, more relaxed. 

7) Exercise: Of course. This actually helps metabolize the stress 
chemicals running around our bodies; that's why it works! It 
doesn't have t o  be running a marathon; walking, yoga, gardening 
and golfing are just a few ways t o  keep moving. 

Most of these can be self-taught wi th  a book, tape or counselor; 
classes are taught by Providence, Legacy and Kaiser Hospital 
Systems a t  no or  l i t t le cost. 
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Traumatic Incidents in Police Work: 
When Your Children are Affected Too 

bY 

Jim Fairchild, MS, CEAP 

The impact of traumatic events in police work has gotten widespread attention in recent 
years. The effects of these events on the officers involved, co-workers, spouses, and 
partners have been well documented. New and innovative intervention programs have 
been developed to help mitigate the affects of traumatic stress. Often forgotten, however, 
are the children of officers who may be emotionally impacted by what happens to their 
parents and to police officers in general. 

Many parents’ natural instinct is to attempt to shield children from an awareness of evil in 
the world; to try to preserve their innocence for as long as possible. This approach tends 
to be ineffective at best and destructive at worse. Children pick up information from 
adult discussions, radio and television broadcasts, and from playmates. When parents do 
not help their children understand the information they inevitably acquire, children’s fears 
may be magnified. 

Children can suffer traumatic stress reactions just as adults and can develop posttraumatic 
stress disorder. Since they have fewer coping skills and far less life experience than 
adults, children have more difficulty putting trauma in perspective. They depend on their 
parents for protection and safety. When the traumatic incident happens to a parent, 
children my experience profound feelings of powerlessness and vulnerability. 

Svmptoms of Trauma in Children 

The symptoms exhibited by children in response to trauma vary with the developmental 
stage of the child. 

Very young children, birth through age one year, may have no reaction to shootings or 
other traumatic events in which they are not directly involved. They lack the ability to 
engage in abstract thinking such as, “A bad man shot a police officer. My mommy is a 
police officer. My mommy might get shot.” Therefore, vicarious traumatization is not 
much of an issue. More critical for these children is the symptomatic reaction of their 
parents to traumatic events. If a parent becomes highly anxious, withdraws emotionally, 
begins spending less time at home, abuses alcohol or other drugs, or exhibits 
unpredictable mood swings, these behaviors become the source of emotional 
maladjustment for the child. 
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Symptoms of traumatic stress in children of this age tend to be limited to increased 
fussing, crying, and general agitation as well as delays in learning new and expected 
developmental skills such as recognizing and using simple words or crawling and 
walking. One should use caution in rushing to the conclusion that minor developmental 
delays indicate symptomatic behavior as many normal children experience such delays. 

Preschoolers, ages two through five years, are able to grasp some concepts associated 
with traumatic events which occur to others but their ability to fully understand the nature 
of these events remains limited. They tend to fill in the gaps in their understanding with 
magical and imaginary thinking, (“A bad man shot at my daddy. He might come to our 
house and try to shoot me too.”). Children of this age continue to have a very self- 
centered view of the world and often see unrelated events as having a cause-and-effect 
relationship (“I was bad and mommy was mad at me. Mommy got hurt at work. If I 
hadn’t been bad, mommy wouldn’t have gotten hurt.”). 

- When children in this age group are experiencing symptoms of traumatic stress, they are 
often unable or unwilling to tell their parents. They may not have the ability to put their 
feelings into words or they may be afraid to tell their parents because they feel 
responsible for the traumatic event. Behavioral signs of traumatic stress in preschoolers 
includes: 

I .  Anxious, clingy behavior. Following parents around. Emotional scenes at times of 
separation such as when a parent leaves for work or when the child is left at day care. 

2. Regressive behaviors such as bed wetting, crawling instead of walking, using baby- 
talk, thumb sucking, or refusing to go to bed at night. 

3. Nightmares. 

4. Aggressive behavior directed toward playmates, siblings, parents or their toys. 

5 .  Magical thinking associated with the traumatic event (“My mommy got hurt because I 
was bad.)” 

6. Repetitive talk and/or play, often recreating the traumatic event as they imagine it to 
have been. 

Elementary school age children, ages six through twelve years, are much more aware of 
the world and have a far greater ability to grasp the nature of traumatic events which 
happen to their parents. They are typically less self-centered and do not feel the sense of 
personal responsibility for everything that happens to their parents as preschoolers do. 
They tend to have the ability to make more realistic assessments of the dangers in the 
world and recognize that these real threats can be very frightening. 
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Being more aware and having greater social contacts apart from the family than younger 
children, elementary age children gather more information about adults, adult problems, 
and events in the world than many parents imagine. Attempts to shield these children 
from information’about the world is largely ineffective. What they don’t discuss with 
their parents, they will hear from their peers. It is better that children hear about events 
from their parents so their parents can put these events in context. It is not advisable for a 
child’s initial exposure to information to come from classmates in the oversimplified 
form of childhood communication (“Your dad shot a man. Your dad is a murder.”). 

Symptoms of traumatic stress in elementary school age children include: 

1. A significant decline i school performance characterized by distractibility and 
difficulty concentrati Oftenmisdiagnosed as attention deficit disorder. 

2. Sleep disturbances including difficulty falling asleep, waking in the middle of the 
night, andor nightmares. 

3. Regressive behaviors including clinging, crying, and other behaviors they have 
outgrown. 

c 

4. Temper tantrums, aggressive play, oppositional behavior resisting adult authority 

5 .  Complaints of physical illness. 

6. Nervousness, difficulty keeping still, exaggerated startle reflex. 

7. Withdrawal, isolation. 

8. Reckless play. Risk-taking. 

Teenagers, ages thirteen through eighteen, often exhibit mood swings and acting out 
behaviors in the absence of traumatic events. When faced with such an event in the 
family, teenagers tend to have the maturity and life experience to fully appreciate the 
event and place it in its proper context, however, their emotional reactions can range 
widely and erratically fiom those of mature adults to those of much younger children. It 
is important that parents of teenagers recognize that they while they may appear mature 
physically. emotionally, they continue to need reassurance and guidance from parents and 
other adults. 

Symptoms of traumatic stress in teenagers include: 

1 .  Withdrawal from adults. Secrecy. Feeling that only peers can understand. 
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2. Behaviors which suggest that they have given up on a future which is uncertain. 
These include alcohol/drug abuse, sexual acting out, truancy, abandonment of 
important goals such a college or occupational preparation. 

3. Outbursts of temper. Fighting. Property destruction. Revenge fantasies. 

4. Mood swings without significant provocation. 

5.  Regressive behaviors including clinging, following parents around to ensure the 
parents are safe, and the need for greater emotional reassurance. 

.. 6. Insisting, as opposed to suggesting, that parents find a safer line of work. 

7. Preoccupation with music, books, and art with death themes. 

8. Depression. Suicidal ideatiodattempts. 

Parents of teenagers reviewing these symptoms might recognize that many of them are 
characteristic of “normal” teenage behavior. The difference between normal and 
symptomatic at this age is a matter of duration and degree. Should you detect any 
significant change in your teen’s behavior or emotion immediately following a traumatic 
event. it is likely there is a connection. 

]!That Can Parents Do 

Parents who wish to assist their children in the aftermath of a traumatic event are first 
n d l k e d  to be aware of their own symptomatic behavior and to bring it under control. 
Good intentions are not enough. An excellent parent in the midst of a traumatic stress 
reaction is not going to be very effective in heIping a frightened child. 

Other helpful actions include: 

1 .  Remember that children of all ages have difficulty expressing their fears in words. 
They tend to act out in regressive ways. These regressive behaviors are an attempt to 
secure a more intensive level of nurturing and attention from parents. Lecturing or 
punishing at these times is exactly the wrong response. Showing love, acceptance, 
cncouragement, and assistance with problem solving will help extinguish regressive 
acting out. 

2 TLike your children’s fears seriously. Never laugh at them or tell them they “shouldn’t 
fix1 that way.” Acknowledge that life is sometimes scary. Offer reassurance. Teach 
them what you have learned about calming fear when you are afraid. 
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3. Don’t try to protect your child from an awareness of evil in the world. Help your child 
understand evil in age appropriate ways and help your child learn survival skills. 
Children who are over-protected are often the most susceptible to fear and 
victimization. Children who develop survival skills gain a sense of confidence. 

4. Talk to your children about death. From an early age, they are exposed to death 
through the media and in life around them. A pet may die, a grandparent, or a 
classmate. Death is a frightening subject for a child but ignorance is more 
frightening. Do not use words like “Went to sleep” or “Left US.” Children who hear 
this type of explanation may become fearful of going to bed or may feel that grandpa 
left because he didn’t lave the child. Be honest in your explanations. Encourage your 
children to talk about their feelings arid answer their questions. Remember that death 
is a complex concept. Children will not be able to grasp the concept all at once. Let 
them guide the level of your explanation with their questions. 

5.  Be realistic in your reassurance. If your child asks you if you will die, answer 
truthfully but add that you “don’t plan to die for a long, long time.” If you child asks 
if you will be killed at work, use the same answer emphasizing that you are careful, 
well trained, and work with other officers who will help you stay safe. Do not tell 
your child that you will not die or will not be killed at work. Should you death occur 
after such a reassurance, you child may experience it as not only a loss but a betrayal. 

6. If you are aware that your name will be used in the media or if there is a high profile 
situation involving another office such a line-of-duty death, break the news to your 
child in person if possible. Help your child place the event in perspective. Encourage 
and answer questions. 

7. When an incident occurs, help your child maintain a sense of security by keeping 
routines such as bedtime and mealtime rituals as normal as possible. 

8. Seek professional assistance if your child’s behavior changes radically following a 
traumatic incident or if the behavior change persists over time. Remember, some 
degree of symptomatic behavior following a traumatic incident is normal in children 
as well as adults. If you are concerned that your children’s reaction is not within 
normal limits, contact CAPE. CAPE’S staff includes therapists whose area clinical 
specialization is the treatment of children and adolescents. This service is fiee and 
confidential. 

Children and adults can develop strength, compassion, confidence, and reverence as the 
result of the trails they face in life. As parents, we can help our children learn and grow 
through adversity. 
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bef initions 

Stress: A "load" on the  system, usually understood as external (load 
on an outlet before circuit "blows") but with people, it's internal. 

Stressor: A specific problem, issue, challenge, change o r  personal 
conflict tha t  is being loaded into your system. 

Stress Reduction: Eliminating the  source of stress by making 
changes, taking action. You have the  control t o  eliminate the 
stressor. 

Stress Manaqement: Coping and managing the stressor, adapting t o  
it. You do no t  have the  control t o  eliminate it. 
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Stress Reactions Are  : 

Set of physical changes ....( chemical/hormonal change; a reminder 
t h a t  our head is connected t o  the body) including: 

Increased arterial blood pressure 
Increased blood supply to the brain 
1 n creased trig I y ceri d es 
Decreased blood to kidneys, skin, gastrointestinal system 
Activation of adrenaline 
Increased glucose production 
Suppression of immune system mechanisms 

Which occur in reaction t o  t h e  perception o f  a th rea t  ....(p hysical, 
mental or  emotional; fear or  concern about "incoming" information) 

And which prepares t h e  body f o r  fighting o r  running away 

Stress is a survival mechanism; can save lives ....( see, think and react 
q u i c k /I y ; a bso I u t  e ne c ess i t y  ) 

0 Unchecked, it can do harm physically and emotionally .... 
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r: 
Symptoms o f  Stress 

Physical (Body) 

AppetiteANeight Gain or Loss 
Headaches 
Tension 
Fatigue 
Insomnia 
Colds, Flu Illnesses 
Muscle Aches 
Stomach Aches 
Pounding Heart 
Grinding Teeth 
Rashes 
Diarrhea 
Excessive Sweating 
Tremors, Shakes 
Shortness of Breath 
Blurred Vision 

Emotional (Feel inqs) 

Anxiety 
Frustration 
Depression 
Mood Swings 
Tem pe r 0 ut b u rs t s 
Nightmares 
Crying Spells 
Irritability 
Excessive Worry 
Discouragement 
Frequent Accidents 
Restlessness 
Hopeless/HeIpless 
Suicidal Thoughts 
Abuse of Alcohol, 
Drugs, Sex, Food 

Mental (Thinkins) Interpersonal (Relat i nq) 

Forgetfulness 
Concentration Problems 
Confusion 
Racing Thoughts 
Boredom 
Difficulty making decisions 
Spacing Out 
Dulled Senses 
Reduced Productivity 
Recurrent thoughts 

Isolation 
Not keeping Friends 
Hostility 
S u b-Asse rt ive Be h avi o r 
Distrust 
Sexual Problems 
Nagging 
Manipulation of Others 
Work Performance 
Aggression 

S p i ritual (Bel i ef s/Fai t h) 

Emptiness Loss of Direction 
Cynicism Internal Conflict 
Apathy Life has little Meaning 
Martyrdom Self-Doubt 

Feelings of worthlessness 
Looking for Magic 
U nforg iving , J u dg men tal 
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Four Obstacles t o  Effective Stress Management 

1) Failing t o  listen t o  your body: lack of awareness of your 
body’s reaction; you have no clue. 

Headaches 
Stomach aches 
Sleeping problems 
Racing thoughts 
Anxiety 

2) Denial: You refuse to notice the symptoms; don’t want to 
“deal with it.” 

Increased conflicts with others 
Increased blame on others 
You’re mad at everyone or everyone is mad at you 
People avoid you; gives you relief as well as sadness 

3) Don’t believe that  your reactions t o  stress can be 
changed o r  controlled. 

Being stressed becomes a part of how you live and who you 
are. 
Rely on “old ways” of handling stress: avoidance or 
aggression. 
See stressors as ONE BIG STRESS, not as separate and 
discreet stressors; too big to tackle. 

4) Don’t know “HOW-TO” so r t  out stressors. 

Key to sorting out stressors: 

Can you eliminate the stressor? Change it. 
Can’t eliminate the stressor? Adapt to it. 
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Unchecked Stress: Anger or bepression? 

Common stress reactions of police of f icers (look angry or  
withdrawn): 

Intolerance, impatience of self and others (home and work) 

Avoidance of police duties (avoids calls; parks car out of sight) 

Avoidance of family (overtime, sleeping) 
i 

Cynicism toward public, Department, family, life in general 

Increase of addictive behaviors: alcohol, sex, gambling, pornography 

AffairslSecrets 

Fatiguellack of good sleep 

Absenteeism increases 

Procrastination of family, household needs (bills, repairs, etc.) 

Headaches, stomach aches 

Poor judgment; increased problems at work and home (IA contact) 
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Anger as a Stress Reaction: 

Anger: A defensive reaction (0 -100 in seconds) to push away the 
source of pain causing hurt, unempowerment, being discounted, 
devalued, alienated, misunderstood, betrayed. 

Think about it! 
Momentary blow-up? Able to find rebalance quickly and 
take responsibility for the outburst? If hurt and devalued, 
was the reason for the blow-up a reality or your 
perception? What was the intention? Malicious or not? Is 
it YOUR issue? 

Change how you respond! 
Respond vs. React: Make the head think while the heart 
is pounding. Be curious about why YOU are reacting. 
Deep breaths. Time out. Come back. Practice. 

Depression as a Stress Reaction: 

Depression: Is a biological, situational and/or existential state, where 
personal resources are depleted, control is slipping and hope vague. 

Think about it! 
Unresolved stressors can contribute to depression, 
decreasing personal resources while failed attempts to 
regain control cause anger and avoidance = alienation. 

Change how you respond! 
Think about your own issues from the past and how they 
affect your relationships today; what works and what 
doesn’t? 

Change might require counseling (mental health, pastoral, 
other) and/or medications, if appropriate. 
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Why Do People Respond or Adapt Differently 
T o  the Same Stressors? 

FamilyIGenetic Influences - What we "inherit" 
I .  Family history of physical and psychological conditions 
2. Personality and Temperament 
3. Cultural background 
4. Gender 

Past Experiences - Wisdom 
I .  Learned coping patterns 
2. Previous exposure to similar stress 
3.  lifestyle patterns 

Existing Conditions - Vulnerabilities and strengths that  inf hence 
how you respond or  adapt t o  the stress(ors): 

I. Health 
2. Motivation 
3. Support at work 
3. Support at home 
4. Relationship status with spouse (positive or not?) 
5. Other support outside work and family: friends 
6. Financial situation 
7. Other's health (children, aging parents) 
8. Children's situation (at school, peers, involved or struggling, 

etc.) 
9. Other? 

Existing Beliefs and Skills 
I .  Spiritual or religious influence 
2. Open Communication Style 
3. Moral Values 
4. Accepts help (from counselor/pastor/other) 
5. Self-concept 
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Obstacles t o  Effective Stress Management 
Beliefs Specific t o  Police Officers 

What works a t  work doesn’t necessarily work  a t  home. 

Perfectionism: Need t o  be seen as flawless off icer. 
1. Feel constant pressure to achieve (by self or others) 
2. Feel critical of yourself when not seen as perfect 
3. Feel you haven’t done enough no matter how hard you try 
4. Cost: Extremely sensitive to feed-back; family will walk on 

eagshells around you, concerned about getting or receiving 
- negative comments. 

Control: Need t o  be seen as reliable and strong officer. 
I .  Need to be in control at all times on the job 
2. Worry how you appear to others when you are anxious or 

3. Any sign of lack of control is a sign of weakness or failure 
4. Cost: Skeptical or impatient when delegating projects to others 

at home; your absolute involvement overrides other’s ideas; 
some family will have to hide what they’re doing from you. 

nervous 

Detachment: Need t o  be seen as impartial and focused. 
1. Emotions are viewed as weak o r  vulnerable. 
2. Containing thoughts and feelings is exhausting. 
3. What begins as difficult, becomes usual 
4. Difficult moving between being detached and emotional 

when going from work t o  home and work again. 
5. Cost: Your ability t o  withhold emotions on the job can 

become a disability in emotional relationships a t  home; 
family wil l  f ind ways around you. 
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Challenges fo r  Law Enforcement families: 

Good o r  bad, recognize t h e  organization's "real" needs 
(minimum - maximum) 

Respect your family members' needs dif ferently than you do 
the  organization's needs. Prioritize them. 

Understand your spouse's position; what do they need from 
you. Why aren't you wanting o r  able t o  give those things? 

Figure out and discuss what you're getting and not getting. 
Why, why not? 

Disctmss the children; how are they doing? What is your part? 
Need t o  be more active? What is preventing that? 

Plan new ways of bringing up and resolving problems (family 
meetings). 

Commit t o  time together and as a family; build it into the 
schedule. Stick t o  it. 

Talk about what troubles you; take a risk and speak up. 
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0 Understand what you can change vs. what you must 
manage in your f arnily's relationship: 

How do you approach a problem? (ScoIding/pIeading) 
How do you avoid a problem? ("I forgot?") 
What are your excuses? ("Too tired," "Not my job") 
What is truly a reasonable expectation? ("Ok, i t s  mine") 
What is getting in your way? (Fatigue? Depression?) 
Can youmake a commitment? (Want t o  keep the  
relationship; want t o  like the relationship?) 

The latest research finds: 

Men: listen t o  your wife's advice and guidance; it's usually 
valuable and good. 
Women: Stop criticizing and complaining as your method 
of communication; use your skills t o  encourage, not 
criticize. 

This document is a research report submitted to the U.S. Department of Justice. This report
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GOAL: Manage Your Stress More Effectively! 

Become aware of your stressors and your emotional and physical 
reactions t o  them: 

1. Notice your distress. Don't ignore it. Don't gloss over your problems. 
2. Determine what events distress you. What are you telling yourself about 

many of these events? 
3. Determine how your body responds to the stress. Do you become nervous 

and physically upset? If so, in what specific ways? 

I Recognize what you can change. 

I. 

2.  

3. 

4. 

0 Reduce 

1. 

2 .  
3. 
4. 
5.  

6. 

Can you change your stressors by avoiding or eliminating them 
completely? 
Can you reduce their intensity (manage them over a period of time instead 
of a daily or weekly basis)? 
Can you shorten your exposure to stress (take a break, leave the physical 
premises)? 
Can you devote the time and energy necessary to making a change (goal 
setting over time) 

the intensity o f  your emotional reactions t o  stress. 

The stress reaction is triggered by your perception of danger.. .physical 
danger and/or emotional danger. Are you viewing your stressors in 
exaggerated extremes or taking a difficult situation and making it a 
" d o a b I e " c h a I le ng e? 
Are you expecting to please everyone? 
Are you overreacting and viewing things as absolutely critical and urgent? 
Must you prevail in every situation? 
Work at adopting more moderate views; try to see the stress as something 
to cope with rather than something that overpowers you. 
Try to temper excess emotions. Put the situation in perspective. 

Learn t o  moderate your physical reactions t o  stress. 

1. Slow, deep breathing will bring your heart rate and respiration back to 
normal. 

2. Relaxation techniques can reduce muscle tension. Visualization and 
biofeedback can help bring back voluntary control over such things as 
muscle tension, heart rate and blood pressure. 

3. Medications, when prescribed by a physician, can help in the short term in 
moderating your physical reactions. However, they alone are not the 
answer. Learning to moderate these reactions on your own is a preferable 
long-term solution. 

This document is a research report submitted to the U.S. Department of Justice. This report
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Build your physical reserves. 

1. Exercise for cardiovascular fitness three to four times a week 
2. Eat well-balanced, nutritious and regular meals. 
3. Maintain or work toward your ideal weight. 
4. Avoid nicotine, excessive caffeine and other stimulants. 
5. At work, take breaks when able; decrease tendency for overtime. Plan 

vacations, and commit to them. 
6. Get enough sleep. Be as consistent with your sleep as possible. 

Maintain your emotional reserves. 

1. Develop some mutually supportive friendshipsirelationships outside of work. 
2. Pursue realistic goals that are meaningful to you; also find some that you 

share with your spouse and/or family. 
3. Expect some frustrations, failures and sorrows. 
4. Always be kind and gentle with yourself; critical and harsh self-talk are not 

helpful, only harmful. 

Be willing t o  seek assistance if your reserves become depleted. 

1. Do this for yourself; gain a new perspective and outlook. Confirm those 
obstacles with which you don’t have control; learn how to manage them 
better. 

2. Do this for your family; increase your chances for a long-term and happy 
relationship that may not be problem-free, but is collaborative in its efforts 
to “team-up” against the stressors. A stress faced by one, is faced by all in 
a family. 
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VANCOUVER POLICE DEPARTMENT - POLICY AND PROCEDURE MANUAL 
Chapter 5 - Personnel Rules, Poiines and Procedures 

Chapter ef€echve date. February 17,1998 
b y  chapter, sectron or sub-sechon remsion or ef€fxhVe date md~cated represents the effechve date of a remsed chapter, secbon or sub-sectlon 

and supersedes pnor chapters, sechons M sub-sechons that were 111 effect pnor to the listed date 

CHAPTER 5 - PERSONNEL RULES, POLICIES AND 
PROCEDURES 

EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE 
R-A 

R-A 

R-A 

R-A 

R-A 

FREQ-3 years WASPC-13.4,13.6 CALEA- 

PURPOSE 

The purpose of this policy is to outline a Departmental response to employees whose job performance alters 
or deteriorates noticeably. It is the Department's intent to provide assistance to employees exhibiting below 
standard, unusual, or less than professional job performance attributable to trauma or personal stresses 
rather than negligence, lack of knowledge or illegal behavior. 

E Q - 3  Y- WASPC- CALEA- 

POLICY 

The Employee Assistance Program shall assist in the personal needs of employees. All information relating 
to the Employee Assistance Program shall be treated as confidential. Responsibility for the operation of the 
Eniployee Assistance Program rests with and is administratively controlled by the City's Human Resources 
Department. 

FREQ-3 years WASPC- CALEA- 

REFERRAL OF EMPLOYEES 

Any employee or spouse may call the counseling service(s) listed in the Employee Assistance Program for a 
confidential appointment. Supervisors may refer an employee to the Employee Assistance Program when a 
supervisor judges that an employee may need counseling assistance. 

FREQ-3 years WASPC- CALEA- 

Job behaviors which may lead a supervisor or manager to conclude that an individual requires assistance in- 
clude: 

A. A series of sustained citizens' complaints; 

B. Repeated complaints of the same nature; 

C .  Abrupt change in expected police response andor behavior which may be indicative of severe 
emotional disturbance (e.g., excessive and continuous tardiness, absenteeism, sleeping during duty 
hours, excessive impatience, violent reaction to others, overreacting, non-eating, poor personal ap- 
pearance, odor of alcohol, or physical symptoms of drug use, etc.); 

D. A member involved in a shooting accident or other major incident which results in death or serious 
injury. 

COUNSELlNG SERVICES 

Employees are encouraged to utilize the services provided whenever they feel a need for counseling serv- 
ices. This service is provided by the Employee Assistance Program or the member's health care provider 
and shall be confidential. Employees desiring this service should refer to the City Human Resources De- 
partment for specific procedures. 

FREQ-3 years WASPC-13.6 CALEA- 

Supervisors have a specific responsibility for monitoring the fitness of employees. Supervisors 
shall utilize the counseling process to identify problems and are encouraged to make referrals. 

This document is a research report submitted to the U.S. Department of Justice. This report
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VANCOUVER POLICE D E P A R m y F Q L I C Y  AND PROCEDURE MANUAL 
Chapter 5 - Personnel Rules, Policies and Rocedures 

Chapter effecdve date: February 17,1998 
Any chapter, section or subsection revision or effective date indicated represeats the effective date of a revised chapter, section or subsection 

and supersedes prior chapters, sections or subsections that were in effect prior to the listed date. 

Nothing in this policy diminishes the rights and responsibilities of the Department to refer a mem- 
ber for a fitness for duty evaluation under appropriate circumstances. 

TRAUMATIC INCIDENTS 
R-A FREQ3yeafi WASPC-I 3.6 CALEA- 

PURPOSE 

The purpose of this policy and procedure is to provide for assistance to members involved in a traumatic in- 
cident. 

POLICY 

It is the policy of the Department to provide assistance in the form of counseling services, legal representa- 
tion and other support services, to the extent authorized by the City, to members involved in a traumatic in- 
cident. A traumatic incident is defined, but not Iimited to, a shooting incident, traflic fatality, serious physi- 
cal assaultlinjury, or other major trauma which may impact a member. 

R-A FREQ3yeafi WASPC-13.3,13.6 CALEA- 

d 

R-A F E Q 3 y e a r s  WASPC-13.3,13.6 CALEA- 

ADMINISTRATIVE LEAVE 

Any member directly involved in a traumatic incident resulting in serious injury and/or death shall be placed 
on "administrative leave" following completion of a report or preliminary recitation of basic facts concern- 
ing the incident, and pending investigation of the incident. This leave shall be without loss of pay or bene- 
fits. The assignment to administrative leave shall not be interpreted to imply or indicate that the member 
has acted improperly. 

R-A FREQ3years WASPC-13.3,13.6 CALEA- 

A. While on administrative leave, the member is subject to call for a departmental interview and to 
provide statements of clarification regarding the incident. Members shall be subject to recall to 
duty at any time. 

B. Members of the police department may be made available to assist members involved in traumatic 
incidents. 

C. Upon returning to duty, the member@) may be assigned to office or special duty for a period of 
time as deemed appropriate by the Chief of Police. 

D. Additional psychological evaluation, assistance, and counseling will be made available, ifneces- 
saw. 

E. During the investigation of the incident, the administrative leave period, and thereafter until the 
member returns to duty, the Department will be sensitive to the personal needs of the member and 
the member's family, and furnish all reasonable and appropriate support and assistance. 

PROFESSIONAL SUPPORT 

A. 
R-A FRFQ3years WASPC- CALEA- 

Mental Healtk In all cases where serious injury or death results from a traumatic incident, the in- 
volved member shall be required to undergo a debriefing with a psychologistlpsychiatrist as soon 
as possible, but usually not later than 48 hours after the incident. The purpose is to allow the 
member to express hisher feeliigs and to deal with the moral, ethical, and/or psychological effects 
of the incident. The debriefing will be at Department expense. 

1. The debriefing shall not be related to any Department investigation of the incident and 
nothing discussed in the debriefing will be reported to the Department. The content of the 
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VANCOUVER POLICE DEPARTMENT: POLlCY AND PROCEDURE MANUAL 
Chapter 5 - Personnel Rules, Policies and procedures 

Chapter effective date: February 17,1998 
Any chapter, section or sub-skion revision or effective date indicated represents the effective date of a revised chapter, section or sub-section 

and supersedes prior chapters, sections or sub-sections that were in effect prior to the listed date. 

. debriefing session will remain confidential and subject to the physicidpatient privilege 
or psychologist/patient privilege. 

2. When appropriate, the physician, psychologist andlor psychiatrist who has assisted the 
member may be requested to state a conclusion that the member is able to return to work, 
and state recommendations relating to the need for follow-up counseling or evaluation. 
Not later than one year &er a traumatic incident there will be a M e r  reevaluation by a 

.psychologist at Department expense. A second opinion may be obtained by the Depart- 
ment or the member. 

B. Legal Counsel. In the event a claim is made against the City or involved member, Washington law 
(RCW 4.96.041)rfequires that the City assume responsibility for the legal defense of the involved 
member as long as the act or omission was made in good faith and was within the scope of his or 
her official duties. Refer to VMC 2.46 - Defense of Officials, Employees and Volunteers for the 
procedure and obligations of the member. 

WRITTEN REPORTS REQUIRED 

when possible, officers involved will complete a preliminary report detailing their actions surrounding a 
traumatic incident prior to leaving work following the incident. The preliminary report or statement is not 
intended to be a complete discussion of all elements of the incident. It shall be sUacient to inform the De- 
partment what occurred and to facilitate a thorough and efficient investigation. An interview with the in- 
volved member(s) will be scheduled so that investigative personnel can complete any necessary reports. 

R-A FREQ-3yem WASPC- CALEA- 

According to the labor agreement between the city of Vancouver and the Vancouver Police Officers Guild, 
members of that bargaining unit will comply with the following contract language regarding deadly force 
incidents: 

It is recognized that the use of deadly force is a traumatic experience. During investigations re- 
garding dead& force, officers shall provide sufficient information so as not to hinder the investi- 
gation or obstruct the securing of the scene or apprehension of suspects. However, m y  written 
statement or detailed oral statement shall be obtained afier the officer is advised of hisher rights 
and allowed to consult with a Guild representative or attorney. Such consultation shall not un- 
d u b  delay the giving of the statement. 

DESIGNATION OF SUPPORT RESOURCES 

During the investigation following a traumatic incident, the involved member's supervisor and the investi- 
gator assigned to interview the member shall insure that Departmental policy regarding employee assistance 
during traumatic incidents is adhered to. The Chief of Police may designate members of the Department to 
insure that personal needs of an involved member are met during periods of administrative leave. Such 
designation shall be on a case-by-case basis. 

R-A F R E Q - ~ Y ~ z s  WASPC- CALEA- 
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CRITICAL INCIDENTS POLICY 

Summary: 
This policy is an excerpt from the Tulsa, Oklahoma Police Department's Policy and Procedure Manual. 
This document contains the department's Critical Incident Response Team policy. 

Document Text: 
Tulsa Police Department 

Procedure 
Subject: Critical Incident Response Team 
Pages: 2 
Procedure File No.: 31-310A 
Supercedes: 
Previous Date: 12/12/97 
Approved By: Chief of Police 
Date Approved: 311 8/99 

This policy statement and the procedures thereunder are intended for Police Department use only. The 
policies, procedures and regulations are for internal Police Department administrative purposes and are 
not intended to create any higher legal standard of care or liability in an evidentiary sense than is created 
by law. Violations of internal Police Department policies, procedures, regulations or rules form the basis 
for disciplinary action by the Police Department. Violations of law form the basis for civil and/or criminal 
sanctions to be determined in a proper judicial setting, not through the administrative procedures of the 
Police Department. 

PURPOSE OF CHANGE: To expand and clarify the definition of a Critical Incident. 

POLICY: 

The Critical Incident Response Team (CIRT) has been established to assist officers in coping with the 
physical and emotional reactions that can occur as the result of involvement in a critical incident. 

Officers involved in critical incidents are encouraged to participate on a voluntary basis in follow-up 
contacts with ClRT members and/or Psychological Services. 

If there is any doubt whether it is appropriate to notify the CIRT team in a particular incident, a supervisor 
should resolve the doubt in order favor of initiating the contact. 

SUMMARY: Procedures to be followed when responding to critical incidents. 

APPLIES TO: Ail Police Personnel. 

DEFINITIONS: 

Critical Incident - An event involving the immediate risk of death or injury to an officer or any other person 
which requires a greater than normal degree of emotional adjustment on the part of the officer. These 
events may include, but are not limited to shootings, violent crime scenes, serious injury or fatality traffic 
collisions, the sudden death of a child, or other similar incident. 

Critical Incident Response Team (CIRT) - A group of Tulsa police officers who are specially trained to 
assist officers who have been involved in critical incidents. 

This document is a research report submitted to the U.S. Department of Justice. This report
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PROCEDURES: 

Supervisor 

1. A supervisor will contact a ClRT member, either directly or through the dispatcher, whenever a Critical 
incident has occurred. The supervisor, involved officer, or dispatcher will provide the CIRT member with 
information about the incident (e.9. location, nature of the incident). 

I .  

(NOTE: Officers are encouraged to contact ClRT members at their own discretion). 

Involved Officer 

2. The involved officer may have any person contacted whom the officer desires to assist hindher 
following involvement in a critical incident (Le. a ClRT member, a minister or chaplain, a close friend or 

, . family member). 

ClRT Member 

3. Be available to provide support to the involved officer if he/she desires assistance. 

4. If the inwolved officer requests assistance, remain with the oficer as long as necessary to provide 
short-term support. Inform the officer of additional resources that are available to the officer and to hisher 
family. 

5. Discuss with the involved officer the various potential reactions that they may experience as the result 
of a critical incident. 

6. Provide additional ClRT services as requested by the involved officer. 

7. Advise the involved officer that Psychological Services will be notified of the critical incident and that 
the involved officer may be contacted by Psychological Services. 

8. Notify Psychological Services and provide them with information concerning the incident. 

PSC 

9. Maintain a current list of Critical Incident Response Team members that includes each officer's home 
telephone number and current duty assignment. 

REGULATION: 

1. A ClRT member shall be contacted anytime an officer requests their assistance. 

Contact Information: 
Tom Rink 
Officer 
Training and Development Division 
Tulsa Police Department 
6066 East 66th Street North 
Tulsa, OK 741 17-181 1 
Phone: (918) 591-4528 
Fax: (918) 591-4505 
Email: trink@ci.tulsa.ok.us 

This document is a research report submitted to the U.S. Department of Justice. This report
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Critical Incident Policy 

Summary: 
The Critical Incident Response Team (CIRT) has been established to assist officers in coping with the 
physical and emotional reactions that can occur as the result of involvement in a critical incident. 

Document Text: 
TULSA POLICE DEPARTMENT 

Critical Incident Response Team 

POLICY: The Critical Incident Response Team (CIRT) has been established to assist officers in coping 
with the physical and emotional reactions that can occur as the result of involvement in a critical incident. 

- _  Officers involved in critical incidents are encouraged to participate on a voluntary basis in follow-up 
contacts with ClRT members and/or Psychological Services. 

SUMMARY: Procedures to be followed when responding to critical incidents. 

APPLIES TO: All Police Personnel. 

DEFINITIONS: 

CRITICAL INCIDENT - an incident in which an officer, in the course of hislher duties, is exposed to a 
situation involving the death or serious injury of any person, or a situation which could have involved the 
death or serious injury of any person. These situations may include, but are not limited to police involved 
shootings, heinous crime scenes, drowning or violent death of an infant or child, injury to a police officer, 
and traffic collisions. 

CRITICAL INCIDENT RESPONSE TEAM (CIRT) - a group of Tulsa Police Officers who are specially 
trained to assist officers who have been involved in critical incidents. 

PROCEDURES: 

Supervisor 

1. A supervisor will consider the need for contacting a member of ClRT when it has been determined that 
a critical incident has occurred. Provide the ClRT member with information about the incident. 

Involved Officer 

2. The involved officer may have any person contacted who the officer desires to assist himlher following 
involvement in a critical incident (i.e. a ClRT member, a minister or chaplain, a close friend or family 
member). 

ClRT Member 

3. Be available to provide support to the involved officer if he/she desires ClRT assistance. 

4. If the involved officer requests assistance, remain with the officer as long as necessary to provide 
short-term support. Inform the officer of additional resources that are available to the officer and to hidher 
family. 

5. Discuss with the involved officer the various potential reactions that they may experience as the result 
of a critical incident. 
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CIRT Member 

6. If the involved officer desires further ClRT services, arrange for other ClRT members to provide follow- 
up contacts. 

7. Advise the involved officer that Psychological Services will be notified of the critical incident and that 
the involved officer may be contacted by Psychological Services. 

8. Notify Psychological Services and provide them with information concerning the incident. 

PSC 

9. Maintain a current list of Critical Incident Response Team members that includes each offcet's home 
telephone number and current duty assignment. 

Contact Information: 
Officer Tom Rink 
Information Specialist 
Training & Develop Division 
Tulsa Police Department 
Resource Center 
6066 E. 66th St. N. 
Tulsa, OK 741 17 
Phone: (91 8) 591 -4528 
Fax: (918) 

This document is a research report submitted to the U.S. Department of Justice. This report
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1 5 . 8 . 4  DEADLY FORCE INCIDENT - SUPERVISOR 
The shift supervisor of a member involved in a deadly force 
incident--will notify the administration as soon as practical. The 
Prosecuting Attorney will be notified, by the Administration, of 
any deputy involved in a deadly force incident in which death or 
injury results. 

The member will remain at the scene, unless injured, until the 
arrival of investigators. After contact with investigators the 
member will be removed from the scene as soon as possible. 
However, if the circumstances are such that the continued presence 
of the member at the scene might cause a more hazardous situation 
to develop (i.e., violent crowd), the ranking deputy at the scene 
may instruct the member to respond to another, more appropriate, 
location. The member will not discuss the case with anyone-outside 
the Sheriff's Office without specific approval from the Admin- 
istration, with the exception of his/her clergyman, Guild 
representative, or legal counsel. 

If the member's firearm is required as part of the investigation, 
it. will be replaced or returned at the direction of the Sheriff or 
his designee. Individual circumstances will dictate when such 
replacement or return will take place as per section 15.18.18. 

See 15.18.18 Weapons Replacement 

15 -10 . O  COUNSELING - FAMILY 
In all cases where any person has been injured or killed as a 
result of a deadly force incident involving a member, he/she and 
his/her family will have available to them the services of the 
Sheriff's Office chaplain, the Cowlitz County Employee Assistance 
Program, or other authorized services. The services provided shall 
not be subject to any investigation. The consultation sessions 
will remain protected as privileged communication. 

15.12.0 LEAVE - ADMINISTRATIVE 

Any member that has used force resulting i n  death will be removed 
from line duty assignment pending administrative review. This 
leave will be without loss of pay or benefits. The length of the 
leave shall be determined by the Administration. The assignment of 
administrative leave does not imply that the member has acted 
improperly. 

When on administrative leave, the member shall inform the agency of 
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15.18.6 DEFINITIONS 

Line of D u t y :  Any official police 'action, whether on or off duty. 

Officer-Involved Shooting Incident: A line-of-duty incident 
wherein a firearm is discharged by or at a police officer, 
excluding the intentional disposal of an injured animal and target 
practice, but including any accidental discharge which occurs 
during a line-of-duty incident. 

Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder: An anxiety disorder that can 
,result from exposure to short-term severe stress, or long-term 
buildup or repetitive-and prolonged milder stress. 

15.18.8 NOTIFICATIONS 

The on-duty supervisor shall notify the following individuals of an 
officer-involved shooting incident and request their assistance as 
needed: 

1. Patrol Lieutenant 
2. Chief Criminal Deputy 
3. Undersheriff 
4. Sheriff 

Families of involved officers should be notified by the Department 
as soon as possible about the incident. If a deputy is injured, 
Department personnel will attempt to notify his/her family in 
person and arrange for their transportation to the hospital or 
other appropriate place as may be necessary. Emergency 
notification forms are kept in a notebook and are on file with the 
Undersheriff. Deputies should update this form on a regular basis. 

15 -18.10 INCIDENT SCENE PROCEDURE$ 

The following procedures will guide deputies and supervisors at the 
scene of a deputy-involved shooting incident. 

1. The first deputy on the scene will secure the scene and be in 
charge until relieved by a supervisor. This deputy will 
handle all supervisory duties and responsibilities until such 
relief occurs. 

2. A supervisor shall be dispatched to the scene of the incident 
and shall assume primary responsibility in caring for all 
involved personnel and citizens. Duties include rendering 
first aid; requesting additional medical assistance; 
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3 .  

4 .  

5 .  

6. 

7 .  

8 .  

9. 

10 * 

requesting additional personnel; assigning deputies to 
specific duties; arranging transportation; witness 
identification; and initial investigation of the scene. 

The supervisor will insure all incident scenes are identified 
and secured to prevent contamination or unauthorized entry 
(e.g., escape/chase route, fatality scene, collision scene, 
suspect vehicle, deputy's vehicle, etc). The supervisor will 
ensure that personnel are posted to adequately prevent 
unauthorized entry. . a  

The supervisor shall assign a deputy to the position of 
Incident Scene Recorder. This deputy will create a log and 
record all activities at the incident scene, to include date, 
time and names of people who enter or leave the incident scene 
and their purpose. 

The supervisor will assign a deputy to ride in the ambulance 
with an injured person (with a tape recorder, if available) to 
perform the following functions: 

a. Protect, secure., discover and recover any evidence and 
document any statements. 

b. Protect and secure any involved person who is in custody. 

c. Record and document information from medical personnel. 

d. Gather identification from medical personnel. 

The supervisor will insure that any outstanding suspect, 
vehicle and witness information is broadcast over the police 
radio. 

The supervisor will advise the involved deputy(s) that a 
detailed interview will be conducted at a later time. The 
supervisor will also provide the involved deputy (s )  with a 
general overview of standard operating procedures and 
investigations that will occur as a result of the incident. 

The supervisor will insure that any discharged weapon(s) are 
left in place as long as the scene is safe and secure. 

The supervisor will insure that discharged firearms, if 
holstered, are uncocked and that the firearm remains in the 
deputy's holster until such time as it is collected. 

The supervisor will arrange for deputies directly involved in 
the incident to leave the scene as soon as practical. The 
deputies will be transported to the Hall of Justice or other 
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secure setting by deputies who were not involved in the 
incident. The supervisor shall perform the following duties: 

a. Advise transporting deputies to not discuss the details 
of the incident with the involved deputy('s). 

b. Advise involved deputies that they may seek legal 
counsel. 

c. Instruct involved deputies not to talk about the incident 
with anyone except a personal or agency attorney, guild 
representative or attorney, or departmental investigator, 
until the conclusion of the preliminary investigation. 

d. Cause involved deputy(s) to be sequestered separately. 

e. Insure that no caffeine, nicotine, stimulants or 
depressants are taken by the deputy(s) prior to any 
investigative testing unless administered by medical 
personnel. This may be waived if the deputy elects not 
to submit to investigative testing and the Department 
elects not to seek a court order mandating such testing 
or conduct such testing under the auspices of an internal 
investigation. 

11. The supervisor will insure all witnesses are located and 
identified and statements,taken. 

12. The supervisor will insure that all incident and supplemental 
reports are completed by all personnel involved in the 
investigation of the incident. 

15.18 -12 DEPARTMEXT BRIEFINGS 

The department administration should brief other department members 
concerning the incident so that rumors are kept to a minimum. 
Department members are encouraged to show the involved deputy (s) 
their concern. 

15.3.8.14 MEDIA INQUIRIES 

All personnel involved in a shooting incident are advised that they 
are not permitted to speak with the media about the incident. 
Deputies shall refer inquires from the media to the Sheriff's 
Office administration, unless otherwise authorized to release a 
statement pertaining to the incident. 
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15.18.16 R E M O W  FROM DUTY 

Involved deputies will be placed on administrative leave pending 
evaluat'ion, but shall remain available for any necessary 
investigations. 

15.18 -18 WEAPONS REPLACEMENT 

Any weapons taken from the involved deputy(s) for evidentiary or 
investigative purposes will be replaced or returned at the 
direction of the Sheriff or his designee, taking into consideration 
the fitness for duty evaluation as described in 15 .18 .24 .  
Individual circumstances will dictate when such action takes place. 

15 ..18.20 FIREARMS RE-QUALIFICATION 

Deputies directly involved in the shooting incident shall be 
required to re-qualify with their firearms as soon as practical. 
This applies to returned, replacement and personal firearms used in 
the incident. 

15.18 -22 POST-INCIDENT COUNSELING 

All deputies directly involved. in the shooting incident shall be 
required to contact a Department-designated specialist for 
counseling and/or debriefing before returning to duty. This will 
occur as soon as practical after the incident, preferably within 24 
hours. The Department strongly encourages the involved deputy(s) 
and his/her family to take advantage of available confidential 
counseling services through the Employee Assistance Program. 

In addition, and in a timely manner, the deputy and team members 
involved will be gathered together and will be instructed that they 
will undergo counseling and/or debriefing individually. After the 
investigation, after a resolution has been made, the entire team 
will be brought together and advised of the outcome. 

15.18 - 2 4  FITNESS FOR DUTY EVALUATION 

At the direction of the Sheriff, fitness for duty evaluations will 
be conducted by a Sheriff's Office-designated mental health/medical 
specialist to insure that a deputy is able to return to duty after 
being involved in a shooting incident. As a result of such 
specialist's evaluation, the specialist shall advise the Sheriff of 
the following: 
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1. Whether it would be in the deputy's best interest to be placed 
on administrative leave or light duty, and for how long. 

2. If the deputy was relieved of his/her weapons after t h e  
incident, at what point they should be returned. 

3. Whether further counseling/treatment is needed and what type 
is needed by the deputy. 

15.18.26 DAILY STRESS RECOGNITION 

As post-traumatic stress disorders may not arise immediately, or 
the deputy may attempt to hide the disorder, each supervisor is 
responsible for monitoring the behavior of unit members for 
symptoms of the disorder. The supervisor will immediately notify 
the Lieutenant of any concerns. 

The Sheriff may order a deputy to seek assistance or counseling 
from a mental health specialist upon a supervisor's reasonable 
belief that stress may be disrupting the deputy's job performance. 
An appointment with a counselor will be scheduled by the Sheriff 
and the deputy will be directed by the Sheriff to attend. 

15.18 -30 USE OF DEADLY FORCE OUTSIDE COWLITZ COUNTY 

15.18 -32 Purpose 

The purpose of this policy is to provide guidelines that shall be 
uniformly applied following any incident involving the use of 
deadly force during a police action occurring outside the Cowlitz 
County limits by a Cowlitz County deputy. 

15 -18 - 3 4  P o l i c y  

It shall be the policy of this Department to respond to and provide 
assistance at any incident involving the use of deadly force during 
a police action outside of Cowlitz County. 

15.18.36 Investigation of Incident 

The incident will be investigated by the law enforcement agency 
having jurisdiction over the incident. 

15.18 -38 Notifications 
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